
 

 AGUILAR 
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

AGUILAR, Grace, 1816-47  
Born of Jewish-Spanish parents in Hackney, 

Aguilar began writing for a living before she was 

twenty, following the death of her father.  Her early 

published work was on Jewish subjects; she later 

turned to fiction.  Home Influence was her most 

successful novel described by the author as 'a story 

illustrative of a mother's solemn responsibilities, 

intense anxiety to fulfil them and deep sense of the 

Influence of Home'. 

 
1. Home Influence. A tale for mothers and 

daughters.  Copyright edn.  2 vols.  Leipzig:  
Bernhard Tauchnitz.    Half titles.  Neat contemp. 
brown cloth.  v.g.  

¶Todd 464b & 465.  Both vols signed Amy 
Jones of Abberley Hall. 

1859  £30 

 
2. Home Influence.  ...  W. Nicholson & Sons.  Half 

title, front., vignette title, 7pp ads.  Orig. maroon 
cloth, bevelled boards, blocked in black, lettered 
in gilt.  v.g.  
[c.1890]  £20 

 
3. The Mother’s Recompense.  A sequel to Home 

Influence.  George Routledge & Sons.  Front., 
added engr. title & plates, 8pp ads.  Orig. olive 
green cloth, bevelled boards with multi-coloured 
blocking; sl. rubbing, lacking leading f.e.p.  
a.e.g.  

¶Topp indicates that Routledge purchased 
the rights from Groombridge in August 
1888. 

[c.1890]  £25 

 
4. The Mother's Recompense.  A sequel to “Home 

Influence”.  W. Nicholson & Sons.  Half title, 
6pp ads.  Orig. green cloth, blocked in black, 
lettered in gilt;  dulled and sl. marked.  Prize 
label, 1914. 

¶This edition, published by W. Nicholson, 
not in BL or on COPAC. 

[c.1895?]  £20 
__________ 

 
5. AIKIN, Lucy.  Memoir of John Aikin, M.D.  

With a selection of his miscellaneous pieces, 
biographical, moral, and critical.  2 vols.  FIRST 
EDITION.  Baldwin, Cradock, & Joy.  Engr. 
front. port. vol. I.  Uncut in orig. blue boards, 
beige cloth spines, paper labels;  spines worn & 
chipped, boards sl. marked, cloth missing from 
corners.  A good, internally clean copy in an 
unusual binding.  
1823  £180 

 
6. ALBANESI, Effie Maria.  The Blunder of an 

Innocent.  FIRST EDITION.  Hutchinson & Co.  
Half title, 5pp ads;  e.ps a little browned.  Orig. 
olive green cloth, front board blocked in blind, 

lettered in gilt;  cloth a little darkened.  Owner’s 
stamp on leading f.e.p. 

¶Not in Wolff.  Prolific novelist, born in 
Australia. 

1899  £40 

 
7. ALBANESI, Effie Maria.  Drusilla’s Point of 

View:  a story of love.  Copyright edn.  Leipzig:  
Bernhard Tauchnitz. Half title. Contemp. half 
black calf, black cloth boards, maroon leather 
label;  spine & leading hinges rubbed.  

¶Todd 4054. 

1908  £20 

 
ALCOTT, Louisa May, 1832-88 
American novelist best remembered for Little 
Women (1868-9), her semi-autobiographical story of 

family life in Massachusetts.  The main character Jo 

is most identifiable with the author, but unlike her 

protagonist Alcott never married.  She received some 

literary instruction from Ralph Waldo Emerson and 

Nathaniel Hawthorne, both family friends. 

  
8. Jo's Boys, and how they turned out:  a sequel to 

“Little Men”.  4th edn.  Sampson Low, Marston, 
Searle, & Rivington.  Front. port., 3pp ads + 
32pp cata. (Oct. 1889).  Orig. blue/green cloth, 
bevelled boards, pictorially blocked in maroon & 
olive green, lettered in gilt; sl. rubbing.  a.e.g.  A 
good-plus copy.  

¶First published in 1886. 

1890  £35 

 
 LITTLE WOMEN 

 

9. Little Women.  Illustrated by M.V. Wheelhouse.  
Collins’ Clear-Type Press. (Collins’ Home 
Library.)  Half title, front. + 2 plates in colour, 
illus. on e.ps.  Orig. olive green cloth, blocked in 
black & pale green, lettered in black & gilt.  v.g.  

¶This edition not in BL. 

[c.1910]  £20 

 
10. Little Women.  Illustrated by M.V. Wheelhouse.  

G. Bell & Sons. (Queen’s Treasures series.)  Half 
title, front. + 7 plates in colour, 6pp ads, illus. on 
e.ps.  Orig. pale orange cloth, pictorially blocked 
& lettered in white;  spine v. sl. faded.  v.g.  
1921  £20 

 
11. Nice Wives: a sequel to “Little Women”.  

Goubaud & Son. (The Daisy Library.)  10pp 
cata.  Orig. brown cloth, lettered & blocked in 
black & gilt, front board with small floral onlay 
in pink, white, green & gilt;  v. sl. rubbing.  Gift 
inscription, Christmas 1889.  A v.g. copy.  

¶This edition not in BL or on COPAC.  
COPAC lists three titles in The Daisy 
Library, none dated, but all c.1880.  ‘Good 
Wives’, as it is more commonly known, was 
first published in 1869. 

[1880?]  £40



 

 ALCOTT 
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

12. Rose in Bloom:  a sequel to “Eight Cousins”.  
Illustrated by Harriet Roosevelt Richards.  
Sampson Low, Marston & Co.  Half title, front., 
vignette title, plates.  Orig. olive green cloth, 
pictorially blocked in white, black & pale green, 
lettered in white & gilt.;  a little dulled & sl. 
rubbed.  Hazel A. Benham’s booklabel & 
signature.  A good-plus copy.  

¶The first edition was published in 1876. 

1906  £20 

 
13. Louisa May Alcott, her Life, Letters, and 

Journals;  ed. by Ednah D. Cheney.  FIRST 
ENGLISH EDITION.  Sampson Low.  Half title, 
front.  Uncut in orig. maroon cloth;  faded & sl. 
rubbed, sl. wear at head of spine.  Inscription on 
verso of leading f.e.p., Christmas 1889.  

¶Louisa Alcott died in 1888. 

1889  £30 
__________ 

 
14. ALEXANDER, Cecil Frances.  Poems.  Edited, 

with a preface, by William Alexander.  FIRST 
EDITION.  Macmillan and Co.  Half title, front. 
port., 4pp ads;  partially unopened.  Orig. blue 
cloth, blocked & lettered in gilt;  spine sl. faded.  
v.g.  

¶The Norfolk-born author moved to Ireland, 
marrying the rector of Termonamongan, 
Derry - a wild parish, 'with a church 
population of some 1,500 people, scattered 
over bogs and mountains for many miles'. 

1896  £35 

 
ALEXANDER, Mrs, pseud.  
(Annie Hector, née French), 1825-1902 
Dublin-born, Alexander came to England when 

her lawyer father lost his money.  She was 

encouraged to write by Mrs. S.C. Hall, Eliza Linton 

and W.H. Wills, Dickens's sub-editor  on 

Household Words where her first works were 

published.  'Alexander's fiction typically revolves 

around a young girl torn between money, family & 

love, often complicated by a legacy'. (Sutherland.) 
 
15. By Woman’s Wit.  A novel.  2 vols  F.V. White 

& Co.  Half titles.  Orig. scarlet cloth, spines 
lettered in gilt, front boards lettered in black;  a 
bit darkened & rubbed, boards with partially 
removed library labels.  

¶Not in Wolff. 

1886  £125 

 
16. For His Sake.  Copyright edn.  2 vols.  Leipzig:  

Bernhard Tauchnitz.  (Collection of British 
authors. vol. 2853-54.)  Half title vol. I;  prelims 
vol. II removed.  Dark green Biarritz Library 
binding;  spine faded to brown.  

¶Todd 2853a;  Wolff 3118 is an undated 
yellowback. 

1892  £20 

17. The Heritage of Langdale. Cheap edn.  
Hutchinson & Co.  Half titles, 4pp ads.  Orig. 
dark green cloth, blocked & lettered in gilt;  sl. 
rubbed.  A good-plus copy.  

¶Not in Wolff. 

1894  £30 

 
18. Stronger than Love.  Copyright edn.  2 vols.  

Leipzig:  Bernhard Tauchnitz.  Contemp. half 
black calf, black cloth boards, maroon leather 
labels;  a bit worn.  

¶Todd 3607 & 3608.  Title not in Wolff. 

1902  £20 

 
19. What Gold Cannot Buy.  FIRST EDITION.  F.V. 

White & Co.  Half titles, 16pp cata.  Orig. red 
cloth, blocked in blind, spine lettered in gilt, 
front board lettered in black;  spine faded and a 
little worn.  

¶Not in Wolff. 

1895  £35 

 
20. The Wooing o’t:  a novel.  8th edn.  Richard 

Bentley & Son.  (Favourite novels.)  Half title, 
8pp cata.  Orig. black cloth;  sl. rubbing.  v.g.  

¶See Sadleir 41 for the 1873 3-volume first 
edition;  Wolff 3129 had only this edition. 

1890  £35 
__________ 

 
21. (ALSOP, C.M.)  BRAITHWAITE, Martha.  

Memorials of Christine Majolier Alsop.  
Compiled by Martha Braithwaite.  All rights 
reserved.  Samuel Harris & Co.  Half title, front. 
port;  light foxing in prelims.  Orig. brown cloth, 
bevelled boards, blocked in black, lettered in gilt.  
Presentation inscription dated 1881, Renier 
booklabel.  v.g.  

¶The autobiography of a Quaker with letters 
and journals.  The editor writes from 
Camden Road, London. 

1881  £30 

 
 INSCRIBED 

 

22. ANDERSEN, Lucy  A Holiday in Italy.  New 
edn, carefully revised.  Walter Scott.  Half title, 
final ad. leaf.  Orig. scarlet cloth, bevelled 
boards, blocked in black, lettered in gilt;  spine 
faded, front board sl. marked along upper 
margin.  A good-plus copy.  

¶2nd edition, with considerable additions 
and alterations. With inscription on leading 
f.e.p.: ‘Nellie French, from her friend the 
authoress Lucy Andersen, May 1893’.  This 
title not in BL.  National Library of Scotland 
and Trinity College Dublin date this as 
[1890].  By the author of Copenhagen and 
its Environs. 

[1890]  £35



 

 ANETHAN 
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

23. ANETHAN, Eleanora Mary d’, Baroness.   
His Chief’s Wife.  FIRST EDITION.  Chapman 
& Hall.  Half title;  leading f.e.p. removed.  
Uncut in orig. dark blue cloth, lettered & 
pictorially blocked in silver; spine faded. A 
good-plus copy.  

¶Not in Wolff.  Expatriate life in Brazil. 

1897  £40 

 
24. ANLEY, Charlotte.  Earlswood;  or, Lights and 

Shadows of the Anglican Church.  A tale for        
the times, and all time. FIRST EDITION.              
T. Hatchard.  Half title;  sl. browned.  Orig. 
brown cloth, blocked in blind, small gilt 
monogram at centre of front board, spine lettered 
in gilt;  inner hinges cracking, a little rubbed.  
Owner’s inscription on initial blank, 1877.  

¶Not in Wolff.  Tractarian novel. 

1852  £85 

 
25. (ANLEY, Charlotte)  Miriam;  or, The Power 

of Truth.  A Jewish tale.  By the author of 
“Influence”.  5th edn.  J. Hatchard & Son.  Final 
ad. leaf.  Orig. diced dark green cloth, blocked in 
blind, spine lettered in gilt;  spine a little faded & 
with v. sl. rubbing at tail.  A good-plus copy.  

¶With inscription on leading f.e.p:  ‘For my 
dear sister Eliza Wood with the good 
affectionate love of her sister Margaretha 
Davies’.  The preface to the first edition is 
signed from Newport, Isle of Wight, 1826.  
Not in Wolff. 

1836  £45 

 
26. ANNESLEY, Maude. Nights and Days.  FIRST 

EDITION.  Mills & Boon.  Half title, 4pp ads + 
32pp cata;  leading f.e.p. laid down.  Orig. blue 
cloth, lettered in black & gilt;  a little dulled.  A 
good-plus copy.  

¶The dedication is signed from Paris where 
the bulk of the action is set. 

[1912]  £20 

 
27. ANNETTE.  Hours of Thought.  By Annette.  

Dedicated to Mrs Cornwell Baron Wilson.  
FIRST EDITION. Small 8vo.  Darton & Co.  
Front., vignette title, additional printed title.  
Contemp. full dark green calf, dec. in gilt and 
with small leather onlays in various bright 
colours;  sl. rubbing.  Armorial bookplate of 
Frederick de Lisle.  A good-plus copy.  

¶A collection of short prose and verse. 

[1838-9?]  £85 

 
ANONYMOUS 

 
28. Cecil Merryville;  or, The Female Freemasons.   

3 vols.  Edward Bull, publisher;  A.K. Newman 
& Co.  Apparently the orig. black cloth boards, 

very nicely rebacked in morocco;  spines sl. 
faded.  v.g.  

¶This appears to be by a female writer.  
First issued by Edward Bull as The Female 
Freemasons in 1840.  See Wolff 7461.  This 
reissue as ‘Cecil Merryville’ is not in the BL 
or listed on COPAC. 

1844  £380 

 
29. Chilcote Park;  or, The Sisters.  By the author of 

‘Likes and Dislikes’.  John W. Parker & Sons.  
Leading inner hinge repaired.  Contemp. half 
maroon calf, spine with raised bands, black 
leather label sl. chipped;  a little faded.  
1860  £40 

 
30. Days of Old.  Three stories from old English 

History.  For the young.  By the author of “Ruth 
and her Friends”.  Cambridge:  Macmillan & Co.  
Front., title in red & black.  Contemp. half blue 
calf, spine with raised gilt bands and maroon 
leather label;  a little faded.  v.g.  

¶Caradoc and Diva;  Wulfgar and the Earl;  
or Power;  Roland.  ‘Rathespeck Trust’ 
stamped in gilt at tail of spine and library 
label on leading pastedown. 

1859  £60 

 
31. Domestic Scenes;  a tale of the times.  By the 

author of “The Baroness”, and “Distinction”.  
Seeleys.  Half title, final ad. leaf + 16pp cata.  
Orig. dark purple cloth, blocked in blind, spine 
lettered in gilt;  faded and sl. marked.  Owner’s 
inscription, Dec. 1848.  A good-plus copy.  

¶Not in Wolff. 

1848  £75 

 
32. Evenings at Derley Manor. Pencillings and 

sketches of the English poets and their favourite 
scenes.  Thomas Nelson.  Ad. preceding half 
title, col. front. & title, additional printed title.  
Orig. blue morocco cloth, blocked & lettered in 
gilt.  Ownership inscription of Miss J. Stevens, 
Mill House, 1854;  Renier booklabel.  a.e.g.  v.g.  

¶Poetry & prose.  BL apparently has copies 
dated 1849 & 1850;  the only other copy on 
COPAC is at Glasgow, dated 1850. 

1850  £50 

 
33. A Life-Long Story: or, Am I My Sister’s 

Keeper? Facts and Phases for the Times.  
Dedicated to the Women of England.  By One of 
Themselves. Simpkin, Marshall & Co,  Half title, 
front., errata leaf.  Orig. blue pebble-grained 
cloth by Lewis & Sons, blocked in blind & gilt, 
lettered in gilt;  spine sl. dulled, otherwise a v.g. 
bright copy.  With signature of John Ramsay, 
1859 on half title.  

¶Not in Wolff. 

1859  £130 



 

 ANONYMOUS 
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

34. Ling Bank Cottage:  a tale for working girls.  
SPCK.  Front., 4pp ads.  Orig. olive green cloth, 
blocked in black, lettering reversed out of gilt.  
Presentation inscription.  A v.g. bright copy.  
[1872]  £35 

 
 THE SCEPTIC:   

 CREWKERNE PRINTING 
 

35. The Sceptic.  By a Lady.  12mo.  John Russell 
Smith.  Printed in Crewkerne.  Half title.  Orig. 
blue cloth, blocked in blind, spine lettered in gilt;  
at some time excellently rebacked retaining orig. 
spine strip.  v.g., scarce.  

¶BL copy only on COPAC. 

1850  £525 

 
 AFTER THE REVOLUTION 

 

36. A Sketch of Modern France.  In a series of letters 
to a lady of fashion.  Written in the years 1796 
and 1797, during a tour through France.  By a 
Lady.  Edited by C.L. Moody. FIRST EDITION.  
Printed for T. Cadell jun. and W. Davies in the 
Strand.  Final ad. leaf.  Uncut in recent grey 
paper-covered boards, label.  v.g.  

¶ESTC T117774. An examintation of 
‘modern France’ following the ‘convulsions 
with which she has been shook’. 

1798  £220 

 
37. Sketches of Character, or, Specimens of Real 

Life.  A novel. 2nd edn. 3 vols.  Longman, Hurst, 
Rees, Orme, and Brown.  Sl. later half tan calf;  
minor rubbing to head & tails of spines, sl. worm 
damage in following hinge vol. I. Each vol. 
signed Elizabeth Crawford on title.  A good- 
plus copy.  

¶See The English Novel 1770-1829, 1808.18, 
for the first edition, tenuously quoting a ms. 
note ‘By Richard Brinsley Sheridan’ and 
NUC indicating possible attribution to 
Amelia Opie.  The editors of The English 
Novel comment:  ‘It is worth noting too, 
perhaps, the similarity of the imprint to 
those found in a sequence of  
novels attributable to the Revd. Mr. 
Wyndham’. 

1813  £250 

 
 A ROMAN STORY 

 

38. Valeria: a Roman story.  By the author of 
“Claveston, or The Infidel’s Visit”, and 
“Miscellaneous Poetry”.  With a preface, by the 
Rev. Joseph Baylee.  FIRST EDITION.  Thomas 
Arnold.  Engr. front. (‘The Temptation of 
Valeria’), illus. with occasional woodcuts.  
Contemp. green half calf, spine ruled and with 
devices in gilt;  sl. rubbing.  A good-plus copy.  

¶Not in BL or on COPAC.  The only clue to 
the authorship of this work is given in 
Baylee’s brief preface:  “The author of 
“Valeria” was one whose life exemplified 

the principles she here advocates.  The 
writer of this preface had long enjoyed her 
intimacy, and feels great pleasure in this 
opportunity of bearing testimony to her 
worth.”  The National Library of Wales has 
a copy of Claverston (1830) which it lists as 
Anglo-Welsh literature, but it does not give 
an author.  A tale of Christian devotion in 
the face of Roman paganism.  The frontis-
piece depicts Valeria pleading for her 
baby’s life as pagan votaries hold it over a 
burning altar. 

1841  £125 
__________ 

 
ANTHOLOGY  
 

39. The Juvenile Amulet, a pledge of affection.  
With fine engavings. Edward Lacey.  Front., 
vignette title, plates. Orig. brown horizontal-
grained cloth, boards blocked in blind, spine 
elaborately blocked & lettered in gilt.  v.g.  

¶A collection of stories for the young.  Most 
are unattributed, but the The Stolen Girl and 
The Quaker Girl are by Eliza Leslie. 

[c.1840]  £65 

 
40. Volume of the Affections:  and bridal offerings.  

2nd thousand. Printed and published for the 
proprietor:  sold by Darton & Clark  Engr. front.  
Contemp. half black calf;  a little rubbed.  A 
good-plus copy.  

¶With a dedication to Her Royal Highness, 
The Princess Victoria.  A selection of prose 
and poetry, relating to marriage and 
womanhood, ‘carefully chosen from the most 
talented female writers’.  BL gives the editor 
as Thomas Harttree Cornish.  The first 
edition was published in 1836. 

1837  £85 

 
 MULTI-AUTHOR FICTION 

 

41. WOOD, John Seymour, ed.  The Fate of 
Fenella:  a novel by 24 authors.  Copyright edn.  
Leipzig: Bernhard Tauchnitz. Contemp. half 
black calf, black cloth boards, maroon leather 
label;  a bit rubbed.  

¶Todd 2829. Without half title which, 
according to Todd, lists the contributors to 
this volume.  The 24 chapters are written by 
the following:  Helen Mathers, Justin 
McCarthy, Frances Eleanor Trollope, A. 
Conan Doyle, May Crommelin, F.C. Philips, 
‘Rita’, Joseph Hatton, Mrs Lovett Cameron, 
Bram Stoker, Florence Marryat, Frank 
Danby, Mrs Edward Kennard, Richard 
Dowling, Mrs Hungerford, Arthur A’Beckett, 
Jean Middlemass, Clement Scott, Clo. 
Graves, H.W. Lucy, Adeline Sergeant, 
George Manville Fenn, ‘Tasma’, Frederick 
Anstey. 

1892  £30 
__________ 





 

 ARGLES 
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

42. ARGLES, Margaret Wolfe, née Hamilton, 
afterward Hungerford.  Nor Wife nor Maid.   
A novel. 3 vols. 1st/1st/2nd English editions.  
William Heinemann.  Half titles, 16pp cata. vol. 
III (March 1892).  Orig. pink cloth, front boards 
lettered in maroon, spines lettered in gilt;  faded 
& sl. marked.  Library labels unobtrusively 
removed from front boards.  

¶NLW only on COPAC.  See Loeber H438, 
where the first edition is identified as New 
York, 1891.  Wolff 3437 is a one-volume 
edition in Heinemann’s 3/6 Novels series, 
which included some first editions.  He notes 
that he bought his 1893 edition ‘as a first’ 
but  is ‘not absolutely certain’ that it is such, 
but clearly this title first appeared in 
England in three vols in 1892. 

1892  £125 
 

 ELIZABETH & HER GERMAN GARDEN 
 

43. (ARNIM, Elizabeth von)  Elizabeth and Her 
German Garden.  2nd impression.  Macmillan & 
Co.  Half title.  Orig. olive green cloth, lettered 
in gilt and dark green;  spine sl. faded.  v.g.  
1898  £30 

 
44. (ARNIM, Elizabeth von)  The Enchanted April.  

By the author of “Elizabeth and her German 
Garden”.  FIRST EDITION.  Macmillan & Co.  
Half title, col. front., final ad. leaf.  Orig. olive 
green cloth, lettered in gilt and dark green.  v.g.  
1922  £25 

 
45. ARTHUR, Timothy Shay.  Anna Lee;  or, The 

Maiden, the Wife, and the Mother.  Stories for 
my young countrywomen. W. Nicholson & Sons.  
Half title, 24pp cata.  Orig. red cloth, blocked in 
blind, lettered in gilt;  a little dulled & rubbed.  

¶Instructions on conduct in narrative form. 

[c.1890]  £28 

 
46. ASHFORD, Daisy.  The Young Visiters;  or, Mr 

Salteenas Plan.  With a preface by J.M Barrie.  
11th impression.  Chatto & Windus.  Half title, 
front. (a photo portrait of the author).  Uncut in 
contemp. half black cloth, paper label;  sl. dulled.  
A good-plus copy.  

¶Daisy Ashford, 1881-1972.  A hugely 
popular novella of drawing room manners, 
considered charming for preserving the 
grammatical and lexicographical inaccura-
cies of its nine-year-old writer.  Immediately 
successful, The Young Visiters reached this 
11th impression only two months after the 
first edition. 

1919  £30 

 
47. ASQUITH, Margot.  The Autobiography.  

FIRST EDITION.  Thornton Butterworth.  Half 
title, front., plates.  Uncut in orig. grey cloth, 
lettered in black;  spine sl. faded.  v.g.  

¶A second volume appeared in 1922.  In 
1894 Margaret Tennant married Herbert 
Asquith who became Prime Minister in 
1908. 

1920  £30 

 
48. ATHERTON, Gertrude.  American Wives and 

English Husbands. A novel. 7th thousand.  
Service & Paton  Half title, 4pp ads;  e.ps a little 
browned.  Orig. green cloth, blocked and lettered 
in black;  a little dulled & rubbed.  

¶By the proloific American feminist.  The 
first US edition also 1898. 

1898  £25 

 
AUSTEN, Jane, 1775-1817 
Four novels were published during her lifetime, 

Northanger Abbey and Persuasion appeared shortly 

after her death. 
 

49. Works.  The Novels of Jane Austen.  Winchester 
Edition.  12 vols.  Edinburgh:  John Grant.  Half 
titles, front. vol. I. Untrimmed in orig. blue cloth, 
spines blocked & lettered in gilt.  t.e.g.  A v.g. 
bright set.  

¶See Gilson E91:  the re-issue of the 1898 
edition, with two added volumes of Letters. 

1911  £1,200 
 

 EMMA 
 

50. Emma:  a novel. In three volumes. By the Author 
of “Pride and Prejudice,” &c.  FIRST EDITION.  
12mo.  John Murray.  Half titles;  small tear in 
lower inner margin of half title vol. II expertly 
repaired, the occasional spot. Beautifully bound 
in sl. later half tan calf by Rivière & Son, 
marbled boards, spines with compartments finely 
tooled in gilt, raised bands, maroon & dark green 
labels.  A v.g. attractive copy.  

¶Gilson A8.  With the half titles as described 
and illustrated by Gilson. 

1816  £15,000 

 
51. Emma: a novel. Richard Bentley. (Standard 

Novels, no. XXV.)  Front., engr. title, additional 
printed title.  Contemp. full red calf by White of 
Pall Mall, spine gilt in compartments, green 
labels;  recased retaining original spine, one or 
two small marks on back board.  

¶Gilson D7. 

1841  £285 

 
52. Emma:  a novel.  Simms & McIntyre.  (Parlour 

Library, no. XXV.)  Half title, ads on pale green 
e.ps (The Parlour library).  Uncut in orig. printed 
boards; lacking spine, sl. rubbed.  Signed Charles 
G. Brown in contemp. hand on leading f.e.p.  

¶Gilson E15.  He states, ‘no copy seen in 
original paper boards’.  This copy retains 
the Parlour Library series title, which is not 
usually present in rebound copies. 

1849  £380 



 

 AUSTEN 
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

53. Emma:  a novel.  Simms & McIntyre.  (Parlour 
Library, no. XXV.)  Contemp. half black roan, 
marbled boards.  Signed Mary Chaytor on title.  
A good-plus copy. 
1849  £260 

 

54. Emma:  a novel.  New edn.  Richard Bentley & 
Son.  (Austen’s novels.)  Half title, engr. front  
Orig. dark green cloth, blocked in blind, spine 
lettered in gilt;  inner hinges sl. cracking, sl. 
rubbing.  A good-plus copy.  

¶See Gilson D10;  a reprint of the 1870 
edition.  Gilson mentions spine variations;  
this edition adds the name of the author. 

1876  £150 

 

55. Lady Susan and The Watsons.  Cambridge:  
W. Heffer & Sons. (Adelphi edition. vol. VII.)  
Orig. blue cloth;  faded & sl. marked.  

¶See Gilson E149: the edition first published 
by Martin Secker in 1923. 

[c.1950?]  £15 

 

 MANSFIELD PARK 
 

56. Mansfield Park.  2nd edn.  3 vols.  J. Murray.  
Bound without half titles.  Vol. I p.333/4 sl. torn 
without loss in upper margin, p.247/248 vol. III 
sl. torn in text block without loss;  both expertly 
repaired.  Contemp. half calf with spine strips 
expertly replaced, marbled boards, maroon 
labels.  v.g.  

¶Gilson, A7. 

1816  £3,500 

 

57. Mansfield Park:  a novel. Belfast:  Simms & 
M’Intyre.  (The Parlour Novelists, no. IV.)  
Series title, half title, 4pp ads;  small tear to title 
repaired.  Orig. plum cloth, blocked in blind, 
spine lettered in gilt;  spine sl. dulled.  A good-
plus copy.  

¶Gilson E10.  The first separate edition of 
Mansfield Park to appear after the expiry of 
the copyright in 1842. 

1846  £220 
 

 NORTHANGER ABBEY 
 

58. Northanger Abbey. Persuasion. Richard Bentley.  
(Standard novels, no. XXVIII.) Series title, 
front., engr. title, additional printed title.  
Contemp. half purple-brown calf;  a bit rubbed, 
sl. wear to leading hinge.   

¶Gilson D4:  the first one-volume edition. 

1833  £280 

 

59. Northanger Abbey. Persuasion. Richard Bentley.  
... Front., engr. title, additional printed title.  
Contemp. full red calf by White of Pall Mall, 
spine gilt in compartments, green labels; spine 
darkened, small marks.  A good-plus copy.  

¶Gilson D7.  A re-issue of the first one-
volume edition. 

1837  £225 

60. Northanger Abbey, and Persuasion.  Simms & 
M’Iintyre. Contemp. half black roan; sl. rubbing.  
Signed ‘W.R.C. Chaytor’ on title. A good- 
plus copy.  

¶Gilson E16.  Number 47 in The Parlour 
Library. 

1850  £200 

 
61. Northanger Abbey: a novel. New edn.  

(Persuasion.  New edn.)  Richard Bentley & Son.  
(Austen’s novels.)  Front;  tissue guard & title 
browned.  Orig. dark green cloth, blocked in 
blind, spine lettered in gilt;  spine a little 
darkened & rubbed.  Owner’s signature of Maria 
Fanny Cecilia Grant, 1879.  A good-plus copy.  

¶See Gilson D12;  he notes he has seen 
reprints dated 1882 and 1885, but does not 
record this 1877 reprint.  Gilson mentions 
spine variations;  this edition adds the name 
of the author. 

1877  £110 

 

 PRIDE & PREJUDICE 
 

62. Pride and Prejudice:  a novel.  In three volumes.  
FIRST EDITION. 12mo.  Printed for T. Egerton, 
Military Library, Whitehall.  Half titles vols. II & 
III;  one-inch tear in outer margin of vol. III, 
p139/40 expertly repaired, occasional foxing or 
browning to a few pages. Beautifully bound in 
later 19th century half tan calf by Rivière & Son, 
marbled boards, spines with compartments finely 
tooled in gilt, raised bands, maroon & dark green 
labels.  A v.g. attractive copy.  

¶Gilson A3.  The half titles in volumes II and 
III are as described and illustrated by 
Gilson. 

1813  £25,000 

 

63. (Sanditon.) Fragment of a novel, written ... 
January - March 1817.  Now first printed from 
the manuscript.  FIRST EDITION.  Oxford:  
Clarendon Press.  Half title, facsim.  Uncut & 
partially unopened in orig. blue-grey boards, 
cream cloth spine, paper label.  v.g.  

¶Edited by R.W. Chapman.  See Gilson F6;  
one of 250 copies printed on hand-made 
paper in slightly larger format. 

1925  £75 

 

64. (Sanditon.) Fragment of a novel, written ... 
January - March 1817.  Now first printed from 
the manuscript.  FIRST EDITION.  Oxford:  
Clarendon Press.  Half title.  Uncut in orig. blue-
grey boards, cream cloth spine, paper label;   
sl. faded.  
1925  £35 

 

65. (Sanditon.) Fragment of a novel ... 2nd 
impression.  Oxford: Clarendon Press.  Half title.  
Uncut in orig. grey-blue boards, cream cloth 
spine & paper label sl. dulled, replacement label.  
1925  £30 



 

 AUSTEN 
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

 SENSE & SENSIBILITY 
 

66. Sense and Sensibility:  a novel.  2 vols.  16mo.  
H.G. Clarke & Co. (Clarke’s Cabinet Series, No. 
21).  ‘Illuminated titles’, printed titles.  Contemp. 
half dark brown calf, spines tooled in gilt and 
with dark green leather labels;  expert minor 
repairs.  A v.g. copy of a scarce item.  

¶See Gilson E2.  Just visible in the lower 
margin of the illuminated title of vol. II, 
‘printed in colour by Gregory S. Collins’.  
Gilson indicates that Clarke issued this 
edition of Sense and Sensibility, the first to 
appear following expiry of copyright in 
1839, in ‘illuminated wrappers’, cloth, and 
‘full morocco gilt’, but no copies in cloth or 
wrappers are recorded. Here, as with 
Gilson’s copy, the titlepages are preceded by 
elaborate colour titlepages (“a curious 
Moorish/Gothic scene”) printed in gilt, red, 
green and blue.  He suggests these are the 
original front wrappers bound in, but 
comparing with other works in Clarke’s 
Cabinet Series and the quality of the paper 
used, it appears more likely that the printed 
titles were intended as such.  A Jarndyce 
copy of Andersen’s Only a Fiddler, 
published by Clarke in 1845, is in original 
red cloth with similar colour titles. 

1844  £850 

 

67. Sense and Sensibility:  a novel. Richard Bentley.  
(Standard Novels no. XXIII.) Front., ads on e.ps;  
name cut from upper margin of title, repaired.  
Orig. brown morocco-grained cloth, borders in 
blind, gilt spine;  at some time expertly recased.  

¶Gilson D7.  A re-issue of the first one-
volume edition with the Memoir. 

1846  £225 
 

68. Sense and Sensibility: a novel. New edn. Richard 
Bentley & Son.  (Austen’s novels.)  Half title, 
final ad. leaf.  Orig. dark green cloth, blocked in 
blind, spine lettered in gilt.  A v.g. bright copy.  

¶See Gilson D8; this edition first appeared 
in 1870. 

1875  £220 
 

69. Jane Austen’s ‘Sir Charles Grandison’.  Tran-
scribed by Brian Southam, foreword by Lord 
David Cecil.  Oxford:  at the Clarendon Press.  
Half title.  Orig. green cloth.  MINT in d.w.  

¶Austen’s attempt at a dramatic version of 
Samuel Richardson’s novel, Sir Charles 
Grandison.  With extensive notes. 

1980  £10 
 

70. Two Chapters of Persuasion, printed from Jane 
Austen’s Autograph.  Oxford:  Clarendon Press.  
Half title, 2pp inserted facsimile.  Uncut in orig. 
pale blue boards, white cloth spine sl. dulled, 
paper label.  v.g.  

¶Gilson F8.  The preface by the editor R.W. 
Chapman. 

1926  £48 

71. Volume the First. Now first printed from the 
manuscript in the Bodleian Library. Oxford:  
Clarendon Press.  Half title.  Uncut in orig. blue 
boards, cream spine, paper label with tiny chip.  
Replacement label.  v.g.  

¶Gilson F12. 

1933  £35 

 
72. Volume the Second.  Edited by B.C. Southam.  

Oxford:  Clarendon Press.  Half title, front., fold-
out illus.  Uncut in orig. blue boards, cream 
spine, paper label.  v.g. in d.w.  

¶Gilson F18.  Contains eight pieces written 
between 1790 and 1793. 

1963  £20 

 
73. Volume the Third.  Now first printed from the 

Manuscript.  Oxford: Clarendon Press. Half title.  
Uncut in orig. boards, sl. marked.  v.g.  

¶Gilson F14. 

1951  £35 

 
74. Volume the Third.  Now first printed from the 

Manuscript.  Oxford:  Clarendon Press.  Half 
title.  Uncut in orig. boards, cream cloth spine, 
paper label;  sl. dulled.  Gift inscription dated 
Sept. 1951.  v.g.  
1951  £20 

 
75. The Watsons. With an introduction by  

A.B. Walkley.  Leonard Parsons. Half title, front. 
port.  Uncut in orig. marbled boards, green cloth 
spine, lettered in gilt;  spine sl. dulled.  v.g. in sl. 
worn d.w.  

¶Gilson F4.  The first separate edition of 
'this little masterpiece' since it was printed 
in the 1871 2nd edition of James Austen 
Leigh’s ‘Memoir of Jane Austen’. 

1923  £35 

 
76. (Selection.) Duologues and Scenes from the 

Novels of Jane Austen,  arranged and adapted for 
drawing-room performance by Rosina Filippi 
(Mrs. Dowson). With illustrations by Miss 
Fletcher.  Oxford:  Clarendon Press.  Half title, 
front., title in red & black, illus;  e.ps laid down, 
old library shelf mark on verso of title.  Uncut in 
orig. pale green cloth, lettered & blocked in gilt;  
sl. dulled.   A good-plus copy.  

¶Duologues adapted from the works of Jane 
Austen, ‘the greatest care being taken to 
keep as much as possible to the spirit of the 
original’. 

1895  £15 

 
77. Jane Austen’s Letters to her sister Cassandra and 

others. 2nd edn (reprinted with corrections).  
Edited by R.W. Chapman.  O.U.P.  Half title, 
front., plates.  Orig. brown cloth.  v.g. in d.w.  
1959  £35 



 

 AUSTEN 
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

 HORRID NOVELS 
78. The Northanger Set of Jane Austen Horrid 

Novels.  7 vols.  Tall 8vo.  Folio Press.  Orig. 
black cloth;  v.g. in black cloth slipcase.  

¶The novels listed by Isabella Thorpe in 
Northanger Abbey, comprising: 
1.  ROCHE, Regina Maria.  Clermont. 
2.  PARSONS, Eliza.  Castle of Wolfenbach. 
3.  PARSONS, Eliza.  The Mysterious 
 Warning. 
4.  SLEATH, Eleanor.  The Orphan of the 
 Rhine. 
5.  FLAMMENBERG, L. & TEUTHOLD, 
 Peter.  The Necromancer or The Tale of 
 the Black Forest. 
6.  GROSSE, Marquis of.  Horrid 
 Mysteries;  trans. Peter Will. 
7.  LATHOM, R.  The Midnight Bell. 

1968  £450 
 

AUSTEN-LEIGH, James Edward 
  

79. A Memoir of Jane Austen by her nephew.  
FIRST EDITION.  Richard Bentley. Front. port., 
title in red & black, 3 plates, facsim.  Uncut in 
fairly recent half green morocco, marbled 
boards.  v.g.  

¶Gilson M130. 

1870  £120 

 
80. A Memoir of Jane Austen by her nephew.  3rd 

edn. to which is added Lady Susan and 
fragments of two other unfinished tales by Miss 
Austen. Richard Bentley & Son.  Half title, front; 
foxing to title and last few leaves.  Orig. green 
cloth, blocked in blind, spine lettered in gilt;  
spine a little rubbed at head and tail, inner hinges 
cracking.  

¶See Gilson M130.  Also included are Lady 
Susan, The Watsons and the cancelled 
Chapter of Persuasion. 

1872  £50 

 
81. A Memoir of Jane Austen by her nephew.  5th 

edn. To which is added ...  Richard Bentley & 
Son.  Half title, front; title sl. browned.  Orig. 
dark green cloth, blocked in blind, spine lettered 
in gilt;  inner hinges cracking, spine sl. rubbed.  
Monogram bookplate, AL.  

¶See Gilson M130. 

1883  £40 

 
82. A Memoir of Jane Austen by her nephew ...  

With introd., notes, & index by R.W. Chapman.  
Oxford:  Clarendon Press.  Half title, front. & 
plates.  Uncut in orig. pale blue boards, cream 
cloth spine, paper label.  v.g.  

¶A facsimile reprint of the 1871 second 
edition, with notes. 

1926  £20 
_____ 

83. AUSTEN-LEIGH, William & Richard Arthur.  
Jane Austen:  her life and letters.  FIRST 
EDITION.  Smith, Elder, & Co.  Half title, 
front., title in red and black, final ad. leaf;  sl. 
foxing.  Orig. red cloth, lettered in gilt.  v.g.  
1913  £45 

 
84. BRADBROOK, Frank W.  Jane Austen and her 

Predecessors.  2nd edn.  O.U.P.  Half title.  Orig. 
green cloth, black label.  v.g. in d.w.  
1967  £12 

 
85. CHAPMAN, R.W. Jane Austen: facts and 

problems.  The Clark Lectures, Trinity College, 
Cambridge, 1948.  Oxford:  Clarendon Press.  
Half title, front.  Orig. dark blue cloth;  e.ps sl. 
marked.  v.g. in sunned d.w.  

¶Gilson M758. 

1948  £30 

 
86. KAYE-SMITH, Sheila and STERN, G.B.  

More Talk of Jane Austen.  FIRST EDITION.  
Cassell & Co.  Half title.  Orig. black cloth;  
spine sl. spotted.  v.g.  
1950  £15 

 
87. PIGGOTT, Patrick.  The Innocent Diversion:   

a study of music in the Life and Writings of Jane 
Austen. Douglas Cleverdon, Clover Hill 
Editions. Front., plates, bibliog. Orig. brown 
cloth;  several names on e.ps.  Sl. torn d.w.  
1979  £45 
__________ 

 
 A STORY FOR BOYS AND GIRLS 

 

88. AUSTIN, Stella.  Pat.  A story for boys and 
girls.  3rd edn.  J. Masters & Co.  Half title, 
front., plates, 4pp ads + 40pp cata.  Orig. olive 
green cloth, pictorially blocked & lettered in 
black & gilt;  spine a bit darkened, one or two 
small marks.  Inscribed to Helena Leavens from 
AL Gower, Chiselhurst 1884.  A nice copy.  

¶With a dedication to Lewis Carroll.  Austin 
was a prolific writer of tales 'for boys and 
girls'. 

1882  £30 

 
89. AWDRY, Frances.  An Elder Sister.  A short 

sketch of Anne Mackenzie, and her brother the 
missionary Bishop.  3rd edn.  Bemrose & Sons.  
Half title, front. port., illus. with 7 engr. plates, 
4pp ads.  Orig. olive green cloth, blocked in dark 
green & white, lettered in gilt.  Gift inscription 
on title, 'To Miss Wheatley ... from Estelle 
Harrison', 1920.  v.g.  

¶Anne’s brother was Charles Frederick 
Mackenzie, who served as Bishop in British 
Central Africa. 

1904  £25 





 

 AYLMER 
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

 BUSH LIFE 
 

90. AYLMER, J.D. Isabella Elinor.  Bush Life;  or, 
A Woman’s Adventures Among the Caffres.  
Edited by Mrs Fenton Aylmer.  Ward and Lock.  
Later plain red binder’s cloth.  v.g.  

¶“The interesting narrative of Mrs Colonel 
Somerset’s adventures in Caffraria is 
compiled from letters and notes placed in the 
keeping of a regimental schoolmaster.”  BL 
states that this novel was not only edited but 
also writted by Mrs. Fenton, afterwards 
Aylmer.  First published by J.F. Hope in 
1858 as ‘Adventures of Mrs. Colonel 
Somerset in Caffraria, during the war’.  Not 
in Wolff. 

1862  £75 

 
BAILLIE, Joanna 1762-1851   
Lanarkshire-born daughter of a Presbyterian 

minister, Baillie began writing poetry in her early 

twenties when the family moved to London and she 

joined fashionable literary circles.  She is chiefly 

remembered for her ‘plays of the passions’, a series 

of works intended to illustrate the deepest emotions 

of human psychology. 

 
 'FROM THE AUTHOR' 

 

91. (A Collection of Plays in 6 volumes.) T. Cadell;  
Longman; Henry Colburn. Occasional light 
foxing.  Uniform full contemp. tree calf, gilt 
spines, black labels;  a little worn, the odd small 
chip.  Vols I & II signed ‘From the Author’ on 
titlepage, vol. IV similarly signed on initial 
blank.  Each vol. signed 'A. Elliott' & ‘Eliz. C. 
Elliott, Jan. 1836’;  later booklabels of Esme 
Nicoll.  

¶A. A Series of Plays:  in which it is 
 attempted to delineate the stronger 
 passions of the mind.  Each passion 
 being the subject of a tragedy and a 
 comedy.  3 vols.  Vol. I, 3rd edn, T. 
 Cadell, 1800;  vol. II, FIRST EDITION, 
 T. Cadell, 1802;  vol. III, FIRST 
 EDITION, Longman, 1812. 
B. Miscellaneous Plays.  2nd edn, 
 Longman, 1805.   
C. Metrical Legends of Exalted Character.  
 FIRST EDITION, Longman, 1821.   
D. Three plays bound together:  The Family 
 Legend:  a tragedy in 5 acts (bound 
 without titlepage);  The Martyr:  a 
 drama in 3 acts.  FIRST EDITION, 
 Longman, 1826;  The Bride;  a drama in 
 3 acts.  FIRST EDITION, Henry 
 Colburn, 1826. 

1800-26  £450 
 
92. (A Collection of Plays in 4 volumes.)  T. Cadell;  

Longman.  Uniform contemp. full speckled calf, 
gilt spines, red & black leather labels;  rubbed, 
vol. IV very slightly chipped at head & tail of 
spine.  Marquess of Headfort armorial book-
plates.  A good-plus set.  

¶A. A Series of Plays:  ...  3 vols.  Vol. I, 2nd 
 edn (T. Cadell), 1799;  vol. II, FIRST 
 EDITION (T. Cadell), 1802;  vol. III, 
 FIRST EDITION (Longman), 1812.   
B. Miscellaneous Plays.  2nd edn 
 (Longman), 1805. 

1799-12  £325 

 
93. (A Collection of Plays in 4 volumes.)  T. Cadell; 

Longman. Uniform contemp. full calf, borders in 
blind, gilt spines.  A v.g. bright set.  

¶A. A Series of Plays: ...  3 vols.  Vol. I, 4th 
 edn (T. Cadell), 1802;  vol. II, 2nd edn 
 (T.  Cadell), 1802;  vol. III, FIRST 
 EDITION (Longman) 1812.   
B. Miscellaneous Plays.  FIRST EDITION 
 (Longman), 1804. 

1802-12  £400 

 
94. Miscellaneous Plays.  FIRST EDITION.  Long-

man, &c. Some light browning. Contemp. full 
tree calf, green label chipped;  a bit dulled & 
rubbed. Armorial bookplate of Cholmeley, 
Brandsby.  

¶Contains Rayner: a tragedy; The Country 
Inn, a comedy; Constantine Paleologus, a 
tragedy.  

1804  £75 
__________ 

 
95. BALDWIN, Louisa.  A Martyr to Mammon.     

3 vols.  Swan Sonnenschein, Lowrey & Co.  
Titlepage vol. I only.  3 vols in 1 in turquoise 
cloth, blocked in black and gilt; spine dulled. 

¶Not in Wolff. A remainder issue with new 
general titlepage replacing volume titles of 
the first edition of 1886. Louisa Macdonald, 
1845-1925, who wrote novels and poetry, 
married a businessman Alfred Baldwin, and 
was the mother of the Prime Minister 
Stanley Baldwin. She was one of four 
Macdonald sisters who made significant 
marriages, the others being Alice  
Kipling, Agnes Poynter and Georgiana 
Burne-Jones. 

1888  £200 

 
BANKS, Isabella, Mrs G. Linnæus  
(née Varley), 1821-97 
Daughter of a Manchester chemist, Isabella Varley 

had poems published when she was 16.  She took up 

novel-writing to supplement the family income after 

moving to London & the death of five of her eight 

children. 
 

96. Daisies in the Grass:  a collection of songs and 
poems, by Mr. and Mrs. G. Linnaeus Banks.  
FIRST EDITION.  Robert Hardwicke.  A few 
spots.  Contemp. half brown calf, gilt & blind 
tooled spine, dark brown label;  sl. rubbing.  v.g.  

¶Each contribution is signed with initials. 

1865  £75 



 

 BANKS 
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

97. The Manchester Man. James W. Allingham.  
Orig. olive green cloth;  dulled & sl. rubbed, 
inner hinges cracking.  

¶First published in 3 vols, 1876;  see Sadleir 
154, Wolff 243.  This is probably the first 
one-volume edn.  ‘Her best work’ (Suther-
land) which includes a chapter on the 
Peterloo Massacre. 

1877  £25 

 
98. The Manchester Man.  6th edn.  Manchester:  

Abel Heywood & Son. (Mrs Banks Novels, 
Uniform Series.)  Half title, front., vignette title.  
Orig. maroon cloth, blocked & lettered in blind 
& gilt;  spine sl. faded & rubbed.  Inscribed 
twice in pencil on leading f.e.p., Heywood 1889 
and 1892.  A good-plus copy. 
1886  £40 

 
99. The Manchester Man. 11th edn. Manchester:  

Abel Heywood & Son.  Half title, front., vignette 
title.  Orig. maroon cloth, front board lettered in 
blind, spine lettered in gilt.  v.g.  
1901  £25 

 
 FAMILY INSCRIPTION 

 

100. Sybilla, and other stories.  Manchester:  Abel 
Heywood & Son. (Mrs Banks Novels, Uniform 
Series.)  Half titles, front., vignette title, 20pp 
cata. (Feb. 1883).  Orig. scarlet cloth, blocked & 
lettered in black & gilt;  spine sl. faded.  v.g.  

¶See Wolff 245 for the first edition of 1884.  
Inscribed on half title:  ‘Esther Isabella 
Banks, with the love of her mother the 
authoress.  Dec 5/85.’  A second inscription, 
1966;  ‘To Frieda Shapscott, with all good 
wished from the grand-daughter of the 
author, Lilian F. Jarvis’. 

1885  £125 

 
101. Wooers and Winners;  or, Under the Scars.  A 

Yorkshire story. 3 vols. FIRST EDITION.  Hurst 
& Blackett.  Half titles, 16pp cata. vol. III.  Orig. 
green cloth, front boards blocked & lettered in 
black, spines lettered in gilt;  sl. rubbed, carefully 
recased.  Miles’s Library labels on front boards;  
vol. III signed ‘Jane Slinger - Studfold 1881’ on 
half title.  A good-plus copy.  

¶Not in Sadleir or Wolff, who had several of 
Banks' works in his collection.  An exami-
nation of manners and social mobility in 
Northern England, themes already explored 
in The Manchester Man. 

1880  £280 
__________ 

 
102. (BARBAULD, Anna Letitia) LE BRETON, 

Anna Letitia. Memoir of Mrs. Barbauld,  
including letters and notices of her family and 
friends.  By her great niece.  FIRST EDITION.  
George Bell and Sons.  Front.  Orig. maroon 

cloth, bevelled boards, spine lettered in gilt;  
spine a little darkened and sl. rubbed at head & 
tail.  A good-plus copy.  

¶Barbauld, 1743-1825, was a poet, essayist 
and critic, a pioneering voice in female 
politics, and an important figure in the 
emergence of English romanticism.  Her 
popularity wained in the early nineteenth 
century, and she was sharply criticised for 
her poem Eighteen Hundred and Eleven, 
which questioned Britain's involvement in 
the Napoleonic Wars.   

1874  £45 

 
103. (BARCLAY, Florence Louisa)  The Life of 

Florence L. Barclay:  a study in personality.  By 
one of her daughters.  G.P. Putnam’s Sons.  Half 
title, front., plates., 6pp cata. containing ads. for 
Barclay’s novels.  Orig. brown cloth;  sl. dulled.  
A good-plus copy.  

¶First published in 1921.  Florence Barclay, 
1862-1921, wrote a number of hugely 
successful romances.  Her most enduring 
work, The Rosary, 1909, has been adapted 
for the screen several times. 

1927  £20 

 
104. BARR, Amelia E.  Cluny Macpherson:  a tale of 

brotherly love.  3rd edn.  Hodder & Stoughton.  
Front. & plates, 8pp ads.  Orig. blue cloth.  v.g. 
bright copy.  

¶Not in Wolff. 

1892  £25 

 
105. BARR, Amelia E.  Love for an Hour is Love 

Forever.  2nd edn.  Hutchinson & Co.  Half title, 
8pp ads, ads on e.ps.  Yellowback in orig. printed 
boards;  v. sl. wear to head of spine, else v.g.  

¶Not in Wolff.  The publisher Hutchinson is 
not included by Topp.  On inside rear 
pastedown a list of 21 Hutchinson's Popular 
Novels 'in crown 8vo, picture boards, 2s. 
each'.  Amelia Barr, 1831-1919, wrote more 
than sixty novels in her long literary career, 
mainly historical romances with strong 
moral and religious undertones.  BL has a 
copy dated [1892]. 

[c.1892]  £65 

 
106. BARWELL, Louisa Mary. Edward, the 

Crusader's Son.  A tale.  Illustrating the history, 
manners and customs of England in the eleventh 
century.  2 vols.  Sm. 8vo.  Chapman & Hall.  
Engr. fronts after Landells.  Orig. navy blue 
cloth, blocked in blind, spines lettered in gilt.  
Birkbeck College library labels in following e.ps.  
A v.g. bright copy  

¶Not in Wolff.  An historical novel, designed 
to inform on all aspects of society ('religion, 
laws, armour, sports, occupations, &c, &c') 
during the reign of Richard I. 

1836  £110 







 

 BAYLY 
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

107. BAYLY, Elisabeth Boyd.  Jonathan Merle:  a 
West Country story of the times.  9th thousand.  
Jarrold & Sons.  Half title, 10pp ads;  e.ps a little 
browned.  Orig. blue cloth, lettered in gilt.  v.g.  

¶Not in Wolff. 

1896  £35 

 
108. BEGBIE, Agnes H.  The Rosebud Wall,  and 

other poems. With illustrations by Bell C. Mac-
gibbon. Edinburgh: published by William J. Hay, 
John Knox’s House.  Half title, illus.  Uncut in 
orig. drab boards printed in dark green, olive 
green cloth spine lettered in gilt;  front board sl. 
marked.  A good-plus copy.  

¶One of 500 copies printed.  Agnes Begbie 
also wrote the collection of verse, Edinburgh 
Vignettes. 

[1907]  £10 

 

 THE YOUNG HOUSEKEEPER 
 

109. BELL, Catherine D.  Lily Gordon,  the young 
housekeeper. By Cousin Kate. 2nd edn. Edin-
burgh:  Edmonston and Douglas.  Front., 3pp 
following ads;  the odd spot.  Orig. royal blue 
cloth by John Gray of Edinburgh, boards blocked 
in blind, gilt spine;  a bit marked and rubbed.  
Bookseller's ticket, J.M. Jones of Bristol.  

¶Not in Sadleir or Wolff.  First edition was 
published in 1853. 

1855  £75 

 

110. BELL, Gertrude. Persian Pictures. With a pre-
face by Sir E. Denison Ross.  Ernest Benn.  Half 
title.  Orig. green cloth.  Ownership inscription 
on leading f.e.p. of A Wyndham, 1949.  v.g.  

¶This had been published by Bentley as 
‘Safar Nameh. Persian Pictures. A book of 
travel’ in 1894.  Gertrude was an honorary 
secretary of the British Women's Anti-
Suffrage League. 

1928  £40 

 

111. BELLAIRS, Nona. Going Abroad; or, Glimpses 
of Art and Character in France and Italy.  FIRST 
EDITION.  Charles J. Skeet.  Front. (‘Florence 
from S. Miniata’ - tinted lith. by Hullmandel & 
Walton), final ad. leaf.  Uncut in orig. blue cloth 
by Sotheran & Sackville, elaborately blocked in 
blind & gilt, spine lettered in gilt;  a little 
darkened & rubbed.  
1857  £85 

 

112. BENARDETTE, Jane & MOE, Phyllis, eds.  
Companions of Our Youth:  stories by women 
for young people’s magazines, 1865-1900.  New 
York:  Frederick Ungar Publishing Co.  Half 
title, front.  Orig. printed glossy wraps;  sl. faded 
and creased.  

¶Contributions to American periodicals;  
with twelve contemporary biographies 
including Louisa May Alcott. 

1980  £10 

BENNETT, Mary 
We have failed to discover any information at all 

about this American (?) author. 

  
113. The Gipsy Bride;  or, The Miser’s Daughter.  A 

tale of the 16th century.  W. Nicholson & Sons.  
Half title, front., vignette title, additional printed 
title, 6pp ads.  Orig. dark brown cloth, bevelled 
boards, blocked in black, lettered in gilt;  a little 
rubbed.  A good-plus copy.  

¶This edition not in BL, which lists the first 
edition as 1841 (The Gipsey Bride).   

[1880?]  £30 

 
114. The Gipsy Queen;  or, The Maori’s Daughter.  

W. Nicholson & Sons.  Half title, front., vignette 
title, additional printed title.  Orig. dark green 
cloth, bevelled boards, blocked in black, lettered 
in gilt.  v.g.  

¶Not in BL.  COPAC lists one copy of this 
edition at Liverpool. 

[1891?]  £35 

 
 JANE SHORE 

 

115. Jane Shore; or, The goldsmith’s wife.  An       
historical tale.  W. Nicholson & Sons.  Half title, 
front., vignette title;  e.ps browned.  Orig. blue 
cloth, blocked in blind, lettered in gilt.  v.g.  

¶Confusion remains regarding the 
authorship of this work.  CBEL (3rd edn) 
lists this under Hannah Maria Jones, but 
only as an 'attributed or spurious work', 
indicating that it is sometimes attributed to 
Mrs Bennett.  Summers, in his bibliography 
of Gothic fiction, also gives the author as 
Jones, but states, "Jane Shore was 
frequently reprinted and is often ascribed to 
Mrs Bennett".  Both sources suggest the 
possibility of two different editions by two 
different authors appearing in 1839 or 1840.  
However, Jarndyce has found no edition of 
Jane Shore that can be definitively ascribed 
to Jones, and there are none listed in the BL 
or on COPAC, all the copies present 
appearing under the name of Bennett.  In 
comparing several different editions of  
the work, issued by a range of publishers,  
we have been unable to find any edition that 
deviates substantially from any of the  
others.  While there are textual variations  
between editions, they all appear to be 
essentially the same work.  Confusion may 
stem from the fact that Jane Shore was, for 
some reason, heavily re-edited in the  
latter part of the nineteenth century.  This 
Nicholson edition differs from an  
edition contemporarily published by Milner;  
at first glance these appear to be  
different works, but closer comparison  
of the texts shows them to be the same  
novel. 

[c.1885?]  £40 
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116. Jane Shore; or, The goldsmith’s wife.  A thrilling 
story of the reign of King Edward IV.  Milner & 
Co. (Crown ruby series.)  Orig. maroon cloth;  sl. 
dulled.  v.g. 
[1895]  £30 
__________ 

 
BESANT, Annie, 1847-1933 
Anne Besant rebelled against her conventional 

upbringing, lost her religious faith and was for a 

time associated with Charles Bradlaugh in the 

National Secular Society, and later with the Fabian 

Society.  She first visited India in 1893 and promoted 

there the causes of theosophy (to which she had been 

converted), education and nationalism. 
 
117. Annie Besant: an autobiography. 5th impression.  

T. Fisher Unwin. Half title, front., plates; leading 
f.e.p. neatly removed. Orig. red cloth. v.g. in torn 
and sl. dusted d.w.  

¶First published in 1893;  includes preface 
to the 3rd impression, 1908. 

1920  £20 

 
118. English Republicanism.  Freethought Publishing 

Co.  Disbound.  8pp.  
[1878]  £30 

 
119. ACOLLAS, Emile.  The Idea of God in the 

Revolution. (Tr. by Annie Besant.) n.p.  Drop-
head title.  Disbound, sl. stained & marked.  8pp.  
[1877]  £20 
__________ 

 
120. BEST, M.C., Mrs.  Six Thousand Years Ago: 

or, the works of creation illustrated. FIRST 
EDITION.  Bath:  Binns & Goodwin, etc.  Half 
title, front., title with vignette, illus., 4pp ads.  
Orig. blue cloth;  spine sl. dulled.  Ink ms. prize 
label.  v.g.  An attractive copy.  

¶Pre-Darwinian natural history for children. 

[1844]  £50 

 
BETHAM-EDWARDS, Matilda, 1836-1919 
Writer on France, & of fiction set in her native 

Suffolk - 'A Christian free-thinker, interested in anti-

vivisection & cremation'. 
 
121. Anglo-French Reminiscences, 1875-1899. Leip-

zig:  Bernhard Tauchnitz. (Vol. 3408.)  Contemp. 
vellum;  sl. dulled.  

¶Todd 3408.  Bound without half title. 

1900  £25 

 
122. Felicia.  2 vols.  Copyright edn.  Leipzig:  Bern-

hard Tauchnitz. Half titles.  Contemp. dark green 
binders' cloth, maroon leather labels.  A good-
plus copy.  

¶Todd 1511 & 1512. 

1875  £35 

123. Mid-Victorian Memories;  with a personal sketch 
by Sarah Grand. FIRST EDITION. John Murray.  
Half title, front. port. Orig. blue cloth; sl. marked.  
1919  £30 

 

 INSCRIBED 
 

124. Reminiscences.  New and revised edn.  Unit 
Library.  Half title, front., title in red and black, 
final ad. leaf.  Uncut in orig. half blue cloth, pale 
blue cloth boards;  lacking spine label, sl. dulled.  

¶Signed presentation copy:  ‘To dear Maud 
Bramwell, with M Betham-Edwards’ kindest 
love.  Nov 22. 1903’. 

1903  £75 

 
125. Two Aunts and a Nephew. Copyright edn.  Leip-

zig:  Bernhard Tauchnitz.  (Collection of British 
authors, vol. 2848.)  Half title.  Dark green 
Biarritz Library binding;  spine faded to brown.  

¶Todd 2848. 

1892  £25 
__________ 

 
126. BLACK, Helen C.  Notable Women Authors of 

the Day.  With portraits.  FIRST EDITION.  
Maclaren & Co.  Half title, illus. with 30 plates;  
the odd spot.  Orig. green cloth, bevelled boards, 
lettered in gilt, blocked in dark green;  spine 
dulled.  Ownership inscription on leading f.e.p. 

¶30 brief biographies & reviews, 25 with 
portraits.  Mrs Riddell, Mrs Hungerford, 
Adeline Sergeant, Edna Lyall, Mrs Alex. 
Fraser, Marie Corelli, Mrs Lynn Linton, &c. 

1906  £50 

 
127. (BLENCOWE, Mrs, ed.)  The Casket,  a mis-

cellany, consisting of unpublished poems.  
FIRST EDITION.  John Murray.  Half title, list 
of subscribers, index;  largely unopened.  Uncut 
in orig. dark blue-green glazed cloth, maroon 
leather label;  spine sl. faded.  A v.g. clean copy.  

¶From the library of Ernest Augustus, 5th 
son of George III, Duke of Cumberland and, 
from 1837, King of Hanover.  With his Royal 
library stamp on verso of title.   

1829  £350 

 
BLESSINGTON, Marguerite Gardiner, 
Countess of, 1789-1849  
From humble Irish origins, Marguerite  Power rose 

to become the Queen of London Society.  She wrote 

and edited to help fund  the extravagant life-style she 

shared with her third husband, Count D'Orsay, at 

Gore House.  In 1849, D'Orsay fled to France to 

avoid his creditors & Marguerite followed, dying 

soon after in Paris. 
 

128. The Confessions of an Elderly Gentleman.  
Illustrated by six female portraits, from highly 
finished drawings by E.T. Parris.  FIRST 
EDITION. Longman, &c.  Half title, engr. front., 
plates;    name  erased  from leading f.e.p.   Orig. 
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 ochre cloth, blocked in blind, spine blocked & 
lettered in gilt;  darkened & rubbed, carefully 
rebacked.  

¶Wolff 549. 

1836  £75 
 

 THE GOVERNESS 
 

129. The Governess. 2 vols. FIRST EDITION.  
Longman &c.  Front. vol. I;  some light foxing in 
prelims vol. I.  2 vols in 1 in contemp. full diced 
calf;  single ruled gilt borders, spine with raised 
bands and gilt in compartments, dark brown 
leather label;  sl. darkened.  A good-plus copy.  

¶Sadleir 241.  Not in Wolff. 

1839  £380 

 
130. The Governess, and The Belle of a Season.  

BOUND WITH:  The Two Friends.  Baudry, 
1835. Paris: Baudry’s European Library. (Collec-
tion of Ancient and Modern British authors, vol. 
CCLXII.)  Half title to The Governess only;  sl. 
foxing. Continental half maroon calf; spine faded.  
Haut-Buisson booklabel.  A good-plus copy.  

¶The Two Friends, Wolff 553;  see also  
Item 133. 

1840  £150 

 
131. The Idler in Italy.  2nd edn.  2 vols.  Henry 

Colburn.  Front. vol. I;  some light foxing.  Con-
temp. half red calf, spines gilt in compartments, 
black leather labels;  a little rubbed.  A good-plus 
copy.  

¶Not in Wolff.  Contains many miscellaneous 
remarks on Byron & Shelley (see Chew 
p.234). 

1839  £220 
 

132. A Journal of the Conversations of Lord Byron 
with the Countess of Blessington. New edn., 
revised, and annotated, to which is prefixed A 
Contemporary Sketch of Lady Blessington, by 
her sister, and a Memoir of her by the Editor of 
this edition.  Richard Bentley & Son.  Half title, 
front. & plate.  Orig. grey-blue cloth;  sl. rubbed 
with Mudie’s label on front board.  

¶First published in 1834, this is a much 
extended version.  The Sketch is in fact by 
her niece, M.A. Power. 

1893  £65 

 

133. The Two Friends:  a novel.  Brussels:  Ad. 
Wahlen, printer to the court.  Half title;  one 
gathering sl. proud.  Contemp. half maroon 
sheep;  sl. rubbing.  Armorial bookplate.  v.g.  

¶See Wolff 553 for 3-vol. first edition also 
1835 (Saunders and Otley). 

1835  £90 

 

134. SADLEIR, Michael.  The Strange Life of Lady 
Blessington.  Revised American edn.  New York:  
Farrar, Straus and Company.  Half title, front.  
Orig. blue cloth.  v.g in repaired d.w.  

¶Sadleir, in his 'note of acknowledgment' 
states that important unpublished material is 
incorporated into this revised American 
edition. 

1947  £20 
__________ 

 
135. (BODICHON, Barbara)  BURTON, Hester.  

Barbara Bodichon, 1827-1891. FIRST EDITION.  
John Murray.  Half title, front., illus. + 3 plates.  
Orig. blue cloth.  v.g. in worn d.w.  

¶From a liberal family, Bodichon became a 
keen educationalist and early champion of 
women’s rights. 

1949  £40 

 
136. BOTTOME, Phyllis. The Common Chord.   

FIRST EDITION.  Martin Secker.  Half title, 
final ad. leaf + 12pp cata. (1913).  Orig. green 
cloth, lettered in white & gilt;  small dent in front 
board, otherwise a v.g. copy.  

¶With a presentation inscription on leading 
f.e.p.:  ‘To Paul, with the hope that there is 
much better to follow - some of which is 
yours as well as mine - from Phyllis 
Bottome’, May 22nd, 1913.  The book is 
dedicated 'to my friend and comrade 
Charles Paul Frèrejean' & this is probably 
the dedication copy.  Bottome was an 
English novelist, 1884-1963, who became 
well-known for her anti-Nazi novels in the 
late 1930s and 1940s. 

1913  £50 

 
137. BOWEN, Marjorie. The Viper of Milan:  a 

romance of Lombardy.  (7th printing.)  Alston 
Rivers.  Half title, title in red & black, 4pp ads.  
Orig. dark blue cloth, pictorially blocked in red 
& black, lettered in black & gilt;  tiny scratch on 
spine, otherwise v.g.  Signed Dorothy Harris, 
1906, on leading f.e.p.  

¶The first novel by this prolific writer of 
supernatural stories and romances.  She was 
author of over 150 works.  Marjorie Bowen 
was pseudonym of Mrs Gabrielle Margaret 
Vere Long, née Campbell. 

1906  £30 

 

138. BOWLES, Emily. St. Martha’s Home; or, Work 
for women.  FIRST EDITION.  Dublin:  James 
Duffy.  Orig. green cloth, blocked in blind, spine 
lettered in gilt. Stamps & label of Loretto 
Convent library.  A v.g copy.  

¶Loeber B296.  Emily Bowles converted to 
Catholicism in 1843 and threw herself into 
charity work, most notably with 
impoverished children in Liverpool.  These 
socially instructive short stories, mainly set 
in London, extol charitable Catholic virtues, 
offering advice on making a happy home, 
and guidance on moral and social 
responsibilities.   

1864  £180
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BRADDON, Mary Elizabeth, 1835-1915 
'Queen of the Circulating Libraries', Braddon 

started writing professionally but unsuccessfully in 

her early twenties. After a brief period as an actress, 

a Yorkshire squire paid her to write the epic poem 

'Garibaldi', and in 1860 her first novel, Three Times 
Dead, was published.  She began living with the 

publisher John Maxwell in 1861, finally marrying 

him in 1874 after the death of his wife.  Her great 

success, establishing the 'sensation novel', was Lady 

Audley's Secret (1862), followed by a stream of 

popular novels continuing until her death in 1915. 
 
139. All Along the River.  3 vols.  FIRST EDITION.  

Simpkin, Marshall.  Orig. dark green fine-weave 
cloth, double-ruled borders in blind, spines 
lettered in gilt;  spines sl. darkened and sl. worn 
at heads & tails.  A good-plus copy.  

¶Wolff 623;  Sadleir 267. 

1893  £280 

 
140. All Along the River. Simpkin, Marshall. (The 

Author’s edn.)  Half title, title in red & black;  
lacks leading f.e.p., foxed. Orig. red glazed cloth, 
blocked in black, lettered in gilt;  dulled & 
rubbed. t.e.g.  
[c.1907]  £40 

 
141. Asphodel. A novel. John & Robert Maxwell.  

Front. & engr. title by H. French.  Orig. red 
cloth, front board blocked & lettered in black, 
spine blocked & lettered in gilt & black;  spine 
dulled.  A good-plus copy.  

¶Wolff 624a.  BL has no one-volume edition. 

[1881]  £75 

 
142. Aurora Floyd.  6th edn.  Tinsley Bros.  Half title.  

Orig. blue cloth, blocked in black, lettered in gilt;  
sl. rubbed.  Gift inscription, Nov. 1863.  

¶First edition also 1863. 

1863  £50 

 
143. Aurora Floyd.  Simpkin, Marshall. (The Author’s 

edn.)  Half title, title in red & black;  some light 
foxing.  Orig. red glazed cloth, blocked in black, 
lettered in gilt;  spine dulled and a little rubbed.  
Ownership inscription, August 1909.  
[c.1909]  £30 

 
144. Beyond These Voices.  Hutchinson & Co. (7d 

Copyright novels.)  Front.  Orig. pink cloth, gilt 
spine;  faded, rubbed, and sl. affected by damp.  
A fair copy only.  

¶One of Braddon’s last novels:  the first 
edition was published in 1910. 

[c.1912]  £25 

 
145. Birds of Prey.  A novel.  Stereotyped edn.  Ward, 

Lock & Tyler.  Half dark blue leather, grey cloth 
sides;  a little rubbed.  

¶The first edition was published in 1867. 

[c.1870?]  £45 

146. Birds of Prey. ... Stereotyped edn.  Simpkin, 
Marshall.  Ad. on leading pastedown for Miss 
Braddon’s Novels.  Orig. red cloth, blocked & 
lettered in black & gilt;  dulled & rubbed, 
leading inner hinge split.  A fair copy only.  
[1890?]  £35 

 
147. Charlotte’s Inheritance.  Simpkin, Marshall. (The 

Author's edn.)  Half title, title printed tin red & 
black.  Orig. red cloth, blocked & lettered in 
black.  Ownership inscription on e.p.  v.g.  

¶First published in 1868. 

[c.1910]  £45 

 
 CHRISTMAS HIRELINGS 

 

148. The Christmas Hirelings. FIRST EDITION.  
Simpkin, Marshall.  Half title, front. & plates by 
F.H. Townsend, 8pp ads.  Orig. pale yellow 
cloth, blue cloth spine, front board pictorially 
blocked & lettered in red, spine lettered in gilt;  
sl. rubbing at head & tail of spine, one or two 
small marks.  Signed 'Ida Marshall' in contemp. 
hand on half title.  A good-plus copy.  

¶Sadleir 274.  A tale of children hired out to 
make a family Christmas. 

1894 £150 
 
149. The Cloven Foot.  A novel.  Stereotyped edn.  

Simpkin, Marshall.  Half title;  pencil marks on 
leading pastedown.  Orig. red cloth, blocked & 
lettered in black & gilt;  dulled and a little 
rubbed, spine darkened.  

¶The first edition was published in 1879. 

[c.1895]  £45 

 
150. The Conflict.  Simpkin, Marshall. (The Author’s 

edn.)  Half title, title in red & black;  one or two 
pencil annotations in text.  Orig. red glazed cloth, 
blocked and lettered in black;  a little dulled.  
Armorial bookplate and ownership inscription of 
Samuel Augustine Courtauld, and stamps of 
King’s College Library.  A good-plus copy.  

¶The first edition was published in 1903.  
This book, as well as others by Braddon in 
this catalogue, is from the library of Samuel 
Courtauld (1876-1947), industrialist and 
patron of the arts.  Founder, in 1931, of The 
Courtauld Institute of Art, then part of 
London University. 

[c.1910]  £45 

 
151. Cut by the County.  John & Robert Maxwell.  

Contemp. blue-grey binder’s cloth.  v.g.  
¶See Wolff 675.  This was first published 
anonymously with One Thing Needful (1886, 
3 volumes), occupying the latter portion of 
the second and all of the third volume.  This 
one-volume separate edition also appeared 
in 1886.   

[1886?]  £50 
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 DEAD LOVE HAS CHAINS 
 

152. Dead Love has Chains.  Hurst and Blackett. (7d. 
Copyright novels.) Front. Orig. dark green cloth, 
gilt spine.  v.g.  

¶One of Braddon’s later novels:  the first 
edition was published in 1907. 

[c.1913]  £30 

 

153. Dead Sea Fruit. A novel.  Copyright edn.  2 vols.    
Leipzig: Bernhard Tauchnitz. Contemp. half 
brown morocco, brown cloth boards, spines with 
raised gilt bands, maroon leather labels.  v.g.  

¶Todd 980 & 981.  The first edition also 
1868.  This copy bound without half titles. 

1868  £75 

 

154. Dead-Sea Fruit. ... Stereotyped edn.  John & 
Robert Maxwell.  Orig. green cloth, blocked in 
black, lettered in gilt; a little rubbed, several 
leaves proud. 
1878  £45 

 

155. The Doctor’s Wife.  Copyright edn.  2 vols.  
Leipzig: Bernhard Tauchnitz. (Collection of 
British Authors, nos 748 & 749.)  Half titles.  
Contemp. half purple morocoo.  Armorial 
bookplates of Edgar Cordier.  v.g.  

¶Todd 748b & 749.  The first edition also 
1864. 

1864  £75 

 

156. The Doctor’s Wife.  Simpkin, Marshall.  (The 
Author’s edn.)  Half title, title in red & black.  
Orig. red glazed cloth, blocked in black, lettered 
in gilt;  a little dulled, the odd small mark.  
[c.1909]  £45 

 

157. During Her Majesty’s Pleasure. Hurst and 
Blackett. (7d Copyright novels.)  Front.  Orig. 
dark green cloth, gilt spine.  A v.g. bright copy.  

¶One of Braddon’s later novels:  the first 
edition was published in  1908. 

[c.1913]  £35 

 

158. The Fatal Three. A novel. Stereotyped edn.  
Simpkin, Marshall, & Co. Orig. red cloth, 
blocked & lettered in black & gilt;  dulled and a 
little rubbed, spine darkened, leading inner hinge 
cracking.  

¶Braddon’s return to the sensation novel 
proved a spectacular success. The first 
edition was published in 1888. 

[c.1890]  £45 

 

159. Fenton’s Quest:  a novel.  Copyright edn.  2 vols.  
Leipzig:  Bernhard Tauchnitz.  Half titles;  sl. 
browning. 2 vols in 1 in contemp. half dark 
purple morocco, spine gilt in compartments.  
Label of Bibliothèque du Haut-Buisson. A good-
plus copy.  

¶Todd 1135a & 1136. 

1871  £75 

160. Flower and Weed. Simpkin, Marshall. (The 
Author’s edn.)  Half title, title in red & black;  
one or two pencil annotations in text.  Orig. red 
glazed cloth, blocked in black, lettered in gilt;  
spine faded and a little worn at head & tail.  
Armorial bookplate and ownership inscription of 
Samuel Augustine Courtauld, and stamps of 
King’s College Library.  

¶The first edition was published in 1884. 

[c.1910]  £45 

 
161. Gerard, or, The World, the Flesh, and the Devil.  

Simpkin, Marshall.  (The Author’s edn.)  Half 
title, title in red & black;  one or two pencil 
annotations in text.  Orig. red glazed cloth, 
blocked & lettered in black;  spine sl. dulled.  
Armorial bookplate and ownership inscription of 
Samuel Augustine Courtauld, and stamps of 
King’s College Library.  A good-plus copy.  

¶The first edition was published in  1891. 

[c.1910]  £50 

 
162. The Golden Calf.  A novel.  Stereotyped edn.  

John & Robert Maxwell.  Front.  Orig. green 
cloth, blocked in black, lettered in gilt;  some sl. 
rubbing.  

¶The first edition was published in  1883. 

[c.1885]  £55 

 
163. The Green Curtain. FIRST EDITION.  

Hutchinson & Co.  Half title, title in black and 
green, 32pp cata. (Autumn 1911)  Orig. dark 
green cloth, lettered in gilt;  spine a little 
darkened and sl. worn at head & tail, back board 
sl. marked.  Ownership inscription, 1911.  A 
good-plus copy.  
1911  £85 

 
164. His Darling Sin.  Simpkin, Marshall, Hamilton.  

(The Author’s edn.)  Half title, title in red & 
black;  one or two pencil annotations in text.  
Orig. red glazed cloth, blocked in black, lettered 
in gilt;  spine sl. darkened.  Armorial bookplate 
and ownership inscription of Samuel Augustine 
Courtauld, and stamps of King’s College 
Library.  t.e.g.  v.g.  

¶The first edition was published in  1899. 

[c.1910]  £50 

 
 HOSTAGES TO FORTUNE 

 

165. Hostages to Fortune:  a novel.  Stereotyped edn.  
By the author of "Lady Audley's Secret", &c.  
Ward, Lock & Tyler.  Contemp. full black sheep, 
spine lettered & ruled in gilt;  worn but sound.  

¶The first edition was published in 1875. 

[c.1884]  £35 

 
166. Ishmael.  A novel.  FIRST EDITION.  3 vols.  

John & Robert Maxwell.  Half title vol. III  
only; vol. I lacking prelims, vol. III lacking f.e.ps.  
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  Contemp. pale green binder’s cloth;  spines 
darkened, a little rubbed.  

¶Sadleir 297;  Wolff 656. 

[1884]  £180 

 
167. Ishmael. Simpkin, Marshall. (The Author’s edn.)  

Half title, title in red & black;  one or two pencil 
annotations in text.  Orig. red glazed cloth, 
blocked & lettered in black;  sl. marked.  
Armorial bookplate and ownership inscription of 
Samuel Augustine Courtauld, and stamps of 
King’s College Library.  A good-plus copy.  
[c.1910]  £50 

 
168. John Marchmont’s Legacy.  A novel.  Copyright 

edn.  2 vols.  Leipzig:  Bernhard Tauchnitz.  Half 
titles.  2 vols in 1 in contemp. blue cloth;  back 
board a little marked, sl. rubbed.  

¶Todd 688b & 689. 

1864  £50 

 
169. Just as I am.  A novel.  Stereotyped edn.  John & 

Robert Maxwell.  Half title, front., yellow e.ps.  
Orig. green cloth, blocked in black, lettered in 
gilt;  spine a little rubbed. Ownership inscription, 
1886.  A good-plus copy.  

¶The first edition was published in 1880. 

[c.1885]  £50 

 
 LADY AUDLEY'S SECRET 

 

170. Lady Audley’s Secret.  3 vols.  7th edn / FIRST 
EDITION / 7th edn. Tinsley Bros.  Half titles.  
Contemp. half calf, marbled boards, spines ruled 
in gilt, red leather labels;  v. sl. rubbing, but a 
good-plus copy.  

¶See Sadleir 302b for early editions.  'The 
most sensationally successful of all sensation 
novels' (Sutherland). 

1862  £480 

 
171. Lady Audley’s Secret.  Preston:  James Askew & 

Son.  Titlepage with crude unsigned vignette of 
the author, text in two columns;  sl. browning to 
text.  Orig. royal blue cloth, bevelled boards, 
lettered in gilt.  a.e.g.  A good-plus copy.  

¶There are six items from this Preston 
publisher in the BL, but not this title.  None 
are dated but all appear to be circa 1900. 

[c.1900?]  £40 

 
172. Lady Audley’s Secret.  Simpkin, Marshall. (The 

Author’s edition).  Half title, title in red & black.  
Contemp. half maroon morocco, spine gilt in 
compartments;  leading hinges sl. rubbed.  
Armorial bookplate of William Henry Abbey.  
t.e.g.  v.g.  
[c.1910?]  £75 

 
173. London Pride; or, When the World was Younger.  

FIRST EDITION.  Simpkin, Marshall, Hamilton, 
Kent.  Half title;  small stain in lower outer 

margin of leading f.e.p. & half title.  Orig. dark 
blue cloth, pictorially blocked in pale green & 
pink, lettered in gilt.  Ownership inscription on 
half title, Jan. 1897.  v.g.  

¶Wolff 664, Sadleir 306. 

1896  £60 

 
174. London Pride; ...  FIRST EDITION.  Simpkin, 

Marshall, Hamilton, Kent.  Half title;  some light 
foxing. Orig. dark green cloth, pictorially 
blocked in paler green & pink, lettered in gilt;  sl. 
rubbing.  Ownership inscription pasted on to 
leading f.e.p.  v.g.  
1896  £50 

 
175. London Pride; ... Copyright edn. 2 vols.  Leipzig:  

Bernhard Tauchnitz.    Half title vol. II.  Orig. 
brown publisher’s cloth.  v.g.  

¶Todd 3179 & 3180. 

1897  £45 

 
176. Lost for Love:  a novel.  By the author of "Lady 

Audley's Secret" ...  Stereotyped edn.  John & 
Robert Maxwell.  Half title, 10pp 'opinions of the 
press'.  Orig. green cloth, blocked & lettered in 
blind &  gilt;  a bit damp-marked along hinge.  

¶See Wolff 666 for the first edition of 1874:  
"One of MEB's experiments with satirizing 
evangelical 'cant' by dead-pan and 
apparently serious portrayal of it." 

[1875]  £65 

 
177. Lucius Davoren. A novel. Stereotyped edn.  John 

& Robert Maxwell.  Contemp. half black roan;  a 
little rubbed. Signed ‘Ailsie North, Thurland 
Castle’ on leading pastedown.  

¶Lucius Davoren; or, Publicans and Sinners 
first appeared in 1873. 

1878  £45 

 
178. Lucius Davoren. ... Stereotyped edn.  John & 

Robert Maxwell. Lacking leading f.e.p.  
Contemp. red binder’s cloth;  a little dulled & 
marked.  
[c.1880]  £35 

 
179. Miranda. Hutchinson & Co. Front.; lacks leading 

f.e.p.  Orig. pink cloth, gilt spine;  faded, loose.  
A fair copy only.  

¶Braddon’s penultimate novel:  the first 
edition was published in 1913. 

[c.1913]  £25 

 
180. Mount Royal. Simpkin, Marshall. (The Author’s 

edn.)  Half title, title in red & black.  Orig. red 
glazed cloth, blocked in black, lettered in gilt;  
spine sl. faded & rubbed along hinges.  A good-
plus copy.  

¶The first edition was published in 1882. 

[c.1910]  £45 
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181. One Life, One Love.  A novel.  Stereotyped edn.  
Simpkin, Marshall. Contemp. purple binder’s 
cloth;  sl. damp staining along fore-edges.  

¶First edition was published in 1890. 

[c.1890]  £60 

 
182. One Thing Needful.  A novel.  Stereotyped edn.  

John & Robert Maxwell.  Contemp. half black 
roan;  a bit rubbed.   

¶The first edition was published in 1886. 

[1887?]  £50 

 
183. One Thing Needful.  ...  Stereotyped edn.  John 

& Robert Maxwell.  Yellowback in orig. boards.  
Spine sl. rubbed but a good-plus copy.  
[c.1890]  £75 

 
184. An Open Verdict.  A novel.  Stereotyped edn.  

Simpkin, Marshall and Co.  Some light foxing.  
Yellowback in orig. boards;  leading hinge a 
little worn.  Renier booklabel.  A good-plus 
bright copy.  

¶Topp, vol. VIII, no. 939.  Melodrama about 
an heiress falsely suspected of causing her 
father’s premature death. 

[1889]  £50 

 
185. Our Adversary.  FIRST EDITION.  Hutchinson 

& Co.  Half title, 32pp cata. (Spring 1913).  Orig. 
maroon cloth, lettered in gilt;  spine a little faded.  
Ownership inscription, Christmas 1913.  A good-
plus copy.  
1909  £85 

 
186. Phantom Fortune.  A novel.  By the author of 

“Lady Audley’s Secret” ...  3 vols.  FIRST 
EDITION.  John & Robert Maxwell.  Orig. green 
cloth, spines lettered in gilt;  sl. rubbing, some 
minor expert repairs.  A good-plus copy.  

¶Sadleir 321; Wolff 679. 

1883  £450 

 
187. Phantom Fortune. Simpkin, Marshall. (The 

Author’s edn.)  Half title, title in red & black;  
one or two pencil annotations in text.  Orig. red 
glazed cloth, blocked in black, lettered in gilt;  
spine faded, sl. rubbed.  Armorial bookplate & 
ownership inscription of Samuel Augustine 
Courtauld, stamps of King’s College Library. 
[c.1910]  £40 

 
188. (Ralph the Bailiff, &c.)  L’Intendant Ralph et 

autres histoires.  Traduit de l’anglais par Charles 
Bernard-Derosne avec l’autorisation de l’auteur.  
Nouvelle édition revue et corrigée. Paris:  
Librairie de L. Hachette et Cie.  Half title.  
Contemp. continental binding, half red calf;  sl. 
rubbing.  A good-plus copy.  

¶Ralph, the Bailiff, and other tales, first 
published in English 1862. 

1869  £40 

 ASHER EDITION 
189. Robert Ainsleigh. Copyright edn. 3 vols.  Berlin:  

A. Asher & Co. (Asher’s Collection of English 
Authors, vols 11, 12 & 13.)  Half titles.  
Contemp. half maroon morocco, spines with 
raised bands and compartments a little rubbed, 
dark green leather labels. 

¶Published the same year as the first edition. 

1872  £120 

 

190. Robert Ainsleigh. A novel. Stereotyped edn.  
Simpkin, Marshall.  Orig. red cloth, blocked & 
lettered in black & gilt;  spine dulled and a little 
rubbed.  Stamps of King’s College Library.  
1890  £50 

 

191. The Rose of Life.  3rd edn.  Hutchinson & Co.  
Half title, 30pp cata. (numbered 3-32);  edges a 
little spotted.  Orig. pink cloth, lettered in gilt;  a 
little dulled & rubbed, inner hinges repaired.  
[1905]  £35 

 

 ROUGH JUSTICE 
192. Rough Justice. FIRST EDITION. Simpkin, 

Marshall. Half title, 16pp cata. carelessly 
opened.  Untrimmed in orig. red cloth, lettered in 
gilt;  dulled and a little rubbed.  Label of St John 
and Red Cross Hospital Library.  

¶Wolff 683 states that this Anglo/African 
detective story was originally titled 
‘Shadowed’. 

1898  £50 
 

193. Run to Earth.  A novel.  By the author of “Lady 
Audley’s Secret”, &c.  3 vols.  FIRST EDITION.  
Ward, Lock, & Tyler. Vol. III without titlepage.  
3 vols in 1 in contemp. half blue sheep;  rubbed 
& worn. Blind stamped ‘E. & C. Blackburne, 
Monachan’, titlepage signed ‘James Clarke, 85’.  

¶Not in Wolff, who has a 4th edition (1868), 
684a. 

1868  £125 
 

194. Run to Earth. ... Copyright edn.  2 vols.  Leipzig:  
Bernhard Tauchnitz.  2 vols in 1 in contemp. half 
green morocco; sl. rubbed. A good-plus copy.  

¶Todd 1034 & 1035.  Bound without half 
titles. 

1869  £50 
 

 FIVE NOVELS IN ONE VOLUME 
195. Run to Earth.  A novel.  (With five other novels 

in one volume.)  George Newnes.  New e.ps at 
some point.  Contemp. half dark blue morocco, 
spine, raised gilt bands, marbled boards;  rubbed.  

¶Bound with five other novels by Mrs 
Braddon, all published by Downey & Co. 
and bound with half titles.  Henry Dunbar, 
John Marchmont’s Legacy, Lady Audley’s 
Secret, Sir Jasper’s Tenant, Only a Clod.  
None are dated.  Henry Dunbar has torn 
titlepage with sl. loss. 

1902  £85 
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196. Sons of Fire. A novel. Stereotyped edn. Simpkin, 
Marshall.  Orig. red cloth, blocked & lettered in 
black & gilt; sl. dulled & rubbed, spine darkened.  

¶The first edition was published in 1895. 

[1896]  £45 

 
197. The Story of Barbara; her splendid misery and 

her gilded cage.  A novel.  Stereotyped edn.  
John & Robert Maxwell.  Lacks leading f.e.p.  
Orig. green cloth, blocked in black, lettered in 
gilt;  spine a little rubbed.  

¶The first edition was published in 1880. 

[c.1885]  £45 

 
198. Strangers and Pilgrims. A novel. Stereotyped 

edn.  Simpkin, Marshall, Hamilton, Kent & Co.  
Lacks leading f.e.p.  Orig. red cloth, blocked & 
lettered in black & gilt;  spine darkened, worn at 
head & tail.  

¶The first edition was published in 1873. 

1890  £35 

 
199. Taken at the Flood. Simpkin, Marshall. (The 

Author’s edn.)  Half title, title in red & black;  
one or two pencil annotations in text.  Orig. red 
glazed cloth, blocked & lettered in black;  spine 
sl. dulled, small repair at head of leading hinge.  
Armorial bookplate & ownership inscription of 
Samuel Augustine Courtauld, stamps of King’s 
College Library.  A good-plus copy.  

¶The first edition was published in 1899. 

[c.1910]  £50 

 
200. Thou Art the Man.  A novel.  Stereotyped edn.  

Simpkin, Marshall. Half title, final ad. leaf;  
lacking leading f.e.p, signs of tape repair pp.278-
284. Orig. red cloth, blocked & lettered in black 
& gilt; sl. dulled & rubbed, spine darkened.  
[1894]  £20 

 
201. To the Bitter End:  a novel.  By the author of 

“Lady Audley’s Secret”, etc.  3 vols.  FIRST 
EDITION.  John Maxwell & Co.  Contemp. half 
red sheep;  a little rubbed, spine defective vol. I.  

¶Sadleir 336, Wolff 694. 

1872  £250 

 
202. To the Bitter End. Simpkin, Marshall. (The 

Author’s edn.)  Half title, title in red & black;  
some pencil annotations in text.  Orig. red glazed 
cloth, blocked in black, lettered in gilt;  sl. faded. 
Armorial bookplate & ownership inscription of 
Samuel Augustine Courtauld, stamps of King’s 
College Library.  
[c.1910]  £45 

 
 TRAIL OF THE SERPENT 

 

203. The Trail of the Serpent.  A novel.  Stereotyped 
edn. Spencer Blackett. Contemp. half calf, 
maroon leather label;  inner hinges strengthened 

with maroon cloth, sl. rubbing.  William Slater 
booklabel.  A good-plus copy.  

¶Braddon’s first novel, first published in 
1860 as Three Times Dead.  Topp (vol. VI, 
p.xxviii) lists variants of the Spencer 
Blackett imprint, but not this title. Using his 
list, it would appear to date from 1887. 

[1887]  £68 

 

204. The Trail of the Serpent. ... Stereotyped edn.  
John & Robert Maxwell. Orig. green cloth, spine 
& front board lettered in gilt, pictorially blocked 
in black;  sl. rubbed.  Bookplate of Sir Alfred 
Sherlock Gooch.  
1890  £55 

 

205. The Venetians.  A novel.  FIRST EDITION.  3 
vols.  Simpkin, Marshall.  Lacking title vol. II.  
Orig. green cloth, library label on front boards, 
partly removed vol. III, replacement yellow e.ps.  
A poor copy.  
1892  £50 

 

206. The Venetians. ...  Stereotyped edn.  Simpkin, 
Marshall.  Sl. foxing in prelims.  Orig. red cloth, 
blocked & lettered in black & gilt;  a little dulled, 
sl. splitting to inner hinges.  
1893  £45 

 
207. The Venetians. ... Stereotyped edn.  Simpkin, 

Marshall. Ads on pastedowns. Yellowback in 
orig. glazed printed boards;  spine sl. rubbed.  A 
good-plus copy.  

¶Topp, vol. VIII, no. 1218.  The first 
yellowback edition. 

1893  £85 

 

208. Vixen: a novel.  Copyright edn.  3 vols.  Leipzig: 
Bernhard Tauchnitz. Half titles. Contemp. half 
purple cloth;  sl. rubbing.  v.g.  

¶Todd 1809a, 1810 & 1811. 

1879  £55 

 
209. Vixen ... Stereotyped edn.  Simpkin, Marshall.  

Half title, ad. on leading pastdown.  Orig. red 
cloth, blocked & lettered in black & gilt;  dulled.  
Owner’s inscription, 1900.  
[c.1890]  £35 

 
210. Weavers and Weft. And other tales.  Stereotyped 

edn.  Simpkin, Marshall & Co.  Leading f.e.p. 
torn in outer margin with sl. loss,  sl. foxing.  
Yellowback in orig. boards;  most of spine strip 
missing, a little rubbed.  Ownership inscription, 
Sept. 1891.  Renier booklabel.  
[c.1891]  £25 

 

211. The White House. Hurst & Blackett. Front. Orig. 
dark green cloth, gilt spine. A good-plus copy.  

¶One of Braddon’s later novels:  the first 
edition was published in 1906. 

[c.1913]  £20 
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212. Wyllard’s Weird. Simpkin, Marshall. (The 
Author’s Edn.)  Half title, title in red & black.  
Orig. red glazed cloth, blocked and lettered in 
black;  repaired along hinges.  

¶The first edition was published in 1885. 

[c.1910]  £35 
__________ 

 
213. BRASSEY, Annie, Baroness Brassey.  

Sunshine and Storm in the East, or Cruises to 
Cyprus and Constantinople.  FIRST EDITION.  
Longmans.  Half title, fold. map front. & at end, 
plates, illus.  Orig. brown cloth, elaborately 
blocked in scarlet, black & gilt.  v.g. bright copy.  
1880  £280 

 
214. BRAUND, Elizabeth.  Fugitive Pieces:  histo-

rical, legendary, and sacred. 2nd edn, with 
numerous additions.  Charles Griffin & Co.  
Illus. with two woodcuts.  Orig. dark green  
cloth, bevelled boards, borders in blind, front 
board lettered in gilt within gilt floral roundel.  
Gift inscription on leading f.e.p, Sept 1870.  
a.e.g.  v.g.  

¶A collection of original verse, much with a 
Welsh theme. 

1868  £60 

 
215. BRAY, Anna Eliza.  Life of Thomas Stothard, 

R.A. With personal reminiscences. FIRST 
EDITION.  4to.  John Murray.  Engr. title, front., 
illus., chronological list;  sl. spotting.  Contemp. 
half dark green morocco by Gray of Cambridge;  
sl. rubbing. Two ownership inscriptions on initial 
blank.  v.g.  

¶Anna Bray’s first husband was Stothard’s 
son Charles who died prematurely in 1821. 

1851  £120 

 
BREMER, Frederika, 1801-1865 

Swedish novelist and activist, she campaigned 

vociferously for the improvement of women’s rights.  

Her works offer a critique of stuffy social 

convention, and often consider the disadvantaged 

position of women in society.  She became well-

known in Britain thanks to the mid-nineteenth 

century vogue for Swedish fiction, and was widely 

translated by Mary Howitt. 
 

216. (Works.)  Vol. I. The Neighbours and Other 
Tales.  Vol. II The President’s Daughters.  Vol. 
III. The Home, and Strife and Peace.  Vol. IV.  A 
Diary, The H- Family, &c.  Translated by Mary 
Howitt.  4 vols.  Henry G. Bohn.  (Bohn’s 
Standard Library.  Miss Bremer’s Works.)  
Front. port. vol. I, yellow initial and following 
ads in each vol.  Orig. dark green cloth, blocked 
in blind, spines lettered in gilt;  small tear at head 
of spine vol. II.  Each vol. signed ‘Margaret 
Vicary, Easter 1885’ on title.  A v.g. set.  
1883/1883/1853/1882  £120 

217. Father and Daughter.  A portraiture from the life.  
Translated by Mary Howitt.  Philadelphia:  T.B. 
Peterson & Bros.  4pp ads.;  sl. foxing through-
out. Orig. brown bead-grained cloth, spine 
lettered in gilt, ads. on e.ps.  A good-plus copy.  

¶First American edition? The first English 
edition was 1859 (this translation). 

[1859?]  £75 

 

218. The Home: or, Family cares and family joys.  
Translated by Mary Howitt.  2nd edn, revised 
and corrected.  2 vols.  Longman.  Contemp. half 
dark green morocco, marbled boards;  spines sl. 
darkened.  Armorial bookplates of William 
Wickham.  v.g.  

¶See Wolff 802. First English edition, 1843. 

1843  £180 

 
219. The Homes of the New World;  Impressions of 

America.  Translated by Mary Howitt.  FIRST 
ENGLISH EDITION.  3 vols.  Arthur Hall, 
Virtue, & Co.  Half titles, fronts., engr. titles, 
24pp cata. (Aug. 1853) vol. I.  Orig. purple cloth;  
sl. weakening to inner hinges, spines sl. faded.  A 
good-plus copy.  
1853  £250 

 
220. The Midnight Sun;  a pilgrimage. Translated 

from the original.  Halifax:  printed & published 
by Milner & Sowerby. Half title, colour chromo-
lithograph front. in green, gold & red, 6pp ads.  
Orig. blue cloth.  a.e.g.  v.g.  

¶First English edition, 1849. 

1851  £35 

 
221. The Neighbours:  a story of everyday life.  

Translated by Mary Howitt.  3rd edn, carefully 
revised and corrected by the latest Swedish 
editions.  2 vols.  Longman, Brown, Green, & 
Longmans.  Half titles.  Orig. brown cloth;  a 
little rubbed, sl. weakening to following inner 
hinges.  William Arthur Durnford bookplates.  

¶First English edition, 1842 (this 
translation). 

1843  £110 

 
222. The President’s Daughters; including Nina.  

Translated by Mary Howitt.  FIRST ENGLISH 
EDITION.  3 vols.  Longman, Brown, Green & 
Longmans.  Half titles (Life in Sweden).  
Contemp. half calf, marbled boards, brown 
labels;  a bit rubbed.  
1843  £225 

 
223. Strife and Peace;  or Scenes in Norway.  

Translated from the Swedish.  H.G. Clarke & 
Co.  (Clarke’s Home Library.)  4pp cata., 
double-column text.  Orig. printed wrappers;  sl. 
dusted but a good-plus copy.  

¶First English translation. 

1844  £30 
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224. Life, Letters, and Posthumous Works of 
Frederika Bremer, edited by her sister, Charlotte 
Bremer.  Translated from the Swedish by Fredr. 
FIRST ENGLISH EDITION. Milow. The poetry 
marked with an asterisk translated by Emily 
Nonnen.  Sampson Low, Son, & Marston.  Uncut 
in orig. purple cloth, bevelled boards;  a little 
rubbed, front board marked from label removal.  

¶First published in Swedish, 1868. 

1868  £120 
__________ 

 
BRENDA, pseud. (Georgina Castle Smith, 
née Meyrick), 1845-1933. 
Writer of 23 books for children & adolescents. 
 

225. "Especially Those".  A story on the prayer "For 
All Conditions of Men".  By Brenda ...  With 
illus. by Caz.  New edn.  John F. Shaw.  Ad. 
preceding half title, front. + 2 plates, 18pp cata;  
lacks leading f.e.p..  Orig. dark blue cloth, 
pictorially blocked in black, lettered in black & 
reversed out of gilt;  head & tail of spine v. sl. 
rubbed.  A good-plus copy.  
[1875]  £25 

 
226. Froggy's Little Brother.  By Brenda, author of 

“Nothing to Nobody”...  Illustrated edn.  John F. 
Shaw.  Front., plates & illus., 16pp cata.;  sl. 
browning. Orig. grey-purple cloth, pictorially 
blocked in black, brown, blue & gilt, lettered in 
black & gilt;  inner hinges cracking, sl. dulled & 
rubbed.  a.e.g.  

¶A tale of poverty in London's East End,  
first published in 1867, with an appeal  
to readers to donate liberally to help  
provide street arabs with clothes and 
nourishment. 

[1875]  £50 

 
227. More About Froggy:  a sequel to Froggy's Little 

Brother. By Brenda, author of “Nothing to 
Nobody”... R.T.S. Half title, col. front. and plate, 
10pp cata. Orig. olive green cloth, pictorially 
blocked in pale blue, maroon, black & pink, 
lettered in red & ochre.  A v.g. bright copy.  
[1914]  £20 

 
228. Without a Reference.  A Christmas Story.  By 

Brenda, author of “Froggy's Little Brother” ...    
John F. Shaw & Co.  Front.;  lacks f.e.ps.  Orig. 
brown cloth, pictorially blocked & lettered in 
black & gilt, lettered in black & gilt;  spine v. sl. 
rubbed.  
1882  £20 
__________ 

 
229. BROCK, Frances Elizabeth Georgina Carey.  

Working and Waiting or Patience in Well-doing:  
a tale. 14th thousand.  Frederick Warne.   

Half title, front.  Orig. dull blue cloth;  a little 
dulled.  v.g.  

¶First published in 1858. Frederick Warne’s 
stamped file copy. 

1886  £25 

 
230. BROCKMAN, Janie.  Right Side Up.  FIRST 

EDITION.  Wells, Gardner, Darton.  Half title, 
front & title vignette, 30pp cata.  Orig. red pict. 
cloth; sl. dulled. Sunday School prize label 1896.  

¶For children. 

[1889]  £20 

 
231. BRODERICK, Miss.  Sweet Emma,  or, The 

Cumberland Cottager.  A story founded on facts.  
“A most pleasing and pleasant tale.”  By M.B.K.  
W. Nicholson & Sons.  Half title, 6pp ads.  Orig. 
red cloth, bevelled boards, blocked in black, 
lettered in gilt;  spine sl. dulled, otherwise v.g.  

¶Also contains the nine-page story Love at 
First Sight and a short poem The Dreamer, 
by Miss Jewsbury. 

[c.1900]  £35 

 
 THE BRONTË SISTERS 
 

Anne, 1820-49.   
The youngest of the Brontë family, author, as 'Acton 

Bell', of Agnes Grey & The Tenant of Wildfell Hall. 
Charlotte, 1816-55.   
Author, as 'Currer Bell', of Jane Eyre, Shirley, 

Villette & The Professor. 
Emily, 1818-48.   
Author, as 'Ellis Bell', of Wuthering Heights. 

 
232. Works.  The life and works of Charlotte Brontë 

and her sisters.  An illustrated edition in 7 vols.  
Smith, Elder, & Co.  Half titles, fronts, vignette 
titles, additional printed titles;  half titles rather 
browned in vols I & II.  Orig. green cloth, 
blocked & lettered in black & gilt.  Each vol. 
signed Norah Strutt on initial blank.  A good-
plus attractive set.  
1889-95  £350 

 
233. Works.  The life and works of Charlotte Brontë 

and her sisters.  7 vols.  Smith, Elder, & Co. 
(Pocket edition of the Life and Works.)  Half 
titles, fronts.  Uncut in orig. blue cloth, blocked 
& lettered in dark blue & gilt;  spines dulled.  
t.e.g.  A good-plus attractive set.  
1892-93  £150 

 
234. Works.  New edns.  7 vols.  Smith, Elder & Co. 

(Cheap & Uniform edition of the Life and 
Works.)  Orig. green cloth, spines lettered in gilt.  
Each vol. signed A. Standwick and dated 1905.  
t.e.g.  A v.g. set.  

¶With The Life of Charlotte Brontë by Mrs 
Gaskell. 

1898-1904  £165 
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235. Works.  The Life and Works of Charlotte Brontë 
and her Sisters;  with introductions to the works 
by Mrs Humphry Ward and an introduction and 
notes to the life by Clement K. Shorter.  In seven 
volumes, with portraits and illustrations.  Smith, 
Elder, & Co.  (Haworth Edition.)  Half titles, 
fronts, plates, following ads (not vol. VI);  some 
sl. foxing in prelims.  Untrimmed in orig. olive 
green cloth, spines lettered in gilt; spines a little 
dulled, gilt lettering a bit rubbed.  t.e.g.    
1900-06  £120 

 
236. Works. The Novels of the Sisters Brontë.  

Thornton edn.  12 vols.  Edinburgh:  John Grant.  
Half titles, fronts + plates, titles in red & black;  
some occasional light foxing.  Uncut in orig. pale 
green cloth, spines dec. & lettered in gilt;  spines 
v. sl. faded, two tiny ink marks on front board 
vol. I.  A v.g. attractive set.  

¶A reissue of the edition first published  
in 1901. 

1924  £500 

 
 POEMS 

 

237. Poems by Currer, Ellis, and Acton Bell.  2nd 
issue.  Smith, Elder and Co.  Final ad. leaf.  Orig. 
olive green cloth by Westleys & Co., boards with 
central vignette and elaborate borders in blind, 
spine lettered in gilt;  small stain in outer margin 
of following board, spine faded to brown and v. 
sl. worn at head & tail.  Signed ‘J.N. Thorndon, 
1857’ on leading pastedown.  A v.g. bright copy.  

¶See Walter E. Smith, no.1, p6. 

1846 [1848]  £1,800 

 
238. Poems by Currer, Ellis, and Acton Bell.  2nd 

issue.  Smith, Elder and Co.  Final ad. leaf.  Orig. 
olive green cloth by Westleys & Co., boards with 
central vignette and elaborate borders in blind, 
spine lettered in gilt;  spine faded to brown and 
sl. worn, small repairs to following hinge.  Annie 
Fothergill Brown booklabel.  A good-plus copy.  
1846 [1848]  £1,200 

 
239. Poems by Currer, Ellis, and Acton Bell.  2nd 

issue.  Smith, Elder and Co.  Final ad. leaf.  Orig. 
olive green, boards with central vignette and 
elaborate borders in blind, spine lettered in gilt;  
faded and a little marked, carefully recased at 
some point, e.ps replaced with suitable contemp. 
paper.  
1846 [1848]  £950 

 
240. Poems by Currer, Ellis, and Acton Bell.  FIRST 

AMERICAN EDITION. Philadelphia:  Lea & 
Blanchard. Orig. pale green drab boards, at some 
time carefully and sympathetically rebacked;  sl. 
rubbing.  A good-plus copy.  

¶See Walter E. Smith, no.1, p14. 

1848  £750 

BRONTË, Anne 
 

 TENANT OF WILDFELL HALL 
241. The Tenant of Wildfell Hall.  3 vols.  FIRST 

EDITION.  T.C. Newby.  Half title vol. I (as 
issued).  Handsomely bound in contemp. half tan 
calf, spines with raised bands and finely tooled in 
gilt, brown & dark green leather labels, marbled 
edges & e.ps.  With the booklabels of Henry 
Francis Redhead and armorial bookplates of 
William Marchbank.  A v.g. handsome copy.  

¶Smith p88. 

1848  £12,500 

 
242. The Tenant of Wildfell Hall. FIRST 

AMERICAN EDITION.  New York:  Harper & 
Brothers.  Final ad. leaf sl. torn in outer margin. 
e.ps a little browned.  Orig. pale brown cloth, 
blocked in blind, spine blocked & lettered in gilt;  
spine sl. rubbed & carefully repaired, corners a 
little worn.  Leading f.e.p. signed A.S. Brigham 
in contemp. hand.  A good-plus copy.  

¶Smith p105. 

1848  £1,500 

 
243. The Tenant of Wildfell Hall.  Thomas Hodgson. 

(The Parlour Library, 106.)  Half title, ads on 
e.ps.  Yellowback in orig. printed glazed boards, 
at some time carefully rebacked.  

¶This is effectively a re-issue of the second 
edition of the work, first published by 
Thomas Hodgson as part of the Parlour 
Library in 1854.  The advert. on the 
following pastedown for the London 
Catalogue of Books would date this to late 
1855 or early 1856.   

[1855]  £300 

 
244. The Tenant of Wildfell Hall.  New edn.  Smith, 

Elder.  Half title, 4pp ads., ads on e.ps.  Orig. 
orange printed cloth;  spine darkened, boards a 
little dulled.  A good-plus copy.  

¶First cheap edition, see Smith p.97. 

1859  £300 

 
BRONTË, Charlotte 

 

 JANE EYRE 
245. Jane Eyre:  an autobiography.  By Currer Bell.  

New edn.  Smith, Elder.  (Uniform edition of the 
works.)  4pp cata., ads on e.ps.  Orig. orange 
printed cloth; sl. dusted & worn. Frank Spicer’s 
booklabel. A good-plus copy.  
1857  £280 

 
246. Jane Eyre:  ...  By Currer Bell.  New edn.  Smith, 

Elder. (Uniform edition of the works.)  Contemp. 
half dark green morocco, spine with raised gilt 
bands;  a little dulled & rubbed.  Bookbinder’s 
ticket, Landy of Kilkenny.  Title signed Frances 
Anna Hare.  
1857  £250 



 

 BRONTË 
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247. Jane Eyre:  ...  By Currer Bell.  New edn.  Smith, 
Elder.  (Uniform edition of the works.)  4pp ads., 
ads on e.ps.  Orig. orange printed cloth;  faded & 
dulled, spine a little worn.  

¶With ‘1857’, the date of the first cheap 
edition, on front board. 

1860  £200 

 
248. Jane Eyre, ou Les Mémoires d’une Institutrice.  

Par Currer Bell.  Roman Anglais traduit avec 
l’autorisation de l’auteur par Mme Lesbazeilles-
Souvestre.  Paris:  Librairie de L. Hachette.  Half 
title.  Contemp. continental binding, half tan calf, 
marbled boards.  French library stamps.  A good-
plus copy.  

¶The first French edition appeared in 1849.  

1859  £70 

 
249. Jane Eyre, ou Les Mémoires d’une Institutrice.  

Par Currer Bell. ... Paris:  Librairie de L. 
Hachette.  Half title.  Contemp. continental bind-
ing, half maroon morocco, marbled boards.  v.g.  
1866  £60 

 
 THE PROFESSOR 

 

250. The Professor:  a tale.  FIRST EDITION.  2 vols.  
Smith, Elder.  Half titles, final ad. leaf vol. I, 8pp 
ads + 16pp cata. vol. II (June 1857).  Orig. 
purple morocco-grained cloth, blocked in blind, 
spines lettered in gilt;  spines faded to brown and 
a little rubbed;  small piece of cloth missing from 
inner margin of following board vol. II, but a 
decent copy in the primary cloth.  

¶Smith p.162 - his primary binding. 

1857  £1,200 

 
251. The Professor.  To which are added The Poems 

of Currer, Ellis, and Acton Bell:  now first 
collected. Smith, Elder & Co. (Cheap & Uniform 
edition of the Life and Works.)  Ads on e.ps.  
Orig. orange printed cloth.  A v.g. tight copy.  

¶First cheap edition, see Smith p.166. 

1860  £260 

 
252. The Professor. To which are added The Poems ...  

Ads on e.ps. Orig. orange printed cloth;  
following inner hinge a little cracked, sl. worn.  
1860  £125 

 
 SHIRLEY 

 

253. Shirley. A tale. FIRST EDITION. 3 vols.  Smith, 
Elder.  3pp following ads vol. III.  Orig. purple-
maroon horizontal-grained cloth, borders 
blocked in blind, spines with sawtoothed bands 
in blind and lettered in gilt;  heads & tails of 
spines a little fragile.  Armorial bookplates of 
William Marchbank.  A v.g. bright copy.  

¶Smith p112, his primary binding ('dark 
greyish red'). Loosely inserted is an obituary 

of the Rev. Arthur Bell Nicholls, widower of 
Charlotte Brontë, extracted from the 
Yorkshire Post, dated Dec. 5th, 1906. 

1849  £3,800 

 
254. Shirley.  ...  A new edn.  Smith, Elder and Co.  

4pp ads.  Contemp. pale blue binder’s cloth;  
spine sl. faded.  v.g.  
1875  £65 

 
255. Shirley.  ...  W. Nicholson & Sons.  Half title, 

front., engr. title, additional printed title, 11pp 
ads;  inner hinges sl. cracked.  Orig. purple cloth, 
bevelled boards, blocked in black, lettered in gilt;  
back board sl. marked.  
[c.1890]  £35 

 
256. Shirley.  ...  George Routledge and Sons. (Hearth 

and Home Library.)  Half title, 8pp ads;  lacks 
leading f.e.p.  Orig. blue cloth, bevelled boards, 
lettered in blind and gilt;  a little dulled, several 
gatherings sl. proud.  Half title stamped ‘The 
Kyrle Society, Manchester’.  
1892  £35 

 
 VILLETTE 

 

257. Villette.  FIRST EDITION.  3 vols.  Smith, Elder 
& Co.  12pp cata. (Jan. 1853) vol. I, colophon 
leaf vol. III, pale yellow e.ps;  following inner 
hinge vol. I a little weak.  Orig. dark greenish-
brown cloth by Westley's & Co., boards blocked 
in blind, spines blocked in blind and lettered in 
gilt;  v. sl. rubbing to heads & tails of spines.  
Armorial bookplates of William Marchbank in 
each vol;  Jacob Bromley's booklabel in vol. I 
only.  A v.g. copy.  

¶Smith p.138 - his primary binding. 

1853  £3,800 

 
258. Villette. New edn. Smith, Elder. (Uniform 

edition of the works.)  4pp ads, ads on e.ps.  
Orig. orange printed cloth, darkened.  

¶A reissue of the Cheap and Uniform 
Edition, first published 1857.  With ‘1860’ 
printed on front board. 

1861  £125 

 
259. Villette.  New edn.  Smith, Elder.  Title sl. 

spotted.  Sl. later half blue calf, maroon leather 
label.  

¶Cheap and uniform edition. 

1884  £60 

 
260. Villette.  2 vols.  J.M. Dent & Co.  Fronts and 

plates by H.S. Greig, titles in red & black;  small 
damp stain in upper margin of prelims vol. II.  
Contemp. half brown morocco, spines with 
raised bands & gilt devices.  Jacob Waley Cohen 
booklabels.  v.g.  
1893  £65 
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261. The Violet: a poem written at the age of 
fourteen. Privately printed by Clement Shorter.  
Facsims. 16pp in orig. green printed  
wrappers.  v.g.  

¶One of 25 printed.  Signed 'No 14, Clement 
Shorter' on limitation leaf, and with an 
introduction by him in which he describes 
Brontë's early poetry as showing an 
'astonishing air of erudition'. 

1916  £250 

 
262. (VOLTAIRE, François Marie Arouet de)  

Voltaire's "Henriade";  book I, translated from 
the French by Charlotte Brontë. Privately printed 
by Clement Shorter.  Half title, facsims.  31pp 
unopened in orig. green printed wrappers.  FINE.  

¶One of 25 printed.  With an introduction by 
Clement Shorter, who owned the original 
manuscript of the translation, made by 
Charlotte Brontë in 1830.  With a signed 
presentation inscription from Shorter to 'Mrs 
Arthur Simpson, with kind regards ... July 
16, 1917'. 

1917  £250 

 
BRONTË, Emily & Anne 
 

 WUTHERING HEIGHTS 
263. Wuthering Heights, by Ellis Bell; and Agnes 

Grey, by Acton Bell; with a preface, and memoir 
of both Authors, by Currer Bell. New edn.  
Smith, Elder.  (Uniform edition of the works.)  
4pp ads., ads on e.ps.  Orig. orange printed cloth;  
spine faded, a little dulled.  A good-plus copy.  

¶This is a reissue of the first Cheap and 
Uniform Edition, with ‘1858’ printed on the 
front board. 

1860  £350 

 
264. Wuthering Heights. Introduction by Norman 

Nicholson. Paul Elek (Camden Classics). Half 
title, front., illus. on e.ps.  Orig. green cloth.  v.g. 
in sl. torn d.w.  
1947  £15 

 
BRONTË FAMILY: 
BIOGRAPHY & CRITICISM 
relating to all members of the Brontë family. 

 
265. BENTLEY, Phyllis.  The Brontës.  (2nd 

impression.)  Home & Van Thal.  (English 
novelists.)  Half title.  Orig. cream cloth, blocked 
in brown;  sl. marked.  
1948  £10 

 
266. BENTLEY, Phyllis. The Brontë Sisters.  FIRST 

EDITION.  Longmans for the British Council, 
&c. (Bibliographical series of supplements to 
‘British Book News’.)  Half title.  Orig. cream 
wraps;  sl. sunned.  44pp.  
1950  £8 

267. BIRRELL, Augustine. Life of Charlotte Brontë.  
FIRST EDITION.  Walter Scott (“Great Writers” 
series).  Half title, 6pp ads.  Orig. olive green 
cloth, front board lettered in black, spine blocked 
in black & lettered in gilt;  spine sl. dulled.  v.g.  
1887  £20 

 
BRONTË SOCIETY  

 

268. The Brontë Parsonage Museum. (Haworth): 
Council of the Brontë Society.  Plates.  Stabbed 
as issued;  sl. dulled.  40pp.  
1962  £10 

 

269. Catalogue of the Bonnell Collection in the 
Brontë Parsonage Museum.  FIRST EDITION.  
Haworth:  The Brontë Society.  Half title, front. 
port., plate, facsims.  Orig. dark blue cloth, 
bevelled boards, lettered in gilt.  v.g.  
1932  £50 

 

270. A Collection of Three Museum and Library 
Catalogues.  Catalogue of Objects in the 
Museum of the Brontë Society at Haworth. 
Compiled by W.T. Field.  Bradford:  M. Field & 
Son. 1908;  Catalogue of the Museum & Library.  
Compiled by J. Alex Symington.  Haworth:  
1927;  Catalogue of the Bonnell Collection in the 
Brontë Parsonage Museum.  Haworth:  1932.  
FIRST EDITIONS.  Bradford & Haworth.  Illus. 
with orig. wrappers bound in at end.  20th 
century half blue calf  by E. Morley & Sons,  
Leeds.  t.e.g.  v.g.  
1908/1927/1932  £75 
__________ 

 
271. CRAIK, W.A.  The Brontë Novels.  FIRST 

EDITION.  Methuen.  Half title, bibliog.  Orig. 
grey cloth.  Booklabel.  v.g.  
1968  £20 

 

272. CRAVEN, Joseph.  A Brontë Moorland Village 
and its People:  a history of Stanbury.  FIRST 
EDITION.  Keighly:  The Rydal Press.  Half 
title, front. + 13 plates.  Orig. olive green cloth, 
spine lettered in gilt;  spine a little dulled with sl. 
wear at head and tail.  
1907  £25 

 

273. CROMPTON, Margaret.  Passionate Search:  a 
life of Charlotte Brontë.  FIRST EDITION.  
Cassell.  Half title, front. & plates.  Orig. black 
cloth.  v.g. in d.w.  
1955  £25 

 
274. DRY, Florence Swinton.  The Sources of 

‘Wuthering Heights’.  FIRST EDITION.  
Cambridge:  W. Heffer & Sons.  (Brontë Sources 
1.)  Half title.  Orig. green cloth, lettered in 
black.  v.g. in price-clipped d.w.  
1937  £12 
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275. FORSHAW, Charles Frederick.  The poets of 
Keighley, Bingley, Haworth, and district.  Being 
biographies and poems of various authors of the 
above neighbourhood.  Edited by Chas. F. For-
shaw.  2nd edn.  W.W. Morgan, ‘Freemason’s 
Chronicle’ office.  Half title, illus.  Orig. green 
pebble-grained cloth, bevelled boards, spine 
lettered in gilt.  A v.g. copy.  

¶Signed presentation copy:  ‘To Ezra 
Graham Esq - Aug 10th 1903 - from his 
friend - Chas. F. Forshaw.’  With 
biographies of twenty-three local poets, 
including the Brontës. 

1893  £48 

 
276. FRANK, Katherine.  Emily Brontë:  a chainless 

soul.  FIRST EDITION.  Hamish Hamilton.  
Half title, bibliog.  Orig. blue cloth.  v.g. in d.w.  
1990  £25 

 
GASKELL, Elizabeth Cleghorn 
 

FROM THE AUTHOR 
 

277. The Life of Charlotte Brontë.  FIRST EDITION.  
2 vols. Smith, Elder & Co.  Half titles, fronts, 
16pp cata. vol. II (Mar. 1857).  Orig. brown 
pebble-grained cloth, borders in blind, spines 
lettered in gilt; at some time expertly  
recased. v.g.  

¶Inscribed 'from the author' on leading f.e.p. 
in vol. I, beneath the signature of S.E. 
Duckworth.  Vol. II inscribed 'Mirella(?) 
Duckworth from the author'. 

1857  £500 

 
278. The Life of Charlotte Brontë.  FIRST EDITION.  

... Half titles, fronts, 16pp cata. vol. II (Mar. 
1857).  Orig. brown pebble-grained cloth, 
borders in blind, spines lettered in gilt;  at some 
time expertly recased.  v.g.  

¶Signed in both volumes ‘Frederick and 
Annie Holland 1858’ on leading 
pastedowns.  Frederick Holland was the 
cousin of Elizabeth Gaskell. 

1857  £350 

 
279. The Life of Charlotte Brontë.  FIRST EDITION.  

...  Half titles, engr. fronts, 16pp cata. (March 
1857) vol. II.  Contemp. full tree calf by 
Sangorski & Sutcliffe, spines gilt in 
compartments, maroon leather labels;  hinges a 
bit rubbed.  Orig. brown cloth bound in at ends.  
t.e.g.  A v.g. handsome copy.  
1857  £300 

 
280. The Life of Charlotte Brontë. 3rd edn, revised 

and corrected.  2 vols.  Smith, Elder & Co.  Half 
titles, fronts;  one or two leaves sl. proud.  Orig. 
brown pebble-grained cloth, elaborate borders 
and 'leaf' centrepieces in blind, spines lettered in 
gilt;  at some time expertly recased, spines sl. 

darkened.  Monogram bookplates of CB.  A v.g. 
bright copy.  

¶This does not have ‘third edition’ blocked 
on spines. 

1857  £150 

 
281. The Life of Charlotte Brontë, ...  (New edn.)  

Smith, Elder & Co.  Vignette title, final ad. leaf, 
ads on e.ps.  Orig. glazed orange cloth, printed in 
black;  spine faded, a little dulled, following 
inner hinge a little weak.  A good-plus copy  
1860  £55 

 
282. The Life of Charlotte Brontë. Smith, Elder & Co.  

Half title, front. port., vignette tiitle, illus. with 
six plates; occasional foxing.  Uncut in orig. 
green cloth, bevelled boards, blocked in black & 
gilt, lettered in gilt;  sl. rubbing.  v.g.  
1873  £45 

 
283. The Life of Charlotte Brontë, ...  Smith, Elder & 

Co.  Title vignette, 6pp ads.  Orig. green cloth, 
blocked in black & gilt;  leading inner hinge 
cracking.  Library stamp on title verso.  
1888  £25 

 
284. The Life of Charlotte Brontë. Smith, Elder & Co. 

(Pocket edition of the Life and Works of 
Charlotte Bronte and her sisters.  Vol. VII.)  Half 
title, front.  Uncut in orig. blue cloth, blocked & 
lettered in gilt & dark blue;  a little dulled.  
Donation stamp from the people of Weston 
Super Mare.  A good-plus copy.  
[c.1895]  £15 

 
285. The Life of Charlotte Brontë. With an 

introduction and notes by Clement K. Shorter.  
John Murray ( Haworth Edition of The Life and 
Works of Charlotte Bronte and her sisters.  Vol. 
VII.)  Half title, series title, front., plates.  Orig. 
olive green cloth, lettered in gilt.  v.g.  
1929  £25 

 
 RESPONDING TO GASKELL 

 

286. SHEPHEARD, H.  A Vindication of the Clergy 
Daughter’s School, and of the Rev. W. Carus 
Wilson, from the remarks in “The Life of 
Charlotte Brontë”.  FIRST EDITION.  Kirkby 
Lonsdale:  published by Robert Morphet, printer.  
31pp.  Sl. dusted.  Sewn into sl. later protective 
wrappers;  dusted and a little creased.  

¶Written in response to the unfavourable 
portrayal in the novel Jane Eyre of the 
Clergy Daughters’ School, founded by 
Carus Wilson.  In her description of 
Lowood, “Miss Bronté appears to have 
viewed the scenes of her early childhood at 
Cowen Bridge, remembered at the dim 
distance of more than 20 years, through the 
glass of her own vivid imagination, and 
certainly under the colouring of prejudice”.  



 

 BRONTË 
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Shepheard accuses Brontë, and, in turn 
Gaskell, of distorting the truth about the 
school and its headmaster, thinly disguised 
in the form of Mr Brocklehurst.  “The 
impression made upon the public mind by 
“Jane Eyre” and Mrs Gaskell’s book 
together is, that the children at the Cowen 
Bridge school were half-starved ... that their 
treatment was habitually unfeeling and 
tyrannical ... that Mr Carus Wilson’s 
character was deformed by spiritual pride, 
love of power, want of tenderness, 
injudicious and almost fanatical severity, 
and a long list of other odious qualities.” 

1857  £520 
_____ 

 
GERIN, Winifred 
 

287. Branwell Brontë.  FIRST EDITION.  Thomas 
Nelson & Sons.  Half title, front. & plates, 
bibliog.  Orig. blue cloth.  v.g. in torn d.w.  
1961  £20 
 

288. Charlotte Brontë:  the evolution of genius.  
FIRST EDITION.  Oxford:  Clarendon Press.  
Half title, front. & plates, bibliog.  Orig. dark 
blue cloth.  v.g. in sl. torn d.w.  
1967  £40 
 

289. Emily Brontë:  a biography.  FIRST EDITION.  
(Reprinted, with corrections.)  Oxford:  
Clarendon Press.  v.g. in d.w.  
1972  £25 
_____ 

 
290. HARRISON, Ada & STANFORD, Derek.  

Anne Brontë:  her life and work.  (Reprinted.)  
Methuen.  Half title, front.  Orig. red cloth.  v.g. 
in faded d.w.  
1959  £35 
 

291. HARRISON, G. Elsie.  The Clue to the Brontës.  
FIRST EDITION.  Methuen.  Half title, front., 
plates.  Orig. red cloth;  spine faded.  
1948  £15 

 

292. HINKLEY, Laura L.  The Brontës:  Charlotte 
and Emily.  FIRST EDITION.  Hammond, 
Hammond & Co.  Half title, front., bibliog.  
Orig. dark brown cloth;  sl. dulled.  Booklabel.  
1947  £22 

 

293. LEYLAND, Francis A.  The Brontë Family:  
with special reference to Patrick Branwell 
Brontë.  2 vols.  FIRST EDITION.  Hurst and 
Blackett.  Half titles;  leading f.e.p. vol. I 
repaired along inner margin.  Orig. brick red 
cloth;  possibly a later binding, with no publisher 
at tail of spine.  

¶Leyland family copy with pencil notes in 
prelims. 

1886  £125 

294. MARTIN, Robert Bernard.  The Accents of 
Persuasion:  Charlotte Brontë’s novels.  FIRST 
EDITION.  Faber.  Half title, bibliog.  Orig. buff 
cloth.  v.g. in sl. torn d.w.  
1966  £20 

 
295. RAMSDEN, J.  The Brontë Homeland:  or, 

Misrepresentations Rectified.  FIRST EDITION.  
Westminster:  The Roxburghe Press.  Half title, 
title printed in green, plates, final ad. leaf.  Uncut 
in orig. red cloth, lettered in gilt;  spine a little 
faded.  A good-plus copy.  

¶BL dates this [1897] and describes it as "a 
criticism of Dr. William Wright's work ‘The 
Brontës in Ireland’." 

[1897]  £45 

 
 INSCRIBED 

 

296. SCRUTON, William.  Thornton and the 
Brontës.  FIRST EDITION.  Bradford:  John 
Dale & Co.  Half title, front., title in red and 
black, illus. with 21 plates.  Orig. green vertical 
grained cloth, lettered in gilt, front board with 
square black & white onlay showing the Brontë 
house.  A v.g. copy.  

¶With the booklabel of Nannie Preston and 
inscribed to her: ‘with the author’s best 
wishes, Baildon, Dec 25th 1898’.  A pencil 
note in a later hand describes Preston as 
illustrator of the book. 

1898  £50 

 
297. SHORTER, Clement King.  The Brontës Life 

and Letters;  being an attempt to present a full 
and final record of the lives of the three sisters, 
Charlotte, Emily and Anne Brontë from the 
biographies of Mrs. Gaskell and others, and from 
numerous hitherto unpublished manuscripts and 
letters. FIRST EDITION.  2 vols.  Hodder and 
Stoughton.  Half titles, fronts, titles in red and 
black;  e.ps a little browned.  Uncut in orig. 
maroon buckram, spines lettered in gilt;  faded & 
a little rubbed.  Library labels partially removed 
from following pastedowns.  
1908  £85 

 
298. SHORTER, Clement King.  Charlotte Brontë 

and Her Circle.  FIRST EDITION.  Hodder and 
Stoughton.  Half title, front. port., plates;  light 
foxing in prelims.  Uncut in orig. purple cloth, 
spine lettered in gilt;  spine sl. faded.  v.g.  
1896  £50 

 
299. SMITH, Walter E.  The Brontë Sisters;  a 

bibliographical catalogue of first and early 
editions 1846-1860, with photographic 
reproductions of bindings & titlepages.  FIRST 
EDITION.  4to.  Los Angeles:  Heritage Book 
Shop.  Plates.  Orig. pink cloth.  v.g. in d.w.  
1991  £50 
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300. SWINBURNE, Algernon Charles.  A Note on 
Charlotte Brontë.  FIRST EDITION.  Chatto & 
Windus.  Half title, 32pp cata. (June 1877);  a 
few spots.  Orig. blue cloth, spine lettered in gilt;  
spine darkened and worn at head & tail, rubbed, 
label removed from leading pastedown, some 
wear to inner hinges.  A fair copy only.  
1877  £30 

 
301. TURNER, Whiteley.  A Spring-Time Saunter 

round and about Brontë Lane.  FIRST EDITION.  
Tall 8vo.  Halifax:  Halifax Courier.  Half title, 
front. & plates, illus. from drawings by A. 
Comfort, 12pp subscribers’ list at end.  Orig. 
dark green cloth;  spine sl. faded.  v.g.  

¶1,673 people subscribed for 2,032 copies. 

1913  £75 

 
302. WHITEHEAD, Phyllis. The Brontës came here;  

with preface by Donald Hopewell. Halifax:  prin-
ted by Fawcett Greenwood & Co.  Plates, illus. 
by A.E. Whitehead.  Orig. red cloth.  v.g. in d.w.  

¶Privately published by the author in 
Bradford.  A topographical guide to the 
Brontës’ Yorkshire. 

[1963]  £30 

 
303. WRIGHT, William.  The Brontës in Ireland,  or 

Facts Stranger than Fiction. Hodder & 
Stoughton.  Front., illus.  Contemp. half green 
calf, spine gilt in compartments, brown leather 
label;  a little rubbed along hinges & corners, 
otherwise a good-plus copy.  

¶See also Item 295. 

1893  £65 

 
304. WRIGHT, William.  The Brontës in Ireland,  or 

Facts Stranger than Fiction.  2nd edn.  Hodder & 
Stoughton.  Front., illus.  Well rebacked in half 
red morocco.  v.g.  
1894  £58 

 
305. WROOT, Herbert E.  Sources of Charlotte 

Brontë’s novels.  Persons and places.  Shipley:  
Outhwaite Bros.  (Publications of the Brontë 
Society.  Supplementary part no. 4 of vol. VIII.)  
Uncut in orig. grey printed wraps.  v.g.  
1935  £25 

 
306. YATES, William Walsh.  The Father of the 

Brontës;  his life and work at Dewsbury and 
Hartshead, with a chapter on ‘Currer Bell’.  
FIRST EDITION.  Leeds:  Fred. R. Spark and 
Son.  Front., plates.  Orig. green cloth, blocked 
and lettered in gilt.  t.e.g.  v.g.  

¶On the Rev. Patrick Brontë.  Inscribed  
‘To Mrs C. Brown, Sheerness-on-Sea,  
with the author’s complts.  Dewsbury, June 
17th, 1899'. 

1897  £60 
__________ 

BROUGHTON, Rhoda, 1840-1920 
One of the best-selling writers of the Victorian era, 

with a reputation for 'fast' novels.  'Her plots 

frequently centre on marriages which destroy the 

woman involved ... (her) heroines are often 

headstrong young women subdued into marriage 

who have scandalous affairs with robust lovers.' 

 
307. A Beginner.  Copyright edn.  Leipzig:  Bernhard 

Tauchnitz.  One or two gatherings sl. proud.  
Contemp. half green calf, red leather label.  v.g.  

¶Todd 2991.  Without half title.  See Sadleir 
355 & Wolff 851 for the first Bentley edition 
of 1894. 

1894  £35 

 
308. Belinda.  Copyright edn.  2 vols.  Leipzig:  

Bernhard Tauchnitz.  Half titles.  2 vols in 1 in 
contemp. half green morocco, spine with raised 
bands & ruled in gilt;  a little rubbed.  Owner’s 
signature on titlepage.  A v.g bright copy.  

¶Todd 2193a & 2194.  After 1878 Broughton 
lived at Headington Hall, Oxford, and was 
an acquaintance of Mark Pattison, whom 
she spitefully portrayed as Professor Forth 
in Belinda. 

1883  £45 

 
 INSCRIBED, 

 WITH ALsS TO LOCKER 
 

309. Cometh up as a Flower.  An autobiography.  
Copyright edn.  Leipzig:  Bernhard Tauchnitz.  
(Collection of British authors, vol. 911.)  
Contemp. half black roan, spine lettered & ruled 
in gilt;  a bit worn but sound.  Signed 
presentation copy, inscribed on titlepage ‘Rhoda 
Broughton to Frederick Locker, May 26th 1876’, 
and with Locker’s bookplate.  

¶Todd 911a.  Bound without half title.  As 
well as the presentation inscription, this 
copy contains two ALsS from the author to 
Frederick Locker and his daughter.  Laid on 
to leading f.e.p. is a 13-line note on a single 
folded leaf:  ‘Dear Mr Locker, I shall be 
very glad to lunch with you on Friday next 
the 10th ...  I was very sad to be out when 
you called.  Yours very truly R. Broughton.  
Feb. 3rd.’  Another ALS is attached to the 
following pastedown:  ‘Dear Miss Locker, 
excuse pencil as I am at dinner.  Delighted 
to come at 5 o’clock on Friday.  Sincerely 
yours Rhoda Broughton’.  The envelope is 
also present. 

1867  £165 

 
310. Doctor Cupid.  A novel.  3 vols.  FIRST 

EDITION.  Richard Bentley & Son.  Titles in red 
& black;  some light foxing.  Contemp. half 
maroon calf, spines gilt in compartments, 
marbled edges & e.ps.  Monogram 'G.B.' 
bookplates;  booklabels of Mari Bicknell.  v.g.  

¶Sadleir 363;  Wolff 859. 

1886  £350 
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311. Doctor Cupid.  A novel.  New edn.  Richard 
Bentley & Son.  Half title;  sl. cracking to 
leading inner hinge, the odd spot.  Orig. dark 
blue cloth, boards blocked in blind, spine lettered 
in gilt;  sl. dulled.  A good-plus copy.  
1887  £65 

 
312. Good-bye, Sweetheart!  Copyright edn.  2 vols  

Berlin:  A. Asher & Co.  Sl. spotting.  2 vols in 1 
in contemp. half dark green morocco, gilt spine;  
spine & corners a little rubbed.  A good- 
plus copy.  

¶First published in 3 vols, 1872;  see Sadleir 
367;  Wolff 862. 

1872  £45 

 
313. Good-bye, Sweetheart!  A tale.  Richard Bentley. 

(Favourite novels.)  Front., 2pp ads.;  sl. spotting.  
Orig. green cloth;  sl. rubbing.  
1876  £30 

 
314. Good-bye, Sweetheart!  A tale.  Richard Bentley 

& Son. (Favourite novels.)  Front., 2pp ads.  
Orig. dark green cloth.  v.g. 
1878  £40 

 
 NOT WISELY, BUT TOO WELL 

 

315. Not Wisely, But Too Well.  A novel.  By the 
author of “Cometh up as a Flower”.  3 vols.  
FIRST EDITION.  Tinsley Brothers.  Half titles 
vols I & II;  some light foxing.  Uncut in orig. 
purple-blue wavy-grained cloth, boards blocked 
in blind, spines lettered in gilt;  spines darkened 
and a little rubbed, but sound.  Each vol. signed 
‘Philip W. Chapman, 1868’ and with the 
bookplate of Eric Quayle.  

¶Sadleir 373, Wolff 867. 

1867  £160 

 
316. Not Wisely, But Too Well.  A novel.  By the 

author of “Cometh up as a Flower”.  2 vols.  
Copyright edn.  Leipzig:  Bernhard Tauchnitz.  
Contemp. blue binder’s cloth, maroon leather 
labels;  sl. wear to head & tail of spines.  

¶Todd 935 & 936.  Bound without half titles. 

[1867?]  £50 

 
317. Not Wisely, But Too Well.  New edn.  Tinsley 

Brothers.  Contemp. half calf, spine with raised 
gilt bands & black leather label;  head of spine 
chipped with some loss.  A sound copy only.  
1869  £30 

 
318. Not Wisely, But Too Well.  New edn.  Tinsley 

Brothers.  Contemp. half black roan;  head & tail 
of spine sl. rubbed.  Ownership inscription of 
‘Ailsie North, Thurland Castle’ on leading 
pastedown.  
1870  £45 

319. Red as a Rose is She.  A novel.  By the author of 
“Cometh up as a Flower”.  Copyright edn.  2 
vols.  Leipzig:  Bernhard Tauchnitz.  Half titles.  
Orig. publisher’s scarlet cloth, blocked with 
floral design in black, lettered & with central 
monograms in gilt.  A good-plus copy.  

¶Todd, 1073d and 1074.  First published in 
1870. 

1870 [1899]  £50 

 
320. Red as a Rose is She.  A novel.  10th edn.  

Richard Bentley & Son.  Half title, front. port. of 
Esther Craven sl. browned, 10pp cata;  sl. foxing 
in following e.ps.  Orig. dark green cloth, boards 
blocked in blind, spine lettered in gilt.  Armorial 
bookplate of Sir Arthur Bateman Scott.  A v.g 
bright copy.  

¶This edition not in BL. 

1882  £65 

 
321. A Waif’s Progress.  FIRST EDITION.  

Macmillan & Co.  Half title, 8pp cata. (Autumn 
1905).  Orig. blue cloth, front board blocked in 
white, lettered in gilt;  spine dulled.  

¶See Sadleir 379.  Wolff 872. 

1905  £45 
__________ 

 
322. BROWN, Alice.  Tiverton Tales.  FIRST 

EDITION.  Boston & New York:  Houghton, 
Mifflin and Co.  Orig. pale green cloth, front 
board blocked with art nouveau design in pale 
green, maroon & gilt, lettered in gilt.  v.g..  

¶Tales of life, written in dialect;  Alice 
Brown, American author, 1856-1948. 

1899  £45 

 
BROWNING, Elizabeth Barrett, 1806-61 
Publication of her 1844 Poems brought widespread 

acclaim and encouraged Robert Browning to write 

his first letter to the 'unseen poet of Wimpole Street'. 

 
323. Poetical Works.  8th edn.  5 vols.  Smith, Elder.  

Half titles, front. vol. I.  Orig. mauve cloth;  
bevelled boards;  spines faded, vol. III marked 
with damp spot.  A good sound set.  

¶Vol. II has 7th edn. on titlepage, probably 
in error, as the 7th edn. was published by 
Chapman & Hall in 1866. 

1870  £65 

 
324. The Poetical Works.  6 vols.  Smith, Elder.  Half 

titles, fronts.  Orig. purple cloth.  v.g.  
1889  £125 

 
325. Aurora Leigh.  9th edn.  Chapman & Hall.  

Front. port.  Uncut in orig. green pebble-grained 
cloth, borders blocked in blind, spine lettered in 
gilt;  sl. rubbing.  A good-plus copy.  
1866  £35 
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326. Aurora Leigh.  Copyright edn.  Leipzig:  
Bernhard Tauchnitz.  (Collection of British 
authors, vol. 1248.)  Sl. browning.  Contemp. 
half maroon morocco;  sl. rubbing.  Signature of 
C. Haigh, 1879.  

¶Todd 1248a.  Bound without half title. 

1872  £20 

 

327. Aurora Leigh.  15th edn.  Smith, Elder, & Co.  
Half title, front. port., 4pp ads.  Orig. green cloth, 
bevelled boards, dec. & lettered in gilt & black, 
spine lettered in gilt;  inner hinges sl. cracking, 
sl. rubbed.  A good-plus copy.  
1878  £30 

 
328. Casa Guidi Windows.  FIRST EDITION.  

Chapman & Hall.  Half title, 32pp cata. (1851).  
Orig. dark green cloth;  spine faded.  v.g.  

¶With plain border to boards & oval central 
ornament. 

1851  £150 

 
329. The Greek Christian Poets and the English Poets.  

FIRST EDITION.  Chapman & Hall.  Orig. dark 
green wavy grained embossed cloth;  sm. mark 
on back board, sl. rubbing, otherwise v.g.  

¶First published in the Athenaeum in 1842.  
The spine lettering is identical on both 
variants, but here with sl. less distance 
between title & imprint.  The publishers’ 
copy, inscribed on e.p. 

1863  £140 

 
330. The Greek Christian Poets and the English Poets.  

FIRST EDITION.  Chapman & Hall.  Orig. 
bright green pebble-grained variant cloth.  v.g.  

¶The spine lettering here is with sl. more 
distance between title & imprint. 

1863  £120 

 
331. Last Poems. FIRST EDITION. Chapman & Hall.  

Half title, final ad. leaf.  Orig. purple cloth;  sl. 
faded. Armorial bookplate of A.R. Heath.  v.g.  
1862  £160 

 
332. Napoleon III in Italy.  And other poems.  FIRST 

AMERICAN EDITION.  New York:  C.S. 
Francis & Co.  16pp ads.;  sl. browning.  Orig. 
dark brown cloth;  faded & spotted, & sl. rubbed 
at head & tail of spine.  

¶The Author’s edition for America of ‘Poems 
before Congress’. 

1860  £60 

 
333. Poems.  2 vols.  FIRST EDITION.  Edward 

Moxon.  2 vols in 1 in contemp. half vellum,  
gilt spine, maroon leather label; darkened  
boards rubbed.  

¶This copy may be from the library of 
William Wordsworth.  A pencil note on the 
verso of the leading free endpaper states:  
‘Purchased June 30/32 from Mr B. Halliday 

(bookseller of first and early editions) ... as a 
copy once belonging to Wordsworth.  
Purchased by him from the library of a W. 
Johnson who has several of W.’s books.’  
With ‘WW’ in pencil on titlepage. 

1844  £380 

 

334. Poems.  2 vols.  FIRST EDITION.  Edward 
Moxon.  Contemp. full green calf, gilt spines, 
borders & dentelles, red leather labels;  sl. to 
heads of spines. Owner’s inscriptions, one 
showing the date March 1846, blotted out on 
verso of leading f.e.ps.  Small library labels:  
Skinos.  A v.g. bright copy.  
1844  £250 

 
 SONNETS FROM THE PORTUGUESE 

 

335. Poems.  2 vols.  New edn.  Chapman & Hall.  
Contemp. half scarlet morocco, spines gilt in 
compartments.  a.e.g.  v.g.  

¶First appearance of Sonnets from the 
Portuguese. 

1850  £350 

 

336. Poems.  5th edn.  3 vols.  Chapman & Hall.  Half 
titles, text remains largely unopened. Orig. green 
coarse morocco cloth, spines lettered in gilt.  
Leather prize label in vol. I:  Mayor of Derby's 
Prize, 1868.  A v.g set.  

¶Reprinting the fourth edition. 

1862  £135 

 
 THE SERAPHIM 

 

337. The Seraphim, and other poems. FIRST 
EDITION.  Saunders & Otley.  Half title.  
Variant purple cloth;  spine faded to brown.  v.g.  

¶The boards have borders & a central oval 
twined ornament. 

1838  £280 

 

338. The Seraphim, ...  FIRST EDITION.  Saunders 
& Otley.  Contemp. full green calf, gilt spine, 
borders & dentelles, red & brown labels, one 
chipped.  Owner’s inscription, dated March 
1849, inked through on verso of leading f.e.p.  
Small library label:  Skinos.  A good-plus copy.  
1838  £225 

 

339. A Selection from the Poetry. Copyright edn.  
Leipzig: Bernhard Tauchnitz. (Collection of 
British authors, vol. 1216.)  Half title, front. port.  
Full purple morocco, limp boards; sl. rubbing. v.g.  

¶Todd 1216b. 

1872  £20 

 

340. Elizabeth Barrett Browning:  letters to her sister, 
1846-1859.  With portraits.  Edited by Leonard 
Huxley. John Murray. Half title, front. + 3 plates;  
some sl. foxing.  Orig. green cloth, lettered in 
gilt.  v.g.  

¶First published 1929. 

1931  £15 
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341. Elizabeth Barrett Browning’s Letters to Mrs 
David Ogilvy 1849-1861; with recollections 
from Mrs Ogilvy.  Edited by Peter N. Heydon & 
Philip Kelley. John Murray. Col. front. preceding 
half title, 8 plates.  Orig. bright pink cloth.  v.g in 
sl. sunned d.w.  

¶First published in the US the previous  
year. 

1974  £15 

 
342. Elizabeth Barrett to Miss Mitford;  the 

unpublished letters of Elizabeth Barrett Barrett to 
Mary Russell Mitford, edited and introduced by 
Betty Miller.  FIRST EDITION.  John Murray.  
Half title, 8 plates.  Orig. red cloth;  spine sl.  
faded.  v.g.  
1954  £15 

 
343. CLARKE, Isabel C. Elizabeth Barrett 

Browning:  a portrait.  FIRST EDITION.  
Hutchinson & Co.  Half title, front. & plates.  
Orig. dark blue cloth.  v.g. in sl. torn &  
creased d.w.  
[1929]  £25 

 
 THE BROWNINGS & AMERICA 

 

344. GOULD, Elizabeth Porter. The Brownings and 
America.  FIRST EDITION.  Boston:  Poet-Lore 
Co.  Orig. green cloth, damp stained at foot.  

¶Author’s signed presentation copy,  
Boston 1904. 

1904  £25 

 
345. INGRAM, John H. Elizabeth Barrett Browning.    

W.H. Allen. (Eminent Women series.)  Half title, 
8pp ads. + 48pp cata. (Oct. 1888).  Orig.  
dark green cloth, lettered in gilt.  
Ownership inscription on leading f.e.p.  A v.g. 
bright copy.  
1888  £30 

 
346. NICATI, Ad. B., Mme W.  Femme et poète:  

Elizabeth Browning. Paris: Perrin & Cie. Half 
title, front. & plate.  Uncut in orig. blue printed 
wraps;  spine sl. sunned.  v.g.  
1912  £25 

 
347. SOTHEBY & CO.  Catalogue of the Papers of 

Lt.-Col. Harry Peyton Moulton-Barrett, decd., ...  
nephew of Elizabeth Barrett Browning.  Which 
will be sold by auction ...  on Monday, June 7th, 
1937 ...  (Printed by H. Davy.)  Plates, facsims.  
Orig. green printed wraps; spine sl. chipped.  
63pp.  

¶ALsS to & from Elizabeth Barrett 
Browning, preserved by George and  
Arabel Barrett;  a few lots marked with 
prices. 

1937  £25 
__________ 

BRUNTON, Mary, 1778-1818 
Scottish novelist, wife of the Calvinist minister 

Alexander Brunton: 'her novels have considerable 

psychological realism in their pictures of heroines 

struggling to control inappropriate infatuation and to 

earn a living'. 
 

348. Discipline:  a novel.  By the author of “Self-
Control”.  3 vols.  FIRST EDITION.  Edinburgh:  
Printed by George Ramsay & Co. for Manners & 
Miller.  Half titles vols I & III. Contemp. half red 
calf;  sl. rubbed.  Armorial bookplates of Henry 
Peters, each vol. signed ‘Charlotte Mary Peters, 
April 1815’ on titlepage. A good-plus copy.  

¶Wolff 886 

1814  £280 

 
349. Discipline: ... To which is prefixed, A Memoir of 

the life and writings of the Author, including 
extracts from her correspondence. Henry 
Colburn & Richard Bentley.  (Standard novels, 
no. XVI.)  Half title, front., added engr. title.  
Half dark green calf by Seargeant’s, Aber-
gavenny. Armorial bookplate of Edward K.E. 
Marsdon.  v.g.  

¶The first Bentley issue. 

1832  £65 

 
350. Discipline: ... G. Routledge.  Contemp. half 

purple calf, spine with raised gilt bands, black 
leather label;  sl. rubbing.  Signed ‘Bective’ on 
leading pastedown & initial blank.  A good-plus 
copy.  
1852  £45 

 
351. Discipline: ... Simms & M’Intyre. (The Parlour 

Library, vol. LXXIII.)  Half title.  Contemp. half 
calf; lacking label, faded & rubbed, corners 
darkened & chipped.  A sound copy only.  
1852  £30 

 
352. Emmeline. With some other pieces. ... To which 

is prefixed a memoir of her life, including some 
extracts from her correspondence,  2nd edn.  
Edinburgh:  printed for Archibald Constable & 
Co.  Front.  Contemp. half calf, spine tooled in 
blind and with horizontal gilt rules, maroon 
leather label;  edges a little rubbed.  A good-plus 
copy.  

¶See Wolff 887 for first edition of 1819. 

1820  £120 

 
 SELF-CONTROL 

 

353. Self-Control: a novel.  3rd edn. 3 vols.  Edin-
burgh:  Printed by George Ramsay & Co. for 
Manners & Miller.  Tear with sl. loss to outer 
margin of first three leaves vol. I.  Contemp. half 
red calf;  a little dulled & rubbed.  Armorial 
bookplates of Charlotte Mary Peters.  

¶First published in 1811. 

1811  £160 
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354. Self-Control: ... Henry Colburn & Richard 
Bentley. (Standard novels. no. XV.)  Series title, 
front., engr. title, additional printed title.  
Binding A: glazed plum-coloured linen, black 
labels; spine faded to brown, sl. rubbing.  Book-
label of Lytton Strachey.  A good-plus copy.  

¶Sadleir 3734a.  First published in 1811. 

1832  £125 
__________ 

 
BURNETT, Frances Hodgson, 1849-1924 
Born in Manchester, Burnett moved with her mother 

(after her father's death) to Tennessee in 1865.  

During her life she crossed the Atlantic thirty-three 

times.  Her early fiction was for adults;  the success 

of Little Lord Fauntleroy (1886) encouraged further 

works for children including A Little Princess & 

The Secret Garden. 
 

355. The Captain’s Youngest, Piccino, and other child 
stories.  Frederick Warne and Co.  Half title, 
front., vignette title, illus., 4pp illus. ads.  Orig. 
turquoise cloth, pictorially blocked & lettered in 
dark blue, ochre & silver.  A v.g. bright copy.  

¶First published 1894. 

1899  £40 

 

356. A Fair Barbarian. Frederick Warne & Co 
(Warne's London Library, No. 2.)  Half title, 2pp 
ads.  Orig. dark green cloth, blocked & lettered 
in gilt & black.  v.g.  

¶First published 1881.  The story of an 
upper class British family learning to accept 
Miss Belinda Bassett, an American cousin.  
"In Slowbridge, America was not approved 
of - in fact, was almost entirely ignored, as a 
country where, to quote Lady Theobald, 'the 
laws were loose, and the prevailing 
sentiments revolutionary.' It was not 
considered good taste to know Americans..." 

[1895?]  £25 

 

 LITTLE LORD FAUNTLEROY 
 

357. Little Lord Fauntleroy. FIRST EDITION.  
Frederick Warne & Co. Half title, front., vignette 
title, plates & illus. by Reginald Birch, final ad. 
leaf;  v. small hole in leading f.e.p.  Orig. green 
cloth, bevelled boards, pictorially blocked in gilt, 
brown & black, lettered in gilt & black;  a little 
rubbed.  A good-plus copy.  
1886  £150 

 

358. Little Lord Fauntleroy. Frederick Warne & Co.  
Half title, front., vignette title, plates & illus. by 
Reginald Birch, 6pp ads. Orig. blue cloth, 
pictorially blocked in black, pink & brown, 
lettered in gilt & black.  Ownership inscription 
on half title.  A v.g. bright copy.  
1892  £70 

 

359. Little Lord Fauntleroy. ... Half title, front., 
vignette title, plates & illus. by Reginald Birch, 
6pp ads.  Orig. red cloth, pictorially blocked in 

black, pink & brown, lettered in gilt & black;  
spine v. sl. faded.  v.g.  

¶First published 1886. 

1896  £45 

 
360. Little Lord Fauntleroy. ... Half title, front., 

vignette title, plates & illus. by Reginald Birch, 
6pp ads. Orig. bright grey cloth, pictorially 
blocked in black, pink & brown, lettered in gilt 
& black.  Ownership inscription on leading 
pastedown, 1904.  A bright copy.  
1904  £50 

 
361. Little Lord Fauntleroy. ... Half title, front., 

vignette title, plates & illus. by Reginald Birch, 
final ad. leaf. Orig. brown cloth, bevelled boards, 
pictorially blocked in gilt, brown & black, 
lettered in gilt & black;  following inner hinge 
cracking.  A good-plus copy.  

¶Presentation inscription, Xmas 1917. 

[c.1917]  £35 

 
362. Little Saint Elizabeth and Other Stories.  FIRST 

EDITION. Frederick Warne & Co. Half title, 
front., illus. by R.B. Birch, etc.  Orig. red cloth, 
front board pictorially blocked in beige, pale 
blue & black, lettered in black & gilt;  sl. dulled 
outer edges sl. damp marked.  Gift presentation 
on leading f.e.p.  

¶Also contains Prince Fairyfoot, The Proud 
Little Grain of Wheat, Behind the  
White Brick. 

[1890]  £40 

 
363. Little Saint Elizabeth and Other Stories.  4th edn.  

Frederick Warne & Co.  Half title, front., illus. 
by R.B. Birch, etc;  some light foxing.  Orig. 
grey cloth, front board pictorially blocked in 
orange, pale blue & black, lettered in black & 
gilt;  spine sl. rubbed at head & tail.  A good-plus 
copy.  
1890  £30 

 
364. The One I Knew the Best of All;  with illus. by 

Reginald Birch.  FIRST EDITION. Tall 8vo.   
Frederick Warne and Co.  Half title, front., 
vignette title, illus., 4pp illus. ads.  Orig. olive 
green cloth, bevelled boards, pictorially blocked 
& lettered in black & gilt;  v. sl. rubbing at tail of 
spine.  A v.g. bright copy.  

¶The author's autobiographical memories of 
her childhood. 

1893  £45 

 
365. The One I Knew the Best of All;  with illus. by 

Reginald Birch.  Tall 8vo.   Frederick Warne and 
Co.  Half title, front., vignette title, illus., 12pp 
cata;  sl. foxing in prelims.  Orig. grey cloth, 
pictorially blocked & lettered in black & gilt;  
spine dulled and a bit rubbed.  
[c.1895]  £50 
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 SARA CREWE 
 

366. Sara Crewe, or What Happened at Miss 
Minchin’s.  FIRST AMERICAN EDITION.  
New York:  Charles Scribner's Sons.  Half title, 
front. plates & illus. after Reginald Birch, 16pp 
cata.  Orig. pale blue cloth, pictorially blocked 
and lettered in black, red & gilt.  v.g.  
1888  £75 

 
367. Sara Crewe, or What Happened at Miss 

Minchin’s, and Editha’s Burglar.  FIRST 
EDITION.  Frederick Warne.  Half title, front. 
plates & illus. after Reginald Birch.  Orig. olive 
green cloth, bevelled boards, pictorially blocked 
in black, white & red, lettered in black & gilt;  sl. 
dulled.  Bookseller’s ticket:  Librairie Galignani, 
Paris.  v.g.  
1888  £45 

 
368. Sara Crewe;  ...  Frederick Warne and Co.  Half 

title, front., plates & illus. after Reginald  
Birch.  Orig. scarlet cloth, pictorially blocked in 
black & white, lettered in black & gilt;  spine 
faded & a little marked, several small damp 
stains on boards.  A good sound internally v. 
clean copy.  
[c.1895]  £20 

 
369. Sara Crewe, ...  Frederick Warne.  Half title, 

front. plates & illus. after Reginald Birch.  Orig. 
orange cloth, pictorially blocked in black & 
white, lettered in black & gilt;  spine sl. dulled.  
Prize label on leading pastedown with recipient’s 
name & details erased.  v.g.  
[c.1900]  £25 

 
370. That Lass O’ Lowries.  A Lancashire Story.  

FIRST EDITION.  Frederick Warne and Co.  
Contemp. half maroon sheep;  a little rubbed.  

¶‘The first complete novel of this authoress’ 
(publisher's preface). 

[1877]  £60 

 
371. That Lass O’ Lowries.  A Lancashire Story.  

Manchester:  John Heywood.  Half title.  Orig. 
scarlet cloth, blocked in blind, lettered in gilt;  
spine faded & a little rubbed.  Owner's 
inscription, July 1894.  
[c.1894]  £20 

 
372. Two Little Pilgrims’ Progress:  a story of the 

City Beautiful.  FIRST EDITION.  Frederick 
Warne.  Half title, front. plates & illus. after 
R.W. Macbeth. Orig. grey-green cloth, pictorially 
blocked & lettered in black & gilt;  one or two 
tiny marks on following board, else v.g.  

¶A story of twins in America. 

1895  £60 
__________ 

BURNEY, Fanny. 1752-1840   
Novelist, playwright and diarist, noted for her witty 

portrayals of social expectation.  Her first novel, 

Evelina (1778) is a gently satirical work that charts 

the progress of a young lady is she attempts to 

negotiate the conventions of polite society. 
 

373. Diary and Letters of Madame D’Arblay,  ... 
edited by her niece.  New edn.  7 vols.  Henry 
Colburn.  Fronts.  Contemp. half calf, spines gilt 
in compartments, black and brown leather labels.  
A good-plus set.  

¶First published in 1842.  The niece is 
Charlotte Frances Barrett. 

1854  £200 

 
374. Evelina;  or, The history of a young lady’s 

introduction to the world.  Leipzig:  Bernhard 
Tauchnitz.  Half title.  Contemp. half dark green 
morocco, dark green cloth boards;  spines rubbed 
& a little worn.  

¶Todd 190b. 

1850 [1881]  £25 

 
375. Evelina;  ...  With an introduction by Austin 

Dobson and illustrations by Hugh Thomson.  
Macmillan.  Half title, front., illus., final ad. leaf.  
Orig. blue cloth, elaborately dec. in gilt;  spine sl. 
dulled.  a.e.g.  
1904  £30 

 
376. The Wanderer;  or, Female Difficulties.  By the 

Author of Evelina; ...  2nd edn.  5 vols.  12mo.  
Longman, &c.  Half titles, 4pp ads. vol. V.  
Contemp. half calf, gilt spines.  Armorial 
bookplates of the Marquess of Sligo, Westport 
House and small booklabels of Elizabeth  
Mavor.  v.g.  

¶Attempting, through romantic melodrama, 
to teach women how to conquer insecurity in 
their lives by learning prudence in all 
aspects of conduct & suppressing 
individuality. 

1814  £325 

 
377. HEMLOW, Joyce.  The History of Fanny 

Burney.  FIRST EDITION.  Oxford:  at the 
Clarendon Press.  Half title, front. port. + 4 
plates.  Orig. blue cloth. v.g in price-clipped d.w.  
1958  £20 
__________ 

 
378. BURNEY, Sarah Harriet.  Tales of Fancy.  3 

vols.  Vol. I, FIRST EDITION;  vols. II-III, 2nd 
edn.  Henry Colburn.  Contemp. half pink calf, 
gilt spines faded to brown, black labels.  v.g. 
attractive copy.  

¶Block p.30:  The Shipwreck and Country 
Neighbours;  or The secret.  All her novels 
are scarce. 

1816-20  £450 



 

 BURNEY 
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

379. BURNEY, Sarah Harriet.  Tales of Fancy.  2nd 
edn.  3 vols.  Henry Colburn & Co.  Contemp. 
dark blue binder’s cloth, maroon leather labels 
retained from previous binding; several marginal 
tears in vol. II with sl. loss not affecting text.    
1820-21  £300 

 
BURY, Lady Charlotte, 1775-1861 
In 1809 she became lady-in-waiting in the household 

of the Princess of Wales, afterwards Queen Caroline, 

an appointment which informed her Diary 
Illustrative of the Times of George IV ( 1838), 

which, though published anonymously, was widely 

known to have been her work.  She published several 

hugely popular novels, including Alla Giornata 

(1826). Flirtation (1828), and A Marriage in High 
Life (1828). 
 

380. “Alla Giornata”;  or, To the Day.  3 vols.  FIRST 
EDITION.  Saunders and Otley.  Half titles vols 
I & II.  Contemp. half green sheep, spines 
lettered and ruled in gilt;  a little rubbed, small 
repair to spine vol. III.  A good-plus copy.  

¶Sadleir 470;  Wolff 1008. 

1826  £750 

 

381. Conduct is Fate. FIRST EDITION. 3 vols. 12mo.  
Edinburgh:  William Blackwood.  3 vols. in 1 in 
sl. later black morocco;  elaborately gilt spine & 
wide borders with blind borders within;  sl. 
rubbing.  a.e.g.  

¶Sadleir 471;  Wolff 1009. 

1822  £450 

 

382. The Exclusives.  3rd edn.  3 vols.  12mo.  Henry 
Colburn & Richard Bentley.  Contemp. blue half 
calf, spines with raised bands finely tooled in 
gilt, maroon & black leather labels;  sl. rubbing 
but a good-plus internally spotless copy.  

¶See Sadleir 475;  Wolff 1011 for first 
edition of 1830.  A Silver fork novel of late 
Georgian high society.  This school of fiction 
was devised and promoted by Colburn, the 
publisher. 

1830  £250 
__________ 

 
BUTLER, Josephine Elizabeth, 1828-1906  
Campaigner for women’s rights and improvements 

in social welfare. She worked tirelessly to improve 

conditions for prostitutes, and was a leader in the 

campaign to repeal of the Contagious Diseases Act. 
 

383. Catharine of Siena: a biography. FIRST 
EDITION. Dyer Bros. Half title, front., final ad. 
leaf.  Orig. pale blue cloth, bevelled boards, 
lettered in gilt;  sl. rubbing.  v.g.  

¶Signed presentation copy:  Inscribed on the 
half title 'To H. Meuricoffre - from her 
loving sister Josephine Butler - October 
1878’.  A second inscription appears on the 
titlepage, ‘Harriet Meuricoffre - from her 
sister J.E. Butler ...’  Also, loosely inserted, 

is a single sheet of folded paper upon which 
Butler has written two quotations from 
Dumas and Madame de Stael, on comforts 
and distractions in life.  19 lines in total. 

1878  £200 

 
384. Personal Reminiscences of a Great Crusade.  

FIRST EDITION. Horace Marshall & Son.  
Front. port., 3pp ads;  some spotting.  Orig. blue 
cloth, lettered in gilt;  spine faded;  sl. rubbing.  
A good-plus copy.  

¶An account of her work on behalf of 
prostitutes & the repeal of the Contagious 
Diseases Acts.  This copy is inscribed on the 
half title from the author, ‘To my dear Hatty 
(Harriet Meuricoffre, Butler's sisiter) - from 
J. E. Butler - Sept. 1896’. 

1898  £90 

 
385. Recollections of George Butler.  FIRST 

EDITION. Bristol: J.W. Arrowsmith.  Front;  
prelims a little foxed, text browned.  Orig. 
maroon cloth, lettered in gilt;  sl. rubbing, inner 
hinges a little weak.  A good-plus copy.  

¶Signed presentation copy.  Inscribed on 
verso of leading f.e.p., ‘To my dear nephew 
and godson John Meuricoffre - from 
Josephine E. Butler - November 6, 1892’. 

[1892]  £120 

 
386. HAY-COOPER, L.  Josephine Butler,  and her 

work for social purity.  FIRST EDITION.  SPCK  
Half title, front. port., plate.  Orig. dark green 
cloth, lettered in black & gilt.  Legge library and 
Children’s Aid Society labels.  v.g.  
1922  £20 
__________ 

 
BYRNE, Julia, Mrs William Pitt, 1819-94 
Daughter of Sir Hans Busk, wife of William Pitt 

Byrne the proprietor of The Morning Post. 
 

387. Curiosities of the Search-Room.  A collection of 
serious, and whimsical wills.  By the Author of 
“Flemish Interiors”, etc. etc.  FIRST EDITION.  
Chapman & Hall.  Half title, 32pp cata. (Feb. 
1881).  Orig. brown cloth, elaborately blocked in 
black, brown & gilt by W. Bone & Son;  spine 
dulled & sl. rubbed.  v.g. 
1880  £85 

   
388. De Omnibus Rebus;  an old man’s discursive 

ramblings on the road of everyday life.  By the 
author of ‘Flemish Interiors’.  John C. Nimmo.  
Half title, front., vignette title, additional printed 
title, illus. by R. Caulfield Orpen, (24)pp cata. 
(Oct. 1887). Uncut in orig. grey dec. cloth, 
bevelled boards; dulled & rubbed, inner hinges 
cracking. Owner’s stamps & signatures in 
prelims.  
1888  £45 



 

 BYRNE 
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

389. Flemish Interiors.  By the writer of “A Glance 
behind the Grilles”. FIRST EDITION. Longman.  
Litho. front. & title.  Half title, 24pp cata. (Nov. 
1854).  Orig. red cloth, blocked in gilt & blind;  
sl. rubbed.  Armorial bookplate of Alfred  
J. Elkington. 
[1856]  £45 

 
390. Undercurrents Overlooked. By the author of 

“Flemish Interiors”, &c. 2 vols. FIRST 
EDITION.  Richard Bentley.  Lacks  leading 
f.e.p., following f.e.p. and pastedown damp-
marked.  2 vols in 1 in contemp. purple 
remainder cloth by P. Dow of London;  dulled 
and a little worn.  Newcastle bookseller’s ticket.  

¶Wolff 1025.  He describes this as ‘not 
fiction, but sociological description:  
chapters and sections about Paris as well  
as London’. 

1860  £75 
__________ 

 
391. CADDY, Florence, Mrs.  Lares and Penates; or, 

The Background of Life.  Chatto & Windus.  
Half title, 32pp cata. (Jan. 1881).  Orig. mustard 
cloth, blocked in black, brown & gilt;  spine a 
little darkened, sl. rubbed.  

¶Extended musings on taste, fashion, 
interior design, the nature of wealth, &c. 

1881  £75 

 
392. CAFFYN, Kathleen, Mrs Mannington “Iota”.  

A Yellow Aster.  (13th edn, completing 22nd 
thousand.) Hutchinson. Half title, initial ad.  
leaf, 7pp ads. Orig. yellow cloth;  one mark, 
otherwise v.g.  

¶First published in 3 vols. the same year, see 
Wolff 1029:  expressing advanced views on 
education. 

1894  £50 

 
 MORALITY OF MARRIAGE 

 

393. CAIRD, Alice Mona. The Morality of Marriage;  
and other essays on the status and destiny of 
women.  FIRST EDITION.  George Redway.  
Half title.  Uncut in orig. dark blue cloth, lettered 
in gilt. Library label of the Birth  
Control International Information Centre.   
A v.g. copy.  

¶These collected essays first appeared in the 
Westminster Review between 1888 and 
1894.  They are primarily concerned with 
the position of women in society, and in 
particular the tendency for women to be 
subjugated to men in matrimonial 
partnerships.  In essays such as The End of 
the Patriarchal System and The Lot of 
Woman under the Rule of Man she argues 
that society can only be considered free if 
the convention of male dominance is 

exposed and destroyed.  Caird's struggle for 
female emancipation ensured that she was a 
tireless campaigner for women's suffrage.  
She also wrote extensively on the topic of 
eugenics, and was outspoken in her 
condemnation of racial and morally 
bankrupt social engineering. 

1897  £200 

 
394. CAMBRIDGE, Ada.  Fidelis:  a novel.  First 

one-volume edition.  Hutchinson & Co.  Half 
title, final ad. leaf.  Orig. dark green cloth, spine 
blocked & lettered in gilt.  v.g.  

¶First edition also 1895, 3 vols. See Wolff 
1056 - “one of her more important 
Australian novels”. 

1895  £65 

 
 JUVENILE CHAPBOOKS 

 

395. CAMERON, Lucy Lyttelton & SHERWOOD, 
Mary Martha.  A Collection of 14 Children's 
Chapbooks by Mrs Cameron and Mrs Sherwood.    
Houlston & Wright.  16 or 32pp.  Fronts & illus. 
with woodblocks, some hand-coloured.  Orig. 
printed card wrappers bound into contemp. half 
calf, dark green leather label.  v.g.  

¶14 issues, each in original brightly 
coloured wrappers.  By Lucy Cameron:   
The Little Dog Flora;  The Bunch of Violets;  
The Nosegay of Honeysuckles. 
By Mary Sherwood:  The Fawns;  The  
Hills;  Soffrona and Her Cat Muff;  
Everything Out of Its Place;  The Two  
Dolls;  The Thunder Storm;  The Busy Bee;  
The Wishing Cap;  Little George and  
His Penny;  Poor Burruff;  The Little 
Negroes. 

[c.1860]  £250 

 
 SELF-DEVOTION 

 

396. (CAMPBELL, Harriette)  Self-Devotion;  or, 
The History of Katherine Randolph.  3 vols.  
Henry Colburn, publisher:  A.K. Newman and 
Co.  4pp ads vol. I, 2pp ads vol. III;  heads of 
titlepages repaired where ownership inscriptions 
have been removed.  Contemp. drab boards 
rebacked with black cloth, paper labels, new 
e.ps.  With partially removed library labels on 
some boards.  

¶BL attributes this to Harriette Campbell, 
and dates the first edition 1842. 

1844  £185 

 
397. CAREY, Alice. Clovernook Children. New York 

& London:  Street & Smith.  Orig. beige cloth, 
front board pictorially blocked in green, red & 
black, lettered in red.  With owner’s 
inscription,1903.  v.g.  

¶Not in Library of Congress.   
With the introduction from the 1854  
first edition. 

[c.1900]  £25 



 

 CAREY 
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

CAREY, Rosa Nouchette, 1840-1909 
Born in Hackney & educated at home, Carey's novel, 

Nellie's Memories, was composed as a story for her 

sister & only written down seven years later;  it was 

the first of 39 novels. 
 

398. The Angel of Forgiveness.  FIRST EDITION.  
Macmillan.  Half title, 6pp ads.  Orig. red cloth, 
blocked in blind, lettered in gilt;  faded & a little 
marked.  

¶Wolff 1077. 

1907  £20 

 
399. The Angel of Forgiveness. (Reprinted.) Mac-

millan.  Half title.  Orig. uniform blue cloth.  v.g.  
¶Macmillan’s uniform binding is now 
plainer, without blind ornamental bands, but 
with Carey’s monogram on the boards. 

1923  £20 

 
400. At the Moorings.  FIRST EDITION.  Macmillan.  

Half title, 16pp cata;  last few pages of text and 
cata. ink stained in upper margin.  Orig. blue 
cloth, blocked in blind, lettered in gilt;  sl. 
rubbing.  A good-plus copy.  

¶Wolff 1078. 

1904  £20 

 
401. At the Moorings.  (Reissue.)  Macmillan.  Half 

title, initial ad. leaf, 32pp cata. (20.12.09).  Orig. 
uniform blue cloth.  
1906  £15 

 
402. At the Moorings.  (Reprinted.)  Macmillan.  Half 

title, initial ad. leaf, 32pp cata. (20.8.14).  Orig. 
blue uniform cloth;  sl. dulled.  Renier booklabel.  
1914  £15 

 

403. Aunt Diana.  R.T.S.  Front.;  sl. spotting.  Orig. 
uniform blue cloth;  sl. dulled.  

¶The R.T.S. produced a Uniform edition of 
Carey’s works, for which it held the 
copyright, quite similar to the Macmillan 
volumes, with blind blocked borders on the 
boards, and with a facsimile signature.  First 
published in 1888. 

[c.1905?]  £20 

 
404. Averil. 6th edn. R.T.S. Half title, front., 12pp 

cata.  Orig. blue cloth, blocked in blind, lettered 
in gilt;  a little rubbed, sl. damp staining to lower 
margin of back board.  Owner’s inscrption on 
leading f.e.p. dated Xmas 1912.  

¶First edition was published in 1909. 

[c.1912]  £15 

 
405. Barbara Heathcote’s Trial:  a novel.  Popular 

edn.  Richard Bentley & Son.  Half title.  Orig. 
uniform blue cloth;  sl. dulled.  

¶Not in Wolff.  First published in 3 vols.  
in 1871. 

1897  £20 

406. Barbara Heathcote’s Trial: ... (Reprinted.)  
Macmillan.  Half title, 32pp cata. (20.8.07.)  
Orig. blue uniform cloth;  dulled & sl. rubbed.  
Renier booklabel.  
1906  £15 

 
407. Basil Lyndhurst.  Macmillan.  Half title, 2pp ads.  

Orig. blue cloth, blocked in blind, lettered in gilt;  
sl. rubbing.  A good-plus copy.  
1902  £20 

 
408. But Men Must Work. FIRST EDITION.  Richard 

Bentley & Son.  Half title, 4pp ads;  lacks 
leading f.e.p.  Orig. orange cloth, blocked & 
lettered in black;  dulled, a little marked.  

¶Not in Wolff. 

1892  £40 

 
409. Doctor Luttrell’s First Patient. FIRST EDITION.  

Hutchinson.  Half title, 8pp cata.  Orig. grey-
green cloth, blocked in dark green, red & gilt;  
spine sl. faded.  v.g.  

¶Wolff 1081. 

1897  £45 

 
410. Esther Cameron’s Story: a tale of life and influ-

ence.  10th impression.  R.T.S.  Half title, front., 
10pp ads.  Orig. uniform dark blue cloth;  sl. 
rubbed, lacking leading f.e.p.  
[c.1905?]  £15 

 
411. For Lilias:  a novel.  New and cheaper edn.  

Macmillan.  Half title, 2pp ads. with port.  Orig. 
uniform blue cloth;  sl. rubbed.  Rhyming 
bookplate.  

¶Not in Wolff:  first published in 3 vols. in 
1885.  The advertisement notes sales of over 
a quarter of a million copies of titles in this 
cheap 3/6 edition. 

1898  £20 

 
412. Herb of Grace. Macmillan.  Half title, 4pp ads + 

32pp cata.  Orig. blue cloth, blocked in blind, 
lettered in gilt;  sl. rubbing.  Prize inscription, 
Xmas 1912.  A good-plus copy.  

¶First edition was 1901. 

1912  £15 

 
413. Heriot’s Choice: a tale. New edn. Richard 

Bentley & Son.  (Favourite novels.)  Half title.  
Orig. black cloth.  v.g.  

¶See Wolff 1083;  first published in 3 vols.  
in 1879. 

1890  £35 

 
414. Heriot’s Choice: ... (Reprinted.) Macmillan.  

Half title, final ad. leaf,  32pp cata. (20.7.04.);  
title torn by careless opening.  Orig. uniform 
blue cloth;  sl. rubbing.  Rhyming booklabel.  
1904  £15 





 

 CAREY 
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415. The Highway of Fate. FIRST EDITION.  
Macmillan.  Half title, initial & final ad. leaves, 
16pp cata. (Autumn 1902). Orig. red cloth;  spine 
faded, small repair at tail of leading hinge.  

¶Wolff 1084. 

1902  £30 

 

416. The Household of Peter.  FIRST EDITION.  
Macmillan.  Half title, initial & final ad. leaves, 
8pp cata. (16.8.05.)  Orig. uniform blue cloth;  sl. 
dulled.  Rhyming booklabel.  v.g.  

¶Wolff 1085:  this is a variant binding in the 
uniform series, Wolff’s copy was in scarlet 
cloth, like other first editions of this period. 

1905  £30 
 

 KEY TO THE UNKNOWN 
 

417. The Key to the Unknown.  FIRST EDITION.  
Macmillan.  Ad. leaf, half title, front. port.;  8pp 
ads. (Autumn 1909).  Orig. red cloth;  spine 
decorated & lettered in gilt.  v.g. bright copy.  

¶Published the year of her death. Not in Wolff. 

1909  £65 

 

418. The Key to the Unknown. Macmillan.  Half title, 
front. port., 32pp cata.  Orig. blue cloth, blocked 
in blind, lettered in gilt;  sl. rubbing.  v.g.  
1911  £20 

 

 INSCRIBED 
 

419. Life’s Trivial Round. FIRST EDITION.  
Hutchinson & Co.  Half title, front. & plates, 4pp 
ads.  Orig. uniform olive green cloth;  sl. marked.  

¶Not in Wolff.  Inscribed by the Author to 
Martha Carey May 25th 1900.  Uniform 
with ‘My Lady Frivol’. 

1900  £50 

 

420. Life’s Trivial Round. FIRST EDITION.  
Hutchinson & Co.  Half title, front. & plates by 
Sydney Aldridge, 4pp ads.  Orig. olive green 
cloth, blocked & lettered in gilt;  v. sl. rubbing.  
A v.g. bright copy.  
1900  £35 

 

 INSCRIBED 
 

421. Little Miss Muffet. Religious Tract Society.  
Illus. by M.E. Edwards.  Orig. green cloth, 
lettered in gilt, blocked in blue;  a little rubbed.  
A good-plus copy.  

¶‘Muffit’ on front board and spine, ‘Muffet’ 
on titlepage.  Family presentation 
inscription:  ‘Dorothea Carey - with all the 
author’s love.  October 18/94’. 

[c.1894]  £65 

 

422. Lover or Friend.  (Reprinted.)  Macmillan.  Half 
title, 2pp ads.  Orig. blue uniform cloth;  sl. 
rubbed & dulled.  Renier booklabel.  

¶First published in 3 vols. 1890;  see Wolff 
1087.  This copy is blind stamped ‘Presen-
tation copy’. 

1899  £15 

423. Lover or Friend. Hodder & Stoughton.  Half title.  
Orig. scarlet cloth, blocked in blind, spine 
lettered in black;  spine sl. faded & with very 
small tear at head.  Gift inscription, May 1925.  
A good-plus copy. 
[c.1920?]  £15 

 
424. The Mistress of Brae Farm:  a novel.  2nd edn.  

Richard Bentley & Son. (Favourite novels.)  Half 
title, 4pp ads.  Orig. dark green cloth.  v.g.  

¶Not in Wolff:  first published in 1896. 

1897  £40 

 
425. The Mistress of Brae Farm ...  (Reprinted.)  

Macmillan.  Half title, 4pp ads.  Orig. uniform 
blue cloth;  sl. rubbing.  Rhyming booklabel.  
1901  £20 

 
426. Mollie’s Prince:  a novel.  FIRST EDITION.  

Hutchinson.  Half title, 5pp ads.  Orig. dark 
green cloth, lettering on front board reversed out 
of gilt.  A good-plus copy.  

¶Wolff 1089. 

1898  £35 

 
427. Nellie’s Memories.  Abridged edn for schools.  

Macmillan.  Half title, illus. by J. Macfarlane, 
2pp ads.  Orig. grey-blue cloth.  v.g.  

¶With E.F. Carey’s signature. 

1900  £20 

 
 FAMILY COPY 

 

428. Not Like Other Girls. A novel. FIRST 
EDITION.  3 vols.  Richard Bentley & Son.  
Title to vol. II torn.  Orig. olive green dec. cloth;  
spines sl. marked & rubbed, inner hinges 
splitting.  With attractive blue patterned e.ps.  A 
good-plus copy.  

¶Wolff 1090 did not own a first edition.  Not 
inscribed, but with Edward Carey’s 
booklabels.  Carey’s best received novel 
about three genteel sisters who attempt to 
make good their lost fortune by 
dressmaking;  girls ‘without a single 
redeeming vice’. 

1884  £150 

 
429. Not Like Other Girls.  ...  Copyright edn.  2 vols.  

Leipzig:  Bernhard Tauchnitz.    Half titles.  
Orig. brown publisher’s cloth.  v.g.  

¶Todd 2744 & 2745. 

1891  £35 

 
430. The Old, Old Story:  A novel.  Macmillan.  Half 

title. Orig. uniform blue cloth; sl. rubbed.  
Rhyming booklabel.  

¶See Wolff 1091:  first published in 3 vols.  
in 1894. 

1907  £15 
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431. Only the Governess. (Reprinted.) Macmillan. 
Half title, 32pp cata. torn at head through 
careless opening (20.2.06.)  Orig. uniform blue 
cloth;  sl. rubbing.  Rhyming bookplate.  

¶Not in Wolff:  first published in 3 vols. 
in 1888. 

1905  £20 
 

432. Other People’s Lives. FIRST EDITION.  Hodder 
& Stoughton.  Half title.  Uncut in orig. light 
green cloth, bevelled boards;  a little dulled & 
rubbed, boards sl. affected by damp, following 
inner hinge cracking.  t.e.g.  A fair copy only.  

¶Not in Wolff:  short stories. 

1897  £15 
 

433. Our Bessie.  FIRST EDITION.  RTS.  Cata. 
(numbered pp.3-30);  lacks leading f.e.p..  Orig. 
blue cloth, blocked in dark blue, lettered in gilt;  
a little dulled & rubbed.  
[1891]  £20 

 

434. A Passage Perilous.  FIRST EDITION.  
Macmillan.  Half title, 16pp ads. (coded 
20.7.03);  lacking leading f.e.p.  Orig. red cloth, 
blocked in blind, lettered in gilt.  

¶Not in Wolff. 

1903  £40 

 

435. Queenie’s Whim: a novel. Macmillan.  Half title, 
18pp cata. (coded 25:7:01) partially unopened.  
Orig. blue cloth, blocked in blind, lettered in gilt;  
spine a little rubbed.  

¶First published in 1880. 

1901  £15 

 

436. Robert Ord’s Atonement:  a novel.  Popular edn.  
Richard Bentley & Son.  Half title, 4pp ads.  
Orig. black cloth, blocked in blind, lettered in 
gilt, rubbed.  A good-plus copy.  

¶First published in 1873. 

1892  £25 

 

437. Rue with a Difference.  FIRST EDITION.  Mac-
millan.  Half title, 16pp cata. (5.8.00.).  Orig. red 
uniform cloth;  spine faded & sl. rubbed.  t.e.g.  
1900  £35 

 

438. Sir Godfrey’s Grand-daughters: a novel.  Richard 
Bentley & Son.  (Favourite novels.)  Half title, 
6pp ads.  Orig. dark green cloth;  sl. worn & 
marked, inner hinges splitting.  

¶See Wolff 1093:  first published in 3 vols, 
1892. 

1895  £20 

 

439. The Sunny Side of the Hill. Macmillan. Half 
title, 4pp ads;  some sl. careless opening.  Orig. 
blue cloth, blocked in blind, lettered in gilt;  sl. 
rubbing.  A good-plus copy.  

¶First published in 1908. 

1911  £20 

440. Uncle Max. Macmillan.  Half title, final ad. leaf.  
Orig. blue cloth, blocked in blind, lettered in gilt;  
sl. rubbing.  A good-plus copy.  

¶Not in Wolff.  First published in 1887. 

1898  £30 

 
441. Wee Wifie:  a novel.  Macmillan.  Half title, 3pp 

ads.  Orig. blue cloth, blocked in blind, lettered 
in gilt;  a little rubbed.  Gift inscription, March 
1907.   A good-plus copy.  

¶See Wolff 1094 for first edition of 1869. 

1899  £20 

 
442. Wooed and Married:  a novel.  (Reprinted.)  

Macmillan.  Half title, 4pp ads. (30.5.02.)  Orig. 
uniform blue cloth;  sl. rubbing.  

¶See Wolff 1095:  first published in 3 vols.  
in 1875. 

1902  £20 
__________ 

 
443. CAREY-HOBSON, Mary Anne.  At Home in 

the Transvaal.  FIRST EDITION.  2 vols.   
W. Swan Sonnenschein.  2 vols. in 1 in red 
remainder cloth, quite badly affected by damp & 
dulled, one ink stain.  

¶A novel, not in Wolff, inscribed ‘Mr. Wright 
with the Author’s kind regards 1886’.   
With both titlepages, but continuous 
pagination. 

1884  £65 

 
 LOVE LETTERS 

 

444. CARLYLE, Jane Welsh.  The Love Letters of 
Thomas Carlyle and Jane Welsh;  ed. by 
Alexander Carlyle.  FIRST EDITION.  2 vols.  
John Lane.  Half titles, fronts. & plates.  Uncut in 
orig. mauve cloth.  t.e.g.  FINE.  
1909  £50 

 
445. CARLYLE, Jane Welsh.  New Letters and 

Memorials;  annotated by Thomas Carlyle and 
ed. by Alexander Carlyle, with an introduction 
by Sir James Crichton-Browne.  FIRST 
EDITION.  2 vols.  John Lane.  Half titles, 
fronts. & plates.  Orig. mauve cloth.  v.g.  
1903  £50 

 
446. CARMICHAEL, A.C., Mrs.  Tales of a Grand-

mother.  FIRST EDITION.  Richard Bentley,  
Contemp. half blue calf, maroon leather label;  
spine faded, sl. rubbing.  Rathaspeck Parsonage 
Trust library label.  v.g.  
1841  £60 

 
447. (CARRINGTON, Mrs)  My Cousin Maurice.  3 

vols.  Sampson Low, Marston, Low, & Searle.  
Final ad. leaves.  Contemp. half morocco-grained  



 

 CARRINGTON 
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

 green cloth, elaborately blocked gilt spines, 
marbled boards.  A v.g. handsome copy.  

¶Not in Sadleir or Wolff.  The final inserted 
ad. leaf in each vol. states that ‘by the 
consent and desire of the Authoress, her 
name is now given for the first time, as 
another person has claimed authorship’.   

1872  £380 

 

CARTER, Elizabeth, 1717-1806 
Poet, translator, essayist, scholar and letter-writer - 

an influential 18th century 'Bluestocking'. 
 

448. Poems on Several Occasions.  The third edition.  
John, Francis and Charles Rivington.  [viii], 
120pp.  Contemp. sheep, gilt borders & spine, 
worn label;  sl. chipping to hinges, which are 
weakening.  Signature of Elizabeth Horn, 1829.  

¶ESTC T82899. 

1776  £200 

 

449. GAUSSEN, Alice C.C.  A Woman of Wit and 
Wisdom:  a memoir of Elizabeth Carter, one of 
the ‘bas blue’ society, (1717-1806).  FIRST 
EDITION.  Smith, Elder, & Co.  Half title, 
front., plates, facsim., 4pp ads;  light foxing in 
prelims.  Uncut in orig. blue cloth with cameo 
portrait on front board, spine lettered in gilt.  v.g.  
1906  £35 

 

450. PENNINGTON, Montagu.  Memoirs of the 
Life of Mrs. Elizabeth Carter,  with a new edition 
of her Poems, including some which have never 
appeared before;  to which are added, some 
Miscellaneous Essays in Prose, together with her 
Notes on the Bible, and answers to objections 
concerning the Christian religion.  2nd edn.  2 
vols.  F.C. & J. Rivington.  Front. vol. I;  some 
light foxing.  Contemp. full calf, single-ruled gilt 
borders, spines gilt in compartments, brown 
leather labels.  Armorial bookplates of 
Lieutenant General William Thornton, M.P.   
A v.g handsome copy.  
1808  £250 
__________ 

 

451. CASTLE, Agnes & Egerton. The Star Dreamer.  
Copyright edn.  2 vols.  Leipzig:  Bernhard 
Tauchnitz.  Contemp. half black calf, black cloth 
boards, maroon leather labels;  spines sl. worn.  
A good-plus copy.  

¶Todd 3666 & 3667. 

1903  £20 

 

452. CATLOW, Agnes.  Drops of Water;  their 
marvellous and beautiful inhabitants displayed 
by the microscope.  Reeve & Benham.  Half title, 
col. front. + 3 col. plates, 4pp ads.  Orig. pale 
green embossed cloth, blocked in blind, lettered 
in gilt;  spine a little faded.  Owner’s inscription 
on leading pastedown, 1903.  v.g.  
1851  £65 

453. CHALENOR, Mary.  Walter Gray,  a ballad;  
and other poems.  Longman.  Half title, 12pp 
cata. (June 1841).  Orig. pale green fine-grained 
cloth, borders blocked in blind, front board 
lettered in gilt within central gilt wreath design;  
v. sl. wear to tail of spine.  Signed H.G. Collins 
on half title.  v.g.  

¶'The authoress of the following Poems 
submits them with no little diffidence to the 
public. ... they were written, for the most 
part, in hours of solitude and affliction, and 
their composition alleviated the bitterness  
of worldly trial, and the grievings of a 
widowed heart.' 

1841  £60 

 
CHARLES, Elizabeth, née Rundle, 1828-96 
A tolerant evangelical, Charles worked in the slums 

& wrote religious fiction and non-fiction. 

 
454. The Bertram Family.  T. Nelson and Sons.  (The 

Schonberg-Cotta series.)  8pp cata.  Orig. blue 
cloth, blocked in maroon & gilt, lettered in gilt;  
a little dulled & rubbed.  A good-plus copy.  

¶First published 1876. 

1896  £20 

 
455. Chronicles of the Schönberg-Cotta Family.  

(Illustrated edn.)  T. Nelson & Sons.  Front., 
initial ad. leaf, illus.  Orig. brown cloth, bevelled 
boards, blocked in gilt & green.  t.e.g.  Prize 
inscription from Welsh School 1895 & 
booklabel.  
1895  £25 

 
456. Diary of Mrs. Kitty Trevylyan:  a story of the 

times of Whitefield and the Wesleys.  By the 
Author of “Chronicles of the Schönberg-Cotta 
Family”.  T. Nelson & Sons.  Half title;  some 
spotting. Orig. dark purple cloth, bevelled 
boards.  At tail of spine:  ‘By the Author of the 
Schönberg-Cotta Family’ reversed out of gilt in 
two lines.  Geneva bookseller’s ticket.  v.g.  

¶First published in 1865. 

1866  £35 

 
457. Diary of Mrs. Kitty Trevylyan ... New York:  

Dodd, Mead & Co.  Orig. red cloth;  spine sl. 
faded.  

¶The binding style seems later than on the 
first edition of 1865. 

[c.1875]  £30 

 
458. On Both Sides of the Sea:  a story of the 

Commonwealth and the Restoration.  By the 
Author of “Chronicles of the Schönberg-Cotta 
Family”.  FIRST EDITION.  T. Nelson & Sons.  
Half title, 4pp ads.;  a few spots in prelims.  Orig. 
mauve cloth;  spine faded, otherwise v.g.  
1868  £60 



 

 CHARLES 
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

459. Our Seven Homes: ...  2nd edn.  John Murray.  
Half title, front.  Uncut in orig. olive green cloth;  
spine sl. dulled.  

¶Border ruled with arabesque decoration. 

1897  £35 
 

460. The Victory of the Vanquished:  a tale of the first 
century.  By the Author of “Chronicles of the 
Schönberg-Cotta Family”, etc. FIRST EDITION.  
T. Nelson & Sons.  Half title, 6pp ads.  Orig. 
green cloth, bevelled boards.  v.g.  
1871  £50 

 

461. The Victory of the Vanquished: ...  Copyright 
edn.  Leipzig:  Bernhard Tauchnitz.  (Collection 
of British authors.)  Green Biarritz Library 
binding.  

¶Todd 1130.  Bound without half title. 

1871  £15 
__________ 

 
462. (CHATTERTON, Georgiana, Lady)  

DERING, Edward Heneage, ed.  Memoirs of 
Georgiana, Lady Chatterton. With some passages 
from her diary, by Edward Heneage Dering.  
FIRST EDITION.  Hurst and Blackett.  Half 
title, errata leaf, 16pp cata.  Orig. olive green 
cloth, bevelled boards dec. in black, spine 
lettered in gilt.  v.g.  

¶Loosely inserted is a 7pp pamphlet from 
The Dublin Review, dated in ms July 1878.  
One or two ink corrections within text. 

1878  £120 

 

 BLUE-STOCKING HALL 
 

463. (CHETWODE, Miss) Blue-Stocking Hall.  
FIRST EDITION. 3 vols. 12mo.  Henry Colburn.  
Contemp. half calf, raised gilt bands, black 
leather labels;  one gathering sl. proud vol. I, but  
a v.g. attractive copy.  

¶Wolff 6202;  Loeber C202.  Traditionally 
ascribed to William Pitt Scargill, but 
ongoing research into Irish novelists by Rolf 
& Magda Loeber  reattributes authorship to 
a Miss Chetwode.  As the novel is written to 
convert readers ‘to another and a fairer 
belief’ respecting the Bas Bleus, perhaps a 
female author is, in any event, more likely. 

1827  £420 

 
464. CHILD, F., Miss.  The Spinster at Home,  in the 

close of Salisbury. No Fable. Together with tales 
and ballads. By Miss Child. FIRST EDITION. 
Salisbury:  W.B. Brodie & Co.  Engr. front. of 
Salisbury Cathedral.  Orig. brown cloth, blocked 
in blind, spine lettered in gilt; small tears in 
leading hinges and at head & tail of spine, the 
odd small mark.  

¶Poetry in 395pp, large format.  Penrud-
docke family bequest inscriptions on leading 
f.e.p. Charles Penruddocke bookplate. 

1844  £150 

CHOLMONDELEY, Mary, 1859-1925 
Brought up in Shropshire, Cholmondele moved to 

London in 1896, aged thirty, when her father retired 

as a clergyman.  Her first novel, The Danvers Jewels, 

had been published in 1887 by Bentley, to whom she 

had been introduced by her friend Rhoda Broughton. 
 

465. Diana Tempest. 2nd edn. 3 vols. Richard Bentley 
& Son.  Half titles;  following f.e.p. missing vol. 
I, sl. foxing in prelims.  Orig. olive green cloth 
boards, pale green cloth spines, lettered in gilt;  
inner hinges sl. weak, a little dulled.  Back cover 
labels for Grosvenor Gallery Library.  

¶See Sadleir 550 and Wolff 1212 for the first 
edition also of 1893.  A melodramatic 
murder novel with religious overtones. 

1893  £200 
 

 INSCRIBED 
 

466. Prisoners:  fast bound in misery and iron.  FIRST 
AMERICAN EDITION.  New York:  Dodd, 
Mead & Co.  Half title, front.  Orig. dark blue 
cloth, blocked in blind & lettered in white.  v.g.  

¶Inscribed to her sister-in-law:  ‘F.S.C. from 
M.C. 1906’. 

1906  £80 

 
467. Prisoners: ...  FIRST EDITION.  Hutchinson & 

Co.  Half title, final ad. leaf +24pp cata. (Autumn 
1906).  Orig. maroon cloth cloth, letterd in gilt;  
a little faded.  A good-plus copy.  v.g.  
1906  £58 

 
468. LUBBOCK, Percy.  Mary Cholmondeley:  a 

sketch from memory.  FIRST EDITION.  
Jonathan Cape.  Half title, front.  Orig. brown 
cloth.  v.g.  
1928  £12 
__________ 

 
469. CLAIRMONT, Claire.  The Journals of Claire 

Clairmont,  edited by Marion Kingston Stocking, 
with the assistance of David Mackenzie 
Stocking.  FIRST EDITION.  Cambridge, Mass.:  
Harvard University Press.  Half title.  Orig. white 
cloth, green label.  v.g. in price-clipped d.w.  

¶Byron’s mistress & mother of Allegra. 

1968  £40 

 
470. CLARKE, Amy, Mrs Henry.  The Bush-

ranger’s Secret.  A High School story for girls.  
Blackie & Son. Front. + 2 plates by W.S. Stacey, 
32pp cata. Orig. mustard cloth, pictorially 
blocked in black, white, yellow & pink, lettered 
in black & gilt. School prize label, 1900.  v.g.  

¶Set in South Australia. 

[1892]  £48 

 
471. CLAY, Bertha M. (Charlotte Monica Braeme)  

The Duke’s Secret. A novel. New York:  Federal 
Book Co. Paper browned. Orig. yellow pict. wraps  





 

 CLAY 
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

 printed in red & black;  sm. tear without loss at 
tail of front wrap.  v.g.  

¶The Author, who was English, also wrote 
under her own name.  This work was first 
published after 1900, but BL’s only copy 
from (1929) seems too late.  The Federal 
Book Co. was formerly known as the F.M. 
Lupton Publishing Co.  Two short stories by 
Frances Henshaw Baden are also included. 

[c.1910?]  £35 

 
CLIFFORD, Lucy,  
Mrs William Kingdom, 1853-1929 
Novelist and short story writer, friend of Henry 

James and Mrs Braddon.  Her most famous 

collection is Anyhow Stories, Moral and Otherwise 
(1882).  In later life she adapted her own works for 

the screen.  
 

472. Anyhow Stories, moral and otherwise.  FIRST 
EDITION.   Macmillan.  Half title, front. + plates 
by Dorothy Tennant, one torn and repaired, 32pp 
cata.  Orig. pale salmon pink cloth, pictorially 
blocked & lettered in maroon. Ownership 
signatures on half title; a little dulled & marked.  

¶Not in Wolff. 

1882  £25 

 
473. A Grey Romance. And stories by Frank R. 

Stockton, H.D. Traill, W. Earl Hodgson, Gilbert 
Parker, Frederick Greenwood, D.S. Meldrum, 
Erskine Gower. Richard Butterworth & Co.  
Orig. olive green cloth, lettered in gilt.  Owner’s 
inscription dated 1901.  v.g.  

¶Not in Wolff.  This collection of eight 
stories first published by W.H. Allen in 1894. 

[c.1900]  £40 

 
474. The Last Touches, and other stories.  FIRST 

EDITION.  Adam and Charles Black.  Half title, 
56pp cata.  Orig. blue cloth, lettered in  
gilt;  spine a little dulled, sl. rubbing.  A good-
plus copy.  

¶Not in Wolff. 

1892  £65 

 
475. The Last Touches, ... Copyright edn.  Leipzig:  

Bernhard Tauchnitz.    Ad. leaf for George Allen 
preceding half title. Contemp. half sheep, gilt 
spine;  a little dulled.  A good-plus copy.  

¶Todd 2880. 

1893  £35 

 
476. A Wild Proxy. Copyright edn. Leipzig:  Bern-

hard Tauchnitz.  Half title.  Contemp. half dark 
green sheep, green marbled boards boards, spine 
gilt-ruled;  a little rubbed.  Stamps of the English 
Circulating Library, Biarritz.  Good sound copy.  

¶Todd 2930. 

1893  £25 
__________ 

477. (CLOUGH, Anne Jemima)  A Memoir of Anne 
Jemima Clough, first principal of Newnham 
College Cambridge. By her niece Blanche 
Athena Clough. New edn.  Edward Arnold.  Half 
title, front., 32pp cata. (May 1903).  Orig. dark 
green cloth, spine lettered in gilt.  v.g.  

¶Educationalist and feminist, sister of poet 
Arthur Hugh Clough.  

1903  £35 
 

 MINSTREL DICK 
 

478. COLERIDGE, Christabel Rose. Minstrel Dick.  
A tale of the XIVth Cent.  FIRST EDITION.  
Gardner, Darton & Co.  Half title, front., illus., 
10pp ads.  Orig. beige cloth, blocked in pale 
brown , lettered in gilt;  v. sl. dulled.  Ownership 
inscription, Xmas 1896.  v.g.  

¶Not in Wolff. 

1896  £40 

 

479. COLERIDGE, Mary Elizabeth.  Non Sequitur.  
FIRST EDITION. James Nisbet & Co. Half title.  
Untrimmed in orig. pale green cloth, lettered in 
gilt, blocked in dark green;  spine a little dulled, 
some sl. rubbing. A good-plus copy.  

¶Wolff 1314.  Essays and tales by the great 
grand-niece of Samuel Taylor Coleridge. 

1900  £35 

 
COLVILLE, Margaret Agnes, later Mrs Paul   

 

480. De Cressy. A tale.  By the Author of “Still 
Waters”.  Copyright edn.  Leipzig:  Bernhard 
Tauchnitz.  (Collection of British authors, vol. 
CCCCXI.)  Half title;  some spotting.  Green 
binder’s cloth;  dark brown leather label.  

¶Todd 411a. 

1857  £35 
 

481. Still Waters.  2 vols.  FIRST EDITION.  John W. 
Parker and Son.  Half titles, 4pp ads both vols.  
Orig. pink cloth, boards blocked in blind, spines 
lettered in gilt;  back board of vol. one damp-
marked, spines a little faded and v. sl. worn at 
tails.  A good-plus copy.  

¶Not in Wolff. 

1857  £150 
 

482. Uncle Ralph.  A tale.  By the Author of “Still 
Waters”.  Copyright edn.  Leipzig:  Bernhard 
Tauchnitz.  (Collection of British authors, vol. 
CCCCXLIII.)  Half title.  Green binder’s cloth;  
dark brown leather label sl. chipped.  

¶Todd 443b. 

1858  £35 
__________ 

 

483. COMPTON-BURNETT, Ivy. Brothers and 
Sisters.  2nd impression.  Heath Cranton.  Half 
title.  Orig. maroon cloth, lettered in black;  sl. 
dulled, damp marks on both boards.  
1929  £15 



 

 COMPTON-BURNETT 
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

484. COMPTON-BURNETT, Ivy.  Men and Wives.  
FIRST EDITION.  William Heinemann.  Half 
title.  Orig. pale brown cloth.  v.g.  
1931  £25 

 
 AN OLD-FASHIONED DOLL 

 

485. CONNOLLY, John.  The Story of an  
Old-Fashioned Doll; The Memoirs of  
Molly.  Ed. by J. Connolly and illustrated by 
Norman Ault.  FIRST EDITION.  David Nutt.  
Half title, front., illus.  Orig. blue cloth, 
pictorially blocked & lettered in black;  a little 
dulled, spine sl. worn at head & tail.   
A good-plus copy.  
1906  £35 

 
486. CONNOR, Marie (later Mrs Robert 

Leighton).  The Red-Painted Box;  being the 
narrative of a curious experience in the life of the 
Rev. Mark Bessemer.  FIRST EDITION.  John 
Macqueen.  Half title, 22pp cata. (April 1897);  
e.ps a little browned.  Uncut in orig. grey green 
cloth, pictorially blocked in black, white & pink, 
lettered in black.  Bookplates of Annie Pearson 
and R.G. Taylor.  v.g.  

¶Wolff 1416:  "Minister of Exmoor village is 
wrongly accused of murder of his rival for 
the hand of the local magistrate's daughter.  
A good yarn". 

1897  £45 

 
 INSCRIBED 

 

487. COOK, Eliza. Diamond Dust. FIRST EDITION.  
F. Pitman. Half title, 8pp ads.  Orig. sand-grained 
green cloth, bevelled boards, blocked & lettered 
in gilt.  v.g.  

¶Signed presentation inscription, 'To the 
Misses Constable, with the affectionate 
regards of Eliza Cook'.  An extensive 
collection of aphorisms. 

[1865]  £85 

 
 THE HARIM & THE PURDAH 

 

488. COOPER, Elizabeth.  The Harim and the 
Purdah:  studies of Oriental women.  Illustrated.  
FIRST EDITION.  T. Fisher Unwin, Ltd.  Half 
title, front., illus. with numerous photographs , 
3pp ads.  Orig. lilac cloth, lettered and with 
vignette in gilt;  a little faded.  v.g.  

¶'If the Western woman comes to the Orient 
bringing in her hands the fair gifts of 
intellectual advancement and broadened life, 
her Eastern sister will not be her debtor if 
she, by example, presents in return the even 
more precious charms of obedience, 
modesty, and loyalty which fundamentally 
are the priceless jewels in the crown of 
world’s womanhood.' 

1915  £65 

CORELLI, Marie, 1855-1924 
Marie Corelli was a vain and eccentric writer.   

(She refused to be photographed in later life, and 

when 31 claimed to be 17.)  Her work was either 

ridiculed, or boycotted by several journals.  

Barabbas (1893) proved a sensational hit, 

introducing love interest into the Crucifixion via 

'Judith Iscariot'.  The Sorrows of Satan extablished 

Corelli as the best-selling author of the English-

speaking world.  At the height of her fame, she 

earned £10,000 per novel. 

 
489. Barabbas;  a Dream of the World’s Tragedy.  4th 

edn.  Methuen & Co.  Half title, 8pp ‘press 
opinions’ + 24pp cata. (Oct. 1893).  Uncut in 
orig. dark green cloth, silver device blocked at 
centre of front board, lettered in gilt;  spine 
rubbed.  Owner’s inscription on leading f.e.p.  

¶Corelli’s sixth novel, and the first not to be 
published by Bentley.  Methuen sold almost 
as many copies of Barabbas in eight months 
as Bentley had of all her books previously.  
Corelli’s fictional re-telling of the 
crucifixion, featuring Judith Iscariot, was 
controversial but highly successful, reaching 
its 54th edition by the time of Corelli’s death 
in 1924. 

1894  £25 

 
490. Free Opinions Freely Expressed on certain 

phases of modern social life and conduct.   
FIRST EDITION.  Archibald Constable.  Half 
title, 2pp ads. + 16pp cata.  Orig. dark blue cloth, 
lettered in gilt;  sl. faded;  spine a little dulled.  
Stamped G.P. Lilley on titlepage.  A good- 
plus copy.  

¶Wolff 1465.  A wide range of essays on 
social topics from Education, ‘Pagan 
London’, The death of hospitality  
to the advance of women & the decay of 
home-life. 

1905  £35 

 
491. Free Opinions Freely Expressed ... Copyright 

edn.  Leipzig:  Bernhard Tauchnitz.  Contemp. 
half black calf, black cloth boards, maroon 
leather label;  leading hinges sl. rubbed.  

¶Todd 3814.  Bound without half title. 

1905  £20 

 
 THE DRINK-EVIL 

 

492. Holy Orders:  the tragedy of a quiet life.   
FIRST EDITION.  Methuen.  Half title, 40pp 
cata. (June 1908).  Orig. red cloth;  spine faded 
& a little mottled.  

¶Wolff 1468.  An empassioned call for 
abstinence:  "As for the Drink-Evil, I wish 
that everyone into whose hands this book 
may fall would honestly try to realise the 
wide-spread misery, disease, pauperism, 
crime and lunacy for which that hideous vice 
is responsible". 

1908  £45 







 

 CORELLI 
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

493. Innocent:  Her Fancy and His Fact.  A novel.  
FIRST EDITION.  Hodder and Stoughton.  Half 
title, front. port. (Marie Corelli, from a recent 
photograph). Orig. blue cloth, blocked & lettered 
in whte & gilt;  spine dulled.  

¶Wolff 1469. Pasted on to leading 
pastedown, part of an ALS, with the 
signature of Marie Corelli.  The vaguely 
autobiographical story of Innocent, a young 
woman who discovers from her dying father 
that she was abandoned as a baby. 

[1914]  £45 

 
494. Jane.  A social incident.  FIRST EDITION.  

Hutchinson & Co.  Half title, front., title in black 
& red, illus.by G.H. Edwards, 4pp ads.  Uncut in 
orig. buff cloth, blocked & lettered in dark blue;  
a little dusted. t.e.g.  A good-plus copy.  

¶Wolff 1470. 

1897  £48 

 
495. The Life Everlasting;  a reality of romance.  

FIRST EDITION.  Methuen & Co.  Half title, 
31pp cata. (Aug. 1911), partially unopened.  
Orig. purple cloth, front board with shooting star 
design in gilt, spine lettered in gilt;  spine v. sl. 
faded, but a v.g. bright copy.  

¶Wolff 1471. 

1911  £40 

 
496. Love - and the Philosopher:  a study in 

sentiment.  FIRST EDITION.  Methuen & Co.  
Half title.  Untrimmed in orig. purple cloth, 
lettered in gilt;  spine faded.  Booklabel.  A 
good-plus copy.  
1923  £35 

 
497. Love - and the Philosopher ... Copyright edn.  

Leipzig:  Bernhard Tauchnitz.  (Collection of 
British authors, vol. 4619.)  Half title.  Contemp. 
red brown binder’s cloth, red leather label.  
Armorial bookplate.  v.g.  

¶Todd 4619;  his only issue. 

1923  £20 

 
498. The Master-Christian.  FIRST EDITION.  

Methuen & Co.  Half title, 46pp cata. partially 
unopened (Aug. 1900);  a little spotted.  Orig. 
red cloth, front board with mitre and shield 
design heavily embossed in white & gilt, lettered 
in gilt;  spine sl. faded.  

¶Sadleir 622;  Wolff 1472. 

1900  £35 

 
 THE MIGHTY ATOM 

 

499. The Mighty Atom.  FIRST EDITION.  Hutchin-
son.  Half title, 12pp ads.  Orig. dark green cloth, 
lettered in gilt;  inner hinges cracking.  Sheffield 
bookseller’s ticket.  v.g.  

¶“To those self-styled ‘progressivists’ who 
by precept and example assist the infamous 

cause of education without religion and who, 
by promoting the idea, borrowed from 
French atheism, of denying to the children in 
board-schools and elsewhere, the knowledge 
and love of God, as the true foundation of 
noble living, are guilty of a CRIME WORSE 
THAN MURDER.”  Wolff 1473. 

1896  £50 

 
500. The Mighty Atom.  83rd thousand.  Hutchinson.  

Half title, 12pp ads; some light foxing in prelims.  
Largely unopened in orig. dark green cloth, 
blocked & lettered in gilt.  A v.g. bright copy.  
1896  £20 

 
501. A Romance of Two Worlds.  A novel.  10th edn.  

Richard Bentley & Sons.  Half title sl. torn in 
lower inner margin without loss, 4pp ads.  Orig. 
dark blue cloth, blocked in blind, spine letterered 
in gilt.  A good-plus bright copy.  

¶First edition was published in 1886.  See 
Wolff 1476. 

1895  £35 

 
502. The Secret Power:  a romance of the time.  2nd 

edn.  Methuen.  Half title, front., 8pp ads a little 
browned.  Orig. lilac cloth, blocked & lettered in 
yellow;  a little faded.  A good-plus copy.  

¶Wolff 1477 states that this science fiction 
novel was stolen from a manuscript by  
W. Stuart Scott which had been sent to her 
and was never returned.  Scarce late novel, 
the first edition also 1921. 

1921  £40 

 
 SORROWS OF SATAN 

 

503. The Sorrows of Satan, or The Strange 
Experience of one Geoffrey Tempest, 
Millionaire: a romance.  4th edn.  Methuen.  Half 
title.  Uncut in orig. dark green cloth, blocked & 
lettered in gilt & silver.  Easton Neston Library 
label.  v.g.  

¶First published 1895. 

1895  £30 

 
504. The Soul of Lilith.  2 vols.  Leipzig:  Heinemann 

and Balestier. (The English Library, nos 123 & 
124.)  Half titles.  2 vols in 1 in contemp. half 
green calf, spine ruled and with raised bands in 
gilt;  boards a little rubbed, but a good-plus copy.  
Ownership stamp of Spencer Chapman.  

¶See Sadleir 627 & Wolff 1481 for the first 
edition of 1892. 

1892  £35 

 
505. ‘Temporal Power’, a study in supremacy.  FIRST 

EDITION.  Methuen & Co.  Half title, 40pp cata. 
(Aug. 1902).  Orig. red cloth, blocked and 
lettered in gilt;  spine a little dulled.  Ownership 
inscription on leading f.e.p.  
1902  £35 



 

 CORELLI 
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

506. The Treasure of Heaven:  a romance of riches.  
FIRST EDITION.  Archibald Constable.  Half 
title, front. port., 7pp ads;  initial blank mended 
with archival tape.  Orig. maroon cloth, lettered 
in gilt;  sl. dulled & rubbed.  

¶Wolff 1485. 

1906  £30 
 

507. Vendetta!  Or, The story of one forgotten.  New 
edn.  Richard Bentley & Son.  Half title, 4pp ads.  
Orig. black cloth, blocked in blind, lettered in 
gilt;  1 inches hole,  gouged out of back board.  

¶The first edition was published in 1886.  ‘A 
vengeful Neapolitan is buried by mistake 
and returns to find his ‘widow’ in the arms 
of a lover.’  (Sutherland) 

1890  £25 
 

 WORMWOOD 
 

508. Wormwood: a drama of Paris. FIRST EDITION.  
Richard Bentley & Son.  Half titles, each vol. has 
a quotation from Revelations preceding the text 
printed in red & black;  the odd spot.  Contemp. 
half maroon roan, red cloth boards; spines 
chipped at head, a little dulled.  Booklabels of 
Robert George Taylor.  

¶Sadleir 630;  not in Wolff.  A campaigning 
novel against absinthe drinking in French 
society.  Corelli had no doubt that the 
tendency of its citizens to imbibe left France 
in a continual state of moral & social bank-
ruptcy.  "If a crime of more than usual cold-
blooded atrocity is committed, it generally 
dates from Paris, or near it; - if a book or a 
picture is produced that is confessedly 
obscene, the author or artist is, in nine cases 
out of ten, discovered to be a Frenchman.  
The shop-windows in Paris are of them-
selves sufficient witnesses of the national 
taste in art and literature ... for vice and 
indecent vulgarity which cannot be too 
sincerely and compassionately deplored. 
There are, no doubt, many causes for the 
wretchedly low standard of moral respon-
sibility and fine feeling displayed by the 
Parisians of to-day, - but I do not hesitate to 
say that one of those causes is undoubtedly 
the reckless Absinthe-mania, which pervades 
all classes, rich and poor alike." 

1890  £125 

 

509. Wormwood: ... 25th edn. Richard Bentley & 
Son.  (Favourite novels.)  Half title, 4pp ads.  
Orig. scarlet cloth, lettered in white;  sl. dulled.  
v.g. in sl.worn d.w.  
1904  £20 

 

510. Ziska:  the problem of a wicked soul.  FIRST 
EDITION. Bristol: Arrowsmith; London:  Simp-
kin, Marshall. Half title, 3pp ads (unopened);  
lacks leading f.e.p. & half title.  Orig. blue cloth, 
lettered & blocked in gilt;  sl. rubbing.  t.e.g.  

¶Sadleir 631.  Wolff 1488. 

1897  £30 

511. CARR, Kent.  Miss Marie Corelli.  FIRST 
EDITION.  Henry J. Drane.  Front., plates, final 
ad. leaf.  Uncut in orig. scarlet cloth;  spine  
sl. faded.  

¶This is no. 466 of 500 copies. 

1901  £45 

 
512. COATES, Thomas F.G. & BELL, R.S. 

Warren.  Marie Corelli:  the writer and the 
woman.  FIRST EDITION.  Hutchinson & Co.  
Half title, front., title in red & black, plates.  
Orig. red cloth, lettered in gilt;  spine  
sl. darkened.  
1903  £35 

 
513. VYVER, Bertha.  Memoirs of Marie Corelli;  

with an epilogue by J. Cuming Walter.  FIRST 
EDITION.  Alston Rivers.  Half title, front. & 
plates.  Orig. blue cloth;  some wear to hinges, 
inner hinges cracking.  A fair copy only.  

¶With some cuttings and two photographs 
loosely inserted in envelope affixed to 
following e.ps. 

1930  £25 
__________ 

 
514. CORKRAN, Henriette.  Down the Snow Stairs:  

or, From Good-Night to Good-Morning.  FIRST 
EDITION.  Blackie & Son.  Half title, plates and 
illus. by Gordon Browne, final ad. leaf.  Orig. 
blue cloth, pictorially blocked & lettered in black 
& gilt;  front board a little rubbed, recased,  
e.ps replaced.  
[c.1889]  £30 

 
515. CORKRAN, Henriette.  Lucie and I.  FIRST 

EDITION.  T. Fisher Unwin.  Half title, title in 
red & black, 8pp ads.  Orig. blue cloth, lettered 
in gilt.  v.g.  
1905  £35 

 
 HISTORIES OF SPAIN & PORTUGAL 

 

516. CORNER, Julia, Miss.  The Histories of Spain 
and Portugal:  from the earliest period to the 
present time.  Adapted for youth, schools, and 
families.   AND:  Questions of the History of 
Spain.  Dean and Son.  Front., folding map, 2 
plates, 4pp ads, ad. laid on to leading pastedown.  
Orig. purple fine vertical-grained cloth, 
horizontal pale purple stripes, blocked in blind, 
decorateded & lettered in gilt;  spine a little 
faded and sl. worn at head & tail.  A good- 
plus copy.  

¶The following ads, for Corners’  
Historical Library, give dates up to 1843, 
but the owner’s signature on the leading 
f.e.p. is dated 1857. The decorated  
binding is slightly later than original 
publication date. 

[1843]  £85 





 

 CORNISH 
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

517. (CORNISH, Blanche Warre) Northam 
Cloisters.  By the author of ‘Alcestis’.  2 vols.  
FIRST EDITION.  Smith, Elder, & Co.  Half 
title vol. I.  2 vols in 1 in orig. red remainder 
cloth, blocked in black, lettered in black & gilt, 
with Smith Elder imprint at tail of spine;  a little 
darkened & rubbed.  
1882  £150 

 
518. (CORP, Harriet)  An Antidote to the Miseries 

of Human Life,  in the history of the Widow 
Placid, and her daughter Rachel. 5th edn.  
Williams and Smith.  Contemp. half calf;   
hinges worn.  

¶A reply to James Beresford’s ‘The  
Miseries of Human Life’, first published  
in 1807. 

1809  £65 

 
519. CORP, Harriet.  An Antidote to the Miseries of 

Human Life,  in the history of the Widow Placid 
and her daughter Rachel.  William Tegg.  Half 
title, 32pp cata.  Orig. mauve cloth, bevelled 
boards;  spine sl. dulled.  v.g.  

¶Tegg reprints the preface to the 10th 
edition, 1824. 

[1871?]  £30 

 
 INSCRIBED 

 

520. COUSENS, Frances Upcher.   Sunday Employ-
ment, Sunday Enjoyment,  for the young and 
good. ...  Dean and Son.  Half title, colour 
printed front. and vignette title, additional 
printed title, 4 plates, 4pp ads.  Orig. purple 
morocco-grained cloth, lettered in gilt;  v.g.  

¶Presentation copy.  To ‘Henry Leopold 
Feston Guermonprez, July 6 1859, from the 
... authoress’.  Henry was one year old at the 
time.  He went on to become a respected 
botanist and natural historian. 

[1859]  £60 

 
521. COWDEN-CLARKE, Mary & Charles.  

Recollections of Writers.  With letters of  
Charles Lamb, Leigh Hunt, Douglas Jerrold, and 
Charles Dickens;  and a preface by Mary 
Cowden Clarke.  FIRST EDITION.  Sampson 
Low.  Half title, facsimile Dickens letter, 32pp 
cata. (April 1878);  preface leaf sl. chipped at 
fore-edge.  Orig. brown cloth, bevelled boards, 
lettered in gilt;  head & tail of spine with  
small repairs.  
1878  £50 

 
522. (COWPER, Maria Frances Cecilia)  Original 

Poems, on various occasions.  By a lady.  
Revised by William Cowper, Esq. of the Inner 
Temple.  2nd edn.  Mathews and Leigh, R. 
Faulder, J. Deighton.  4pp ads.  Contemp. full 
calf, gilt spine, borders & dentelles;  leading 

hinges a little rubbed.  With owner’s inscription 
on initial blank, 1812.  v.g.  An attractive copy.  

¶First published in 1792.  Maria Madan was 
the cousin of William Cowper and married 
to Major Cowper. 

1807  £110 

 
523. (CRADOCK, Harriet, Lady)  Anne Grey,  a 

novel.  Edited by the Author of “Granby”.  
FIRST EDITION.  3 vols.  Saunders and Otley.  
Contemp. half purple sheep with small expert 
repairs.  A good-plus copy.  

¶Edited by Thomas Henry Lister, and listed 
by Wolff (4158) under his name.  The author 
was Lister's sister. 

1834  £520 

 
CRAIK, Georgiana Marion 

 
524. Diana.  FIRST EDITION.  3 vols.  Richard 

Bentley.  Half titles, 2pp ads. vol. II.  Orig. 
maroon cloth, bevelled boards;  spines faded & 
sl. rubbed, inner hinges cracking.  Remains of 
labels on front boards of Seymour’s Library, 
Leamington.  

¶Wolff 1530. 

1889  £110 

 
525. Esther Hill’s Secret. Copyright edn. 2 vols. Leip-

zig: Bernhard Tauchnitz.  2 vols in 1 in contemp. 
half dark green morocco;  sl. rubbed.  A good-
plus copy.  

¶Todd 1131 & 1132. 

1871  £35 

 
526. Faith Unwin’s Ordeal.  FIRST EDITION. 2 vols.  

Smith, Elder.  Early repair to last leaf vol. I.  
Contemp. half calf library binding for 
Beechworth Public Library, lacking following 
f.e.p. vol. I, leading f.e.p. vol. II.  Library 
stamps.  A sound copy only.  

¶Not in Wolff. 

1865  £50 
__________ 

 
527. (CRANSTON, Ruth)  My Cosmopolitan Year.  

By the author of “Mastering Flame”.  Mills & 
Boon.  Half title, plates, final ad. leaf + 32pp 
cata.  Orig. purple cloth, lettered in gilt;  spine 
faded, sl. damp marked.  A good-plus copy.  

¶A fascinating account of travel in the early 
20th century, illustrated with  
numerous photographs.  Ruth Cranston 
visited New York, Paris, Vienna, Madrid and 
London in her ‘cosmopolitan year’, 
witnessing, amongst other things, the rise of 
the women’s suffrage movement, upon  
which she comments in her American 
chapters. 

1913  £50 





 

 CRAVEN 
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

CRAVEN, Pauline, Mrs Augustus, 1808-91 
Catholic writer & biographer of her friend Lady 

Georgiana Fullerton, (see Items 754-767).  Here is 

offered a collection of early French editions in fine 

original condition. 
 

528. Adélaïde,  Capece Minutolo.  FIRST EDITION.  
Paris:  Librairie Académique, Didier et Cie, 
Libraires-Éditeurs.  Half title, 2pp ads + 32pp 
cata.  Uncut in orig. grey wrappers, printed in 
blue.  v.g. 
1869  £60 

 

529. Anne Séverin. 7th edn.  Paris:  Librairie Acadé-
mique, Didier et Cie, Libraires-Éditeurs.  Half 
titles, 32pp cata. (1869).  Uncut in orig. pale blue 
wrappers;  sl. spotted.  v.g.  
1868  £40 
 

530. Le Comte de Montalembert;  étude d’après 
l’ouvrage de Madame Oliphant (Memoir of 
Count de Montalembert).  FIRST EDITION.  
Paris:  Librairie Académique, Didier et Cie, 
Libraires-Éditeurs.  Half titles, 36pp cata. (1873).  
Uncut in orig. blue wrappers;  sl. dusted.  v.g.  
1875  £60 

 

531. Fleurange.  3rd edn.  2 vols.  Paris:  Librairie 
Académique, Didier et Cie, Libraires-Éditeurs  
Half titles.  Uncut in orig. pale blue wrappers;   
v. sl. dusted.  v.g. 
1872  £65 
 

532. Le Mot de l’Énigme  2 vols.  2nd & 3rd edns.  
Paris:  Librairie Académique, Didier et Cie, 
Libraires-Éditeurs.  Half titles, 8pp ads vol. II.  
Uncut in orig. pale blue wrappers;  back wrapper 
dusted vol. II.  v.g.  
1874/1879  £45 
 

533. Récit d’une Sœur, souvenirs de famille recueillis 
par Mme Augustus Craven née La Ferronnays.  
Ouvrage couronné par l’Académie Française.  
13th edn, revue.  2 vols.  Paris:  Librairie 
Académique, Didier et Cie, Libraires-Éditeurs.  
Half titles.  Uncut in orig. pale blue wrappers;  sl. 
dusted, v. small orange stain at head of front 
wrapper vol. II.  v.g.  
1867  £50 
 

534. Réminiscences;  souvenirs d’Angleterre et 
d’Italie.  3rd edn..  Paris:  Librairie Académique, 
Didier et Cie, Libraires-Éditeurs.  Half title, 4pp 
ads.  Uncut in orig. cream wrappers;  a little 
faded.  v.g. 
1879  £50 
 

535. La Sœur Natalie Narischkin, fille de la charité de 
Saint-Vincent-de-Paul. 4th edn.  Paris:  Librairie 
Académique, Didier et Cie, Libraires-Éditeurs.  
Half titles.  Uncut in orig. pale blue wrappers;  sl. 
browning to back wrapper.  v.g.  
1877  £40 

536. Le Travail d’une Ame.  FIRST EDITION.  Paris:  
Librairie Académique, Didier et Cie, Libraires-
Éditeurs.  Half title, 4pp ads.  Uncut in orig. grey 
wrappers.  v.g.  

¶Not in BL. 

1877  £60 

__________ 

 
CROKER, Bithia Mary, 1860?-1921 
Croker was born in Ireland, educated in Cheshire, 

and spent fourteen years with her husband in India 

& Burma from the late 1870s to early 1890s.  Her 

fiction mainly deals with Anglo-Indian life, well-

observed & with sympathy for the native Indians. 
 
537. Angel: a sketch in Indian ink.  FIRST EDITION.  

Methuen & Co. Half title, 48pp cata. (Oct. 1901).  
Orig. scarlet cloth, lettered in gilt;  v. sl. dulled.  
Ownership inscription on leading f.e.p.  v.g.  

¶Loeber C439. 

1901  £35 

 
538. Fame. Copyright edn. Leipzig: Bernhard 

Tauchnitz.   Contemp. brown binder’s cloth.  v.g.  
¶¶Loeber C452.  Todd 4188.  Bound without 
half title. 

1910  £20 

 
539. Terence.  FIRST EDITION.  Chatto & Windus.  

Front., title in red & black, plates, 32pp cata. 
(Sept. 1899);  lacks leading f.e.p. and/or half 
title, the odd spot.  Orig. pale green cloth, 
blocked in blue & white, lettered in white & gilt. 

¶¶Loeber C436.  The novel is largely set in 
Ireland and dedicated to Irish tourist 
development. 

1899  £35 
__________ 

 
 THE ROUND DIAMOND 

540. (CROSS, Miss)  Denton Hall;  or, The Rough 
Diamond.  3 vols.    T. & W. Boone.  Without 
leading or following e.ps.  Contemp. quarter calf, 
drab boards, hand-written paper label vol. I;  
spines cracking & sl. darkened, front board 
vertically creased vol. I, evidence of label 
removal from leading pastedowns.  A sound ex-
library copy.  

¶Not in Sadleir or Wolff.  3 copies recorded 
on COPAC, all attributed to ‘Miss Cross’. 

1850  £150 

 
541. CROSS, Victoria, pseud. (Anne Sophie Cory 

or Vivian Cory Griffin)  Six Chapters of a 
Man’s Life.  (28th edn.)  The Walter Scott 
Publishing Co.  Half title, 14pp cata;  light 
foxing in prelims.  Orig. red cloth, lettered in 
gilt, portrait only on front board;  spine a little 
dulled.  Stamped ‘Harry Cockshut, Edinburgh 
House’ on title.  A good-plus copy.  
1905  £20 



 

 CROWE 
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

CROWE, Catherine, c.1803-1876 
 

542. Linny Lockwood.  A novel.  2 vols.  FIRST 
EDITION.  George Routledge & Co.  Half titles, 
6pp ads vol. II.  Orig. purple cloth, boards 
elaborately blocked in blind, spines blocked & 
lettered in gilt;  spines & edges a little faded (vol. 
I sl. more faded), heads of spines sl. worn.  
Armorial bookplates of Philip John Budworth.  
A good-plus copy.  

¶Not in Wolff, who had three other titles  
by Crowe. 

1854  £300 
 

543. The Night Side of Nature:  or, Ghosts & ghost 
seers.  (3rd edn.)  G. Routledge & Co. (Standard 
novels.)  Front., ads on e.ps.  Orig. dark green 
cloth, blocked in blind, gilt spine;  sl. wear to 
head & tail of spine.  A good-plus copy.  
1852  £65 

 

544. The Night Side of Nature: ... With an 
introduction by Ernest A. Baker.  George 
Routledge & Sons.  (Half-Forgotten Books.)  
Half title;  sl. browning.  Orig. blue cloth, 
pictorially blocked in dark blue, orange & white, 
lettered in dark blue & gilt;  sl. dulled and a little 
rubbed.  A v.g. bright copy.  
1904  £35 
__________ 

 
545. (CULLINORE, Anne?)  Future Days,  a series 

of letters to my pupils.  FIRST EDITION.   
J. Hatchard & Son.  Errata slip, final ad. leaf;  sl. 
spotting.  Orig. grey-green cloth, blocked in 
blind, spine blocked & lettered in gilt;  sl. 
rubbing.  Thomas Greer armorial bookplate;  
Henry Greer, Belfast, bookseller’s ticket. A v.g. 
bright copy.  

¶Attributed to Anne Cullinore in pencil on 
titlepage, in a contemporary hand.  The 
authoress ‘having been for the last fifteen 
years one of the heads of an Establishment 
for Education’.  A conduct book for children 
including chapters on mental cultivation, 
single women, conversation, training the 
young, servants, &c. 

1844  £200 

 
546. (CUSTANCE, Olive)  SEWELL, Brockard.  

Olive Custance;  her life and work.  The 
Eighteen Nineties Society. (Makers of the 1890s 
series, ed. by G. Krishnamurti.)  Half title.  Orig. 
pale green printed wraps.  v.g.  
1975  £12 

 
547. (CUTHBERTSON, Catherine) Santo Sebas-

tiano:  or, The Young Protector.  A novel.  5 
vols.  2nd edn.  George Robinson.  Double front. 
of 2 plates, illus.  Contemp. half green calf, 
spines with gilt horizontal bands and devices, red 
& black leather labels;  rubbed & sl. darkened.  

¶See Wolff 1705 for the first edition, 1806. 
The story begins in 1800 in the premises of 
Goodwin, bookseller in Great Russell Street. 

1809  £380 

 
548. (CUTHBERTSON, Catherine)  Santo Sebas-

tiano: ...  A novel.  5 vols.  3rd edn.  G. & S. 
Robinson.  Lacking title vol. IV.  Contemp. half 
calf, gilt spines, black leather labels chipped vol. 
IV; rubbed, a little darkened. Renier booklabels.  

¶Loosely inserted, an article by Oliver 
Edwards, examining the frequency with 
which Georgian & Victorian heroines  
swoon 'at the slightest shock or setback'.  
Edwards recalls Lord Macaulay's obser-
vations of the alarmingly regular occurrence 
of fainting fits in San Sebastiano.  In his 
copy of the work, Macaulay noted that Julia 
De Clifford faints no fewer than 11 times. 

1814  £150 

 
549. D’ARBOUVILLE, Sophie, Countess.   Three 

Tales. The Village Doctor, Christine Van 
Amberg, Resignation.  Clarke, Beeton, & Co.  
Front., engr. title, additional printed title, illus.  
Contemp. brown half calf, maroon leather label;  
sl. rubbing.  A good-plus copy.  

¶According to the BL, translated from the 
French by Maunsell B. Field. 

[1853]  £58 

 
550. D’ESTERRE-KEELING, Elsa.  The Queen’s 

Serf:  being the adventures of Ambrose Gwinnet 
in England and Spanish America. Copyright edn.  
Leipzig:  Bernhard Tauchnitz.  Contemp. half 
black roan, black cloth boards, maroon leather 
label;  spine & leading hinges rubbed.  

¶Todd 3384.  Bound without half title. 

1899  £20 

 
551. DANBY, Frank, pseud. (Mrs Julia Davis 

Frankau)  Dr. Phillips: a Maida Vale idyll.  
FIRST EDITION.  Vizetelly & Co. (Vizetelly’s 
One-Volume Novels, no. XXIII.)  Half title, 2pp 
ads + 32pp cata. (March 1887).  Orig. red cloth, 
blocked & lettered in black, spine lettered in gilt;  
inner hinges repaired, a little dulled & rubbed.  

¶Not in Wolff;  Loeber F115;  BL only on 
COPAC.  Possibly partly written by George 
Moore (Sutherland).  With anti-Semitic 
undertones. 

1887  £150 

 
552. DARLING, Isabella F.  Whispering Hope.  

FIRST EDITION.  Edinburgh & Glasgow:  John 
Menzies & Co.  Front. port., 4pp ads.  Orig. red 
cloth, bevelled boards, blocked in black, lettered 
in gilt;  a little darkened.  Contemp. owner’s 
inscription on recto of front.  A good-plus copy.  

¶A volume of poetry ‘affectionately 
dedicated to my sister, Grace Darling’. 

1893  £40 



 

 DASKEIN 
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

553. DASKEIN, Tarella.  A Desert Rose.  FIRST 
EDITION.  William Heinemann.  Half title;  sl. 
spotted. Contemp. half green calf mostly faded to 
brown, maroon leather labels;  the odd small 
mark. Armorial bookplate of James Ralph 
Truscottt.  A good-plus copy.  

¶A novel of the Australian outback.  Daskein 
(née Quin) 1877-1934, was an Australian 
writer of children's stories and ranch life.  
Truscott (d.1923) was Lieutenant of the City 
of London. 

1912  £45 

 
554. DAVIDSON, Margaret Miller, the Younger.  

Life and Poetical Remains of Margaret M. 
Davidson. By Washington Irving.  David Bogue.  
Front. sl. browned.  Full contemp. dark green 
calf, gilt spine & borders, black label.  v.g.  

¶Like her sister Lucretia memorialised by 
Samuel Morse and Catherine Sedgwick, 
Margaret Davidson died young after 
showing signs of early promise.  First 
published in 1842. 

1843  £50 
 

 SAPPHO 
555. DAWSON, Catherine Amy.  Sappho.  FIRST 

EDITION.  Kegan Paul, Trench & Co.  Half title.  
Untrimmed in orig. brown cloth, lettered in  
gilt.  v.g.  

¶This was Dawson's first publication, and 
earned her the nickname 'Mrs Sappho'.  The 
epic poem draws on the myths surrounding 
the Greek poet Sappho, and her efforts to 
bring education and enlightenment to the 
women around her.  It has been suggested 
that the work was inspired by the activities 
of Frances Power Cobbe, an influential 
voice in raising the profile of women in 
literary & political circles. A scarce work as 
the majority of copies were burned in a fire 
at the publisher's warehouse. 

1889  £150 

 
556. DE LA PASTURE, Elizabeth, Mrs Henry.  

The Grey Knight:  an autumn love-story.  Copy-
right edn.  Leipzig:  Bernhard Tauchnitz.  Half 
title.  Contemp. half black calf, black cloth 
boards, maroon leather label;  spine & leading 
hinges sl. worn.  

¶Todd 4046. 

1908  £20 

 
557. DE LA PASTURE, Elizabeth, Mrs Henry.  

The Lonely Lady of Grosvenor Square.  Copy-
right edn. Leipzig: Bernhard Tauchnitz.  
(Collection of British authors. vol. 3975.)  Half 
title, 32pp cata. (Nov. 1, 1907).  Orig. cream 
printed wraps.  

¶Todd 3975b;  with a label from W.H. Smith, 
Paris on front wrap.  ‘Bitter, witty & 
snobbish.’ 

1907  £20 

558. DEARMER, Mabel. Gervase. FIRST EDITION.  
Macmillan & Co.  Half title, 12pp ads.  Orig. 
blue cloth, lettered in gilt.  v.g.  

¶The life-history of an idealist whose ideals 
triumph at the cost of his own happiness. 

1909  £35 

 
559. DEENE, Kenner, pseud. (Charlotte Smith)  

Little Miss Fairfax.  A novel.  2nd edn.  3 vols.  
T. Cautley Newby.  Front. vol. I damp marked at 
one corner.  3 vols. in 1 remainder issue in royal 
blue cloth;  spine creased, dulled & rubbed.  

¶This is not the 18th-century novelist 
Charlotte Smith, but a later author of some 
seven novels, none of which is in Wolff’s 
collection.  Vol. III has third edition on title, 
but the likelihood is that these are first 
edition sheets. 

1867  £120 

 
560. DELAND, Margaret.  John Ward, Preacher.  

FIRST ENGLISH EDITION.  Longmans, Green, 
and Co.  Light foxing in prelims.  Orig. dark blue 
cloth, spine lettered in gilt;  sl. rubbing.  v.g.  

¶American author, concerned with issues of 
religion and social deprivation.  ‘John 
Ward’ caused much controversy when 
published, addressing the subject of a 
Calvinist minister’s destructive relationship 
with his Episcopalian wife. 

1888  £35 

 
561. DELAND, Margaret. Sidney. FIRST ENGLISH 

EDITION.  Longmans, Green, and Co.  2 pp ads 
+ 16pp cata. (coded 25,000/9/90);  some light 
spotting.  Orig. dark blue/green cloth, spine 
lettered in gilt;  spine a little dulled.  A good-plus 
copy.  

¶Not in Wolff. The first American edition 
also 1890. 

1890  £40 

 
562. (DEMPSTER, Charlotte Louise)  Blue Roses, 

or Helen Malinofska’s Marriage.  By the Author 
of ‘Vèra’.  6th edn.  2 vols.  Henry S. King.  Half 
titles, initial ad. leaf vol. I, final ad. leaf vol. II.   
2 vols. in 1 remainder issue in orig. brown cloth, 
sl. dulled.  Cancelled stamp of Bolland 
Collection.  (L.S.E. Library.)  

¶See Wolff 1782 for the first edition the  
same year. 

1877  £85 

 
563. (DEMPSTER, Charlotte Louise)  Véra.  By the 

author of “The Hôtel de Petit St Jean”.  2nd edn.  
Smith, Elder & Co.  Half title.  Contemp. half 
red calf, spine ruled in gilt;  gilt spine lacking 
label, a little rubbed.  

¶Not in Sadleir or Wolff.  This 2nd edition 
not recorded on COPAC.  A novel of the 
Crimean War. 

1871  £58 





 

 DIVER 
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

DIVER, Maud, 1867-1945 
Anglo-Indian author of novels and short stories, who 

advocated mixed marriages between Indians and the 

English as a possible way of bringing the two 

cultures together. 
 

564. Candles in the Wind.  FIRST EDITION.  Edin-
burgh & London:  William Blackwood & Sons.  
Half title;  some light foxing.  Orig. pale green 
cloth, blocked in black & red, lettered in gilt.  
Owner’s inscription,1910. v.g.  
1909  £35 

 

 SIGNED 
565. Siege Perilous  FIRST EDITION.  John Murray.  

Half title, final ad. leaf;  the odd spot.  Orig. 
olive green cloth, lettered in gilt;  a little dulled.  
A good-plus copy.  

¶Signed by the author, with further 
inscription by her daughter-in-law. 

1924  £40 

 

566. Sunia: and other stories.  FIRST EDITION.  
William Blackwood & Sons.  Half title, 4pp 
following ads + 64pp cata..  Orig. light blue-
green flecked cloth, lettered in gilt, front board 
blocked with image of a snake and single-ruled 
border in red;  spine sl. darkened.  Signed 
Wilfrid Bexley, 1918 on pastedown.  A good-
plus copy.  

¶Sunia is subtitled "A Himalayan Idyll".  
Contains a total of 13 stories. 

1913  £45 
__________ 

 
567. DORMER, Elizabeth Anne, Lady. Lady Selina 

Clifford;  a novel. Edited by Lady Dormer.  Dean 
& Son.  Contemp. half dark green morocco.  v.g.  

¶First published in 2 vols. in 1851 with 
another work;  see Wolff 1861.  This is 
clearly a remainder issue containing Lady 
Dormer’s contribution only in vol. I and the 
first 54pp of vol. II. 

[c.1855?]  £75 

 
568. DORSEY, Anna Hanson. Woodreve Manor.  A 

tale of American Life.  FIRST ENGLISH 
EDITION.  G. Routledge & Co.  Contemp. half 
green calf, maroon leather label;  spine sl. 
darkened.  v.g.  

¶No. 58 in Routledge’s Railway Library. 

1853  £55 

 
DOUDNEY, Sarah, 1843-1926  
A popular writer of pious fiction, aimed for the most 

part at adolescent girls.  She was a prolific 

contributor to a number of periodicals, including 

Dickens’s All the Year Round, and enjoyed a long 

association with the RTS.  
 
569. The Great Salterns.  New edn, illustrated.  RTS.  

Half title, front., vignette title, final ad. leaf.  
Orig. blue cloth, front board and spine pictorially 

blocked in pink, gilt & black, lettered in gilt;  
spine sl. darkened.  Owner’s inscription, 1889.  
a.e.g.  A v.g. copy. 
[1889]  £30 

 
570. Katherine’s Keys.  A tale.  James Nisbet & Co.  

Half title, front., final ad. leaf.  Orig. green cloth, 
front board and spine elaborately blocked with 
flower design in red, dark green & gilt, lettered 
in gilt;  small stain on front board.  Owner’s 
inscription dated 1904.  A v.g. copy.  
[1896?]  £30 

 
571. A Long Lane with a Turning.  A story.  6th edn.  

Hodder and Stoughton.  Half title, front., plates.  
Orig. cream cloth, front board & spine pictorially 
blocked with floral design in red, green & blue, 
red lettering reversed out of gilt;  sl. dulled.  
Partially removed prize label on leading 
pastedown.  a.e.g.  A good-plus copy. 
1894  £30 

 
572. When We Two Parted.  New edn, illustrated.  

Griffith, Farran & Co.  Half title, front.  Orig. 
olive green cloth by Leighton & Hodge, front 
board and spine pictorially blocked in pink, 
beige & black, lettered in gilt & black.  Owner’s 
inscription, 1893.  a.e.g.  A v.g. copy.  

¶BL dates this as [1893]. 

[1893]  £30 
__________ 

 
573. DOWN, Eliza.  Kenwith Castle,  and other 

poems. FIRST EDITION. Samuel Tinsley & Co.  
E.ps sl. browned.  Orig. olive green cloth, floral 
borders blocked in blind, spine lettered in  
gilt.  v.g.  

¶35pp of subscribers, mainly from Devon. 

1878  £45 

 
574. DOWNING, Harriet. Remembrances of a 

Monthly Nurse.  FIRST EDITION.  Simms & 
McIntyre. (Parlour library, vol. LXXXVI.)  Half 
title, initial 4pp ads.  Orig. green cloth;  spine sl. 
rubbed at head, otherwise v.g.  

¶A novel, not in Wolff. 

1852  £65 

 
575. (DU BARRY, Marie Jeannette, Countess)  

Memoirs of Madame Du Barri, translated from 
the French (of Baron E. L. de La Mothe Langon) 
by the translator of “Vidocq”.  4 vols.  
Whittaker, Treacher, & Arnot.  Front. vol. I.  
Contemp. olive green glazed textured cloth, 
paper labels;  labels browned with the odd chip.  
A good-plus copy.  

¶These constitute vols XXIX-XXXII of 
Whittaker’s Autobiography series.   Du 
Barry, 1743-1793, was a French courtesan 
who rose from a lowly upbringing to become  



 

 DU BARRY 
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

mistress to Louis XV.  In 1793, during the 
height of the Reign of Terror, she was 
arrested on suspician of assisting fleeing 
members of the French aristocracy, and, 
following her trial, met her death at the 
guillotine on the Place de La Concorde.  It 
was during her last and ill-fated struggle to 
the scaffold that she uttered her most famous 
words, “Encore un moment, monsieur le 
bourreau, un petit moment”. 

1830-31  £50 

 
576. DUNCAN, Mary Lundie, the Elder.  Memoir 

of Mary Lundie Duncan:  being Recollections of 
a daughter.  By her mother.  9th edn.  Edinburgh:  
William Oliphant & Co.  Front., 6pp ads;  label 
removed from leading pastedown.  Orig. green 
cloth, spine lettered in gilt;  a little dulled, sl. 
rubbed.  A good-plus copy.  
1873  £15 

 
DUNCAN, Sara Jeannette, 
afterwards Cotes, 1861-1922 
Although trained as a teacher, Duncan was 

determined to be a writer and began contributing 

articles and stories to literary journals in 1880.   

In 1886 she became the first woman to be hired as a 

professional journalist in Canada.  Her first 

published novel The Simple Adventures of a 
Memsahib appeared in 1893.  A number of her 

works were set in London. 

 
577. The Consort.  FIRST EDITION.  Stanley Paul & 

Co.  Ad. preceding half title, 48pp cata. (Jan. 
1913);  sl. browning in prelims.  Uncut in orig. 
maroon cloth, spine lettered in gilt;  sl. dulled.  
v.g.  
[1912]  £35 

 
578. The Crow’s Nest. FIRST AMERCAN 

EDITION.  New York:  Dodd, Mead and Co.  
Half title, title in red & black.  Orig. pink cloth, 
pictorially blocked in pale green, black & white, 
lettered in white & pink;  a little dulled.  Library 
label of the Tabard Inn, Philadelphia.  A good-
plus copy.  

¶Not in Wolff.  Set in India. 

1901  £35 

 
579. Set in Authority.  2nd impression.  Archibald 

Constable & Co.  Half title.  Uncut in orig. dark 
blue cloth, lettered in gilt;  boards spotted  
& rubbed.  

¶Not in Wolff. 

1906  £20 

 
 ADVENTURES OF A MEMSAHIB 

580. The Simple Adventures of a Memsahib.  FIRST 
EDITION.  Chatto & Windus.  Ad. preceding 
front., illus. by F.H. Townsend (that on p.211 
lightly coloured by hand), 32pp cata. (Sept. 

1903);  sl. browning in prelims.  Uncut in orig. 
blue cloth, blocked in pink & orange, spine 
lettered in gilt;  sl. dulled.  

¶Wolff 1956. 

1893  £75 

 
 ROUND THE WORLD 

581. A Social Departure.  How Orthodocia and I went 
round the world by ourselves.  3rd edn.  Chatto 
& Windus.  Front. + illustrations by F.H. 
Townsend, final ad. leaf + 32pp cata. ( Nov. 
1900).  Uncut in orig. olive green cloth, 
pictorially blocked in pale blue & black, lettered 
in gilt;  a little dulled.  A good-plus copy.  
1893  £35 

 
582. The Story of Sonny Sahib.  Illustrated in colour 

by A.E. Jackson.  Henry Frowde and Hodder & 
Stoughton. (The Children’s Bookcase, No. 5.)  
Half title, colour front. + 11 plates, illus. on e.ps.  
Orig. paper-covered boards dec. with daisies, 
cream cloth spine, lettered in gilt;  sl. dulled.  
Owner’s inscription, 1918.  v.g.  

¶First published by Macmillan, 1894.  This 
is the first illustrated edition. 

1909  £30 

 
583. Those Delightful Americans.  Copyright edn.  

Leipzig:  Bernhard Tauchnitz.  Half title.  
Contemp. half black calf, black cloth boards, 
maroon leather label;  spine & leading  
hinges rubbed.  

¶Todd 3590. 

1902  £20 

 
 TWO IN A FLAT 

584. Two In A Flat.  By Jane Wintergreen.  FIRST 
EDITION.  Hodder & Stoughton. Half title, final 
ad. leaf.  Orig. grey cloth, front board pictorially 
blocked in black & red, lettered in black & gilt;  
inner hinges cracking, a little dulled & rubbed.  
W.H. Smith & Sons library label.  

¶This was the only work by Duncan to be 
published under the pseudonymn Jane 
Wintergreen;  observations on London life 
and society, mainly illustrated through 
dialogues between a wealthy  
Kensington resident and her maidservant 
'ammersmith, 'a very definite little black-
eyed woman'. 

[1908?]  £120 

 
585. Vernon’s Aunt, being the Oriental experiences of 

Miss Lavinia Moffat.  Chatto & Windus.  Half 
title, front. & illus. by Hal Hurst, 32pp cata. 
(Sept. 1894, partially unopened).  Orig. blue 
cloth, elaborately dec. in bronze & black, spine 
lettered in gilt;  a little dulled.  A good- 
plus copy.  

¶Wolff 1959. 

1894  £50 
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586. A Voyage of Consolation.  FIRST EDITION.  
Methuen & Co.  Half title, front. + 7 plates by 
Robert Sauber, 40pp cata. (Feb. 1898);  sl. 
foxing in prelims.  Uncut in orig. red cloth, 
lettered in gilt;  spine faded.  A good-plus copy.  

¶Not in Wolff.  The first American edition of 
the same year has the subtitle, ‘being in the 
nature of a sequel to the experiences of "An 
American girl in London".’  

1898  £45 
__________ 

 
587. (DUNLOP, Madeleine A.W. & Rosalind H.W.)  

How We Spent the Autumn;  or, Wanderings in 
Brittany.  By the Authoresses of “The Timely 
Retreat”.  FIRST EDITION.  Richard Bentley.  
Col. front., plates;  sl. spotting.  Contemp. full 
blue calf, gilt spine & borders;  sl. rubbing, 
crimson label.  Prize inscription 1869.  a.e.g.  
1860  £90 

 

588. DUPUY, Eliza A.  Who Shall be Victor?  A 
Sequel to ‘The Cancelled Will’.  Milner & Co.  
Half title, front., engr. title, 2pp ads.  Orig. blue 
cloth;   hinges sl. rubbed.  
[c.1870]  £25 

 

589. ECKENSTEIN, Lina.   The Little Princess,  and 
The Great Plot.  FIRST EDITION.  T. Fisher 
Unwin. (The Children’s Library.)  Half title, 
front. & plates by Dudley Heath.  Orig. cream 
cloth, lettered & blocked in pale blue;  spine sl. 
darkened.  v.g.  

¶Contains three other stories:  The Prince 
and the Toads;  How the Spirit Fought the 
Cat;  The Banished Princess. 

1892  £45 

 

590. EDEN, Eleanor.  The Life of a Navvy;  written 
by himself.  Ed. by the Hon. Eleanor Eden.  A 
new edn.  Frome Selwood:  John Hodges.  Orig. 
limp purple-brown cloth printed wrappers;  a 
little dulled, front wrapper sl. stained.  

¶BL only on COPAC - a 'new edition', 1866, 
published by Warne & Co. The 
reminiscences and musings of “Bill”, an 
‘honest’ working man. 

1867  £40 

 
EDEN, Emily, 1797-1869 
Seventh daughter of William Eden, first Baron 

Auckland.  Her brother George was appointed 

Governor-General of India & went there with his 

sisters 1835-42.  Emily achieved success with The 
Semi-Detached House in 1858, satirising London & 

country manners.  The Semi-Attached Couple 

(1860) followed, though it had been written thirty 

years earlier. 
 

591. The Semi-Attached Couple.  By the author of 
“The Semi-Detached House”.  2 vols.  FIRST 
EDITION. Richard Bentley. Half titles. Con-
temp. half maroon morocco, a little rubbed.  

Contemp. owner’s signature on initial blank vol. 
I.  A good-plus copy.  

¶Sadleir 760, Wolff 1982. 

1860  £280 
 

592. The Semi-Attached Couple. ... 2 vols.  2nd edn.  
Richard Bentley.  Contemp. half black calf, 
spines gilt in compartments, red & brown leather 
labels;  sl. wear to head of spine vol. I.  Glanus 
Park (near Crickhowell, Brecon) armorial 
bookplates.  v.g. 
1860  £220 

 

593. The Semi-Detached House.  Ed. by Lady 
Theresa Lewis.  FIRST EDITION.  Richard 
Bentley.  Contemp. full diced calf, gilt spine, 
borders & dentelles, black leather label;  head of 
spine sl. chipped.  Carton Library (from Carton 
House, Co. Kildare) label.  A good-plus copy.  

¶Sadleir 761, not in Wolff. 

1859  £220 
 

594. The Semi-Detached House.  New edn.  Ward, 
Lock, & Co.  Contemp. half black roan;  head of 
spine a little worn.  
[c.1880]  £65 

 

595. The Semi-detached House;  with an introduction 
by Anthony Eden, M.P. Elkin Mathews & 
Marrot. (The Rescue series, IV.)  Half title.  
Uncut in orig. half blue cloth;  very faded & sl. 
shaken.  Lending library label.  
1928  £20 
__________ 

 

596. EDEN, Lizzie Selina.  A Lady’s Glimpse of the 
late War in Bohemia.  FIRST EDITION.  Hurst 
& Blackett.  Half title, front., title in red & black, 
16pp cata. (Jan. 1867). Largely unopened in orig. 
purple cloth, bevelled boards;  sl. rubbing, other-
wise a v.g. bright copy.  

¶War between Austria and Prussia over the 
terms of the Treaty of Holstein. 

1867  £150 
 

EDGEWORTH, Maria, 1767-1849 
Edgeworth was amenuensis to her father Richard 

Lovell Edgeworth, and assistant estate manager in 

Ireland at the age of fifteen, becoming the most 

commercially successful novelist of her time.  For 

Patronage (1814) she was paid £2,100 when Scott 

was paid £700 for Waverley - a novel which was 

inspired by Edgeworth, as Scott acknowledged. 
 

597. Castle Rackrent,  an Hibernian Tale.  Taken from 
facts, and from the manner of the Irish squires, 
before the year 1782.  FIRST EDITION.  Printed 
for J. Johnson.  Half title.  Contemp. full tree 
calf, maroon leather label;  carefully rebacked, 
sl. rubbed.  Armorial bookplate of George Holme 
Summer.  A good-plus internally v. clean copy.  

¶Loeber E20. 

1800  £220 
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598. Castle Rackrent;  ...  A new edition.  Printed for 
R. Hunter, successor to J. Johnson.  Half title.  
Contemp. full dark blue calf, gilt spine and 
borders, small maroon leather label;  sl. rubbed.  
Armorial bookplate of the Marquess of  
Headfort.  v.g.  
1815  £75 

 
599. Castle Rackrent; ... Essays on Irish Bulls.  

Leonora, a tale.  Paris:  Baudry’s European 
Library. (Collection of Ancient and Modern 
British Authors, vol. CCCXVI.)  Half title.  
Contemp. half speckled calf, spine lettered & 
dec. in gilt;  v. sl. wear to head & tail of spine.  A 
good-plus copy.  

¶Not mentioned at Loeber E20. 

1841  £65 

 

 FROM SWINBURNE TO HIS SISTER 
 

600. Castle Rackrent, and The Absentee. With an 
introduction by Anne Thackeray Ritchie. 
Macmillan & Co.  Half title, front. and illus. by 
Chris Hammond, final ad. leaf.  Uncut in orig. 
maroon embossed cloth, lettered in gilt;  spine  
sl. dulled.  

¶This is Alice Swinburne’s copy, with a 
signed presentation inscription to her ‘from 
her affectionate brother A(lgernon) 
C[harles] Swinburne, Barking Hall, Sept. 
8th 1896’. 

1895  £150 

 
601. Comic Dramas, in three acts.  FIRST EDITION.  

Printed for R. Hunter.  Half title, final ad. leaf.  
Contemp. half green sheep;  spine darkened, a 
little rubbed.  A good-plus copy.  

¶Contains three plays:  Love and Law; The 
Two Guardians;  The Rose, Thistle, and 
Shamrock.  With an introduction by Richard 
Lovell Edgeworth, who cites Sheridan’s 
influence in encouraging Maria Edgeworth 
to write for the stage. 

1817  £120 

 
602. Comic Dramas,  ...  2nd edn, corrected.  Printed 

for R. Hunter  Half title, final ad. leaf.  Later half 
brown morocco, blue cloth boards;  spine 
darkened and chipped at head & tail;  e.ps 
replaced.  
1817  £50 

 
603. Forester, Angelina, The Prussian Vase, etc.  Re-

edited and revised by L[aura]. Valentine.  
Frederick Warne and Co.  Half title.  Orig. red 
cloth, front board and spine pictorially blocked 
and lettered in black, red, yellow, green & blue, 
lettered in gilt;  front board a little faded.  A 
good-plus copy.  

¶See Loeber E23 for the Chambers edition 
of 1873.  This 'cheap' revised edition not  
in BL. 

[1895?]  £20 

604. Helen, a tale.  Richard Bentley.  Front. dated 
1836, engr. title, additional printed title (both 
1838).  Contemp. half maroon calf, spine with 
raised bands finely tooled in gilt;  some sl. 
rubbing.  A good-plus copy.  

¶See Loeber E37 for the first edition of 
1834;  Sadleir 771;  Wolff 1991.  With the 
armorial bookplate of Sir Percy Florence 
Shelley, 1819-1889, the only child of Mary 
and Percy Bysshe Shelley to survive  
beyond infancy. 

1838  £125 

 
605. Helen, ... Richard Bentley. (Standard Novels, no. 

LXXI.)  Front., engr. title, additional printed title 
(both 1838);  sl. browning in prelims.  Contemp. 
half green calf, spine gilt in compartments, red 
leather label;  sl. rubbing.  W. Tuckwell book-
label.  A good-plus copy.  

¶Wolff 1991a. 

1838  £50 

 
606. Helen, a tale. Tall 8vo. Paris: Baudry’s European 

Library.  A few spots.  Contemp. half dark green 
morocco, gilt spine sl. chipped at head.  A good-
plus copy.  
1837  £50 

 
607. Illustrated Tales for Children. Paris: J.H. Truchy.  

Half title, front., plates;  some foxing throughout.  
Orig. blue pebble-grained cloth, lettered and 
elaborately dec. in gilt. a.e.g.  A v.g. bright copy.  

¶See Loeber E41.  Contains The Bracelets, 
The Orphans, Waste Not, Want Not, Lazy 
Lawrence, Simple Susan, The Good French 
Governess, Orlandino.  With inscription on 
leading f.e.p., ‘Miss Williams to Miss Mary - 
Keepsake - January 1860’. 

1850  £125 

 
608. The Modern Griselda. A tale. 2nd edn, corrected.  

J. Johnson.  Ad. on verso of final leaf.  Contemp. 
full calf, gilt spine, border & dentelles, black 
leather label;  a little worn.  

¶See Loeber E26. 

1805  £80 

 

609. Moral Tales. New edn, complete in one vol. 
With three plates, from designs by Harvey.  
Whitaker & Co., &c.  Front., vignette title, 
additional printed title, plates, final ad. leaf, ads 
on e.ps.  Orig. olive green wavy-grained cloth, 
blocked in blind, gilt spine;  spine faded to 
brown and v. sl. rubbed at head.  Signed ‘Arthur 
Lloyd’ on title.  v.g.  

¶Not listed at Loeber E23. 

1863  £40 

 

610. Ormond:  a tale.  With an introduction by Anne 
Thackeray Ritchie.  Macmillan.  Half title, front. 
& illus. by Carl Schloesser, 4pp ads.  Uncut  
in orig. maroon cloth, boards blocked with floral  
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 design in blind, lettered in gilt;  spine sl. dulled 
& rubbed.  A good-plus copy.  

¶See Loeber E32. 

1895  £20 
 

611. Patronage.  3rd edn.  4 vols.  12mo.  R. Hunter.  
Contemp. half calf by John Gray of Edinburgh, 
black leather labels; leather dried, hinges 
cracking, spines sl. chipped.  Each vol. signed 
C.A. Pringle in contemp. hand, later booklabels 
of Alfred & Mabel Matthews.  

¶See Loeber E31. 

1815  £120 
 

612. Patronage.  2 vols.  Paris:  Baudry's European 
Library. (Collection of Ancient and Modern 
British Authors, vols CCCXXVIII & 
CCCXXIX.)  Half titles.  Contemp. half calf, 
marbled boards.  

¶Vol. II also contains Comic Dramas, 
sequentially numbered.  Each vol. stamped 
'Breguet' in gilt at base of spine. 

1841  £85 
 

613. Popular Tales.  3rd edn.  3 vols.  Printed for J. 
Johnson.  Half titles;  damp staining in final few 
leaves of vol. III, one or two leaves sl. proud.  
Contemp. full calf, black leather labels;  spines 
rubbed, label chipped with sl. loss vol. III.  
Armorial bookplates of EVB;  Brougham stamps 
vols I & II;  signatures of J. Wyndham.  A good 
sound copy.  

¶See Loeber E24.  The first edition was 
published in 1804. 

1807  £150 
 

614. Rosamond: a series of tales. New edn. Rout-
ledge, Warne, & Routledge.  Front., engr. title, 
additional printed title, final ad. leaf.  Orig. red 
cloth, elaborately blocked in blind, lettered in 
gilt;  head & tail of spine sl. worn. Blind stamp 
of Hugh Roberts, bookseller, Chester.  

¶See Loeber E21. A collection of tales drawn 
together from Early Lessons (1801) and its 
follow-up series Rosamond (1814).  This 
collection first appeared in 1856. 

1862  £35 
 

615. Tales and Miscellaneous Pieces. 14 vols.  FIRST 
COLLECTED EDITION.  Printed for R. Hunter, 
&c.  Vignette titles.  Contemp. half calf, gilt 
spines with maroon labels;  some sl. wear to 
heads of spines, board edges rubbed, but overall 
a good-plus set.  

¶Loeber E57. 

1825  £520 
 

616. Tales and Novels.  9 vols.  Whitaker & Co., &c.  
Fronts., added engr. titles sl. spotted, ad. leaves.  
Orig. green cloth, elaborately gilt blocked;  
spines sl. faded ads. on e.ps for William Tegg’s 
publications.  A good-plus set.  

¶Loeber E60.  The engraved titlepages have 
Simpkin, Marshall’s imprint. 

1848  £250 

 
617. Tales of Fashionable Life.  2nd edn.  3 vols.   

J. Johnson.  Contemp. half green calf, spines 
tooled in gilt and with maroon leather labels;  sl. 
rubbing.  Small modern labels of Dr Michael 
Brown.  v.g.  

¶See Loeber E28.  Ennui, Almeria, &c. and 
Manoeuvring. 

1809  £160 

 
618. Tales of Fashionable Life.  3rd edn.  3 vols.  

12mo. J. Johnson.  Half titles, final ad. leaf vol. I.  
Contemp. half red roan;  sl. rubbing.  Armorial 
bookplates of Chute Lodge & booklabels of  
B. Fowle.  v.g.  
1809  £85 

 
619. Tales of Fashionable Life.  6 vols.  12mo.  (Vols. 

I-III, 4th edn., 1813;  vols. IV-VI, 3rd edn., 
1812.)  J. Johnson & Co.  Half titles.  Early 
mauve moiré patterned cloth;  sl. damp marked, 
spines faded, paper label to vol. IV rubbed.   
A good sound set.  

¶Vols IV-VI contain:  Vivian, Emilie de 
Coulange, The Absentee. 

1812-13  £140 

 
620. Tales of Fashionable Life. 3 vols. Paris:  

Baudry’s Foreign Library.  (Collection of ancient 
and modern British novels and romances, vols 
VII-IX.)  Half titles.  Contemp. half calf, spines;  
sl. rubbed.  

¶The original six vols. of 1809-12 in three, 
with the addition of The Modern Griselda 
(first published 1810). 

1831  £120 

 
621. Tales of Fashionable Life; Manoeuvring and 

Almeria.  Baldwin & Cradock, &c., &c.  Half 
title, vignette title, additional printed title.  Orig. 
red cloth, spine blocked and lettered in gilt;  v. sl. 
dulled.  Gift inscription on leading f.e.p.,  
July 1845.  

¶This edition not listed at Loeber E28. 

1832  £45 

 
622. Tales of Fashionable Life.  The Absentee.  New 

edn.  George Routledge & Sons.  Engr. front.  
Contemp. half vellum, gilt spine, maroon leather 
label.  v.g.  
[c.1860]  £30 

 
623. (Tales of Fashionable Life.) Ennui, and Emilie 

de Coulanges:  being Tales of Fashionable Life.  
New edn.  G. Routledge & Co.  Contemp. half 
maroon morocco.  

¶Topp lists an 1856 yellowback edition. 

1857  £30 
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624. EDGEWORTH, Maria & Richard Lovell.  
Essays on Irish Bulls.  FIRST EDITION.  J. 
Johnson.  Contemp. full tree calf, gilt spine, 
maroon & black leather labels; hinges 
weakening.  Marquess of Headfort armorial 
bookplate.  

¶See Loeber E85. 

1802  £125 

 

625. HARE, Augustus J.C.  The Life and Letters of 
Maria Edgeworth. FIRST AMERICAN 
EDITION.  2 vols.  Boston & New York:  
Houghton, Mifflin, & Co.  Fronts.  Orig. maroon 
cloth, spines lettered in gilt; spines sl. faded.  
Owner’s signatures, Feb. 1895. A good-plus copy.  
1895  £65 
__________ 

 
626. EDWARDES, Annie.  Archie Lovell.  A novel.  

2 vols.  Copyright edn.  Leipzig:  Bernhard 
Tauchnitz.  Half titles.  Contemp. half dark blue 
cloth, spines gilt-ruled and with red leather 
labels. James Malcolm armorial bookplates.   
A good-plus copy.  

¶Todd 873A & 874A.  The author's first 
successful book.  'Archie' is a woman. 

1867  £45 

 

627. EDWARDES, Annie.  Pearl-Powder.  A novel.  
Copyright edn.  Leipzig:  Bernhard Tauchnitz.    
Half title.  Orig. brown publisher’s cloth.  v.g.  

¶Todd 2671a. 

1890  £25 

 
628. EDWARDS, Amelia B.  Barbara’s History.  

Copyright edn.  2 vols.  Leipzig:  Bernhard 
Tauchnitz. Contemp. full vellum, bevelled 
boards, finely dec. & lettered in gilt, gilt e.ps.  
Red edges.  Handsome presentation binding.  

¶Todd 715a & 716. Bound without half titles. 

1864  £60 

 
629. EDWARDS, Amelia B.  Barbara’s History.  

Copyright edn.  2 vols.  Leipzig:  Bernhard 
Tauchnitz.  Half titles.  Contemp. half brown 
morocco;  spines sl. faded.  A good-plus copy.  

¶Todd 715a & 716. 

1864  £25 

 

 WITH BEARDSLEY DESIGN 
630. EGERTON, George (Mary Chavelita Bright)  

Keynotes.  (5th thousand.)  Elkin Mathews & 
John Lane.  Half title, title in red & black with 
design by Aubrey Beardsley, 16pp cata. (1894).  
Uncut in orig. green cloth, blocked in darker 
green with Beardsley’s design;  spine sl. faded.  

¶See Sadleir 3748;  Wolff 2049:  the imprint 
is blocked on the cover.  Sadleir calls this 
“the most elegant fiction series of the 
nineteenth century”. 

1894  £65 

631. EGERTON, George (Mary Chavelita Bright)  
A Leaf from The Yellow Book:  the correspon-
dence of George Egerton, edited by Terence de 
Vere White.  FIRST EDITION.  Richard Press.  
Half title, front.  Orig. bright green cloth.  v.g.  
1958  £30 

 
ELIOT, George (Mary Ann Evans), 1819-80 
Having shown her exasperation at the predominance 

of ‘silly novels by lady novelists’, as outlined in an 

article of that name written for The Westminster 
Review (October 1856), Eliot published her first 

novel Adam Bede in 1859. Her realistic, often 

brutally so, invocation of rural life received 

immediate acclaim, and has been in print ever since. 

 
 WORKS 

 

632. Works. 8 vols. New edn. William Blackwood.  
Half titles.  8 vols in 7 in contemp. half dark 
green calf, spine gilt in compartments;  sl. 
rubbed.  A good-plus set.  

¶Baker & Ross E5.d (1) & (5) - citing 
volumes 1 and 5 only. 

[1873]  £350 

 
633. The Works of George Eliot.  Standard edn.  21 

vols. Edinburgh & London: William Blackwood 
& Sons.  Series titles, titles in red & black.  Orig. 
black buckram, spines lettered in gilt;  some sl. 
rubbing.  t.e.g.  v.g.  

¶BL dates this 1878-1885(?);  CBL3 dates it 
as 1895.  Baker & Ross, E11.2 dates it 
'1890s, &c.'. 

[1878-1885?]  £380 

 
634. Works.  8 vols.  New York:  A.L. Burt.  Fronts.  

Orig. plum fine-grained cloth, spines lettered in 
gilt.  A v.g. set.  

¶The volume of essays has an  
introduction by Charles Lee Lewes, 
December 1883. 

[c.1890]  £225 

 
 ADAM BEDE 

 

635. Adam Bede. FIRST EDITION.  3 vols.  Edin-
burgh:  William Blackwood.  Half titles vols I & 
II;  the odd spot.  Contemp. half dark green 
crushed morocco by Jeffries & Sons,  marbled 
boards, spines gilt in compartments.  a.e.g.  v.g.  

¶Sadleir 812;  Wolff 2056. 

1859  £750 

 
636. Adam Bede.  Second edition.  3 vols.  Edinburgh 

& London:  William Blackwood & Sons.  Half 
titles;  occasional light foxing.  Contemp. half 
dark green morocco, green cloth boards, gilt 
spines.  v.g.  

¶Baker and Ross A4.2, re-set as the  
type for the first edition had been 
distributed. 

1859  £300 
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637. Adam Bede. 3rd edn.  3 vols.  Edinburgh & 
London:  William Blackwood & Sons.  3 vols in 
1.  Contemp. full maroon panelled morocco by 
Seton & Mackenzie, gilt spine, borders & 
dentelles;  leading hinges sl. rubbed.  Ownership 
inscriptions on leading blanks.  a.e.g.  A good-
plus copy.  
1859  £225 

 

638. Adam Bede.  4th edn.  2 vols.  Edinburgh & 
London: William Blackwood & Sons. Half titles;  
sl. staining to title margins vol. I.  Orig. brick 
brown wavy-grained cloth, blocked in blind, 
spines lettered in gilt;  carefully rebacked retain-
ing orig. yellow e.ps.  A good-plus tight copy.  

¶In the smaller format.  

1859  £120 

 

639. Adam Bede. 6th edn  2 vols.  Edinburgh:  
William Blackwood & Sons.  Half titles, sl. 
damp staining to edges of text block vol. II. 
Contemp. half maroon calf;  faded to brown,  
sl. rubbing.  
1859  £75 

 

640. Adam Bede. Copyright edn.  2 vols.  Leipzig:  
Bernhard Tauchnitz.  (Collection of British 
authors. vol. CCCCLXXXII-III.)  Half titles.  
Contemp. half brown calf, brown cloth boards, 
brown & black leather labels;  a little rubbed.  A 
good-plus copy.  

¶Todd 482b;  483b. 

1859[1885]  £58 

 
641. Adam Bede. Traduit de l’Anglais par F. 

D’Albert-Durade.  2 vols.  Paris:  E. Dentu & 
Genève:  H. Georg.  Half titles;  leading f.e.p. 
removed vol. II.  Orig. pale blue pebble-grained 
cloth, borders in blind, spines lettered in gilt;  sl. 
faded and rubbed.  Booklabel partially removed 
from leading f.e.p. verso vol. I. A good-plus copy.  

¶Apparently the first French edition - there 
is no earlier French edition in the National 
Library of France. 

1861  £200 

 
642. Adam Bede.  W. Nicholson & Sons.  Half title, 

11pp ads;  e.ps browned.  Orig. maroon cloth, 
bevelled boards, blocked in black, lettered in gilt;  
spine dulled, sl. rubbed.  Small label removed 
from leading pastedown.  A good-plus copy.  
[c.1875]  £30 

 
 DANIEL DERONDA 

 

643. Daniel Deronda. FIRST EDITION.  4 vols.  
Edinburgh:  William Blackwood.  Half titles.  
Contemp. half dark green morocco, spines gilt in 
compartments;  v. sl. rubbing.  Later owner’s 
inscriptions on leading pastedowns.  v.g.  

¶Sadleir 813. 

1876  £680 

644. Daniel Deronda. Copyright edn. 4 vols.  Leipzig:  
Bernhard Tauchnitz.  (Collection of British 
authors.)  4 vols. in 2 in orig. contemp. half 
maroon morocco, maroon cloth boards;  spines 
faded to brown, front board vol. II sl. marked.  A 
good-plus copy.  

¶Todd 1617-20.  Bound without half titles. 

1876  £60 

 
645. Daniel Deronda.  Tall 8vo.  Montreal:  Dawson 

Bros.  Sm. mark on title, text in two columns.  
Orig. bright blue cloth;  sl. rubbed & marked, 
inner hnges sl. cracking.  

¶The first Canadian edition. 

1876  £180 

 
646. Daniel Deronda.  New edn.  Edinburgh:  William 

Blackwood.  Half title, engr. title, additional 
printed title, 4pp ads. + 24pp cata.  Orig. brown 
cloth, blocked in black & gilt, spine lettered in 
gilt;  sl. rubbed.  A good-plus copy.  

¶The first one-volume edition. 

1877  £85 
 

 ESSAYS 
 

647. Essays and Leaves from a Note-Book.  2nd edn.  
Edinburgh:  William Blackwood & Sons.  Half 
title, final ad. leaf.  Orig. brown cloth;  spine sl. 
dulled.  v.g.  

¶With the bookplate of Herbert Gladstone. 

1884  £50 

 
648. Essays of George Eliot.  Edited by Thomas 

Pinney.  Routledge and Kegan Paul.  Half title.  
Orig. dark blue cloth.  v.g in reinforced d.w.  

¶29 essays dated 1846-1868. 

1963  £50 
 

 FELIX HOLT 
 

649. Felix Holt, the Radical.  3 vols.  FIRST 
EDITION.  Edinburgh and London:  William 
Blackwood.  Half titles.  Contemp. half dark 
green crushed morocco, green marbled boards, 
spines gilt in compartments.  a.e.g.  v.g.  

¶Sadleir 814. 

1866  £500 

 
650. How Lisa Loved the King.  FIRST EDITION.  

Boston;  Fields, Osgood, & Co.  Initial ad. leaf.  
Variant maroon cloth;  spine faded & sl. worn at 
head.  Signs of bookplate removal from 
pastedown.  
1869  £150 

 

 THEOPHRASTUS SUCH 
 

651. Impressions of Theophrastus Such.   FIRST 
EDITION.  Edinburgh:  William Blackwood.  
Half title.  Contemp. half dark green crushed 
morocco, green marbled boards, spine gilt in 
compartments.  a.e.g.  v.g.  
1879  £125 
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652. Impressions of Theophrastus Such.  3rd edn.  
Edinburgh:  William Blackwood & Sons.  Half 
title, final ad. leaf.  Orig. grey-brown cloth;  front 
board marked.  
1879  £40 

 

653. Impressions of Theophrastus Such.   Copyright 
edn.  Leipzig:  Bernhard Tauchnitz.  (Collection 
of British authors, vol.  1828.)  Half title, 
marbled e.ps.  Contemp. half dark blue morocco, 
spine gilt ruled;  v. sl. rubbing.  v.g.  

¶Todd 1828a. 

1879  £35 
 

 JUBAL 
 

654. The Legend of Jubal and other poems.   FIRST 
EDITION.  Edinburgh:  William Blackwood & 
Sons.  Half title, erratum slip, 16pp cata.  Uncut 
in orig. purple cloth, bevelled boards with triple-
ruled borders in blind, small gilt floral design at 
centre of front board, spine lettered in gilt;  spine 
a little faded and sl. rubbed at head & tail.  A 
good-plus copy.  
1874  £150 

 
655. The Legend of Jubal ... FIRST EDITION.  

Edinburgh:  William Blackwood & Sons.  Half 
title, erratum slip, 16pp cata.  Contemp. half dark 
green crushed morocco, green marbled boards, 
spine gilt in compartments.  a.e.g.  v.g.  
1874  £125 

 
656. The Legend of Jubal ... Berlin: Albert Cohn; 

printed by Stephan Geibel & Co., Altenbourg.  
(Asher’s Collection of English Authors, British 
and American, vol. 99.)  Series title.  Contemp. 
half red sheep by Birdsall & Son, dark green 
leather label.  Ownership inscription on fly title, 
June 1887.  v.g.  

¶This German-printed edition appeared in 
the same year as the William Blackwood 
first British edition.  Eliot’s partner,  George 
Henry Lewes, had offered the reprinting 
rights to Tauchnitz, Osgood, and Albert 
Cohn, with Cohn paying £50 to undertake 
the project.  Cohn, a literary scholar and 
cataloguer, succeeded Albert Asher as head 
of the Asher publishing house, for the most 
part continuing to use the Asher name and 
only rarely issuing works with the Albert 
Cohn imprint.  Not in BL or on COPAC.  
Baker & Ross E1.3.   

1874  £175 
 

 MIDDLEMARCH 
 

657. Middlemarch:  a study of provincial life.  FIRST 
EDITION. 4 vols. Edinburgh: William Black-
wood.  Half titles.  4 vols in 8 in contemp. half 
calf, marbled boards, spines with raised bands, 
lettered in gilt;  darkened and a little worn, heads 
& tails of spines chipped, some hinges sl. weak.  
Owner’s inscription in titles, ‘Emma Norris 
1873’.  A good sound, internally clean set.  

¶Sadleir 815;  Wolff 2059a.  The title pages 
for vols I, II, III & IV have been bound  
into books I, II, III & IV.  Books V, VI, VII & 
VIII have half titles only.  Probably a  
library binding-up of the eight original 
parts. 

1871-72  £650 

 
658. Middlemarch:  ...  FIRST EDITION.  4 vols.  

Edinburgh:  William Blackwood.  Vol. IV with  
titlepage in facsimile.  Contemp. half red calf by 
Gray of Cambridge, red moiré cloth sides, spines 
with raised bands and tooled in gilt, dark green 
leather labels;  a little rubbed.  A good-plus copy.  

¶Sadleir 815, Wolff 2059a. 

1871-72  £480 

 
 MILL ON THE FLOSS 

 

659. The Mill on the Floss.  FIRST EDITION.  3 vols.  
Edinburgh:  William Blackwood & Sons.  Half 
titles.  Orig. dark slate grey/blue fine diamond-
grained cloth;  elaborate decorated borders in 
blind within double-ruled borders also in blind, 
spines lettered in gilt (THE MILL / ON THE / 
FLOSS [SINGLE RULE] ELIOT / VOL.I. 
[II./III.]), gilt decorated rules at heads & tails.  
t.e.g.  v.g.  

¶Sadleir 816a; Wolff 2060.  Baker & Ross, 
A5, records that the first edition was printed 
in three runs producing a total of 6574 
copies.  Of these, the vast majority were 
bound immediately in orange-brown cloth, 
in two variant bindings by Burn and 
Edmonds & Remnants.  The variant blue 
cloth binding on this copy is not recorded in 
Baker & Ross, but they state that a further 
18 copies, not initially bound, were 
‘boarded’ in April 1861.  A further 12 copies 
were recorded in the publisher’s ledger as 
having been ‘sewed in stiff covers’.  It is 
likely that one or other of these small  
groups of copies were bound in this  
blue cloth. 

1860  £2,250 

 
660. The Mill on the Floss.  FIRST EDITION.  3 vols.  

Edinburgh:  William Blackwood & Sons.  Half 
titles.  Handsome contemp. full tan calf, gilt 
spines, borders & dentelles, red and pale green 
leather labels; sl. damp staining in lower margin 
of prelims vol. III. Armorial bookplates & labels 
of Fairfax Rhodes.  a.e.g.  A v.g bright copy.  
1860  £850 

 
661. The Mill on the Floss.  Copyright edn.  2 vols.  

Leipzig:  Bernhard Tauchnitz.  (Collection of 
British authors, vol. 509-10.)  Half titles.  
Contemp. half brown calf, brown cloth boards, 
brown & black leather labels;  a little rubbed.  A 
good-plus copy.  

¶Todd 509a;  510a. 

1860  £65 
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662. The Mill on the Floss.  Stereotyped edn.  Edin-
burgh & London:  William Blackwood and Sons.  
Series title, plates.;  some sl. careless opening in 
prelims.  Orig. red cloth, lettered in gilt.  A good-
plus copy.  

¶Vol. II in the Novels of George Eliot.  Baker 
& Ross E5.b (2) 

[1867]  £40 

 
 ROMOLA 

 
 

663. Romola.  3 vols.  FIRST EDITION.  Smith, 
Elder & Co.  Final ad. leaf vol. III.  Uncut in 
orig. green cloth, borders in blind, spines lettered 
in, and reversed out of, gilt;  a little dulled, sl. 
rubbing to heads & tails of spines, inner hinges 
expertly repaired.  Signature ‘G.J. Harvey’ on 
titles.  A good-plus copy.  

¶Sadleir 817;  Wolff 2061. 

1863  £750 

 
664. Romola.  3 vols.  FIRST EDITION.  Smith, 

Elder & Co.  Contemp. half dark green crushed 
morocco, green marbled boards, spines gilt in 
compartments.  a.e.g.  v.g.  
1863  £580 

 
665. Romola.  2 vols.  Copyright edn.  Leipzig:  Bern-

hard Tauchnitz.  Extra-illustrated with numerous 
photographs.  In elaborate Italian gift binding:  
contemp. full vellum, bevelled boards, embossed 
in maroon and with finely-tooled gilt 
ornamentation. Small bookseller’s ticket, George 
A. Cole of Florence.  A v.g. handsome copy in 
custom-made red slipcase.  

¶Todd 682 & 683.  Todd excludes the extra-
illustrated editions from his sequence, as the 
Italian binders routinely excised the half 
titles.  This copy dates from c.1893. 

1863  £185 

 
 SCENES OF CLERICAL LIFE 

 

666. Scenes of Clerical Life.  FIRST EDITION.   
2 vols.  Edinburgh & London: William 
Blackwood & Sons.  Half titles;  sl. foxing in 
prelims vol. II.  Contemp. half brown crushed 
morocco by Bayntun, spines with raised gilt 
bands and ruled & lettered in gilt.  a.e.g.  A v.g. 
attractive set.  

¶Sadleir 818;  Wolff 2062. 

1858  £850 

 
667. Scenes of Clerical Life.  Copyright edn.  2 vols.  

Leipzig:  Bernhard Tauchnitz.  (Collection of 
British authors, vol. 462-63.)  Half titles.  
Contemp. half brown calf, brown cloth boards, 
brown & black leather labels;  a little rubbed.   
A good-plus copy.  

¶Todd 462a, 463a. 

1859  £40 

668. Scenes of Clerical Life, and Silas Marner.  
William Blackwood & Sons.  Half title.  Orig. 
brick-brown wavy-grained cloth by Edmonds 
and Remnants, blocked in blind, spine lettered in 
gilt;  sl. marked and a little rubbed.  Owner’s 
inscription on verso of leading f.e.p.  A good-
plus copy.  

¶Baker & Ross E4 (3).  ‘Works of George 
Eliot’ on spine.  The first time these works 
were published together. The third in Black-
wood's 3-volume edition of Eliot's novels. 

1863  £120 

 
669. Scenes of Clerical Life. W. Nicholson & Sons. 

Half title, 7pp ads;  e.ps a little browned.  Orig. 
dark blue cloth, bevelled boards, blocked in 
black, lettered in gilt;  spine a little dulled.  v.g.  

¶With ownership inscription 25/1/1901. 

[c.1875]  £25 

 
 SILAS MARNER 

 

670. Silas Marner:  the Weaver of Raveloe.  FIRST 
EDITION.  William Blackwood & Sons.  Half 
title, 16pp cata., ad. leaf on following pastedown.  
Uncut in orig. brown wavy-grained cloth, 
borders blocked in blind, spine lettered in gilt;  
Mudie’s Library label partially removed from 
front board, spine v. sl. worn at head & tail.  

¶Baker & Ross, A6.1.a. 

1861  £450 

 
671. Silas Marner:  ...  7th edn.  William Blackwood 

and Sons.  Half title.  Orig. brick brown cloth, 
spine blocked & lettered in gilt;  sl. dulled but a 
good-plus copy.  
1861  £120 

 

 SPANISH GYPSY 
 

672. The Spanish Gypsy;  a poem.  FIRST EDITION.  
Edinburgh:  William Blackwood.  Half title.  
Contemp. half dark green crushed morocco, 
green marbled boards, spine gilt in 
compartments;  sl. rubbing to spine.  a.e.g.  v.g.  
1868  £250 

 
673. The Spanish Gypsy; ...  2nd edn.  Edinburgh:  

William Blackwood.  Half title;  v. small tear in 
outer margin of leading f.e.p. with sl. loss.  Orig. 
blue sand-grained cloth, front board with central 
monogram & spine lettered in gilt;  spine sl. 
rubbed.  Bookseller’s ticket, James Maclehouse, 
Glasgow.  A good-plus copy.  
1868  £95 

 
674. The Spanish Gypsy;  ...  3rd edn.  Edinburgh:  

William Blackwood.  Half title, 16pp cata.  Orig. 
blue sand-grained cloth, bevelled boards, single-
ruled border and spine lettered in gilt;  spine sl. 
dulled.  Armorial bookplate of George Stanley 
Derbishire and later inscription on e.p.  v.g.  
1868  £65 
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675. The Spanish Gypsy: ...  FIRST AMERICAN 
EDITION.  Boston:  Ticknor & Fields.  Orig. 
green cloth, bevelled boards;  sl. wear to head & 
tail of spine.  A good-plus copy.  

¶With inscription on title page, to Capt. O.E. 
Michailis, 1868. 

1868  £120 

 
676. The Spanish Gypsy. 4th edn.  Edinburgh:  

William Blackwood & Sons.  Half title.   
Orig. blue cloth, bevelled boards by Burn;  sl. 
rubbed on hinges & spine sl. dulled.  A good-
plus copy.  

¶The fourth was the only early edition not 
located for ‘George Eliot in Original Cloth’ 
Jarndyce 57. 

1869  £60 

 
677. Wise, Witty, and Tender Sayings in Prose and 

Verse,  selected from the works of George Eliot 
by Alexander Main.  FIRST EDITION.  Edin-
burgh:  William Blackwood & Sons.  16pp cata.  
Orig. red cloth, bevelled boards, blocked in 
black, lettered in gilt;  spine darkened and 
rubbed, inner hinges cracking.  
1872  £45 

 
678. Letters from George Eliot to Elma Stuart 1872-

1880; edited by Roland Stuart. Simpkin, 
Marshall, Hamilton, Kent, & Co.  Half title, 
front. port.  Orig. lilac cloth;  spine dulled.  t.e.g.  

¶The 'parent/daughter' correspondence 
between George Eliot & the woodcarver 
Elma Stuart. 

1909  £30 
 

ELIOT, George 
BIOGRAPHY & CRITICISM 

 
679. BAKER, William & ROSS, John C.  George 

Eliot: a bibliographical history. FIRST 
EDITION.  Oak Knoll Press & British Library.  
Orig. blue cloth.  v.g. in d.w.  
2002  £20 

 
680. BLIND, Mathilde. George Eliot. 5th edn.  W.H. 

Allen & Co.  (Eminent women series.)  Half title, 
2pp ads;  some spotting in prelims.  Orig.  
dark green cloth.  Booklabel of Clare  
Howard.  v.g.  
1890  £18 

 
681. CARROLL, David.  George Eliot:  the critical 

heritage.  Edited by David Carroll.  Routledge 
and Kegan Paul. (Critical Heritage Series.)  Half 
title.  Orig. pale blue cloth.  Good-plus in rein-
forced d.w.  

¶Contemporary reviews. 

1971  £35 

CROSS, John Walter 
   

682. George Eliot’s Life, as related in her letters and 
journals;  arranged and ed. by her husband.  
FIRST EDITION.  3 vols.  Edinburgh:  William 
Blackwood.  Half titles, fronts, plates vols I and 
III, facsim. vol. II;  sl. foxing in prelims vol. I.  
Contemp. half dark green crushed morocco, 
green marbled boards, spines gilt in 
compartments.  a.e.g.  v.g.  
1885  £180 

 

683. George Eliot’s Life, ... New edn. 3 vols.  William 
Blackwood and Sons.  Half titles, fronts, plates, 
facsim. vol. II, final ad. leaf vol. III.  Orig. brown 
cloth, dec. in brown, spines lettered in gilt;  some 
inner hinges cracking, spine heads & tails sl. 
worn. Signs of label removal from front boards.  
1885  £65 

 

684. George Eliot’s Life, ...  Cabinet edition.  3 vols.  
Edinburgh:  William Blackwood & Sons.  Half 
titles, fronts., plates, facsim;  sl. foxing in 
prelims.  Orig. green cloth, boards lettered and 
dec. in black, spines lettered in gilt;  some sl. 
wear at heads and tails of spines.  A.T. Lloyd 
booklabels.  v.g.  
1885  £45 
_____ 

 
685. DEUTSCH, Emanuel.  Literary Remains of the 

late Emanuel Deutsch.  With a brief memoir.  
FIRST EDITION.  John Murray.  Orig. maroon 
cloth;  spine a little rubbed with wear to head & 
tail of spine.  

¶This collection of scholarly articles was 
supposedly influential on George Eliot’s 
Daniel Deronda.  An article by Mary Kay 
Temple in the South Atlantic Review (May 
1989) argues that Deutsch’s Literary 
Remains were paraphrased and quoted 
liberally in Eliot’s research notes for the 
1876 novel.  Other scholars have suggested 
that Deutsch, 1829-1873, librarian at the 
British Museum and sometime Hebrew tutor 
to George Eliot, provided the model for the 
character of Mordecai. 

1874  £75 

 

686. HAIGHT, Gordon S.  George Eliot:  a 
biography.  FIRST EDITION.  Oxford:  at the 
Clarendon Press.  Half title, front. port. + 13 
plates.  Orig. blue cloth;  small crease in spine.  
A good-plus copy in sl. worn d.w.  
1968  £20 

 

687. HARVEY, William John.  The Art of George 
Eliot.  FIRST EDITION.  Chatto & Windus.  
Half title.  Orig. pale blue cloth.  v.g. in sl. faded, 
reinforced d.w.  

¶Presentation copy from the author to K.J. 
Fielding. 

1961  £15 
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688. LERNER, Laurence.  George Eliot and Her 
Readers;  a selection of contemporary reviews.  
Editors John Holmstrom and Laurence Lerner, 
with a linking commentary by Laurence Lerner.  
FIRST EDITION.  The Bodley Head.  Half title.  
Orig. maroon cloth.  v.g. in d.w.  
1966  £18 

 

689. MCKENZIE, Keith Alexander.   Edith Simcox 
and George Eliot.  With an introduction by 
Gordon S. Haight.  Oxford University Press.  
Half title.  Orig. dark blue cloth. v.g.  
1961  £20 

 

690. MOTTRAM, William.  The True Story of 
George Eliot in relation to “Adam Bede”,  giving 
the real life history of the more prominent 
characters.  FIRST EDITION.  Francis Griffiths.  
Half title, front., illus.  Uncut in orig. green 
cloth;  dulled.  

¶By George Eliot’s cousin;  grand nephew to 
the “Bedes”. 

1905  £25 
__________ 

 
691. ELLIOTT, Grace Dalrymple.  Journal of My 

Life During the French Revolution.  FIRST 
EDITION.  Richard Bentley.  Half title, engr. 
front. (the author after Cosway) & two plates, 
rubricated text, 28pp cata. (Dec. 1858).  Uncut in 
orig. pink cloth, blocked in blind, spine blocked 
& lettered in gilt;  a little darkened.  Contemp. 
signature of Thomas Curtis.    

¶Written at the behest of George III, who 
heard of the author's experiences during the 
Revolution through his private physician. 

1859  £75 

 
ELLIS, Sarah, née Stickney, 1812-72 
Author of novels & conduct books, apparently aimed 

at encouraging the belief among women of the 

superiority of men. 
 

692. Family Secrets, or, Hints to those who would 
make home happy.  3 vols.  Tall 8vo.  FIRST 
EDITION.  Fisher, Son, & Co.  Fronts, engr. 
titles, additional printed titles, plates;  small 
damp mark on front. and engr. title vol. II.  
Contemp. half tan calf, spines with raised gilt 
bands and devices in blind, maroon leather 
labels;  sl. rubbing.  Small booklabels of W. 
Talbot Rothwell.  A good-plus copy.  

¶BL dates the first edition 1841, Sadleir 822 
& Wolff 2078 give the date (1843).  In this 
copy the preface is dated Nov. 1841, and the 
Fisher address in the imprint is Newgate 
Street in all three vols. 

[1841]  £220 

 
693. Family Secrets ... 3 vols. Tall 8vo. Fisher, Son, & 

Co. Fronts., added engr. titles;  sl. foxing.  3 vols. 
in 1 in half red calf;  sl. rubbing, black label.  

¶In this copy the Fisher address in the 
imprint is Newgate Street (vol. I), Angel 
Street (vols. II & III). 

[1843?]  £120 

 
694. The Juvenile Scrap-Book;  a gage d’amour for 

the young.  By the author of ‘The Women of 
England’.  Fisher, Son, & Co.  Front., vignette 
title, additional printed title, illus. with 14 plates.  
Orig. blue/grey moiré cloth, elaborately dec. and 
lettered in gilt.  a.e.g.  v.g.  

¶A selection of instructional poems and 
thoughts for the young. 

1848  £85 
 

 THE MORNING CALL 
 

695. The Morning Call:  a table book of literature and 
art.  Embellished with highly finished engravings 
on steel, from drawings by H. Warren and L. 
Hicks.  4 vols. John Tallis. Fronts, vignette titles, 
additional printed titles, plates;  some foxing to 
prelims and plates.  Bound from the parts in 
contemp. half green calf, green moiré cloth 
boards, spines gilt and with maroon leather 
labels;  spine and corners a little rubbed, sl. 
faded.  A good sound set.  

¶Contains the first publication of ‘Self-
deception; or, The history of a human heart’. 

[1850-52]  £2800 

 
696. Social Distinction; or Hearts and Homes.  FIRST 

EDITION.  3 vols.  b.f.t.p.  London Printing and 
Publishing Co;  John Tallis & Co.  Fronts, engr. 
titles only, plates;  fronts and titles a little foxed.  
Contemp. dark blue half calf, spines gilt in 
compartments, maroon leather labels, blue 
patterned cloth boards;  a little rubbed.  A good-
plus copy.  

¶Sadleir 826;  Wolff 2083.  Only vol. III has 
the Tallis imprint on the titlepage.  Vol. I 
‘The London Printing and Publishing 
Company’ and vol. II has no imprint.  Most 
plates have the imprint ‘J & F Tallis’. 

[1848-49]  £250 

 

697. Sons of the Soil.  A poem.  FIRST EDITION.  
Fisher, Son, & Co.  Half title, vignette title, 
illus.;  sl. damp staining in prelims.  Contemp. 
half calf, spine gilt-ruled, maroon leather label;  
a little rubbed.  
[1840]  £85 

 

698. Temper and Temperament; or, Varieties of 
Character.  FIRST EDITION.  2 vols.  Tall 8vo.  
Fisher, Son & Co.  Fronts, engr. title & 
additional printed title vol. I, plates.  Contemp. 
half green calf, spines finely tooled in blind & 
gilt and with raised gilt bands, maroon leather 
labels;  sl. rubbing.  Small booklabels of W. 
Talbot Rothwell.  A good-plus copy.  

¶Sadleir 827;  Wolff 2084. 

[1846]  £150 





 

 ELLIS 
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

699. The Wives of England, their relative duties, 
domestic influence, & social obligations.  Fisher, 
Son & Co.  (Englishwoman’s Family Library 
series.)  Front.  Uncut in orig. scarlet cloth, 
blocked in blind, spine lettered in gilt;  spine sl. 
darkened, carefully rebacked.  T. Crompton’s 
booklabel.  A good-plus copy.  
[1846]  £85 

 
700. The Women of England, their social duties, and 

domestic habits.  15th edn.  Fisher, Son, & Co.  
Half title;  some spotting.  Uncut in orig. brown 
cloth with 14th edn. on spine;  sl. rubbed & 
affected by damp, inner hinges cracking.  

¶With a gift inscription, June 1841. 

[1841?]  £40 

 
 YOUNG LADIES' READER 

 

701. The Young Ladies' Reader; or, Extracts from 
Modern Authors, adapted for educational or 
family use.  With observations on reading aloud, 
as connected with social improvement, and 
remarks prefixed to the divisions of the work.  
FIRST EDITION.  Grant & Griffith.  16pp cata.  
Largely unopened in orig. purple cloth fading to 
brown, blocked in blind, lettered in gilt.  v.g.  

¶With a presentation inscription on leading 
f.e.p., to 'Lady Diana Beauclerk, from her 
affectionate friend Clara Harrison, Xmas 
1848'.  Includes extracts from works by 
Scott, Jane Taylor, Mrs Southey, Dickens, 
Goethe, Lamartine, Mrs Hemans, &c.  Also 
signed by Louise Beauclerk. 

1845  £85 
__________ 

 
 LITERARY LADIES 

702. ELWOOD, Anne Katharine.  Memoirs of the 
Literary Ladies of England, from the commence-
ment of the last century.  2 vols.  FIRST 
EDITION.  Henry Colburn.  Fronts.  Contemp. 
half calf, red and green labels;  sl. rubbed.  
Bookplates of George Henry Sawtell.  v.g.  

¶Montagu, Sheridan, Trimmer, Hannah 
More, Jane Austen, Radcliffe, Charlotte 
Smith, Inchbald, Wollstonecraft, etc. 

1843  £250 

 
703. EVANS-GORDON, May. Amanda Penfold,  

and other stories.  FIRST EDITION.  Simpkin, 
Marshall, &c.  Half title.  Orig. purple cloth, 
lettered in gilt;  sl. faded.  v.g.  

¶With (presentation?) inscription on 
titlepage:  ‘From Ware’s[?]’ and an 
identification of the author:  ‘née May 
Sartoris, daughter of Mrs Edward Sartoris 
(Adelaide Kemble).’  Mary (May) Sartoris 
was born in 1845, the only daughter of 
Adelaide Sartoris (herself daughter of 
Charles Kemble), a former opera singer who 
became an author and celebrated hostess. 

1904  £40 

EVERETT-GREEN, Evelyn, 1856-1932 
Author of historical novels and tales, primarily for 

adolescents.  
  

704. Old Miss Audrey:  a chronicle of a quiet village.  
FIRST EDITION. Religious Tract Society.  
Front;  e.ps lightly foxed.  Orig. blue cloth, 
pictorially blocked in gilt & colours, lettered in 
black & gilt.  Owner’s inscription, 1899.  a.e.g.  
A v.g bright copy.  
1892  £35 

 

705. St. Wynfrith and its Inmates.  2nd edn.  Jarrold & 
Sons.  Half title, front.;  sl. tear to e.p.  Orig. dec. 
blue cloth, sl. rubbed.  

¶St. Wynfrith is an almshouse:  perhaps the 
plot was influenced by Trollope. 

[1894?]  £25 

 

706. True to the Last; or, my boyhood's hero.  
Thomas Nelson & Sons.  Front., engr. title, 
additional printed title, 6pp ads.  Orig. pale blue 
cloth, blocked with floral design in yellow, 
brown & green, lettered in black & gilt.  Prize 
label dated 1899.  A v.g. bright copy.  

¶Apparently the first edition, with no copies 
recorded on COPAC. 

1895  £40 

 
EWING, Juliana Horatia, 1841-85 
Daughter of Margaret Gatty (see Items 866-876), 

Ewing followed in her mother’s footsteps and 

became a well respected author of children’s books.  

Mrs. Overtheway's Remembrances (1869) and A 
Flat Iron for a Farthing (1872) were her most 

popular titles.  Along with her sister, Horatia, she 

edited Aunt Judy’s Magazine. 
 

707. (Collection of Tales.) SPCK. Fronts (one colour), 
plates & illus. by Gordon Browne, Randolph 
Caldecott, J.H. Ewing, &c.  9 vols in 2 in 
contemp. white cloth, lettered in gilt;  cloth sl. 
spotted.  A good-plus copy.  

¶Eight stories, separately numbered, bound 
into 2 volumes:  Daddy Darwin's Dovecot; 
The Peace Egg;  Jackanapes;  Dandelion 
Clocks;  Snap-Dragons;  The Story of a 
Short Life;  Lob Lie-by-the-Fire;  and 
Mary's Meadow.  Also a biography, Juliana 
Horatia Ewing and Her Books, by Horatia 
K.F. Gatty (the only dated work) 1887. 

1887  £85 

 

708. Brothers of Pity, and other tales of beasts and 
men.  18th thousand.  SPCK.  Half title, front., 
illus., 12pp cata.; following e.p. partially 
removed.  Orig. brown cloth, pictorially blocked 
and lettered in black & gilt;  leading inner hinge 
strengthened with archival tape;  spine worn at 
tail.  A sl. loose but good sound copy.  

¶Contains five pious tales, first published in 
Aunt Judy’s Magazine. 

1890  £30 



 

 EWING 
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

709. A Flat Iron for a Farthing;  or, some passages in 
the life of an only son.  10th edn.  George Bell 
and Sons.  Half title front. + 11 plates. by Helen 
Allingham, 2pp ads + 24pp cata. (Nov. 1880).  
Orig. brick brown cloth, bevelled boards, 
pictorially blocked and lettered in black & gilt;  
spine sl. dulled.  Owner’s inscription, 1873.  A 
good-plus copy.  
1881  £40 

 
710. A Great Emergency, and other tales.  FIRST 

EDITION.  George Bell & Sons.  Front. + 3 
plates. by M.V. Wheelhouse, vignette title in 
green & black, illus. on e.ps;  front. loose   Orig. 
green cloth, blocked in black, spine lettered in 
gilt;  sl. rubbing.  A good-plus copy.  

¶No copies recorded on COPAC. 

1877  £120 

 
 JACKNAPES 

 

711. Jackanapes;  The story of a short life;  Daddy 
Darwin’s Dovecot.  Copyright edn.  Leipzig:  
Bernhard Tauchnitz. (Collection of British 
authors.)  Green Biarritz Library binding.  

¶Todd 2383  Bound without half title. 

1886  £20 

 
712. Mary’s Meadow, & other tales of fields and 

flowers.  George Bell & Sons.  Col. front. + 7 
plates. by M.V. Wheelhouse, vignette title in 
green & black, illus. on e.ps;  front. loose.   Orig. 
green cloth, pictorially blocked & lettered in 
white;  spine dulled, otherwise v.g.  
1934  £20 

 
 MELCHIOR'S DREAM 

 
 

713. Melchior’s Dream and other Tales.  By J.H.G.  
Edited by Mrs Alfred Gatty.  FIRST EDITION.  
Bell & Daldy.  Half title, front. & illus. by 
M.S.G., 4pp ads. + 32pp cata. (May 1862).  Orig. 
blue cloth, blocked in blind, spine lettered in gilt;  
sl. faded.  v.g.  

¶Wolff 2110.  Newcastle and York Minster 
only on COPAC.  'Ewing's first book takes 
its title from the mythical boy who refuses to 
share a bed with his brother and sits up all 
night by the fire.  He is visited by Time  
and Death.' 

1862  £120 

 
 MRS OVERTHEWAY 

 

714. Mrs. Overtheway's Remembrances. FIRST 
EDITION.  Bell & Daldy.  Front., plates. by J.A. 
Pasquier & J. Wolf. Orig. green cloth, 
elaborately blocked in black & gilt;  spine a little 
rubbed.  Owner’s inscription, 1873.  

¶These stories first apperaed in Aunt Judy’s 
Magazine. 

1869  £60 

715. Mrs. Overtheway's Remembrances.  George Bell 
& Sons. (Queen’s Treasures series.)  Half title, 
col. front. + 7 plates. by M.V. Wheelhouse, 
vignette title in red & black, illus. on e.ps.   
Uncut in orig. brown cloth, pictorially blocked & 
lettered in white; back board v. sl. marked.  
Owner’s inscription, Xmas 1912.  t.e.g.  v.g.  
1909  £25 

 

716. The Peace Egg, and other tales.  SPCK.  Half 
title, final ad. leaf.  Contemp. half brown cloth, 
black cloth label;  sl. dulled.  A good-plus copy.  

¶Vol. 10 in the 'authorised, complete & 
Uniform Edition'. 

[1895]  £35 
__________ 

 
717. (FAITHFULL, Emily)  A Welcome:  original 

contributions in poetry and prose.  2nd edn.  
Emily Faithfull, printer and publisher in ordinary 
to Her Majesty.  Orig. pebble-grained green cloth 
by Westleys, bevelled boards, borders in blind & 
gilt, boards dec. with gilt crowns at centres, spine 
lettered in gilt;  a little rubbed.  Ownership 
inscription, 1877.  a.e.g.  Scarce.  

¶An anthology of prose and poetry written in 
honour of the marriage between Princess 
Alexandra and Prince Edward.  Emily 
Faithfull, 1835-95, was a campaigner for 
women’s rights in employment, and founded 
her own publishing house, with women in 
most of the positions usually occupied by 
men.  The contributors to this volume, 
including Harriet Martineau, Emily Taylor, 
Christina Rossetti, Mrs Norton, and Anthony 
Trollope, were sympathisers with Faithfull 
in her campaign for improved working 
conditions for women.  This second edition 
is not recorded on COPAC. 

1863  £250 

 
718. FALCONER, Lanoe, pseud. (Mary Elizabeth 

Hawker)  Cecilia de Noël.  FIRST EDITION.  
Macmillan & Co.  Half title, final ad. leaf + 44pp 
cata. (Sept. 1891).  Uncut in orig. blue cloth, 
spine lettered in gilt, boards with central 
mongrams in gilt & blind.  A v.g. bright copy.  

¶Not in Wolff.  A supernatural novel written 
in seven ‘gospels’.  With a simple label on 
front board, ‘Fasque’, the Scottish stately 
home owned from 1829 by Sir John 
Gladstone, and later by his son Thomas, 
elder brother of Prime Minister  
William Gladstone. 

1891  £75 

 
719. FALCONER, Lanoe, pseud. (Mary Elizabeth 

Hawker)  Cecilia de Noël.  Leipzig:  Heinemann 
and Balestier.  Contemp. half black calf, black 
cloth boards, maroon leather label; hinges 
rubbed.  Belfast bookeller’s ticket. 
1891  £30 





 

 FANE 
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

 INSCRIBED 
720. FANE, Violet, pseud. (Mary Singleton, 

afterwards Lady Currie)  Collected Verses.  
FIRST EDITION.  Smith, Elder, & Co.  Half 
title. Handsome presentation binding in contemp. 
dark blue crushed morocco by F. Bedford, gilt 
spine, borders & dentelles, front board lettered & 
with central floral motif in gilt;  spine v. sl. 
rubbed, otherwise v.g.  

¶Signed presentation inscription, ‘To dear 
Coveny, from “Violet Fane” (an obscure 
poet) who has the good fortune to be her 
neighbour and faithful friend.  Sept. 1890’. 

1880  £120 
 

721. FANE, Violet, pseud. (Mary Singleton, 
afterwards Lady Currie)  Constance’s Fate:  a 
story of Denzil Place.  FIRST AMERICAN 
EDITION.  New York:  G.W. Carleton & Co.  
7pp cata. (1876).  Orig. green cloth, bevelled 
boards, blocked & lettered in black & gilt;  v. sl. 
rubbing.  v.g.  

¶A novel in verse. First published in 
England in 1875 under the title ‘Denzil 
Place, a story in verse’ (Chapman & Hall). 

1876  £60 

 
722. FANSHAWE, Catherine Maria.  The Literary 

Remains of Catherine Maria Fanshawe.  With 
notes by the late Rev. William Harness.  FIRST 
EDITION.  Basil Montagu Pickering.  Half title.  
Uncut in orig. dark green cloth, spine lettered in 
gilt.  Carlingford booklabel.  v.g.  

¶Catherine Fanshawe, 1765-1834, 
occasional poet of the romantic school, 
known for her clever and innovative verse. 
Her best known work (though sometimes 
attributed to Byron), was the Riddle on the 
Letter H, beginning “'Twas whispered in 
heaven, 'twas muttered in hell”. 

1876  £65 
 

723. (FAUCIT, Helena)  MARTIN, Sir Theodore.  
Helena Faucit (Lady Martin).  FIRST EDITION.  
William Blackwood.  Half title, front., 32pp ads.  
Orig. green cloth.  v.g.  

¶Arnott & Robinson 2740.  Faucit, from a 
theatrical family, was a leading actress, 
often appearing with Macready. She married 
Martin, an Edinburgh lawyer, and later 
biographer of the Prince Consort, in 1851.  
With signed presentation slip from the Author.  

1900  £50 

 
724. FAYRE, Margaret. A Christmas Eve Romance.    

Shurey’s Publications. (Smart novels, no. 1682.)  
A magazine on newsprint in two columns in orig. 
orange pict. wraps;  spine & back wrap repaired 
with transparent tape.  50pp.  

¶Dated December 20, 1926 & including 
shorter articles, part of ‘Heritage.  A serial 
of emotion’, & a small crossword.  Price 2d. 

1926  £20 

725. FENWICK, Eliza, Mrs.  The Bad Family;  & 
other stories.  FIRST EDITION.  Small 8vo.  
Grant Richards. (The Dumpy Books for 
Children, No. 3.)  Half title, illus. on e.ps 
(specially designed by Mrs Farmiloe).  Uncut in 
orig. pale green cloth, blocked and lettered in 
darker green;  sl. dusted.  v.g.  
1898  £38 

 
726. FERN, Fanny, pseud. (Sarah Parton)  Ruth 

Hall:  a domestic tale of the present time.  With 
other tales.  Small 8vo.  Halifax:  Milner & 
Sowerby. (The Cottage Library.)  Half title, 
front., engr. title, additional printed title.  Orig. 
olive green pebble-grained cloth, blocked in 
blind, spine lettered in gilt.  Signed ‘Susannah 
Hickson, 1862’ in leading f.e.p.  A v.g. 
handsome little copy.  

¶First published in 1855. 

1860  £25 

 
FERRIER, Susan, 1782-1854 
Scottish novelist;  her father was friend of Walter 

Scott who provided contacts in Edinburgh Society 

and assisted in the publication of her first novel, 

Marriage (1818).  The Inheritance (1824) was 

influenced by Austen and Edgeworth. Destiny 

(1831), set in the Scottish Highlands, was her third 

and last work. 
 
727. Miss Ferrier’s Novels, edited by Reginald 

Brimley Johnson.  6 vols.  J.M. Dent & Co.  
Limitation leaves, half titles, fronts and illus. by 
Nelly Erichsen.  Uncut in orig. purple buckram, 
spines lettered & dec. in gilt;  spines uniformly 
faded to brown and sl. chipped at heads of 
spines.  Armorial bookplates, ‘in recte decus’.  
t.e.g.  A good-plus set.  

¶This is number 12 of an edition limited to 
75 copies. 

1894  £125 

 
 DESTINY 

 

728. Destiny; or, The Chief’s Daughter. By the 
Author of “Marriage”. 3 vols.  FIRST EDITION.  
Edinburgh:  Robert Cadell.  Half titles.  Late 
19thc maroon cloth, borders blocked in blind, 
spines lettered in gilt.  Each vol. signed Henrietta 
Phillips in a contemp. hand.  A v.g. bright copy.  

¶Not in Sadleir;  Wolff 2234 is in green 
cloth.  Dedicated to Sir Walter Scott. 

1831  £180 

 
729. Destiny; or, The Chief’s Daughter.  By the 

Author of “Marriage”, ...  3 vols.  FIRST 
EDITION.  Edinburgh:  Robert Cadell.  Sl. 
foxing.  Contemp. half green calf by Gardiner & 
Son of Edinburgh, spines lettered and with 
horizontal rules in gilt;  spines a little darkened 
and sl. worn at heads & tails.  
1831  £125 





 

 FERRIER 
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

730. Destiny; or, The Chief’s Daughter.  By the 
Author of “Marriage”.  Revised by the Author.   
Richard Bentley. (Standard novels, no. 
LXXXV.)  Half title, front., engr. title, additional 
printed title.  Orig. vertical-grained plum cloth, 
borders in blind;  spine faded.  Armorial 
bookplate of Alexander Innes.  v.g.  

¶The first Bentley issue. 

1841  £78 

 
 THE INHERITANCE 

 

731. The Inheritance.  By the Author of Marriage.  
FIRST EDITION.  3 vols.  Edinburgh:  William 
Blackwood.  Half titles.  Contemp. half purple 
calf, green leather labels;  spines faded to tan.  
Signatures of C.F. Traherne.  v.g.  

¶Wolff 2235.   

1824  £180 

 
732. The Inheritance.  By the Author of Marriage.  

FIRST EDITION.  3 vols.  Edinburgh:  William 
Blackwood.  Contemp. half black calf, gilt 
spines;  some rubbing to boards.  Armorial 
bookplates of Francis Earl of Killmorey.  A 
good-plus set.  
1824  £150 

 
 MARRIAGE 

 

 

733. Marriage,  a novel.  2nd edn.  3 vols.  Edinburgh:  
William Blackwood.  Contemp. full speckled 
calf, gilt spines, maroon leather labels;  spines 
darkened and a little rubbed.  Armorial 
bookplates of the Marquess of Headfort.  

¶See Wolff 2236 for the first edition in  
3 vols. 

1819  £150 
__________ 

 
734. FIELD, Michael (Katharine Bradley & Edith 

Cooper)  Callirrhoë:  Fair Rosamund.  FIRST 
EDITION.  George Bell & Sons.  Orig. vellum 
boards, lettered in red; sl. rubbed & dulled.  
Cancelled Bristol University library label.  

¶A four-act tragedy, drawn from the  
Greek classics.  Loosely inserted at the  
end a newspaper obituary of Katherine  
Harris Bradley, the elder Michael  
Field, and a postcard depicting the  
nativity. 

[1884]  £120 

 
 SIGHT & SONG 

 

 

735. FIELD, Michael (Katharine Bradley & Edith 
Cooper)  Sight and Song.  FIRST EDITION.  
Elkin Mathews & John Lane.  Half title, final 
colophon leaf.  Uncut in olive green boards, buff 
cloth spine;  sl. rubbed & dulled.  
1892  £85 

736. FIELDING, Sarah.  The Governess,  or, Little 
Female Academy.  A facsimile reproduction of 
the first edition of 1749, with an introduction and 
bibliography by Jill E. Grey.  Oxford University 
Press.  Half title, illus.  Orig. green cloth.  v.g. in 
price-clipped d.w.  
1968  £20 

 
737. FLEMING, George, pseud. (Julia Constance 

Fletcher)  Vestigia.  FIRST EDITION.  2 vols.  
Macmillan.  Half titles.  Orig. dark blue cloth;  
rather dulled.  Bookplates of G.W. Dingwall, 
over remains of W.H. Smith library labels.  

¶Not in Sadleir or Wolff. 

1884  £125 

 
738. (FORDYCE, Mrs) Josephine,  or The Advan-

tages of a Summer;  intended for the instruction 
and amusement of young ladies.  FIRST 
EDITION.  Longman.  Half title;  2 gatherings a 
little proud.  Contemp. (probably publisher's) full 
sheep;  hinges worn, darkened and a  
little rubbed.  

¶Adolescent instructive novel, attributed to 
Mrs Fordyce.  Sole copy on COPAC at 
Cambridge;  the BL has an 1816 edition 
published by Newman with the same 
pagination. 

1810  £45 

 
FORRESTER, Mrs. 

 
739. Diana Carew;  or, For a Woman’s Sake.  FIRST 

EDITION.  3 vols.  Hurst & Blackett.  Half titles, 
final ad. leaf vol. III;  staining in vol. III.  Orig. 
purple cloth;  rubbed, with some wear to spines.  
Bookseller’s library stamps, Kingston.  

¶Not in Wolff’s collection. 

1876  £85 

 
740. From Olympus to Hades.  New edn.  Chapman  

& Hall.  Contemp. blue binder’s cloth;   
spine sl. dulled, author’s name in ink across  
top edge.  

¶Not in Wolff:  first published in 3 vols., 
1868.  Rebound yellowback from the Select 
Library of Fiction. 

1877  £20 

 
741. My Lord and My Lady.  Copyright edn.  2 vols.  

Leipzig:  Bernhard Tauchnitz. (Collection of 
British Authors, vols 2039 & 2040.)  Half titles, 
16pp cata. (April 1882) vol. II.  Uncut in orig. 
cream printed wrappers;  spines a little darkened.  
A good-plus copy.  

¶Todd 2039A & 2040A.  With ‘Forrester 7 
[8]’ on spines. 

1882  £35 
__________ 



 

 FOTHERGILL 
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

FOTHERGILL, Jessie, 1851-91 
Manchester-born Fothergill always remained close 

to her roots, and was well regarded for her 

invocations of Northern life and her authentic feel 

for the Northern dialect.  

 
742. Aldyth;  or, “Let the End Try the Man”.  

Macmillan & Co.  Half title, 4pp ads.  Orig. blue 
cloth, front board lettered in dark blue, spine 
lettered in gilt;  a little dulled. A good-plus copy.  

¶First edition was published in 1876, 2 vols. 

1899  £25 

 
743. The First Violin.  A novel.  8th edn.  Richard 

Bentley and Son.  Front., 4pp ads.  Orig. blue 
cloth, blocked in blind, spine lettered in gilt;  sl. 
rubbing to leading hinges.  A good-plus copy.  

¶First edition was published in 1877, 3 vols. 

1891  £35 

 
 PROBATION 

 

744. Probation.  A novel.  3 vols.  FIRST EDITION.  
Richard Betley and Son.  Some light foxing.  
Contemp. half maroon sheep, spines ruled & 
lettered in gilt;  vol. I later recased retaining orig. 
spine label;  spines a little worn vols II & III.  
Somerhill library labels.  A good copy.  

¶Sadleir 898;  Wolff 2308. 

1879  £125 
__________ 

 
FOWLER, Ellen Thorneycroft, 1860-1929 
Prolific novelist, many of which were set in her 

native Black Country.  A Double Thread (1899)  

was described by the Daily Graphic as 'The Novel of 

the Year'. 
 

745. A Double Thread.  12th thousand.  Hutchinson & 
Co.  Half title;  the odd spot.  Uncut in orig. pink 
cloth, lettered in gilt;  corners sl. knocked.  v.g.  
1899  £20 

 
746. The Farringdons.  FIRST EDITION.  Hutchinson 

& Co.  Half title.  Orig. blue cloth, lettered & 
block in gilt.  v.g.  
1900  £30 

 
747. The Farringdons.  FIRST AMERICAN 

EDITION.  New York:  D. Appleton and Co.  
Half title, 8pp cata.  Orig. beige cloth, spine & 
front board blocked with floral design in maroon, 
pink & pale blue, lettered in gilt.  Label of The 
Tabard Inn Library, Philadelphia.  v.g.  
1900  £30 

 
748. Fuel of Fire.  Copyright edn.  Leipzig:  Bernhard 

Tauchnitz.  Contemp. half black calf, black  
cloth boards, maroon leather label;  spine & 
hinges rubbed.  

¶Todd 3616.  Bound without half title. 

1902  £20 

749. In Subjection.  Copyright edn.  2 vols.  Leipzig:  
Bernhard Tauchnitz.  Contemp. half black  
calf, black cloth boards, maroon leather  
labels;  leading hinges sl. rubbed.  A good- 
plus copy.  

¶Todd 3902 & 3903.  Bound without  
half titles. 

1906  £30 
__________ 

 
750. FRANCIS, M.E. (Mary Blundell, née 

Sweetman)  Margery o’ the Mill.  2nd  
edn.  Methuen. Half title.  40pp cata. (Sept. 
1907).  Orig. green cloth; dulled.  Typed 
booklabel.  v.g.  
1907  £20 

 
751. FRY, Caroline.  The Listener.  3rd edn.  2 vols.  

James Nisbet.  Half titles.  Orig. pink moiré 
cloth, spines lettered in gilt with imprint at tails, 
price 12s;  sl. marking otherwise v.g.  

¶Signatures on title Vol. I of Anne  
Webber 1833. 

1832  £50 

 
752. FRY, Caroline.  Serious Poetry.  ...  With a 

supplement, containing a selection of  
pieces from The assistant of education, by the 
same author.  3rd edn.  Baker and Fletcher.  
Contemp. full purple panelled calf, gilt spine, 
maroon leather label;  sl. rubbing.  A good- 
plus copy.  

¶A collection of pious poems, ‘the serious 
reflections of a Christian’. 

1826  £60 

 
753. (FULLER, Margaret)  HOWE, Julia Ward.  

Margaret Fuller.  2nd edn.  W.H. Allen & Co. 
(Eminent women series.)  Half title.  Orig. dark 
green cloth, spine & front board lettered in gilt.  
Co-operative College library label.  v.g.  

¶Fuller, 1810-1850, the American journalist, 
critic & women’s rights activist, married 
Giovanni Ossoli in 1847. 

1889  £25 

 
FULLERTON, Lady Georgiana, 1812-85 
A Puseyite convert to Roman Catholicism, and a 

founder of 'The Month'. 
 
754. Ellen Middleton.  A tale.  3 vols.  FIRST 

EDITION.  Edward Moxon.  Half titles, 6pp  
ads (March 1844) bound into leading e.ps  
vol. I, 4pp ads + 14pp cata. (May 1844) vol. III.  
Orig. maroon vertical-grained cloth, boards 
blocked in blind, spines lettered in gilt;  spines 
faded to brown and at some time  
carefully rebacked, small tear at head of 
following hinge vol. III.  ‘Rode Hall’ in ms. on 
leading pastedowns.  A good-plus copy.  





 

 FULLERTON 
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

¶Sadleir 914;  Wolff 2370, but he gives the 
date 1847.  Rode Hall, near Congleton, 
Cheshire, the home of the Wilbraham family 
since 1669. 

1844  £280 

 
755. Ellen Middleton.  A tale.  Sanctioned by the 

Author for continental circulation.  Leipzig:  
Bernh. Tauchnitz Jun.  (Collection of British 
authors, vol. XCVIII.)  Half title;  the odd spot.  
Orig. scarlet cloth, blocked in blind & gilt;  spine 
sl. faded.  a.e.g.  v.g.  

¶Todd 98Aa, binding x2. 

1846  £45 

 
756. Ellen Middleton.  A tale.  Copyright edn.  Leip-

zig:  Bernhard Tauchnitz.  Half title.  Contemp. 
half dark green morocco, dark green cloth 
boards;  spines rubbed.  

¶Todd 98Bb. 

1846  £30 

 
 GRANTLEY MANOR 

 

757. Grantley Manor.  A tale.  FIRST EDITION.   
3 vols.  Edward Moxon.  Half titles, 8pp ads 
preceding half title vol. I (Apr. 1, 1847), final ad. 
leaf vol. II, 6pp following ads vol. III (June 
1847);  one or two gatherings a little proud.  
Uncut in orig. purple cloth, blocked in blind, 
spines lettered in gilt;  spines uniformly faded to 
brown, sl. wear.  A good-plus copy.  

¶Sadleir 914;  Wolff 2371. 

1847  £280 

 
758. Grantley Manor.  ...  3rd edn.  Lambert & Co.  

Illus., half titles.  Contemp. half green calf, 
raised gilt spine bands, black leather label;  sl. 
rubbing.  Signed on e.p. 'Bective 1857'.  A good-
plus copy.  

¶With new 'advertisement' to this  
edition. 

1855  £45 

 
759. Grantley Manor.  Burns & Oates.  Vignette title, 

16pp cata.  Orig. olive green cloth, pictorially 
blocked & lettered in gilt;  back board sl. 
affected by damp.  Owner’s inscription,  
1899.  a.e.g.  
[c.1899]  £25 

 
 LADY-BIRD 

 

760. Lady-Bird.  A tale.  FIRST EDITION.  3 vols.  
Edward Moxon.  The odd spot.  Contemp. half 
purple calf, spines with raised gilt bands, dark 
green leather labels;  some rubbing to heads of 
spines.  Belper armorial bookplates.  

¶Sadleir 915;  Wolff 2373. 

1852  £225 

761. Le Crime et le Repentir.  (Se vend au profit de 
l’Oeuvre française à Londres.)  Burns & Oates.  
pp.4-33, disbound without wraps.  

¶Not in BL.  A tract ending with an 
execution. 

1868  £45 

 
762. A Stormy Life.  A novel.  2 vols.  Copyright edn.  

Leipzig:  Bernhard Tauchnitz.  Contemp. dark 
green binder's cloth, maroon leather labels.  A 
good-plus copy.  

¶See Sadleir 919;  Wolff 2377.  Todd 931 & 
932.  Bound without half titles.  A novel 
based on the life of Margaret of Anjou, wife 
of Henry VI. 

1867  £30 

 
763. A Stormy Life.  ...  Tall 8vo.  New York:  

Appleton & Co.  Front. & plates by Gaston Fay;  
tear in pp.109-110 repaired. Orig. royal blue 
cloth;  sl. dulled, leading free e.p. removed.  
1874  £45 

 
764. Too Strange Not To Be True.  A Tale.  2 vols.  

Copyright edn.  Leipzig:  Bernhard Tauchnitz.  
Contemp. dark green publisher’s cloth, maroon 
leather labels;  sl. rubbed.  A good-plus copy.  

¶Todd 726 & 727.  Bound without half titles. 

1864  £30 

 
765. A Will and A Way, and The Handkerchief at the 

Window.  Copyright edn.  2 vols.  Leipzig:  
Bernhard Tauchnitz.  E.ps a little browned.  
Contemp. half blue calf, spines gilt-ruled, red 
leather labels;  a little rubbed.  A good-plus copy.  

¶Todd 2021 & 2022. Bound without half titles. 

1881  £35 

 
766. The Inner Life of Lady Georgiana Fullerton.  

FIRST EDITION.  Burns & Oates.  Front.  Orig. 
blue cloth, lettered in gilt.  v.g.  

¶A supplement to Mrs Craven’s Life, see 
following item. 

[1899]  £35 

 
767. CRAVEN, Pauline, Mrs Augustus.  Life of 

Lady Georgiana Fullerton.  From the French of 
Mrs Augustus Craven by Henry James 
Coleridge.  FIRST EDITION.  Richard Bentley 
& Son.  Half title, front. port.;  small tear to 
leading f.e.p.  Orig. blue cloth.  
1888  £35 
__________ 

 
768. GARRATT, Evelyn R.  Free to Serve.   R.T.S.  

Half title, front., vignette title, illus., 16pp cata.  
Orig. green cloth, pictorially blocked in black, 
silver & gilt, lettered in black & gilt.  Owner's 
inscription, May 1882.  A v.g. bright copy.  
[1881]  £35 



 

 GASKELL 
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

GASKELL, Elizabeth Cleghorn, 1810-65 
Mrs Gaskell struggled to find a publisher for her first 

novel Mary Barton (1848), eventually issued by 

Chapman & Hall, and the novel was an overnight 

success.  Charles Dickens was so impressed by the 

work he invited Mrs Gaskell to contribute to 

Household Words, and her second novel Cranford 

(1851-53) was serialized in his periodical.  See also 

Items 277-286. 
 

769. Cousin Phillis, and other tales.  Illustrated edn..  
Smith, Elder & Co.  Front., engr. title (dated 
1867) additional printed title (dated 1866), final 
ad. leaf.  Contemp. full tree calf by Sangorski & 
Sutcliffe, spine gilt in compartments, maroon 
leather labels;  sl. rubbing to edges.  Orig. 
maroon cloth bound in at end.  t.e.g.  v.g.  

¶Sadleir 924a, the second edition, following 
the first of 1865. 

1866 [1867]  £250 

 
770. Cousin Phillis, ... With an introduction by A.W. 

Ward.  John Murray. (Knutsford edition.)  Half 
title, front. plate.  Orig. red cloth, lettered in gilt;  
spine sl. faded.  A good-plus copy.  
1906  £25 

 
771. Cousin Phillis. With a preface by Thomas 

Seccombe & illustrations by M.V. Wheelhouse.  
George Bell & Sons. (Queen’s Treasures Series.)  
Half title, col. front. + 7 col. plates, illus., final 
ad. leaf, illus on e.ps;  sl. foxing in prelims.  
Orig. blue cloth, pictorially blocked & lettered in 
white.  Booklabel of J.G. Sharps.  A v.g. copy.  
1910  £35 

 

 CRANFORD 
 

772. Cranford. By the Author of “Mary Barton”.  
FIRST EDITION.  Chapman & Hall.  Full tree 
calf by Sangorski and Sutcliffe, spine gilt in 
compartments, gilt borders & dentelles, maroon 
leather labels;  sl. wear to hinges.  With the orig. 
green cloth bound in at end.  t.e.g.  

¶Sadleir 925;  not in Wolff.  ‘A quiet picture 
of a community of women, spinsters & 
widows for the most part’ based on Mrs 
Gaskell’s home town of Knutsford. 

1853  £580 
 

773. Cranford, and other tales.  A new edn, with four 
illustrations. Smith, Elder & Co. Half title, front., 
additional printed title. Orig. green cloth, 
blocked & lettered in black & gilt;  a little dulled 
& rubbed, inner hinges cracking.  

¶This is vol. IV of a 7-vol. collected edition 
of works By Mrs Gaskell. 

1883  £30 

 

774. Cranford. With a preface by Anne Thackeray 
Ritchie, and illustrations by Hugh Thomson.  
Macmillan & Co.  Front., illus. Orig. green cloth, 
blocked & lettered in gilt;  sl. rubbed.  a.e.g.  
1895  £45 

775. Cranford, with which is included The Moorland 
Cottage. Ward, Lock & Co. (19th Century 
Classics.)  Half title, front. port;  some light 
foxing.  Orig. red cloth, lettered in gilt.  v.g.  

¶With introduction by W. Robertson Nicholl. 

[1898]  £25 

 

776. A Dark Night’s Work.  FIRST ENGLISH 
EDITION.  Smith, Elder & Co.  Half title, 16pp 
cata.  Contemp. full tree calf by Sangorski & 
Sutcliffe, spine gilt in compartments, maroon 
leather labels;  leading hinges a little worn.  Orig. 
brown cloth bound in at end.  t.e.g.  A v.g. 
handsome copy.  

¶Sadleir 926;  Wolff 2418.  According to 
Smith, the first American edition preceded 
the English by ten days. 

1863  £280 

 

777. A Dark Night’s Work.  Copyright edn.  Leipzig:  
Bernhard Tauchnitz. Contemp. half brown 
morocco, brown cloth boards, spine with raised 
gilt bands, maroon leather labels.  v.g.  

¶Todd 657.  Bound without half title. 

1863  £45 

 

778. The Grey Woman.  And other tales.  Illustrated 
edn.  Smith, Elder & Co.  Half title, engr. title, 
additional printed title.  Contemp. full tree calf 
by Sangorski & Sutcliffe, spine gilt in 
compartments, maroon leather labels;  leading 
hinges a little worn.  Orig. purple cloth bound in 
at end.  t.e.g.  A v.g. handsome copy.  

¶This is the First Edition, not in Sadleir  
or Wolff. 

1865  £280 

 

 LIZZIE LEIGH 
 

779. Lizzie Leigh. And other tales. Cheap edn. Smith, 
Elder & Co.  Half title.  Contemp. maroon 
binder’s cloth, yellow label.  

¶See Smith p38;  the 'undated impression' of 
the 1855 first English edition.  Not recorded 
on COPAC. 

[c.1856]  £125 

 

780. Lizzie Leigh.  ...  Illustrated edn.  Smith, Elder & 
Co.  Front., engr. title, additional printed title, 
final ad. leaf.  Contemp. full tree calf by 
Sangorski & Sutcliffe, spine gilt in 
compartments, maroon leather labels;  following 
hinge a little worn.  Orig. maroon cloth bound in 
at end.  t.e.g.  A v.g. handsome copy.  

¶First published in book form, New York, 
1850, see Sadleir 929.  This is the first 
English illustrated edition. 

1865  £200 

 
781. Lizzie Leigh, ... New edn, with four illustrations.  

Smith, Elder, & Co.  Half title, front., additional 
printed title, plates;  sl. spotted.  Orig, green 
cloth, blocked & lettered in black & gilt.  v.g.  





 

 GASKELL 
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

¶This is vol. VII of a 7-vol. collected edition 
of works By Mrs Gaskell. 

1873  £35 

 
782. Lizzie Leigh, ...  New edn, with four 

illustrations.  Smith, Elder, & Co. (Uniform 
Edition of the Works.) Half title, front., 
additional printed title, plates.  Orig, green cloth, 
blocked & lettered in black & gilt.  A good- 
plus copy.  
1889  £35 

 
783. Lois the Witch, and other tales.  Copyright edn.  

Leipzig:  Bernhard Tauchnitz.  Title sl. browned 
and with small tear to inner margin neatly 
repaired.  Modern functional half red calf,  
green labels.  

¶Todd 541.  Bound without half title.  First 
edition of this collection of five tales which 
includes The Grey Woman. 

1861  £60 

 
 MARY BARTON 

 

784. Mary Barton:  a tale of Manchester Life.  2 vols.  
FIRST EDITION.  Chapman & Hall. (Chapman 
and Hall’s Series of Original Works of Fiction, 
etc.)  Series title vol. I.  Contemp. full tree calf 
by Sangorski & Sutcliffe, spines gilt in 
compartments, maroon leather labels;  sl. 
rubbing to leading hinges.  Orig. maroon 
vertical-grained cloth bound in at ends.  t.e.g.  A 
v.g. handsome copy.  

¶First edition not in Sadleir;  Wolff 2419.  
Gaskell’s first novel, portraying the lives of 
factory workers. 

1848  £750 

 
785. Mary Barton: ...  2nd edn.  2 vols.  Chapman & 

Hall.  Initial ad. leaf vol. II, final ad. leaf vol. I.  
Orig. pink cloth, blocked in blind, spines lettered 
in gilt;  spines sl. faded and rubbed at head & 
tail.  A good-plus copy.  

¶Not in Sadleir;  see Wolff 2419. 

1849  £300 

 
786. Mary Barton: ...  3rd edn.  2 vols.  Chapman & 

Hall.  Original rose-madder vertical fine-ribbed 
cloth, blocked in blind, spines lettered in gilt;  v. 
sl. rubbing.  2pp ads. before title vol. I, binder’s 
ticket vol. I, Bone & Son.  Armorial bookplates 
of James Gow Steuart.  
1849  £300 

 
787. Mary Barton: ...  3rd edn.  2 vols.  Chapman & 

Hall.  Contemp. half calf, spine gilt in 
compartments, brown & green leather labels;  sl. 
rubbing.  Booklabels of Montagu George Knight.  
A good-plus copy.  
1849  £225 

788. Mary Barton. ...  Copyright edn.  Leipzig:  
Bernh. Tauchnitz Jun.  Half title;  the odd spot.  
Contemp. half maroon calf, gilt spine faded to 
brown;  sl. rubbing.  Small binder’s ticket, 
Wiethase of Balsrode.  A good-plus copy.  

¶Todd 182Aa. 

1849  £45 

 
789. Mary Barton.  Frederick Warne & Co. (Warne’s 

“Crown” Library, no. 30.)  Half title.  Orig. 
brown cloth, bevelled boards, lettered in gilt & 
black.  Signed B. Butterworth, July 1919.  v.g.  
1890  £20 

 
790. Mary Barton, and other tales.  New edn.  Smith, 

Elder & Co.  Half title, front., 4pp ads.  Orig. 
green cloth; spine sl. darkened. Owner’s 
inscription on leading pastedown, 1904.  A good-
plus copy.  
1902  £25 

 
791. Mary Barton.  Edinburgh:  W.P. Nimmo.  Half 

title, front;  some light foxing.  Orig. royal blue 
cloth, lettered in gilt;  spine sl. darkened.  City of 
Manchester school prize label,1904;  John 
Geoffrey Sharps labels loosely inserted.   
t.e.g.  v.g.  
[c.1904]  £15 

 
792. Mary Barton, and other tales.  (Knutsford edn.)  

With an introduction by A.W. Ward.  Smith, 
Elder & Co.  Half title, front., additional printed 
title, plate, 8pp ads.  Orig. red cloth, lettered in 
gilt.  Owner’s inscription on leading f.e.p., 1913.  
t.e.g.  v.g.  
1906  £20 

 
793. Mary Barton.  A Tale of Manchester Life.  Ward, 

Lock & Co.  Half title, front., plates, 4pp ads.  
Orig. red cloth;  sl. dulled.  Inscription, April 
1910 on leading blank.  
[c.1910?]  £15 

 
 THE MOORLAND COTTAGE 

 

794. The Moorland Cottage.  By the Author of Mary 
Barton.  With illus. by Birkett Foster.  FIRST 
EDITION.  Chapman & Hall.  Half title, front., 
engr. title, additional printed title, illus., final ad. 
leaf.  Contemp. full tree calf by Sangorski and 
Sutcliffe, spine gilt in compartments, gilt borders 
& dentelles, maroon leather labels;  leading 
hinges sl. rubbed.  Orig. maroon cloth bound in 
at end.  t.e.g.  v.g.  

¶Sadleir 930;  Wolff 2420. 

1850  £350 

 
795. The Moorland Cottage.  Richard Edward King.  

Half title.  Orig. maroon cloth, bevelled boards, 
lettered in gilt;  spine a little faded.  v.g.  
[c.1890]  £20 
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 MY LADY LUDLOW 
 

796. My Lady Ludlow,  and other tales;  included in 
“Round the Sofa”.  FIRST EDITION.  Sampson 
Low, Son & Co.  Half title, 16pp cata.  Contemp. 
full tree calf by Sangorski & Sutcliffe, spine gilt 
in compartments, maroon leather labels;  leading 
hinges a little worn.  Orig. purple pebble- 
grained cloth bound in at end.  t.e.g.  A v.g. 
handsome copy.  

¶Not in Sadleir or Wolff. 

1861  £280 

 
 NORTH & SOUTH 

 

797. North and South.  By the Author of “Mary 
Barton”, &c.  2 vols.  FIRST EDITION.  Chap-
man & Hall.  Half titles, initial ad. leaf vol. I. 
Contemp. full tree calf by Sangorski & Sutcliffe, 
spines gilt in compartments, maroon leather 
labels;  sl. rubbing to leading hinges.  Orig. 
brown wavy-grained cloth bound in at ends.  
t.e.g.  v.g.  

¶Sadleir 931;  Wolff 2422. 

1855  £650 

 
798. North and South.  New edn.  Smith, Elder, & Co.  

Front., 12pp ads;  e.ps a little browned, the odd 
spot.  Uncut in orig. green cloth.  Owner’s 
inscription, Oct. 1893.  t.e.g.  A good-plus copy.  
1891  £30 

 
799. North and South.  (Knutsford edn.)  With an 

introduction by A.W. Ward.  Smith, Elder & Co.  
Half title, front., additional printed title, 6pp ads;  
small tear in outer margin of title page with sl. 
loss.  Orig. red cloth, lettered in gilt;  one or two 
small marks.  Owner’s inscription on leading 
f.e.p, 1913.  t.e.g.  v.g.  
1906  £20 

 
800. North and South.  New edn.  Smith, Elder, & Co.  

Front., 12pp cata. (partly unopened).  Orig. green 
cloth. With the bookplate & signature of C. Pearl 
Chamberlain.  t.e.g.  v.g.  
1907  £30 

 
801. North and South. (Knutsford edn.) With an intro-

duction by A.W. Ward.  John Murray.  Half title, 
front., additional printed title.  Orig. red cloth, 
lettered in gilt;  one or two small marks.  With 
inscription on leading f.e.p, 1945.  A good- 
plus copy.  
1920  £20 

 
802. North and South. John Murray. Half title, 

additional printed title, 8pp ads.  Orig. red cloth, 
lettered in gilt;  following board sl. marked.  

¶The thin-paper version of the Knutsford 
Edition. 

1925  £10 

 RIGHT AT LAST 
 

803. Right at Last, and other tales.  By the Author of 
“Mary Barton”.  FIRST EDITION.  Sampson 
Low, Son & Co. 16pp cata. (May 1, 1860).  Orig. 
orange bead-grained cloth, blocked in blind, 
spine lettered in gilt, by Bone & Son;  sl. dulled, 
small mark on back board.  A good-plus copy.  

¶Wolff 2423 was previously a Sadleir  
copy, although it is not in XIX Century 
Fiction. 

1860  £450 

 
804. Right at Last, ... By the Author of “Mary 

Barton”. FIRST EDITION. Sampson Low, Son 
& Co.  16pp cata. (May 1860).  Orig. orange 
bead-grained cloth by Bone & Son, blocked in 
blind, spine lettered in gilt;  carefully rebacked, a 
little worn & rubbed, spine sl. darkened.  
‘Received Oct. 1860’ written on leading 
pastedown;  old library shelf number on spine.  
A sound copy.  

¶Wolff 2423. 

1860  £180 

 
805. Right at Last, ...  By the Author of “Mary 

Barton”.  FIRST EDITION.  Sampson Low, Son 
& Co.  16pp cata. (May 1860).  Contemp. full 
tree calf by Sangorski & Sutcliffe, spine gilt in 
compartments, maroon leather labels;  v. sl. 
rubbing.  Orig. red pebble-grained cloth bound in 
at end.  t.e.g.  A v.g. handsome copy.  
1860  £380 

 
 ROUND THE SOFA 

 

806. Round the Sofa.  By the author of “Mary 
Barton”.  2 vols.  FIRST EDITION.  Sampson 
Low, Son & Co.  12pp cata. (March 1859) vol. 
II.  Contemp. full tree calf by Sangorski & 
Sutcliffe, spines gilt in compartments, maroon 
leather labels;  repair to leading hinges.  Orig. 
orange pebble-grained cloth bound in at ends.  
t.e.g.  A v.g. handsome copy.  

¶Sadleir 932;  Wolff 2424.  Stories first 
published in Household Words. 

1859  £350 

 
807. Round the Sofa. ...  2 vols.  2nd edn.  Sampson 

Low, Son & Co.  12pp cata. (March 1859) vol. 
II.  Orig. red pebble-grained cloth, blocked in 
blind, spines lettered in gilt;  spines expertly 
repaired, a little dulled.  Labels of S.N.E. 
Railway Servants’ Library. 
1859  £250 

 
808. Round the Sofa. With an introduction by 

Clement Shorter.  Humphrey Milford, OUP (The 
World’s Classics, CXC.)  Half title, 16pp cata.  
Orig. dark blue cloth, spine sl. faded.  v.g.  

¶From the library of J.G. Sharps. 

[1913]  £10 
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 RUTH 
 

809. Ruth.  A novel.  By the author of “Mary Barton”.  
3 vols.  FIRST EDITION.  Chapman & Hall.  
36pp cata. (1853) vol. I.  Uncut in orig. purple 
cloth, blocked in blind, spines lettered in gilt;  at 
some point carefully rebacked and e.ps replaced, 
spines a little darkened.  Bookplates of Alvin Fay 
Harlow.  A good-plus copy.  

¶Sadleir 933, Wolff 2425. 

1853  £450 

 
810. Ruth.  ...  3 vols.  FIRST EDITION.  Chapman & 

Hall.  36pp cata. (1853) vol. I.  Contemp. full 
tree calf by Sangorski & Sutcliffe, spines gilt in 
compartments, maroon leather labels;  sl. 
rubbing to spine & leading hinges.  Orig. purple 
cloth bound in at ends.  t.e.g.  A handsome copy.  
1853  £450 

 
811. Ruth.  ...  7th edn.  Chapman & Hall.  Contemp. 

half maroon morocco, maroon morocco cloth 
boards, spine with raised gilt bands.  v.g.  
1865  £60 

 
812. Ruth.  ...  New edn.  Smith, Elder & Co.  Repair 

to title margin.  Contemp. half maroon morocco;  
rubbed & a little faded.  
1872  £20 

 
813. Ruth, and other tales. New edn, with four 

illustrations.  Smith, Elder & Co.  Half title, 
front., additional printed title, plates, 6pp ads 
partly unopened;  the odd spot.  Orig. green 
cloth, blocked & lettered in black & gilt.  Loose 
booklabel of A. Stanton Whitfield.  v.g.  
1893  £40 

 
814. Ruth.  Mudie’s Select Library.  Half title, front., 

16pp cata.  Orig. pale green cloth boards, olive 
green cloth spine, lettered in gilt;  v. sl. rubbing.  
A good-plus copy.  
[c.1895]  £20 

 
815. Ruth, and other tales, &c. (Knutsford edn.)  With 

an introduction by A.W. Ward.  Smith, Elder & 
Co.  Half title, front., additional printed title, 
final ad. leaf;  e.ps a little browned.  Orig. red 
cloth, lettered in gilt; a little rubbed.  Owner’s 
inscription on leading f.e.p., 1932.  t.e.g.  
1906  £20 

 
 SYLVIA'S LOVERS 

 

816. Sylvia’s Lovers.  3 vols.  FIRST EDITION.  
Smith, Elder and Co.  4pp following ads vol. III.  
Contemp. full tree calf by Sangorski & Sutcliffe, 
spines gilt in compartments, maroon leather 
labels;  v. sl. rubbing to spine & leading hinges.  
t.e.g.  A v.g. handsome copy.  

¶Sadleir 935, Wolff 2427. 

1863  £500 

817. Sylvia’s Lovers.  Copyright edn.  2 vols.  
Leipzig:  Bernhard Tauchnitz.  2 vols in 1 in 
contemp. blue-green binder’s cloth;  sl. dulled.  
Signed Blanche M. Scott in leading f.e.p.  A 
good-plus copy.  

¶Todd 644 & 645.  Bound without half titles. 

1863  £35 

 

818. Sylvia’s Lovers.  New edn.  Smith, Elder, & Co.  
Half title, front;  prelims a little foxed.  Orig. 
green cloth.  t.e.g.  A good-plus copy.  
1898  £25 

 
819. Sylvia’s Lovers. (Knutsford edn.) With an intro-

duction by A.W. Ward.  John Murray.  Half title, 
front. plate; lacking leading f.e.p. Orig. red cloth, 
lettered in gilt;  a little faded.  A good-plus copy.  

¶Vol. VI of the 8-vol. Knutsford collected 
edition of  Mrs Gaskell’s works. 

1906  £20 

 

820. Sylvia’s Lovers, etc.  (Knutsford Edition)  With 
an introduction by A.W. Ward.  John Murray.  
Half title, 8pp ads.  Orig. red cloth, lettered in 
gilt;  spine a little faded.  A good-plus copy.  

¶Small format, on thin paper. 

1925  £10 

 
 WIVES & DAUGHTERS 

 

821. Wives and Daughters. An every-day story.  With 
18 illustrations by George Du Maurier.  2 vols.  
FIRST EDITION.  Smith, Elder and Co.  Fronts 
& plates.  2 vols in 1 in contemp. half dark green 
calf, spine gilt in compartments, maroon leather 
label;  boards a little rubbed.  A good-plus copy.  

¶Sadleir 936;  Wolff 2428.  With ownership 
inscription on verso of leading f.e.p:  ‘Emma 
Cassandra Austen Leigh, from her affection-
ate sister M.A.A.L., May 24 1869’.  Mary 
Augusta & Emma Cassandra were 2 of 8 of 
James Edward Austen’s children.  James, 
1798-1874, was Jane Austen’s nephew, and 
author of the Memoir published in 1870. 

1866  £950 

 

822. Wives and Daughters. ... 2 vols.  FIRST 
EDITION.  Smith, Elder and Co.  Fronts & 
plates.  Contemp. half tan calf, spines gilt in 
compartments, brown & dark green leather label;  
some minor expert repairs to hinges. A v.g. copy.  

¶With the signature of Rosalind Howard, 
wife of George Howard, 9th Earl of Carlisle. 

1866  £850 

 

823. Wives and Daughters, ...  New edn, with four 
illustrations.  Smith, Elder, & Co.  Half title, 
front., plates;  partially unopened, some light 
foxing.  Orig, green cloth, blocked & lettered in 
black & gilt.  Munden armorial bookplate.  v.g.  

¶Vol. I of a 7-vol. collected edition of works 
by Mrs Gaskell. 

1880  £30 
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824. Wives and Daughters.  ...  New edn.  Smith, 
Elder, & Co.  Front., 4pp ads.  Orig. dark green 
cloth.  t.e.g.  A good-plus copy.  
1911  £20 

 

825. Wives and Daughters,  ...  (Knutsford edn.)  With 
introductions by A.W. Ward.  Smith, Elder, & 
Co.  Half title, front., plate. 6pp ads.  Orig, red 
cloth, lettered in gilt;  a little dulled.  A good-
plus copy.  
1911  £20 

 

826. Wives and Daughters, ...  (Knutsford edn.)  With 
introductions by A.W. Ward.  John Murray.  
Half title, front., plate.  Orig, red cloth, lettered 
in gilt.  A good-plus copy.  
1932  £20 

 

827. Letters of Mrs Gaskell and Charles Eliot Norton 
1855-65.  Edited with an introduction by Jane 
Whitehill.  FIRST EDITION.  O.U.P.  Half title.  
Orig. pink cloth.  A. Stanton Whitfield’s 
booklabel loosely inserted.  v.g. in sl. worn d.w.  

¶Signed ‘Jane Whitehill’ on titlepage. 

1932  £20 

 

828. The Letters of Mrs Gaskell;  edited by J.A.V. 
Chapple and Arthur Pollard.  Manchester 
University Press.  Half title.  Orig. pale blue 
cloth;  sl. faded.  v.g.  
1966  £60 

 
 EDITED BY ELIZABETH GASKELL 

 

829. CUMMINS, Maria Susanna.  Mabel Vaughan.  
By the author of “The Lamplighter”.  Edited, by 
arrangement with the Author, by Mrs. Gaskell.  
FIRST EDITION.  Sampson Low, Son, & Co.  
Half title, front.  Uncut in orig. green cloth, 
blocked in blind, spine pictorially blocked & 
lettered in gilt; spine sl. faded. A good-plus copy.  

¶Not in Wolff.  The preface is also by  
Mrs Gaskell. 

1857  £300 

 
 PREFACE BY ELIZABETH GASKELL 

 

830. VECCHI, Candido Augusto.  Garibaldi at 
Caprera.  By Colonel Vecchj.  Translated from 
the Italian.  With preface by Mrs Gaskell.  
Cambridge: Macmillan & Co. Half title, chromo-
lithograph front., final ad. leaf;  closely trimmed 
in lower margin of title cropping 'right to 
translation'.  Contemp. full tree calf by Sangorski 
& Sutcliffe, spine gilt in compartments, gilt 
borders & dentelles, maroon leather labels; 
leading hinges weak, small repairs to tail of 
spine.  Orig. maroon paper wrappers bound in at 
end.  t.e.g.  A good-plus copy.  

¶‘Garibaldi e Caprera’, 1862.  Translation 
by L. & M. Ellis.  First English edition.  
Vecchi was a companion of the famous 
Italian soldier. 

1862  £200 

GASKELL, Elizabeth Cleghorn 
BIOGRAPHY & CRITICISM 
 

831. AXON, William & Ernest.  Gaskell Biblio-
graphy:  a list of the writings of Mrs E.C. 
Gaskell, author of "Mary Barton", and of her 
husband, the Rev. William Gaskell.  Manchester:  
John Heywood.  Sewn as issued in orig. pale 
blue glazed wrappers, within stiff card wrappers.  

¶'Reprinted from the papers of the 
Manchester Literary Club, 1894-5.'  With an 
inscription on front inside wrapper, 'To my 
good friend J.T. Lancaster ... 12 June 1924 
with kindest regards'. 

1895  £20 

 
832. BAKER, Frances & BURROWS, Carol.  ‘This 

Bustling Life’:  the every-day story of Elizabeth 
Gaskell, a lady novelist.  Published in 
conjunction with an exhibition held in the John 
Rylands Library, Deansgate.  FIRST EDITION.  
Manchester:  John Rylands Library.  Illus.  31pp 
stapled as issued in pictorial wrappers.  v.g.  
2000  £5 

 
833. BRILL, Barbara.  William Gaskell 1805-1884:  

a portrait.  Manchester:  Manchester Literary and 
Philosophical Publications.  Half title, front., 
illus., maps on e.ps. Orig. maroon cloth. v.g.  
in d.w.  

¶Signed presentation copy.  “To Geoffrey 
Sharps, in gratitude for many kindnesses, 
Barbara Brill, June 1984.”  Also, loosely 
inserted, an ALS to Sharps from the author.  
William Gaskell, husband of Elizabeth. 

1984  £20 

 
CHADWICK, Esther Alice 
   

834. Mrs Gaskell;  haunts, homes, and stories.  FIRST 
EDITION.  Sir Isaac Pitman & Sons.  Half title, 
front. port. (from a drawing by George 
Richmond), plates, 3pp ads;  sl. foxing.  Orig. 
red cloth, bevelled boards, lettered in gilt.  v.g. 

¶Signed presentation copy, 'To Miss 
Gertrude Stollington, with the author's best 
wishes for her future welfare, Esther Alice 
Chadwick, Sept 15, 1910'. 

1910  £40 

 
835. Mrs Gaskell;  haunts, homes, and stories.  New 

and revised edn.  Sir Isaac Pitman & Sons.  Half 
title, front. port., plates;  some light foxing, e.ps a 
little browned.  Orig. blue cloth, lettered in gilt 
and blind;  spine dulled, a little rubbed.  
1913  £15 

 
836. Mrs Gaskell;  ...  Sir Isaac Pitman & Sons.  Half 

title, front. port., plates;  some light foxing, edges 
a little spotted.  Orig. blue cloth, lettered in gilt 
and blind;  spine sl. marked.  A good-plus copy.  
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¶Inscribed:  'Author's copy.  Esther Alice 
Chadwick... Enfield'.  Also with the  
booklabels of Yvonne Williams and Alex 
Bridge. 

1913  £25 
_____ 

 
837. CRAIK, W.A.  Elizabeth Gaskell and the 

English Provincial Novel.  FIRST EDITION.  
Methuen & Co.  Half title, vignette title.   
Orig. light brown cloth.  v.g. in price- 
clipped d.w.  
1975  £12 

 
838. DUTHIE, Enid L.  The Themes of Elizabeth 

Gaskell.  FIRST EDITION.  Macmillan.  Half 
title.  Orig. dark green cloth.  v.g. in d.w.  

¶Signed by the Author ‘Enid L. Duthie’  
on titlepage. 

1980  £12 

 
839. EASSON, Angus.  Elizabeth Gaskell.  FIRST 

EDITION.  Routledge & Kegan Paul.  Half title.  
Orig. brown cloth.  MINT in d.w.  

¶Signed presentation copy from the author 
to John Geoffrey Sharps. 

1979  £12 

 
840. FFRENCH, Yvonne.  Mrs. Gaskell.  FIRST 

EDITION.  Home & Van Thal.  (The English 
novelists.)  Half title.  Orig. red cloth.  v.g. in 
price-clipped d.w.  
1949  £10 

 
841. FOSTER, Shirley. Elizabeth Gaskell and 

America.  The every-day story of Elizabeth 
Gaskell, a lady novelist.  Published in 
conjunction with an exhibition held in the  
John Rylands Library, Deansgate.  FIRST 
EDITION.  Manchester:  John Rylands  
Library.  15pp stapled as issued in printed 
wrappers.  v.g.  

¶Reprinted from a lecture given to the 
Manchester Literary and Philosophical 
Society. 

2002  £5 

 
842. GANZ, Margaret Leonore.  Elizabeth Gaskell:  

the artist in conflict.  FIRST EDITION.  New 
York:  Twayne Publishers, Inc.  Half title.  Orig. 
red cloth.  v.g. in d.w.  

¶Signed presentation copy to John Geoffrey 
Sharps. 

1969  £15 

 
843. GERIN, Winifred.  Elizabeth Gaskell:  a 

biography.  O.U.P.  Half title, front., illus.  
Paperback.  v.g.  
1980  £5 

 INSCRIBED FROM ELIZABETH GASKELL 
 

844. GREEN, Henry.  Knutsford, its traditions and 
history: with reminiscences, anecdotes, and 
notices of the neighbourhood.  FIRST EDITION.  
Smith, Elder, & Co.  Half title, final ad. leaf..  
Orig. red cloth, blocked in blind, spine lettered in 
gilt;  spine sl. worn at head & tail.    

¶Signed presentation inscription,  
‘M. Radcliffe with Mrs Gaskell’s kind 
regards, May 1859’. 

1859  £450 

 
845. GREEN, Henry.  Knutsford:  ...  2nd edn.  

Manchester:  Charles Simms & Co.  Half title.  
Orig. red/brown cloth, lettered in black;  sl. 
rubbing.  A good-plus copy.  
1887  £30 

 
846. GREEN, John Albert.  A Bibliographical 

Guide to the Gaskell Collection in the Moss Side 
Library.  Manchester:  Reference Library.  Front.  
Uncut & largely unopened in orig. brown printed 
wrappers.  v.g.  

¶Signed presentation inscription from the 
author to ‘my friend J.T. Lancaster’. 

1911  £15 

 
847. GREEN, John Albert.  A Hand-List of the 

Gaskell Collection  in the Moss Side Library.  
Manchester: Published at the Library, Moss Side.  
Stapled as issued in prig. pale green printed 
wrappers.  v.g.  

¶Signed presentation inscription in pencil on 
front wrapper. 

1903  £15 

 
848. HALDANE, Elizabeth.  Mrs. Gaskell and her 

Friends.  (3rd impression.)  Hodder & Stoughton.  
Half title, front., plates.  Orig. red cloth;  spine sl. 
faded.  A good plus copy.  
1931  £20 

 
849. HALDANE, Elizabeth.  Mrs. Gaskell and her 

Friends.  FIRST AMERICAN EDITION.  New 
York:  D. Appleton & Co.  Half title, col. front., 
plates.  Orig. red cloth, spine lettered in gilt.  v.g. 
in internally repaired d.w.  
1931  £20 

 
850. HOPKINS, Annette Brown.  Elizabeth Gaskell:  

her life and work.  FIRST EDITION.  John 
Lehmann.  Half title, front., plates.  Orig. pink 
cloth.  v.g. in sl. worn d.w.  
1952  £20 

 
851. HUGHES, Linda K. & LUND, Michael.  

Victorian Publishing and Mrs Gaskell’s Work.  
FIRST EDITION.  Charlottesville and London:  
University Press of Virginia.  Half title.  Orig. 
maroon cloth.  MINT in d.w.  
1999  £20 
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852. LANSBURY, Coral.  Elizabeth Gaskell:  the 
Novel of Social Crisis.  FIRST EDITION.  Paul 
Elek. (Novelists and Their World.)  Half title.  
Orig. orange cloth.  v.g. in d.w.  

¶With a useful chronology of Gaskell’s life 
and works. 

1975  £10 

 
853. LANSBURY, Coral.  Elizabeth Gaskell.  FIRST 

EDITION.  Boston, Mass:  Twayne Publishers. 
(Twayne’s English Authors Series.)  Half title, 
front. port..  Orig. red cloth.  v.g.  
1984  £10 

 
PAYNE, George A. 
   

854. Mrs. Gaskell: a brief biography. FIRST 
EDITION.  Manchester:  Sherratt & Hughes.  
Half title, front. port.  Uncut in orig. marbled 
boards, blue cloth spine, white paper label;  
corners rubbed.  A good-plus copy.  

¶Loosely inserted is an 8pp illustrated 
pamphlet, stapled as issued in brown 
pictorial wrappers, entitled ‘Historic 
Knutsford’, (1935). 

1929  £20 

 
855. Mrs. Gaskell:  ... FIRST EDITION.  Manchester:  

Sherratt & Hughes.  Half title, front. port.  Uncut 
in orig. grey boards, blue cloth spine, white 
paper label.  A good-plus copy.  

¶J.T. Lancaster’s copy with an inscription 
from the author, as well as a 2pp ALS from 
Payne to Lancaster regarding the proposed 
publication of a Gaskell bibliography.   
Also loosely inserted, a single folded leaf of 
lined foolscap paper with “Sir John 
Bowring, poet and translator” at the  
centre;  beneath is the signature of Rev. G.A. 
Payne, Manchester Literary Club, Oct  
27th 1924. 

1929  £25 

 
856. Mrs. Gaskell and Knutsford.  FIRST EDITION.  

Manchester:  Clarkson & Griffiths.  Half title, 
front. + 10 plates;  lacking leading f.e.p.  Orig. 
scarlet cloth.  v.g.  
[1900]  £15 
_____ 

 
857. POLLARD, Arthur.  Mrs Gaskell, novelist and 

biographer. FIRST EDITION. Manchester Uni-
versity Press.  Half title, plates.  Orig. dark blue 
cloth.  v.g. in sl. worn d.w.    

¶With the bookplate of A. Stanton Whitfield, 
and a presentation inscription to him from 
the author.  Also, loosely inserted, two  
ALsS from Pollard to Whitfield on the 
subject of the planned volume of Mrs 
Gaskell’s letters. 

1965  £15 

858. POLLARD, Arthur.  Mrs Gaskell,  novelist and 
biographer. Cambridge, Mass: Harvard Uni-
versity Press.  Half title, plates.  Orig. dark blue 
cloth.  v.g. in price-clipped d.w.    

¶With a presentation inscription from the 
author:  ‘Geoffrey - with good wishes.  
Arthur.’ 

1967  £15 

 
859. SANDERS, Gerald DeWitt.  Elizabeth Gaskell.  

With a bibliography by Clark S. Northup.  
FIRST EDITION.  New Haven:  Yale University 
Press, published for Cornell University.  Half 
title.  Orig. dark green cloth.  John Geoffrey 
Sharps’ booklabel loosely inserted.  v.g. in sl. 
torn orig. glassine wrappers.  
1929  £40 

 
860. SCHOR, Hilary M. Scheherazade in the 

Marketplace: Elizabeth Gaskell and the Victorian 
Novel.  FIRST EDITION.  O.U.P.  Half title.  
Orig. black cloth.  v.g. in sl. faded d.w.  
1992  £15 

 
861. SHARPS, John Geoffrey. Mrs Gaskell's 

Observations and Inventions:  a study of her non-
biographic works. With a foreword by A. 
Stanton Whitfield.  Linden Press. (New Studies, 
vol. 2.)  Half title, plates.  Orig. cloth.  v.g. in 
price-clipped d.w.  

¶The foreword has been initialled 
'A.S.W.(Whitfield) 30 May '71'. 

1970  £15 

 
862. SHRIVASTAVA, Kailash Chandra.  Mrs 

Gaskell as a Novelist. Salzburg: Institut für 
Englische Sprache und Literatur.  Orig. olive 
green printed wrappers.  A good-plus copy.  

¶Signed presentation inscription to John 
Geoffrey Sharps from the author.  Part of the 
‘Romantic Reassessment’ series. 

1977  £12 

 
863. UGLOW, Jenny.  Elizabeth Gaskell;  a habit of 

stories.  FIRST EDITION.  Faber.  Half title, 
plates.  Orig. green cloth.  MINT in d.w.  
1993  £12 

 
864. UNSWORTH, Anna.  Elizabeth Gaskell:  an 

independent woman. FIRST EDITION.  Minerva 
Press.  Plates.  Orig. glossy wrappers.  v.g.  
1996  £10 

 
865. WHITFIELD, A. Stanton.  Mrs Gaskell,  her 

life and work.  George Routledge & Sons.  Half 
title, front. port.;  label removed from following 
pastedown.  Orig. brown cloth, lettered in  
gilt.  v.g.  
1929  £15 
__________ 
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GATTY, Margaret, Mrs Alfred. 1809-73 
Mrs. Gatty was self-taught. Juliana (later Mrs 

Ewing), one of her ten children, collaborated with 

her mother, and contributed to Aunt Judy's Tales & 

Aunt Judy's Magazine.  Mrs. Gatty wrote a definitive 

work on seaweeds and a volume on sundials as well 

as her books for children. 
 
866. Aunt Judy’s Letters.  Illus. by Clara S. Lane.  

FIRST EDITION.  Bell & Daldy.  Half title, 
front. & plates, 32pp cata. (Dec. 1863).  Orig. 
green embossed cloth.  v.g.  

¶Not in Wolff. 

1862  £50 
 

 AUNT JUDY'S TALES 
 

867. Aunt Judy’s Tales.  4th edn.  Bell and Daldy.  
Front. & plates by Clara S. Lane.  Contemp. half 
blue calf, spine with raised gilt bands and 
maroon leather label;  a little faded.  v.g.  

¶‘Rathespeck Trust’ stamped in gilt at tail of 
spine, library label on leading pastedown. 

1863  £35 

 

868. Domestic Pictures and Tales.  2nd edn.  George 
Bell and Sons.  Half title, front., plates;  p.63/64 
torn at top corner with loss from five lines of 
text.  Orig. blue cloth, spine lettered in gilt;  
spine sl. dulled with sl. wear at head and tail.    

¶BL has a first edition dated 1866.  This is 
the Gatty family copy with signature on 
initial blank. 

1875  £55 

 

869. The Fairy Godmothers and Other Tales.  FIRST 
EDITION.  George Bell.  Half title, front.;  sl. 
foxing.  Orig. beige cloth;  spine darkened and 
neatly repaired;  one small chip at tail.  

¶Her first book, printed by Charles 
Whittingham;  not in Wolff. 

1851  £85 

 

870. The Fairy Godmothers and Other Tales.  3rd edn.  
Bell & Daldy.  Half title, front.;  a few pencil 
marks in margin.  Contemp. half crimson 
morocco;  sl. rubbing, red label.  
1860  £45 

 

871. The Human Face Divine, and other tales.  FIRST 
EDITION.  Bell & Daldy.  Front. & plates by 
Clara S. Lane.  Contemp. half blue calf, spine 
with raised gilt bands and maroon leather label;  
a little faded.  A good-plus copy.  

¶Wolff 2437.  ‘Rathespeck Trust’ stamped in 
gilt at tail of spine and library label on 
leading pastedown. 

1860  £60 
 

 PARABLES 
 

872. Parables from Nature.  First and second series.  
Bell & Daldy.  Half title, front. port. causing 
spotting on title.  Orig. green cloth;  sl. dulled.  
1870  £40 

873. Parables from Nature.  11th edn.  Small 8vo.  
Bell & Daldy.  Front., illus.  Contemp. half blue 
calf, maroon leather labels.  Rathespeck 
Parsonage library label.  v.g.  
1863  £35 

 
874. The Poor Incumbent:  a tale.  FIRST EDITION.  

Bell & Daldy.  Contemp. half blue calf, maroon 
leather labels; spine faded, sl. rubbing.  
Rathespeck Parsonage library label.  v.g.  

¶Wolff 2442. 

1858  £75 

 
875. Aunt Judy’s Christmas Volume.  For Young 

People.  Edited by Mrs Gatty.  FIRST EDITION.  
Bell & Daldy.  Half title, front. & plates.  Orig. 
maroon gilt-embossed cloth, bevelled boards;  
carefully rebacked retaining orig. spine strip, 
covers rubbed.  a.e.g.    
1866  £45 

 
876. MAXWELL, Christabel.  Mrs. Gatty and Mrs. 

Ewing.  FIRST EDITION.  Constable.  Half title, 
col. front., plates, bibliog.  Orig. light blue cloth;  
spine faded.  v.g. in sl. torn & marked d.w.  

¶Mrs. Gatty and her daughter Juliana, 
written by a granddaughter. 

1949  £10 
__________ 

 
877. GELDART, Hannah Ransome, Mrs.  Stories 

of Scotland and its Adjacent Islands.   A. Hall, 
Virtue, & Co.  Front., 2pp ads., fold. map.  Orig. 
red cloth;  spine faded, ads. on e.ps.  Parsonage 
Library label.  v.g.  
1852  £35 

 

 EXTERMINATION OF LOVE 
 

878. GERARD, Emily Jane (afterwards Emily de 
Laszowska).  The Extermination of Love:  a 
fragmentary study in erotics.  Copyright edn.  2 
vols.  Leipzig:  Bernhard Tauchnitz.  Contemp. 
half black calf, black cloth boards, maroon 
leather labels;  spines & leading hinges worn.  

¶Todd 3515 & 3516.  Bound without half 
titles.  Gerard, 1849-1905, published a 
number of collections of Transylvanian 
folklore which influenced Bram Stoker in his 
writing of Dracula. 

1901  £35 

 
879. GIBERNE, Agnes.  Our Folks;  John 

Churchill’s letters home.  FIRST EDITION.  
‘Hand & Heart’ Publishing Office.  Front., 
vignette title, illus., 10pp ads;  repairs to tear in 
p.35/36 without loss.  Orig. blue cloth, front 
board pictorially blocked and lettered in gilt, 
silver & black;  sl. rubbing.  

¶Character sketches:  Our Farmer, Our 
Doctor, Our Bellman, Our Carpenter, etc. 

[1882]  £40 
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880. GILMAN, Charlotte Perkins.  Women and 
Economics;  a study of the economic relation 
between men and women as a factor of social 
evolution.  With an introduction by Stanton Coit.  
5th edn.  G.P Putnam’s Sons.  Half title;  sl. 
yellowing.  Orig. blue printed wrappers.  v.g.  

¶Gilman, 1860-1935, American writer & 
feminist.  Women & Economics is her best 
known work, arguing that only economic 
independence can bring true freedom  
for women. 

1906  £65 

 
881. GILPIN, May.  Annie Benson;  or, The spoiled 

frock.  A tale for the young.  Milner & Co.  Half 
title, front., initial ad. leaf.  Orig. red cloth, with 
col. onlay on front. board.  
[c.1890?]  £15 

 
882. GINGOLD, Hélène E.A.  Steyneville;  or, Fated 

Fortunes.  Being the memoirs of an 
unextraordinary man.  3 vols.  FIRST EDITION.  
Remington & Co.  Floral e.ps.  Orig. grey sand-
grained cloth, front boards blocked & lettered in 
black, spines lettered in gilt and blocked in 
black;  sl. rubbing.  A good-plus copy.  

¶Wolff 2527.  Not in Sadleir. 

1885  £280 

 
GLYN, Elinor, 1864-1943 
Born in Jersey, Glyn became one of the most popular 

romantic novelists of the early 20th century. 
 
883. Beyond the Rocks:  a love story.  Copyright edn.  

Leipzig:  Bernhard Tauchnitz. Contemp. brown 
binder’s cloth.  v.g.  

¶Todd 3892.  Bound without half title.   
A classic story of a young woman trapped in 
a loveless marriage falling for an heroic 
nobleman.  In 1922 it was adapted into a 
film starring Gloria Swanson and Rudolph 
Valentino. 

1906  £30 

 
884. The Contrast, and other stories.  FIRST 

EDITION.  Duckworth & Co.  Half title;  the 
odd spot.  Orig. blue cloth, lettered in black.  A 
v.g. copy in sl. worn d.w.  
1913  £50 

 
885. Halcyone.  FIRST EDITION.  Duckworth and 

Co.  Half title, front., 20pp cata.  Orig. black 
cloth, lettered in gilt;  rubbed at head & tail  
of spine.  
1912  £25 

 
886. Halcyone.  FIRST EDITION.  Duckworth and 

Co.  Half title, front., 20pp cata.  Orig. blue 
cloth, lettered in black & gilt;  sl. marked.  v.g.  

¶‘Australasian Edition’ on spine. 

1912  £35 

887. His Hour.  Copyright edn.  Leipzig:  Bernhard 
Tauchnitz.  (Collection of British authors, vol. 
4230.)  Half title.  Half pink flecked binder’s 
cloth; spine sl. faded, maroon label.  A v.g. copy.  

¶Todd 4230a. 

1910  £25 

 

888. Love’s Blindness. Copyright edn. Leipzig:  
Bernhard Tauchnitz. (Collection of British 
authors. vol. 4732.)  Half title;  sl. spotting.  
Yellow binder’s cloth;  spine sl. faded, maroon 
leather label.  Armorial bookplate.  

¶Todd 4732A. 

1926  £25 

 

889. The Price of Things.  FIRST EDITION.  
Duckworth & Co.  Half title.  Orig. light green 
cloth;  spine faded, white cloth title label sl. 
dulled, e.ps browned, inner hinges cracking.  

¶A Great War novel involving the execution 
of a beautiful spy.  Published as ‘Family’ in 
America. 

[1919]  £25 

 

890. The Reason Why.  Copyright edn.  Leipzig:  
Bernhard Tauchnitz.  (Collection of British 
authors. vol. 4305.)  Half title.  Yellow binder’s 
cloth;  spine sl. faded, maroon leather label.  
Armorial bookplate.  

¶Todd 4305b. 

1912  £25 
 

 THREE WEEKS 
 

891. Three Weeks.  FIRST EDITION.  Duckworth & 
Co.  Half title, col. front. (an indifferent portrait 
of the Imperatorskoye when very young);  some 
light foxing.  Orig. purple cloth, white cloth 
label, lettered in gilt;  sl. fading to spine.  v.g.  
1907  £40 

 

892. The Visits of Elizabeth.  Copyright edn.  
Leipzig:  Bernhard Tauchnitz.  (Collection of 
British authors. vol. 3504.)  Yellow binder’s 
cloth;  spine sl. faded, maroon leather label.  
Armorial bookplate.  

¶Todd 3504 between e & f;  reprinted on 
poorer paper.  Bound without half title. 

1901 [1919]  £15 
__________ 

 
GORE, Catherine, 1799-1861 
Queen of the 'silver fork' school of fashionable 

fiction, author and 'editor' of over 70 novels. 
 

893. Cecil, a Peer, a sequel to Cecil, or The Adven-
tures of a Coxcomb.  By the same author.  3 vols.  
FIRST EDITION.  T. & W. Boone.  Half titles.  
Contemp. half calf by Bickers & Son, spines gilt 
in compartments, brown leather labels.  a.e.g.  A 
little cut down but a v.g. bright set.  

¶Sadleir 993;  Wolff 2610. 

1841  £350 





 

 GORE 
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894. The Dean’s Daughter;  or, The Days We Live In.  
Copyright edn. 2 vols. Leipzig:  Bernhard Tauch-
nitz. Some browning. Contemp. green binder’s 
cloth, maroon leather labels. A good-plus copy.  

¶Todd 261A & 262A. Bound without  
half titles. 

1853  £45 

 
895. The Diamond and the Pearl.  A novel. new edn 

revised by the author.  Knight & Son.  Contemp. 
half tan calf, spine gilt in compartments, scarlet 
leather label and small paper shelf label;  spine 
sl. faded.  Armorial bookplate of W.T.R Powell 
of Nanteos.  v.g.  

¶The first edition was published in 1848 
(BL);  Wolff gives 1849. 

[1859]  £65 

 
 THE DOWAGER 

 

896. The Dowager:  a novel.  Geo. Routledge.  
Contemp. half maroon calf, spine with raised gilt 
bands, dark green leather label;  spine faded & sl. 
worn.  Signed Bective 1861 on leading e.p.  v.g.  
1854  £60 

 
897. Greville;  or, Paris in 1840.  Thomas Hodgson. 

(Parlour Library.)  Contemp. half purple calf, 
black leather label.  T.K. Stavely’s booklabel and 
stamp on title.  v.g.  

¶First published in 1841, under the title 
‘Greville; or, A Season in Paris’.  One copy 
only on COPAC, Cambridge. 

[c.1856]  £60 

 
898. The Hamiltons, or The New Æra.  By the author 

of “Mothers and Daughters”.  3 vols.  FIRST 
EDITION.  Saunders and Otley.  Final ad. leaf 
vol. III.  Contemp. half green sheep, spines 
lettered and ruled in gilt.  v.g.  

¶Sadleir 1003;  Wolff 2616. 

1834  £680 

 
899. The Hamiltons,  ...  2nd edn.  3 vols.  Saunders 

and Otley.  Final ad. leaf vol. III;  some light 
spotting & creasing, leading f.e.p. torn with sl. 
loss in lower outer corner vol. III.  Uncut in 
contemp. half tan calf;  spines darkened & 
chipped, boards rubbed.  May’s Circulating 
Library labels on leading pastedowns over earlier 
labels; Ricketts’s Library stamps on spines.  
1834  £320 

 
900. The Heir of Selwood: or, Three Epochs of a Life.  

By the authoress of “Mothers and Daughters” 
&c.  FIRST EDITION.  3 vols.  Henry Colburn.  
Half titles, 4pp following ads vol. III.  Uncut in 
orig. drab boards, paper labels;  spines chipped 
& defective at head of vol. III.  

¶Sadleir 1005;  Wolff 2617. 

1838  £420 

901. The Inundation; or, Pardon and Peace ...   
Willoughby & Co.  Front. & 3 plates;  sl. 
spotted.  Orig. brown cloth by Bone & Son with 
pict. block;  spine faded.  Renier booklabel.  
a.e.g.  A good-plus copy.  

¶With a prize inscription 1860. 

[c.1860]  £50 

 
902. Mammon; or, The Hardships of an Heiress.  

Copyright edn.  2 vols.  Leipzig:  Bernhard 
Tauchnitz.    Half titles.  Contemp. half purple 
calf, spines gilt-ruled and with green leather 
labels.  Owner’s signatures, 1869.  A good- 
plus copy.  

¶Todd 316A & 317A. 

1855  £45 

 
903. Memoirs of a Peeress, or The Days of Fox.  

Edited by Lady Charlotte Bury.  Paris:  Baudry’s 
European Library. (Collection of Ancient and 
Modern British, vol. CLXXXV.)  Half title;  
some light foxing.  Continental binding, 
contemp. half maroon calf;  faded to brown.  
Haut-Buisson booklabel.  A good-plus copy.  

¶First published in 3 vols by Colburn, 1837.  
See Wolff 2623. 

1837  £110 

 
904. Memoirs of a Peeress,  ...  Paris:  A. and W. 

Galignani & Co.  Contemp. half brown morocco, 
maroon patterned cloth boards, gilt spine;  
boards sl. faded.  v.g.  

¶This differs slightly from the Paris edition 
above.  The title is set over three lines  
rather than five.  The text appears to be 
identical 

1837  £95 

 

905. Modern Chivalry:  or, A New Orlando Furioso.  
Extracted from ‘Ainsworth’s Magazine’.  Front. 
and plates by Cruikshank.  Bound into contemp. 
full crushed morocco by Henry Young and  
Sons, Liverpool, gilt spine, borders and 
dentelles.  Bookplate of E. Peter Jones.  t.e.g.  A 
FINE copy.  

¶Containing the text and plates of this novel 
only, dedicated ‘to Young England, Esq.’, 
with a specially printed title page in red and 
black.  The first appearance in print of 
Modern Chivalry which was published  
later the same year in book form in  
2 vols. 

1843  £380 
 

 THE MONEY-LENDER 
 

906. The Money-Lender. G. Routledge.  Contemp. 
half maroon calf, gilt spine, black leather label;  
sl. rubbed.  Signed Bective 1854 on leading  
e.p.  v.g.  

¶Wolff 2625a.  The first edition was 
published in 1843. 

1854  £60 



 

 GORE 
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

907. Mothers and Daughters;  a novel.  Richard 
Bentley.  Front., vignette title, additional printed 
title;  sl. marking in prelims.  Contemp. half 
maroon morocco, spine gilt-ruled, marbled 
boards;  v. sl. rubbing.  John Fielden’s booklabel.  
A good-plus copy.  

¶The first edition was published in 1830. 

1834  £50 

 
908. Mrs. Armytage;  or, Female Domination.  Henry 

Colburn. (Colburn’s Standard Novels.)  Front. 
following title, additional printed title, 2pp ads.  
Orig. purple patterned cloth, spine and edges a 
little faded. Ownership inscription, 1849 partially 
erased from leading f.e.p. A good-plus copy.  
1848  £60 

 
909. New Year’s Day,  a Winter’s Tale.  2nd edn.  

Fisher, Son & Co.  Front. & 3 plates by George 
Cruikshank.  Contemp. half green morocco, 
spine with raised bands & devices in gilt;  sl. 
rubbing.  t.e.g.  A good-plus copy.  

¶See Cohn 357.  Advertised as ‘a tale for 1847’. 

[1846]  £120 

 
910. Peers and Parvenus.  A novel.  New edn, revised 

by the author.  Knight & Son.  Contemp. half 
maroon calf, spine with raised gilt bands, black 
leather label;  spine and corners a little worn.    
1859  £75 

 
911. The Popular Member, The Wheel of Fortune, 

etc.  3 vols.  FIRST EDITION.  Richard Bentley.  
Contemp. half tan calf, spines elaborately tooled 
in gilt and with black leather labels;  sl. rubbing.  
Armorial bookplates of Lord Farnham.  A good-
plus copy.  

¶Sadleir 1026;  not in Wolff. 

1844  £650 

 
912. The Soldier of Lyons;  a tale of the Tuileries.  

Richard Bentley  (Standard novels, no. LXXXII.)  
Series title, engr. front. & title, additional printed 
title.  Uncut in orig. vertical-grained purple cloth, 
blocked in blind, spine lettered in gilt;  spine 
faded to brown & sl. rubbed.  A good-plus copy.  

¶Sadleir 3734a;  Wolff 2643a.  The first 
edition, under the title The Tuileries, was 
published in1831. 

1841  £40 

 
913. Stokeshill Place;  or The Man of Business.  By 

the authoress of, "Mrs Armytage".  FIRST 
EDITION.  3 vols.  Henry Colburn.  Uncut in 
later half grey cloth, marbled boards, paper 
labels.  Partial erasure of sketch on verso of title 
vol. I has thinned paper in places.  Occasional 
dusting & spotting, but a v.g. copy.  

¶Sadleir 1035;  Wolff 2640 is the 2nd edition. 

1837  £320 

914. (Stokeshill Place.)  The Man of Business:  or, 
Stokeshill Place.  Copyright edn.  Walter Scott.  
Col. front. & plates.  Orig. dark olive-green 
cloth, bevelled boards, blocked in black, lettered 
in gilt & black;  sl. rubbed.  
[c.1885]  £40 

 
915. The Two Aristocracies.  A novel.  FIRST 

EDITION.  3 vols.  Hurst & Blackett.  Contemp. 
half dark brown morocco, fine-grained brown 
cloth boards, spines with raised bands finely 
tooled in gilt;  v. sl. wear to heads & tails of 
spines.  Front boards stamped in gilt with the 
monogram of the Hanoverian Royal family.  v.g.  

¶Sadleir 1041, Wolff 2644. 

1857  £750 
 

 WOMEN AS THEY ARE 
 

916. Women as They Are;  or, Manners of the Day.  
2nd edn.  3 vols.  Henry Colburn and Richard 
Bentley.  Contemp. half calf, spines gilt ruled 
and with raised bands, dark green leather labels;  
sl. rubbed.  Each vol. signed Barnard on initial 
blank.  A good-plus tight set.  

¶Sadleir 1044 & Wolff 2646 are also both 
second editions. 

1830  £320 
__________ 

 
917. GRAHAM, Margaret Collier.  Stories of the 

Foot-Hills.  FIRST AMERICAN EDITION.  
Boston & New York:  Houghton, Mifflin and 
Co.  4pp following ads;  signs of old inner hinge 
repair.  Orig. pale blue cloth, blocked & lettered 
in silver.  v.g.  

¶Set in Cucamonga, California. 

1895  £30 

 
GRAND, Sarah, pseud.  
(Frances Elizabeth McFall), 1854-1943 
'New Woman' novelist, born in Northern Ireland she 

married an army surgeon when she was sixteen.  

Four of her novels - Ideala, A Domestic 
Experiment, The Heavenly Twins and The Beth 
Book - are influential feminist works. 

 
918. Adnam’s Orchard: a prologue.  FIRST 

EDITION.  William Heinemann.  Half title.  
Orig. olive green cloth, lettered in black & gilt;  
spine sl. faded.  A good-plus copy.  

¶Not in Sadleir or Wolff.  The subtitle 
'prologue' refers to the youth of Adnam, with 
London and the wider world becoming his 
orchard, where 'all the modern problems 
flourish' (Kemp). 

1912  £120 
 

 INSCRIBED 
 

919. Babs the Impossible.  By the author of ‘Ideala:  a 
study from life’.  New York & London:  Harper 
& Brothers.  Front., title in red & black, 18 plates 
by Arthur I. Keller, final ad. leaf;  front portion of  







 

 GRAND 
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

 orig. d.w. pasted on to following pastedown, 
leading inner hinge sl. weakening.  Orig. brown 
cloth, blocked in green, lettered in silver.  v.g.  

¶Not in Sadleir, Wolff 2667 is published by 
Hutchinson & Co., also dated 1901.  With a 
signed presentation inscription to 'C. 
Haldane McFall ... The Grey Home, 13th 
March, 1901'.  Haldane McFall was Sarah 
Grand's stepson, with whom the author kept 
good relations following the breakdown of 
her marriage to David Chambers McFall.  
See Sutherland. 

1901  £200 

 

 THE BETH BOOK 
 

920. The Beth Book;  being a study from the life of 
Elizabeth Caldwell Maclure, a woman of genius.  
FIRST EDITION.  William Heinemann.  Half 
title, 8pp ads + 16pp cata. (1897);  prelims sl. 
browned.  Orig. green cloth, blocked & lettered 
in gilt; dulled, spine rubbed at head & tail.  
Owner’s inscription, March 1903.  

¶Not in Sadleir or Wolff.  This was one of 
the most important of the 'New Woman' 
novels which highlighted and challenged 
sexual.  Grand's fourth novel, The Beth Book 
is a thinly veiled autobiographical work 
which emphasises the difficulties women 
routinely faced in male-dominated Victorian 
society.  All the themes that punctuated the 
author's own life are present:  a difficult 
childhood in Northern Ireland dominated by 
a position of subservience to older brothers, 
an alcoholic father, an inadequate 
education, a loveless marriage to an older 
man and the ensuing scandal caused by 
leaving him, a desire to write and become 
politicised, and involvement in the suffrage 
movement. (Sutherland.) 

1898  £150 

 

921. The Heavenly Twins.  3rd thousand.  3 vols.  
William Heinemann.  Half titles.  Orig. green 
cloth;  spine sl. dulled.  v.g.  

¶See Sadleir 1048a;  Wolff 266a.  Above all, 
The Heavenly Twins concerns the disastrous 
effects of inadequate female education.  
Blackwoods refused to publish it because 
syphilis is central to the plot, and George 
Meredith turned it down for Chapman & 
Hall.  It sold 20,000 copies in the first year.  
(Sutherland.) 

1893  £350 
__________ 

 
922. GRANT, Anne, of Laggan.  Letters from the 

Mountains;  being the real correspondence of a 
lady, between the years 1773 and 1807.  2nd edn.  
3 vols.  12mo.  Printed by Luke Hansard & Sons, 
for Longman, &c.  Half titles.  Full contemp. tree 
calf, gilt spines;  leading hinges cracking, sl. 
rubbing.  Old shelf label.  

¶The first edition was published in 1806.  
Anne Grant, 1755-1838, Scots poet, made 

her name with this book, and moved in 
Edinburgh literary circles.  This is chiefly 
her correspondence from Fort Augustus, 
where she accompanied her father in his 
military posting.   

1807  £180 

 
923. (GRANT, Anne, of Laggan)  Letters from the 

Mountains;  ...  5th edn.  3 vols.  Longman, &c.  
Half titles;  some stains in first few leaves of text 
block vol. II.  Contemp. continental half tan calf, 
light brown leather labels.  Each vol. signed 
Madame Joly Patron.  v.g. 
1813  £220 

 
924. GRANT, Maria M.  The Sun-Maid.  A 

romance.  Gall & Inglis.  (Companion library, 
no. 88.)  Orig. royal blue cloth blocked in brown 
& gilt;  spine dulled & sl. rubbed.  Ads. on e.ps.  

¶First published anonymously in 1876;  not 
in Wolff. 

[1877]  £25 

 
925. GREENOUGH, Sarah Dana, Mrs.  Treason at 

Home.  FIRST EDITION.  3 vols.  T. Cautley 
Newby.  Text sl. browned & dusted.  3 vols. in 1 
in dark brown remainder cloth;  dulled & marked 
with split at head of leading hinge, at some time 
recased, new e.ps.  

¶Wolff 2740;  by an American. 

1865  £50 

 

 AUTHORIAL CORRECTIONS 
 

926. GREENWELL, Dora.  Poems.  FIRST 
EDITION.  William Pickering.  Half title;  f.e.ps 
laid down, leading f.e.p. torn with some loss.  
Orig. olive green cloth, borders in blind, spine 
lettered in gilt;  spine a little faded, the odd small 
mark.    

¶This copy has many annotations, almost 
certainly authorial, with suggestions for 
omissions from, and amendments to, a future 
edition. A second edition appeared in 1867. 

1848  £120 

 
927. (GREG, Mrs Samuel)  Little Walter;  or A 

mother’s first lessons on religious subjects.  2nd 
edition.  E.F. Whitfield.  Contemp. half blue calf, 
spine with raised gilt bands and maroon leather 
label;  a little faded.  A good-plus copy.  

¶‘Rathespeck Trust’ stamped in gilt at tail of 
spine and library label on leading 
pastedown.  BL attributes this to Mrs Greg. 

1862  £45 

 
928. GREVILLE, Violet, Lady.  Creatures of Clay.  

A novel.  George Routledge and Sons.  Ads on 
e.ps.  Yellowback in orig. printed boards;  spine 
worn, not sound.  

¶Not in Sadleir or Wolff.  First published in 
3 vols in 1885. 

1885  £45 



 

 GREVILLE 
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

929. GREVILLE, Violet, Lady.  The Home for 
Failures.  FIRST EDITION.  Hutchinson & Co.  
Half title, 3pp ads.  Orig. pale blue cloth, lettered 
in gilt;  leading inner hinge sl. cracked, sl. 
rubbing.  A good-plus copy.  

¶Not in Wolff. 

1901  £32 

 
GREY, Catherine Maria 
 

930. The Bosom Friend.  J. & C. Brown & Co.  
Contemp. half black roan,with initials J.E.B. at 
tail of spine, green label.  Pp. 321-36 bound in 
upside down, otherwise v.g.  

¶Published in 3 vols. in 1845. 

1858  £40 

 

931. The Gambler’s Wife.  A novel.  Clarke, Beeton 
& Co. Contemp. half green calf, marbled boards, 
maroon leather label;  spine a little darkened and 
sl. chipped at tail.  Signed Bective 1854.   

¶First published in 3 vols. in 1844 and the 
cause of confusion with Edward Lloyd’s 
‘The Gambler’s Wife’ now attributed to J.M. 
Rymer.  The characters include “young 
Arthur Balfour”. 

[c.1854]  £65 

 

932. The Little Wife. George Routledge & Co.  
Contemp. half black roan. Signed ‘Mary 
Chaytor’ on title. A good-plus copy.  

¶Not in Wolff.  First edition was published in 
1841. 

1851  £50 

 

933. The Opera-Singer’s Wife.  FIRST EDITION.  
Charles H. Clarke.  Contemp. half green calf, 
maroon leather label;  spine darkened, a little 
rubbed.  Signed Bective 1861 on e.p.    

¶Not in Wolff.  No. 223 in the Parlour 
Library;  see Topp, vol. VI, p178. 

[1860]  £75 
__________ 

 
934. GREY, Gertrude.  Claudius and Eudocia:  a 

tale of the early martyrs.  Also, Constance, a 
fragment.  W. Tweedie.  Orig. pebble-grained 
green cloth, bevelled boards, lettered in gilt;  sl. 
rubbed.  A good-plus copy.  

¶Heroic verse. 

[1868]  £45 

 
935. GREY, Maria Georgina & SHIRREFF, 

Emily.  Passion and Principle:  a novel.  FIRST 
EDITION.  G. Routledge & Co.  Contemp. half 
black calf;  spine sl. rubbed.  A good-plus copy.  
1853  £65 

 
936. (GRIMALKIN, Tabitha, pseud.)  Tales from 

Catland,  written for little kittens.  By an old 
tabby cat.  7th thousand.  Griffith and Farran.  

Half title, front., plates by Harrison Weir.  Orig. 
brown cloth, lettered in gilt, pictorially blocked 
with cats, a mouse & a bird in gilt.  v.g.  

¶BL dates a 4th thousand 1859. 

[c.1860]  £45 

 
 AUSTRALIAN NOVEL 

 

937. GROSSMANN, Edith Searle.  A Knight of the 
Holy Ghost.  FIRST EDITION.  Watts & Co.  
Half title, errata slip.  Orig. dark green cloth, 
lettered in gilt.  v.g.  

¶A novel set in Australia supporting the 
emancipation of women, by a New 
Zealander.  ‘The following novel is based  
on a study from the past, before the  
Woman Movement had raised the  
conditions of women;  and it is produced 
now in view of a strong tendency towards 
 re-subjection.’ 

1907  £150 

 
938. HACK, Maria.  Winter Evenings;  or, Tales of 

Travellers.  New edn.  12mo.  Harvey & Darton.  
Front., engr. title, additional printed title, final 
ad. leaf.  Uncut in orig. green cloth, blocked in 
blind, spine lettered in gilt;  one or two small 
marks.  Owner’s inscription, Dec. 1838 on 
leading f.e.p.  v.g.  
1836  £60 

 
939. HACK, Maria.  Winter Evenings;  ...  New edn.  

12mo.  Harvey & Darton.  Front., added engr. 
title & plates sl. damp marked, text paper sl. 
browned, 4pp ads.  Orig. blue cloth;  sl. dulled, 
inner hinges repaired.  
[1840?]  £40 

 
HALL, Anna Maria, Mrs. S.C., 1800-81 
Irish author who came to live in England and 

married the journalist and publisher Samuel Carter 

Hall in 1824.  Her Irish tales were popular though 

less so in Ireland itself. 
 
940. Boons and Blessings.  Songs and sketches to 

illustrate the advantages of temperance.  FIRST 
EDITION.  Virtue, Spalding, and Co.  Half title, 
front., illus. ‘from designs by eminent artists’, 
final ad. leaf;  upper portion of leading f.e.p. torn 
out.  Orig. maroon cloth, blocked with elaborate 
borders in blind, lettered in gilt;  a little dulled.  
A good-plus copy.  

¶Loeber H71. 

1875  £60 

 
941. The Buccaneer: a tale.  Richard Bentley 

(Standard Novels no. LXXIX.)  Half title, front., 
engr. title, additional printed titles;  some 
gatherings proud.  Plum cloth;  spine faded, inner 
hinges stained.  

¶Loeber H12. 

1840  £38 







 

 HALL 
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942. Digging a Grave with a Wineglass.  FIRST 
EDITION.  S.W. Partridge & Co. Half title, 
front., vignette title, plates & illus., final ad. leaf;  
occasional marking. Orig. blue cloth, front board 
with small oval onlay at centre, blocked in black, 
lettered in gilt;  sl. rubbing.  Friends' Band of 
Hope prize label, April 1881. A good-plus copy.  

¶Loeber H66.  A temperance tale. 

[1871]  £50 

 
943. Lights and Shadows of Irish Life.  FIRST 

EDITION.  3 vols.  Henry Colburn.  Contemp. 
half red calf, spines tooled in gilt, dark green 
leather labels.  Contemp. ownership inscriptions 
on titlepages vols II & III.  A good-plus set.  

¶Loeber H18. 

1838  £380 

 
944. Midsummer Eve:  a fairy tale of loving and being 

loved.  John Camden Hotten. Engr. half title, 
front. & engr. title, plates & illus. throughout 
(after Maclise, Stanfield, Creswick, &c.).  Orig. 
purple cloth, lettered & blocked in gilt;  spine 
faded and a little rubbed at head & tail.  a.e.g.  A 
good-plus copy.  

¶Loeber H31:  "The story of an Irish  
girl who was born, after her father's death, 
on Midsummer's Eve and was thus the 
'rightful property' of the fairies."  This 
edition with a new introduction by the 
author dated 1869.  First published in 
instalments in the Art Union Journal;  the 
first book edition was 1848.  Tipped into the 
prelims, on pale blue notepaper is an Irish 
proverb, 'To very cloud there's a silver 
lining' in ms. signed "Anna Maria Hall - Mrs 
S.C. Hall". 

1870  £85 

 
 THE OUTLAW 

 

945. The Outlaw.  By the author of “The Buccaneer”, 
&c.  FIRST EDITION.  3 vols.  Richard Bentley.  
Half titles. Uncut in orig. drab boards, green 
cloth spines, paper labels;  spines & labels a little 
dusted, one corner repaired.  Booklabels of Lady 
Mary Stewart of Convoy.  A good-plus copy.  

¶Loeber H13. 

1835  £450 

 
946. The Outlaw:  an historical romance.  Richard 

Bentley.  Engr. front.  Contemp. half calf, spine 
with raised gilt bands, maroon leather label;  a 
little dulled & rubbed.  Signed Bective 1856 on 
e.p. v.g.  
1847  £55 

 
947. Sketches of Irish Character. (First series.) FIRST 

EDITION.  2 vols.  Frederick Westley, and A.H. 
Davis.  Errata slip vol. I;  some light foxing.   
2 vols in 1 in contemp. half maroon sheep;  spine 
a little darkened and with small repairs.  

Booklabel of Eric Quayle on leading pastedown.  
A good-plus copy.  

¶Loeber H9. 

1829  £220 

 
948. Stories of the Irish Peasantry.  FIRST EDITION.  

Edinburgh:  William & Robert Chambers.  
Modern half calf, green cloth boards.  Ownership 
inscription of Robert Montgomery of  
Convoy.  v.g.  

¶Loeber H20.  First published in 
Chambers’s Edinburgh Journal.  'Note by 
the Publisher' is dated May 25, 1840.  
Sadleir 1097 is 1850, whilst NCBEL gives 
1851 as publication date. 

1840  £85 

 
949. Uncle Sam’s Money-Box.    Edinburgh:  William 

and Robert Chambers.  (Chambers Library for 
Young People.)  Half title;  the odd spot, lacks 
leading f.e.p.  Orig. red cloth, borders in blind, 
spine lettered in gilt;  sl. faded, small stain to 
upper edge of back board.  A good-plus copy.  

¶See Loeber H32 for the first edition  
of 1848. 

1853  £30 

 
950. The Whisperer.  Edinburgh:  William and Robert 

Chambers.  (Chambers Library for Young 
People.)  Half title, front.  Orig. red cloth, 
borders in blind, spine lettered in gilt;  sl. faded.  
A good-plus copy.  

¶See Loeber H36. 

[c.1851]  £35 
__________ 

 
951. HALL, Ruth.  The Boys of Scrooby.  FIRST 

EDITION.  Boston & New York:  Houghton, 
Mifflin and Co.  Front.  Orig. grey cloth, front 
board pictorially blocked in black & pale blue, 
lettered in silver.  Label removed from leading 
pastedown.  v.g.  

¶A tale of ‘the earliest happenings in these 
now United States’.  Not in BL or on 
COPAC. 

1899  £20 

 
952. HAMILTON, Cicely Mary.  Just to Get 

Married.  FIRST EDITION.  Chapman & Hall.  
Half title, 6pp ads.  Orig. pale blue cloth, lettered 
in dark blue & gilt;  sl. dulled & rubbed.  A 
good-plus copy.  

¶A fictional extension of her treatise on 
ethics of marriage which examines many of 
the issues first aired in Marriage as a Trade 
(1909) (see following item), particularly the 
widespread subjugation of married women. 
Hamilton was an active and vociferous 
campaigner for women’s suffrage. 

1911  £150 



 

 HAMILTON 
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 MARRIAGE AS A TRADE 
 

953. HAMILTON, Cicely Mary.  Marriage as a 
Trade.  FIRST EDITION.  Chapman & Hall.  
Half title, 8pp ads.  Orig. olive green cloth, 
lettered in black & gilt;  sl. dulled & rubbed.  
Stamps and label of the National Council of 
Women; signs of label removal from front board.  

¶Examines the widespread subjugation of 
married women. 

1909  £225 

 
HAMILTON, Elizabeth, c.1756 - 1816 
Irish born, Scottish educated novelist, essayist and 

political satirist. 
 

954. The Cottagers of Glenburnie;  a tale for the 
farmer’s ingle-nook.  2nd edn.  Edinburgh:  
printed by James Ballantyne & Co., for Manners 
& Miller, &c.  Contemp. speckled calf, black 
label.  Bookplates of Mathew Wilson, Frances 
Mary Richardson Currer & Norman & Janey 
Buchan.  v.g.  

¶See Loeber H119 for the first edition of 
1808.  Hamilton’s third novel;  Mrs Mason 
converts Mrs MacClarty to the ideals of 
cleanliness, economy and education. 

1808  £120 

 

955. The Cottagers of Glenburnie;  ...  3rd edn.  
Edinburgh:  printed by James Ballantyne & Co., 
for Manners & Miller, &c.  Half title, Contemp. 
full flecked calf, gilt borders, maroon label (a 
little chipped); spine & leading hinges sl. rubbed.  
Binder’s ticket on leading pastedown:  ‘Spurway, 
Honiton’. Charlotte May Cornish’s inscription 
on leading f.e.p., 1824.  A good-plus copy.  
1808  £120 

 

956. The Cottagers of Glenburnie;  a tale for the 
farmer’s ingle-nook. 6th edn. Edinburgh:  printed 
for Manners & Miller, &c.  A few spots.  Later 
green binder’s cloth;  sl. rubbing.  

¶Leaf bound in recording 1817 presentation. 

1815  £40 

 

957. Letters, Addressed to the Daughter of a 
Nobleman,  on the formation of religious and 
moral principle.  2 vols.  FIRST EDITION.  
Printed for T. Cadell and W. Davies.  Contemp. 
half brown speckled calf, red labels.  Armorial 
bookplates of Thomas Sneyd Kynnersley.  A v.g. 
clean copy.  
1806  £480 

 

958. Letters, Addressed to the Daughter of a 
Nobleman,  ...  2 vols.  3rd edn.  Printed for T. 
Cadell and W. Davies.  Half title vol. I;  the odd 
spot.  Contemp. full speckled calf, gilt borders, 
spines ruled & with devices in gilt, red leather 
labels, small vol. number labels in black leather;  
sl. rubbed.  Contemp. owner’s inscription.  v.g.  
1814  £280 

 MODERN PHILOSOPHERS 
 

959. Memoirs of Modern Philosophers.  3rd edn.   
3 vols. Printed for G.G. & J. Robinson.  Expertly 
rebacked, contemp. half calf, spines with gilt 
bands, maroon leather labels.  A v.g. copy.  

¶See Loeber H117 for the first edition of 
1800.  Hamilton's satire targets the the new 
philosophy of the late 18th Century, and 
particularly the clamour for social 
reorganisation that was enflamed by the 
revolutionary events in France.  William 
Godwin's works Political Justice (1793) and 
The Enquirer (1797) provide a political 
ideology for several of Hamilton's 
characters, who take inspiration from his 
enthusiastic espousal of social liberality and 
self-determination.  If this does not bring 
increased contentment, Hamilton provides 
an alternative path to happiness, one not 
founded on lofty political ideals, but the age-
old principles of obedience, dependability, 
prudence, and piety. 

1801  £480 

 
 INSCRIBED 

 

960. Memoirs of the Life of Agrippina,  the wife of 
Germanicus.  2nd edn.  2 vols.  John Walker, &c.  
Half titles.  Contemp. full speckled calf, gilt 
borders, spines ruled in gilt, red leather labels, 
small black leather vol. number labels; sl. 
rubbed.  Contemp. owner’s inscription.  v.g.  

¶See Loeber H118 for the first edition of 
1804.  Inscribed on half title 'To Mrs Allen 
from her affectionate friend the author', and 
later inscribed to Mrs Blunt. 

1811  £380 

 
961. A Series of Popular Essays,  illustrative of 

principles essentially connected with the 
improvement of the understanding, the 
imagination, and the heart.  FIRST EDITION.  2 
vols.  Edinburgh:  Manners and Miller.  Half 
titles, 5pp ads vol. II.  Contemp. full speckled 
calf, gilt borders, spines ruled & with devices in 
gilt, red leather labels, small vol. number labels 
in blue leather;  a little rubbed.  Contemp. 
owner’s inscription.  v.g.  
1813  £350 

 
 LETTERS OF A HINDOO RAJAH 

 

962. Translation of the Letters of a Hindoo Rajah;  
written previous to, and during the period of his 
residence in England.  To which is prefixed a 
preliminary dissertation on the history, religion, 
and manners, of the Hindoos.  2nd edn.  2 vols.  
G. and J. Robinson.  Uncut in contemp. brown 
boards imitating leather, later maroon labels;  sl. 
rubbing at tails of spines.  v.g.  

¶See Loeber H116 for the first edition of 
1796.  In what is, in fact, an original novel, 
Elizabeth Hamilton engages directly with the 
major issues of her day, from colonialism 
and the "New Philosophy" to the state of  







 

 HAMILTON 
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literature and female education. A learned 
satire on British society, Hamilton’s book is 
a key document in the debates which raged 
in England over the British role in India and 
remains one of the most interesting political 
novels of the 18th century. 

1801  £320 
__________ 

 
963. HAMILTON, Janet.  Poems, Sketches and 

Essays.  New edn.  Glasgow:  James Maclehose 
& Sons.  Half title, front. port., facsim.  Orig. 
blue cloth, spine lettered in gilt;  sl. marked.  A 
good-plus copy.  

¶Janet Hamilton 1795-1873, a working-
class poet who wrote sympathetically of the 
poor man's experience in Victorian rural 
Scotland. 

1885  £75 

 
HARRADEN, Beatrice, 1864-1936 
An active suffragette, her beliefs were reflected in 

her novels. 
 
964. In Varying Moods:  short stories.  Copyright edn.  

Leipzig:  Bernhard Tauchnitz.  (Collection of 
British authors. vol. 2994.) Half title.  
Publisher’s red cloth;  spine sl. faded.  Gilt stamp 
of crest within garter.  

¶Todd 2994a. 

1894  £20 

 
965. In Varying Moods:  short stories.  13th edn.  

Edinburgh:  William Blackwood & Sons.  Half 
title, ad. leaf, 32pp cata. (10/98).  Orig. olive 
green cloth;  sl. rubbing.  v.g.  

¶Not in Wolff. 

1895  £25 

 
 SHIPS THAT PASS IN THE NIGHT 

 

966. Ships that Pass in the Night.  FIRST EDITION.  
Lawrence & Bullen.  Half title, 16pp cata. 
(Autumn 1892) sl. carelessly opened;  name 
stamp diagonally across title.  Uncut in orig. 
olive green cloth, blocked & lettered in black, 
spine ruled & lettered in gilt.  Signs of label 
removal from front board.  A good-plus copy.  

¶Wolff 3013.  Not on COPAC. Scarce first 
edition of the very popular and much 
reprinted novel of doomed love between a 
dying man and woman.  Wolff notes paying 
‘4 guineas - and those were $5 guineas’ in 
1940 to Pickering & Chatto, whose 
catalogue description listed the book as 
‘very rare’.  This was Mary S. Gladstone’s 
copy, with her stamp on front board & title, 
and signed by her on half title.  She was the 
daughter of Thomas Gladstone of Fasque, 
older brother of Prime Minister William 
Gladstone.  After her father’s death Mary 
ran the Fasque estate with her brother John. 

1893  £250 

967. Ships that Pass in the Night.  13th edn.  
Lawrence & Bullen.  Half title, 16pp ads.  Orig. 
dull green cloth;  v.g.  
1894  £25 

 

968. Ships that Pass in the Night.  14th edn.  
Lawrence & Bullen.  Half title, 16pp cata. 
(Spring 1894).  Orig. dull green cloth, lettered in 
black & gilt.  v.g.  
1894  £30 

 

969. Ships that Pass in the Night.  Leipzig:  Bernhard 
Tauchnitz.  (Vol. 2968.)  Half titles.  Contemp. 
half maroon morocco.  Armorial bookplate.  v.g.  

¶With a new preface by the author for the 
Tauchnitz edition. 

1894  £25 
 

970. Ships that Pass in the Night.  George Bell & 
Sons. (Bell’s Indian and Colonial Library.)  Half 
title, 16pp cata.  Orig. pink mottled cloth;  sl. 
marking.  v.g.  
1895  £35 
__________ 

 
971. (HART, Elizabeth Anna)  Very Genteel.    

Griffith, Farran, Okeden & Welsh.  Front.  Orig. 
brown cloth, bevelled boards, blocked and 
lettered in black & gilt;  sl. rubbing.  Prize label, 
Christmas 1890, later owner’s inscription.  a.e.g.  
A good-plus copy.  

¶Not in Wolff. 

[c.1880]  £40 

 
972. HARTLEY, Emily.  Odd Moments with the 

Willoughby Boys.  FIRST EDITION.  T. Nelson 
& Sons.  Half title, front., added engr. title;  
pp.136 & 211 scribbled over in green pencil, 
12pp ads.  Orig. blue cloth;  dulled & sl. rubbed.  
1881  £20 

 
973. (HASTINGS, Lady Flora)  HASTINGS, 

Francis, Marquis of Hastings.  Lady Flora 
Hastings.  Statement of the Marquis of Hastings.  
(Painter’s edition.) W.E. Painter. Disbound. 24pp.  

¶Lady Flora Hastings' brother's statement 
issued to the Morning Post after her death in 
1839 with official and private correspon-
dence about her ill treatment at court as 
innocent victim of a scandalous accusation. 

[1839]  £50 

 
HAVERGAL, Frances Ridley.  
 

974. Poetical Works.  3 vols.  (“Under His Shadow” 
...  125th thousand;  The Ministry of Song.  
148th thousand;  Under the Surface.)  161st 
thousand.  James Nisbet & Co.  Half title vol. II, 
4pp ads vol. II, 12pp ads vol. III.   Orig. scarlet 
cloth, lettered & dec. in gilt.  a.e.g.  A v.g. 
handsome set in orig. red cloth box, sl. dulled.  
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¶Frances Ridley Havergal 1836-1879:  poet, 
hymn-writer, musician, and composer. 

[c.1885]  £25 

 
975. Life Mosaic:  The Ministry of Song and Under 

the Surface.  9th thousand.  Sm. 4to.  James 
Nisbet & Co.  Half title, col. front. & plates;  a 
few spots.  Full dark blue morocco by R. & R. 
Suttaby in Bible style, ruled borders & dentelles;  
sl. rubbing.  a.e.g.  v.g.  

¶Poems, illustrated with coloured litho-
graphs mostly of Alpine scenery, by 
Baroness Helga von Cramm.  Havergal  
was a highly popular Bible versifier &  
hymn writer. 

1880  £55 

 
976. (HAVERGAL, Maria Vernon Graham)  

Memorials of Frances Ridley Havergal;  by her 
sister M.V.G.H.  222nd thousand.  James Nisbet 
& Co.  In 392pp.  Half title, front. port., 3 plates.  
Contemp. full dark brown morocco, gilt spine, 
borders & dentelles;  a little rubbed.  a.e.g.  
[c.1881]  £25 

__________ 

 
977. HAWKINS, Lætitia Matilda  Memoirs, 

Anecdotes, Facts, and Opinions,  collected and 
preserved.  FIRST EDITION.  2 vols.  
Longmans, Hurst, Rees, Orme, Brown, & Green.  
Half titles;  the odd spot.  Contemp. full calf, gilt 
spines, borders & dentelles, red & green labels;  
heads of spines a little rubbed.  Armorial 
bookplates of Robert Walters.  v.g.  
1824  £150 

 
978. HAY, Mary Cecil.  Victor and Vanquished:  a 

novel.  John and Robert Maxwell.  Contemp. half 
black roan;  head & tail of spine a little worn.  
Signed ‘North North, Thurland Castle’ on first 
leaf of text.    

¶The first edition was published in 1874. 

[c.1880]  £35 

 
 PRIDE OF THE FAMILY 

 

979. HEDDLE, Ethel F.  The Pride of the Family.    
James Bowden.  Half title, front.  Untrimmed in 
orig. pale green cloth, front board pictorially 
blocked in black, lettered in gilt;  spine sl. faded.  
A v.g. bright copy.  

¶Not in Wolff.  By the author of Three Girls 
in a Flat. 

1899  £150 

 
HELME, Elizabeth, c.1753 - c.1812 
Best remembered for The Farmer of Inglewood 
Forest, a story of the seduction and betrayal of an 

innocent girl. 
 
980. The Farmer of Inglewood Forest.  W. Nicholson 

& Sons.  Half title, 3pp ads;  sl. browned, edges a 

little spotted.  Orig. blue cloth, bevelled boards, 
blocked in black, lettered in gilt.  v.g.  

¶First published in 1796. 

[c.1880]  £30 
 

981. Instructive Rambles in London,  and adjacent 
villages.  Designed to amuse the mind, and 
improve the understanding of youth.  T.N. 
Longman and O. Rees.  Half title, one full-page 
engraving, 3pp ads;  small tear in upper margin 
of half title with sl. loss, p.xi/xii of contents sl. 
torn and creased in upper margin without loss.  
Contemp. full speckled sheep later rebacked, 
black leather label; boards sl. darkened & rubbed.    

¶A 2-vol. edition was published in 1798. 

1800  £220 
 

982. Instructive Rambles in London,  and adjacent 
villages.  Designed to amuse the mind, and 
improve the understanding of youth.  3rd edn.  
T.N. Longman and O. Rees.  2 engr. plates.  
Contemp. speckled sheep, spine defective at 
head.  An internally spotless good-plus copy.  
1803  £150 

 

983. Louisa, or The Cottage on the Moor.  Paris:  
printed for Theophilus Barrois, jun.  Engr. front., 
8pp cata.  Contemp. full speckled calf, gilt spine 
and borders, dark green leather label;  some sl. 
rubbing.  v.g.  

¶Not in Wolff.  First published in 1787. 

1807  £180 
 

984. Saint-Clair des Isles, ou Les Exilés à l’Isle de 
Barra;  tradition écossaise, traduit librement de 
l’anglais.  Par Mme de Montolieu.  4 vols.  Paris:  
chez H. Nicolle.  Half titles.  Attractive contemp. 
red roan, gilt spines, borders with grapes & vine 
leaves.  v.g.  

¶Elizabeth de Montolieu was herself a 
novelist, her best known work being 
‘Caroline de Lichtfield’, 1786. 

1809  £220 
__________ 

 
HEMANS, Felicia, 1793-1835 
Highly popular poet, with a particular following in 

the USA. 
 

985. The Forest Sanctuary:  with other poems.  2nd 
edn, with additions. Edinburgh:  William 
Blackwood.  Half title.  Contemp. half calf, spine 
blocked with floral designs in blind & gilt, 
brown leather label;  some sl. rubbing.  v.g.  

¶The first edition was published in1825. 

1829  £50 
 

986. The Forest Sanctuary.  De Chatillon;  or, The 
Crusaders.  With other poems.  Edinburgh:  
William Blackwood.  Half title, added engr. title.  
Contemp. purple morocco by B. West. a.e.g. v.g.  
1840  £40 
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987. The Siege of Valencia;  a dramatic poem.  The 
Last Constantine:  with other poems.  FIRST 
EDITION.  John Murray.  Contemp. full dark 
blue heavily embossed calf, double-ruled borders 
in gilt, spine with raised gilt bands and blind 
compartments, maroon leather label;  head of 
spine sl. worn.  Booklabel of James Dafforne.  
1823  £85 

 
988. Songs of the Affections.  National Lyrics.  

Miscellaneous poems.  Edinburgh:  William 
Blackwood.  Half title, added engr. title.  
Contemp. dark purple morocco by B. West.  
a.e.g.  v.g.  
1840  £30 

 
989. Tales and Historic Scenes.  Edinburgh:  William 

Blackwood.  Half title.  Orig. dark blue cloth, 
boards blocked in blind, spine blocked & lettered 
in gilt.  a.e.g.  v.g.  
1851  £35 

 
 IN ORIGINAL BOARDS 

 

990. CHORLEY, Henry Fothergill.   Memorials of 
Mrs. Hemans,  with illustrations of her literary 
character from her private correspondence.  2 
vols.  Saunders and Otley.  Half title vol. I, 
fronts, final ad. leavees;  some foxing in prelims.  
Uncut in orig. drab boards, blue cloth spines, 
white paper labels;  spines and labels sl. faded.  
Ownership inscriptions on front boards (1850);  
bookplates of Eric Quayle.  A good-plus copy.  
1836  £220 
__________ 

 
 AN APOLOGY FOR SLAVERY 

 

991. HENTZ, Caroline Lee.  Marcus Warland;  or, 
The Long Moss Spring:  a tale of the South.  T. 
Nelson & Sons.  Contemp. half green calf, 
maroon leather label;  spine sl. darkened.  Signed 
Bective 1854.  v.g.  

¶First published in 1852 in Philadelphia.  
An apology for slavery. 

1853  £75 

 
992. HIBBERD, Shirley.  The Golden Gate, and 

Silver Steps:  with bits of tinsel round about.  A 
prosey-versey-medley for young people of all 
ages.  2nd edn.  E.W. Allen.  Final ad. leaf.  
Orig. blue cloth, blocked in black, lettered in 
black & gilt;  front board a little marked, sl. 
rubbing.  Sunday School prize label dated Sept. 
1904.  a.e.g.    

¶Anecdotes and verse. 

1887  £25 

 
993. HOBART, Lucy Pauline.  The Changed Cross.  

With illus. by H.I.C. Miles.  Sm. 4to.  Wells 
Gardner, Darton, & Co.  Half title, front. & illus.  
Orig. red cloth, bevelled boards, blocked in 

black, lettered in gilt;  sl. dulled.  Owner’s 
inscription on leading f.e.p., Sept. 1874.   
a.e.g.  v.g.  

¶First published under her maiden name, 
Wright, in 1855. 

[1874?]  £15 

 
994. HOBART, Lucy Pauline.  The Changed Cross,  

and other religious poems.  New edn.  Sampson 
Low, &c.  Half title, front. & illus.  Orig. green 
cloth, bevelled boards, blocked & lettered in gilt;  
sl. dulled.  Owner’s inscription on leading f.e.p., 
Sept. 1877.  a.e.g.  v.g.  
1875  £20 

 
HOBBES, John Oliver, pseud. (Pearl Craigie), 
1867-1906 
Born in Massachusetts, Pearl Richards, later 

Craigie, was educated in London and Paris and 

wrote ten novels, several plays and travel essays. 
 
995. The Dream and the Business  FIRST EDITION.  

T. Fisher Unwin.  Half title, 4pp ads.  Orig. 
cream & blue cloth, pictorially blocked by 
Aubrey Beardsley in orange, yellow, olive green 
& black, lettered in black & red;  sl. dulled.  A 
good-plus copy.  
1906  £120 

 
996. The Gods, Some Mortals, and Lord Wickenham.  

FIRST EDITION.  Henry & Co.  Half title in 
orange, 14pp cata. (April 1895).  Uncut in orig. 
green cloth, blocked in blue, lettered in gilt;  sl. 
rubbing.  May Duff bookplate.  t.e.g.  v.g.  

¶Wolff 1522.   

1895  £60 

 
997. The Gods, Some Mortals, and Lord Wickenham.    

New York:  D. Appleton and Co.  Front. port., 
12pp cata..  Orig. olive green cloth, pictorially 
blocked & lettered on black & gilt;  spine sl. 
dulled.  v.g.  
1897  £50 

 
998. The Herb-Moon:  a fantasia.  Eveleigh Nash. 

(Collection of popular authors.)  Half title.  
Uncut in orig. green cloth, green leather label.  
“Nora” bookplate.  v.g.  

¶An interesting edition, imitating Tauchnitz. 

1904  £30 
 

 INSCRIBED 
 

999. The School for Saints.  FIRST AMERICAN 
EDITION.  New York:  Frederick A. Stokes 
Company.  Orig. pale blue/grey cloth, blocked 
and lettered in pale blue, yellow & gilt;  sl. 
dusted.  v.g.  

¶Also published by Unwin in 1897, see Wolff 
1524.  With an inscription on leading f.e.p.:  
‘To John J.F. Bursey, with best wishes for 
the new year from the writer.  Dec. 1897.’ 

1897  £40 
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1000. The Serious Wooing:  a heart’s history.  FIRST 
EDITION.  Methuen & Co.  Half title, 48pp cata. 
(July 1901).  Orig. purple cloth, blocked & 
lettered in gilt;  spine a little darkened.  A good-
plus copy.  
1901  £40 

 
 SINNER'S COMEDY 

 

1001. The Sinner’s Comedy.  FIRST EDITION.   
T. Fisher Unwin.  Half title.  Uncut in orig. grey 
cloth, bevelled boards, front board pictorially 
blocked and lettered in black & brown, spine 
lettered in gilt;  generally a little dulled.  A good-
plus copy.  

¶Wolff 1525.  Writer and dramatist Maurice 
Baring’s copy, signed on titlepage, with 
‘read Berlin 1892', and his bookplate. 

1892  £85 

 
1002. The Sinner’s Comedy.  FIRST EDITION.   

T. Fisher Unwin.  Half title.  Uncut in orig. grey 
cloth, front board pictorially blocked and lettered 
in black & brown, spine lettered in gilt;  spine 
faded and rubbed.  
1892  £40 

 
1003. The Life of John Oliver Hobbes;  told in her 

correspondences with numerous friends.  With a 
biographical sketch by her father John Morgan 
Richards and an introduction by Bishop 
Welldon, Dean of Manchester.  2nd imp.  John 
Murray.  Half title, front., plates.  Orig. olive 
green cloth;  spine sl. dulled.  t.e.g.  v.g.  
1911  £65 
__________ 

 
1004. HODGSON, Jane Ann.  "A Leaf on the 

Current".  FIRST EDITION.  Halifax:  T. & W. 
Birtwhistle.  Errata, slip, 14pp subscribers' list, 
nearly all from Halifax.  Orig. dark green cloth, 
spine lettered in gilt;  v.sl. rubbed.  v.g.  

¶Not recorded on COPAC.  A collection of 
rather bad verse:  'My cat is dead! oh! as 
cold as ice, / And laid quite stiff on the 
nursery floor! / But though I lament her as 
long as I live, / My dear pet will never come 
back to me more.' 

1873  £40 

 
HOFLAND, Barbara,  
formerly HOOLE, 1770-1844 
Sheffield-born poet and novelist who found fame in 

later life after moving to London and producing a 

continuous flow of popular novels, primarily for 

adolescents.  This included a series representing 

moral virtues, the first of which Integrity appeared 

in 1823. 
 

1005. The History of a Clergyman’s Widow,  and her 
young family.  By the author of The Officer’s 
Widow, Merchant’s Widow.  3rd edn.  Printed at 

the Minerva Press for A.K. Newman and Co.  
12mo signed in 6s.  Half title, engr. front.;  sl. 
yellowing.  Orig. pink boards, green leather 
spine;  some sl. rubbing, labels removed from 
pastedowns.  Owner’s inscription, July 1818.  A 
good-plus copy.  

¶The first edition was published in 1812.  
This 3rd edn not in Blakey. 

1818  £120 

 
 HISTORY OF A CLERGYMAN'S WIDOW 

 

1006. The History of a Clergyman’s Widow,  and her 
young family.  6th edn.  A.K. Newman and Co.  
12mo signed in 6s.  Half title, engr. front.;  sl. 
yellowing.  Orig. marbled boards, maroon leather 
spine;  some sl. rubbing.  Presentation inscription 
for ‘good behaviour’ on leading f.e.p., June 
1826.  A good-plus copy.  
1823  £80 

 
1007. Integrity.  A tale.  New edn.  Longman, &c.  

Front. sl. damp-marked.  Orig. half maroon 
sheep.  v.g.  
1831  £35 

 
1008. Patience.  A tale.  New edn.  Longman, &c.  

Front. sl. foxed;  leading & following f.e.ps 
removed.  Orig. half maroon sheep;  tail of spine 
chipped.  
1831  £25 

 
1009. Reflection.  A tale.  New edn.  Longman, &c.  

Front. sl. foxed.  Orig. half maroon sheep;  head 
of spine sl. worn.    
1831  £30 

 
1010. The Stolen Boy.  A story, founded on facts.  New 

edn.  A.K. Newman. (Juvenile & Prize books, 
no. 23.)  Half title, engr. front., ornamental 
printed title, additional printed title, ads on 
leading e.ps (Juvenile and Prize books).  Orig. 
half maroon sheep, gilt spine.  v.g.  

¶First published in 1828 in the Juvenile 
Souvenir.  The ornamental title, printed 
mostly in italics, gives the subtitle ‘an Indian 
tale’. 

[c.1840?]  £70 

 
1011. The Young Northern Traveller;  or, The Invalid 

Restored.  Containing a tour through Northern 
Europe, with historical and biographical 
anecdotes.  New edn, with additions and 
alterations.  A.K. Newman.  Engr. front., 
additional printed title, ad. on verso of final leaf.  
Orig. half black calf;  a little rubbed.    

¶Ad. on verso of final leaf gives dates up to 
and including 1829.  Denmark, Sweden, 
Russia, Germany. 

[c.1830]  £60 
 

__________ 



 

 HOLDSWORTH 
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

1012. HOLDSWORTH, Annie E.  Spindles and Oars,  
or A Chronicle of Skyrle.  Charles H. Kelly.  
Illus. dedication leaf, front., illus., 4pp ads.  
Uncut in orig. red pictorial cloth, lettered in 
black & gilt.  A v.g. bright copy.  

¶Not in Wolff;  first edition was published in 
1893.  Set in a Scottish seabord parish with 
dialogue in dialect. 

1896  £35 

 
1013. HOLMES, Mary Jane.  Dora Freeman;  or, 

West Lawn, and The Rector of St Marks.  W. 
Nicholson & Sons.  Half title, 32pp cata.  Orig. 
dark green cloth, bevelled boards, blocked in 
black, lettered in gilt.  v.g.  

¶Dora Freeman, more commonly published 
under the title West Lawn, was first 
published with The Rector of St Marks by G. 
W. Carleton & Co. of New York.  BL gives 
the first American edition as 1874 but the 
earliest edition in the Library of Congress is 
1876.  This edition not in BL. 

[c.1890]  £30 

 
1014. HOLMES, Mary Jane.  'Lena Rivers.    Milner 

& Co.  Half title, front.  Orig. dark blue moiré 
cloth, blocked in black, lettered in gilt;  spine sl. 
darkened.  v.g.  

¶First published in 1856.  This edition  
in 320pp. 

[c.1890?]  £30 

 
1015. HOLT, Emily Sarah.  Imogen:  a tale of the 

Early British Church.  New edn.  John F. Shaw 
& Co.  Front., 16pp cata.  Orig. green cloth, 
blocked in red, pink & blue, lettered in black & 
gilt;  v. sl. rubbing.  Prize inscription, 1891.  v.g.  

¶First published in 1876. 

[c.1890]  £30 

 
 A PLOT OF THE PRESENT DAY 

 

1016. HOPE, Katie.  A Plot of the Present Day.  By 
Katie Hope, (“Proavia”) author of “Through My 
Spectacles”.  FIRST EDITION.  3 vols.  
Sampson Low, Marston, Searle & Rivington.  3 
vols in 1 in orig. scarlet remainder cloth, blocked 
in black, lettered in gilt;  spine faded, sl. rubbing.  
Thomas Thatcher of Bristol small bookseller’s 
ticket.  A good-plus copy.  

¶Wolff 3261. 

1880  £175 

 
1017. HOUCHEN, M.A., Mrs.  Castle Lacy,  or 

Family Portraits in pen and pencil:  an 
unconventional chronicle.  2nd edn.  Digby, 
Long.  Possibly lacking half title.  Orig.  
crimson cloth;  faded & damp marked, inner 
hinges cracking.  

¶Told in letters and diaries:  not in Wolff. 

[1895]  £30 

1018. HOULT, Norah.  There Were No Windows.    
William Heinemann:  Readers Union.  Half title.  
Orig. green cloth.  v.g.  

¶An examination of a woman’s decline due 
to mental illness.  Loosely inserted is a 
signed typed note from the author to Wendy 
Rintoul, thanking her for her enquiry and 
asking her to accept the present volume as a 
thank you for her interest.  ‘Nice to feel 
someone still remembers it ... the heroine is 
founded on the late Violet Hunt.  I wonder if 
by any chance you knew her?'  Violet Hunt 
was brought up in the pre-Raphaelite group;  
she was a writer of 'New Women' novels and 
supernatural fiction, and later became a 
literary hostess. 

1946  £20 

 
1019. (HOUSTON, Matilda Charlotte)  

“Recommended to Mercy”.  Copyright edn.  2 
vols.  Leipzig:  Bernhard Tauchnitz.  (Collection 
of British authors, vol. 712.)  Half titles.  2 vols 
in 1 in contemp. blue cloth.  Apparently a 
remainder binding issued by Tauchnitz but not 
recorded by Todd.  A good-plus copy.  

¶Todd 711 and 712.  First edition was 
published in 1862. 

1864  £30 

 
 THE POOR OF THE PERIOD 

 

1020. HOUSTOUN, Matilda Charlotte.  The Poor of 
the Period;  or, Leaves from a Loiterer’s Diary.  
FIRST EDITION.  2 vols.  F.V. White & Co.  
Half titles.  Largely unopened in orig. chocolate 
brown fine-diaper cloth, double-ruled borders in 
blind, spines lettered in gilt;  v. sl. rubbing, 
otherwise a v.g. bright copy of a scarce title.   

¶Not in Wolff who had four of her novels.  
An examination of poverty in the latter half 
of the nineteenth century. 

1884  £450 

 
HOWITT, Mary, 1799-1888 
Novelist and prolific children's writer, Mary Howitt 

also wrote in collaboration with her husband, 

William. She live for a time in Heidelberg where she 

discovered Scandinavian literature.  She learned 

Danish and Swedish and became translator of, 

among others, Hans Christian Andersen and 

Frederika Bremer (see Item nos. 216-224). 
 
1021. An Autobiography.  Edited by her daughter 

Margaret Howitt.  FIRST EDITION.  2 vols.  
Wm Isbister.  Half titles removed from both vols, 
fronts, illus;  leading f.e.p. missing from vol. I.  
Orig. dark blue cloth.  t.e.g.  A good-plus  
bright copy.  
1889  £45 

 
1022. An Autobiography. Edited by her daughter 

Margaret Howitt.  Isbister and Company.  Half 
title, front. port, illus., 44pp cata. (largely





 

 HOWITT 
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

 unopened).  Uncut in orig. brown cloth;  some sl. 
rubbing.  Owner’s signature on half title.   
A good-plus copy.  

¶The first one-vol. edition. 

[1891]  £35 

 
1023. Ballads and other poems.  FIRST EDITION.  

Longmans, &c.  Front. port., final ad. leaf.  a few 
spots in prelims.  Orig. pale green cloth by  
Burn, blocked & lettered in gilt;  spine darkened 
& sl. worn.  Prize label dated 1851-52;  Renier 
booklabel.    
1847  £30 

 
1024. The Golden Casket:  a treasury of tales for young 

people.  Edited by Mary Howitt.  James Hogg & 
Sons.  Ad. leaf preceding half title, front., 
vignette title + 6 plates by John Palmer.  Orig. 
maroon cloth, borders in blind, front board & 
spine blocked in & with lettering reversed out of 
gilt;  spine sl. faded.  v.g.  
[1861]  £45 

 
1025. The Heir of Wast-Wayland.  A tale.  Simms & 

McIntyre.  (Parlour library, vol. LVII.)  Half 
title, initial 4pp & final 4pp ads.  Orig. green 
cloth;  following inner hinge cracking.  
1851  £40 

 
1026. Songs of Animal Life.  a treasury of tales for 

young people.  Edited by Mary Howitt.  Thomas 
Nelson & Sons.  Half title, front., engr. title, 
plates & illus. Orig. brown cloth, bevelled 
boards, lettered & pictorially blocked in black & 
gilt;  sl. rubbed.  v.g.  

¶With an inscription on the titlepage:  
‘Robert De Bray, with the love of the 
author’s daughter ... May 1882.’ 

[1872?]  £40 

 
1027. The Steadfast Gabriel,  a tale of Wichnor Wood.  

Edinburgh:  William & Robert Chambers.  
(Chambers’s library for young people.)  1850.  
WITH:  HALL, Anna Maria.  The Whisperer.  
Idem.  [c.1850]  Half titles, fronts., titles in red 
borders.  2 vols in 1 in orig. purple cloth.  a.e.g.  
v.g. bright copy.  

¶The Steadfast Gabriel was first published in 
1848;  Anna Hall’s The Whisperer, first 
published in 1848, is undated. 

1850 / [c.1850]  £50 

 
1028. Which is the Wiser!  A tale.  12mo.  William 

Tegg & Co. (Tales for the people and their 
children.)  Half title, front., engr. title only sl. 
browned, 16pp cata.  Orig. dark blue cloth;   
sl. rubbing.  

¶First published in 1842:  the subtitle of this 
remainder edition is ‘People Abroad’. 

[c.1847]  £25 

 WHO SHALL BE GREATEST? 
1029. Who Shall be Greatest? Thomas Tegg. (Tales for 

the People & their Children.)  Half titles;  front.. 
& engr. title sl. foxed.  Orig. brown cloth.  v.g.  
1841  £35 

 
1030. Wood Leighton; or, A Year in the Country.  

1847. WITH: MITFORD, Mary Russell.  
Country Stories.  1850.  Simms & McIntyre. 
(Parlour library. vols. 3 & 39.)  Last leaf of 
Wood Leighton torn without loss & laid down.  2 
vols. in 1 in contemp. half dark blue calf, maroon 
label.  Booklabel.  v.g.  
1847/1850  £40 
__________ 

 
HUDSON, Marianne Spencer 

 
1031. Almack’s:  a novel.  FIRST EDITION.  3 vols.  

Saunders & Otley.  Half titles, final ad. leaf vol. 
III.  Contemp. green glazed binder’s cloth;  sl. 
faded, maroon leather labels, one s1. chipped.  
Renier booklabels.  

¶Sadleir 3135;  Wolff 6507, under the 
Author’s maiden name, Stanhope.  Also 
ascribed to Charles White, who wrote 
‘Almack’s revisited’.  This copy has bound 
in vol. III the ‘Key to “Almack’s”, reprinted 
from the Literary Gazette, W.A. Scripps. 
1827. 

1826/1827  £250 

 
1032. Almack’s:  a novel.  2nd edn.  3 vols.  Saunders 

& Otley.  Contemp. half calf, spines ruled & 
lettered in gilt;  sl. wear to leading hinges and 
heads & tails of spines, extremities a little 
rubbed.  Armorial bookplates of Francis Earl of 
Killmorey.  A good-plus copy.  

¶Wolff identifies a second edition in 6507a, 
but his copy is apparently dated 1827.  
'Almack's Assembly Rooms' was a London 
social club, 1765-1871, the first to admit 
men and women.  This was perhaps the most 
popular of 'silver fork' novels. 

1826  £150 

 
1033. Almack’s:  a novel.  3rd edn.  3 vols.  Saunders 

& Otley.  Half titles;  the odd spot.  Contemp. 
half tan calf, dark green leather labels;  spines sl. 
rubbed.  v.g.  
1827  £150 
__________ 

 
1034. HUGESSEN, Eva Knatchbull.  A Hit and A 

Miss.  FIRST EDITION.  Ward, Lock & Co. 
(The Dainty Books.)  Front., illus. by L. Leslie 
Brooke.  Orig. pale green cloth, blocked with 
floral design in dark green, lettered in gilt;  spine 
sl. dulled.  School prize label, Christmas 1906.  
A v.g. copy.  
[1893]  £35 





 

 HUGUET DE GRAFIGNY 
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

1035. (HUGUET DE GRAFIGNY, Françoise Paule)  
Letters of a Peruvian Princess,  translated from 
the French:  with the sequel taken from a Spanish 
manuscript. Embellished with superb engravings.  
2 vols.  Paris:  Printed for Durand.  Half titles, 
engr. fronts, plates.  Contemp. half sheep;  sl. 
rubbing.  Armorial bookplates of A.L.E.  v.g.  

¶With the French and English texts on 
opposite pages.  Madame de Grafigny, 
1695-1758, is cited as both the author and 
translator of this work.  The earliest English 
edition in the BL is 1749, published by J. 
Brindley;  the first French edition,  
Lettres d’une Péruvienne, 1747.  The 
fictional letters of Zilia, a young Peruvian 
exiled to France, hugely popular in  
France, reaching a 40th edition within  
fifty years. 

1802  £75 

 
HUNT, Violet, 1862-1942 
‘New Woman’ writer, author of several important 

feminist novels, including The Maiden’s Progress 

(1893), as well as a highly regarded volume of 

supernatural stories Tales of the Uneasy (1911).  

She was active in the Woman Writers’ Suffrage 

League, and became an influential figure in 

London’s literary establishment.  Her salons were 

attended by, among others, Ezra Pound, Henry 

James, Joseph Conrad and D.H. Lawrence.  See also 

Item 1018. 

 
1036. The Flurried Years.  FIRST EDITION.  Hurst & 

Blackett.  Half title, front., + 15 plates on plate 
paper;  the odd spot.  Orig. blue cloth, spine 
lettered in gilt;  spine v. sl. dulled.  v.g.  

¶Reminiscences of Conrad, James, Rebecca 
West, &c. 

[1926]  £40 

 
 SIGNED 

 

1037. The Last Ditch.  FIRST EDITION.  Stanley Paul 
& Co.  Half title, 3pp ads.  Orig. light brown 
cloth, lettered in black;  dulled & a little rubbed, 
inner hinges cracking.  Ex libris booklabel.  

¶Signed presentation copy, ‘Violet Hunt, 
1935’ on half title in black ink. 

1918  £40 

 
1038. The Maiden's Progress;  or The Adventures of a 

Girl.  3rd edn.  Chapman & Hall. (Chapman's 
Story Series, no.5.)  Half title, front.  Orig. dark 
blue glazed wrappers, printed in red & green;  sl. 
rubbing to spine.  v.g.  

¶Hunt's first work, a 'new woman' novel first 
published by Osgood & McIlvaine in 1894.  
Originally called The Maiden's Progress, a 
novel in dialogue, set out in play form.  It 
introduces themes that Hunt would return to 
throughout her literary career, in particular 
sexual politics and intrigue. 

1896  £120 

1039. Their Hearts.  FIRST EDITION.  Stanley Paul & 
Co.  Half title.  Uncut in orig. olive green cloth, 
spine lettered in black;  spine sl. faded.  
1921  £50 

 
1040. Their Lives.  FIRST EDITION.  Stanley Paul & 

Co.  Half title.  Uncut in orig. olive green cloth, 
lettered in black.  v.g.  
1916  £50 

 
1041. The Workaday Woman.  FIRST EDITION.  T. 

Werner Laurie.  Ad. preceding half title, title in 
black & green, 8pp ads.  Orig. blue/green cloth, 
blocked in pale green, lettered in gilt.  Sl. later 
owner’s inscription.  A v.g. copy.  
[1906]  £65 

 
1042. HUNT, Violet & Margaret.  The Governess.  

With a preface by Ford Madox Hueffer.  FIRST 
EDITION.  Chatto & Windus.  Half title, title in 
red & black, 32pp cata. (1911).  Orig. green 
cloth, lettered in gilt;  a little dulled & rubbed.  
Blank booklabel on leading pastedown.  

¶With preface by Violet Hunt's partner. 

1912  £65 
__________ 

 
INCHBALD, Elizabeth, 1753-1821   

 
1043. The Married Man.  A comedy, in three acts ...  

FIRST EDITION.  Printed for G.G.J. & J. 
Robinson.  Half title.  Brown boards, leather 
spine cracking at hinges, hand-written paper 
label on front board.  

¶Adapted from Destouches’ ‘Le Philosophe 
Marié’. 

1789  £42 

 
1044. A Simple Story.  The fourth edition.  4 vols.  

G.G. & J. Robinson.  Text a little marked.  
Recently handsomely rebacked in half calf,  
black labels.  

¶ESTC T107614.  With the original binder’s 
ticket of Rodford, Hull.  Encouraged by 
Godwin & Holcroft, A Simple Story was  
first published in 1791.  The hero, 
Dorriforth, is probably based on John Philip 
Kemble.  The story is designed to 
demonstrate ‘the pernicious effects of an 
improper education’. 

1799  £320 

 
1045. A Simple Story.  Nature and Art.  Richard 

Bentley. (Standard novels, no. XXVI.)  Half title, 
engr. front., vignette title, additional printed title;  
final leaf sl. torn at inner margin without loss of 
text, some light foxing  Contemp. half calf, gilt 
raised bands, black leather label;  a little rubbed.  
Henley armorial bookplate;  three ownership 
stamps in prelims, one showing through to front.    
1833  £35





 

 INGELOW 
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

INGELOW, Jean, 1820-97 
Popular poet and story-writer, now chiefly 

remembered for Mopsa the Fairy (1869) the story of 

a little boy who discovers a nest of fairies and an 

enchanted fairyland.  She was friends with Ruskin, 

Longfellow, Tennyson & Christina Rossetti, and was 

a candidate for the role of poet laureate after 

Tennyson's death. 
 

1046. Mopsa the Fairy.  FIRST EDITION.  Longmans, 
Green, & Co.  Front. + 7 plates by Jessie 
MacGregor, Alfred W. Hunt & W. Eden.  Orig. 
green cloth, bevelled boards, elaborate borders 
blocked in gilt & black, lettered in gilt;  inner 
hinges carefully repaired, some cloth sl. lifting. 
Prize inscription, Feb. 1871 & later book-label of 
T.R. Young.  a.e.g. A good-plus copy.  

¶Scarce first edition of Ingelow’s haunting 
tale for children. 

1869  £650 

 
1047. Poems.  8th edn.  Longman.  Orig. red cloth;  

dulled.  
1864  £15 

 
1048. Poems.  With illustrations.  Longman, Green 

Ryder, & Dyer.  Engr. front., illus. after Pinwell, 
North, Poynter, Wolf and the Brothers Dalziel.  
Handsome publisher’s binding, green pebble-

grained cloth, elaborate gilt spine, borders & 
dentelles; sl. rubbing. A good-plus copy.  
1867  £85 

 
1049. Poems.  First series.  16th edn.  Longman.  Orig. 

green cloth;  sl. rubbed & buckled.  
1871  £15 

 
1050. Poems. (Reprinted, with additional matter.) 2vols.  

Longmans.  Half titles, titles with vignettes;  half 
title vol. I torn by careless opening, vol. II partly 
unopened, sl. foxing.  Orig. scarlet cloth;  spine 
faded & marked.  

¶Vol. I is 23rd thousand, reprinted from the 
23rd edn.;  vol. II 11th thousand, reprinted 
from the 6th edn.  First collected in 1880. 

1893  £35 
__________ 

 
1051. INNES-BROWNE, Jessie Elizabeth.  Three 

Daughters of the United Kingdom.  2nd edn.   
R. & T. Washbourne.  Half title;  browning in 
prelims and e.ps.  Orig. olive green cloth, 
blocked with floral design in black, lettered in 
gilt. Illuminated signature of Annie May Donald, 
30th October, 1905, on leading f.e.p.  v.g.  

¶First published in 1897. 

1903  £25 

 
END OF PART II 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

If you do not purchase from this catalogue, 
but other women writers are of interest to you, 

please let us know. 
 

WOMEN WRITERS III & IV 
 

will include: 
 

Vernon Lee  -  Harriet Martineau  -  Mary Mitford  -  Mrs. Molesworth  -  Hannah 
More  -  Dinah Mulock  -  Margaret Oliphant  -  Amelia Opie  -  Ouida  -  Christina 
Rossetti  -  Olive Schreiner  -  Somerville & Ross  -  Emma Southworth  -  Harriet 
Beecher Stowe  -  Agnes Strickland  -  Annie Swan  -  Anne Thackeray  -  Charlotte 
Elizabeth Tonna  -  Frances Trollope  -   Mrs. Humphry Ward  -  Edith Wharton  -  
Evelyn Whitaker  -  Mary Wollstonecraft  -  Mrs. Henry Wood  -  Charlotte Yonge. 
 

Subscription for four catalogues is £20.00  
(£30.00 / U.S. $55.00 overseas, airmail). 
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